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General introduction 

Let’s imagine being able to explore the “heart” of each cell, each drop of blood and understand the 

chemical processes that drive life, revealing every unknown secret and solve the mysteries. Such an 

exciting opportunity is provided to some extent by the rapid expansion of metabolomics. Since, 20 

years, metabolomics has paved the way to a greater understanding of biology, human health, and our 

environment by examining metabolites, molecules reflecting the different metabolism and metabolic 

pathways. Lipids and metabolites are vital and extremely diverse in both their structural and functional 

nature. The human metabolome has been studied using a variety of techniques, including nuclear 

magnetic resonance (NMR) and mass spectrometry (MS). Every metabolomics study advances our 

knowledge of biochemical processes and how living systems work, even though we still do not fully 

understand all the metabolic pathways and know all the metabolites making the metabolome (Ryan et 

Robards 2006). Confidently identifying metabolites still represents a huge analytical challenge. Up to 

now, it is estimated that only a few percentages of the human metabolome has been identified 

(Wishart, Guo, et al. 2022). Although the exact number of metabolites is not yet known, the 

metabolome is  known to be extremely large, including numerous isobaric and isomeric metabolites 

(Courant et al. 2014).  

High-resolution mass spectrometry (MS) has been widely implemented in metabolomics and 

lipidomics studies, generally hyphenated to liquid chromatography (LC). Thus, different analytical and 

structural information, such as retention time (RT), accurate mass measurement and fragmentation 

pattern from MS/MS data are provided by LC-MS/MS to annotate metabolites according to well-

described levels of confidence. However, unambiguous assignment is still common as numerous 

isomers (diastereoisomers, enantiomers, regioisomers, cis/trans isomers,…) or isobars are present in 

biological samples and remain difficult to be definitely identified (Ben Faleh et al. 2023). Coupling ion 

mobility spectrometry (IMS) to liquid chromatography-high-resolution mass spectrometry in 

metabolomics workflows provides several benefits. Indeed, it brings an additional dimension of 

separation, increases peak capacity and affords a new molecular physico-chemical descriptor, the 

collision cross-section (CCS). IMS permits a gas-phase separation of ions according to their respective 

mobilities, in a cell filled with a buffer gas (He or N2) and under the influence of an electrical field. The 

measurement of the ion mobility provides access to the collision cross-section (CCS) which reflects the 

three-dimensional structure of the ion. This additional descriptor enables more reliable identification 

of compounds, since it is added to RT, accurate m/z, MS/MS fragmentation data and isotopic pattern, 

already widely used for compound annotation in traditional LC-MS analyses. CCS derives from ion 

mobility using either a primary method (without calibration) or a secondary method which requires a 

calibration procedure (Gabelica et al. 2019). Currently, several IMS technologies that can be coupled 

to MS permit experimental CCS determination. The most widely employed are the drift tube ion 

mobility spectrometry (DTIMS) which satisfies primary method definition (Ibrahim et al. 2015), the 

travelling wave ion mobility spectrometry (TWIMS) (Giles et al. 2004; Richardson, Langridge, et Giles 

2018) and the trapped ion mobility spectrometry (TIMS) (Fernandez-Lima et al. 2011; Michelmann et 

al. 2015) which implies secondary methods requiring calibrant. The CCS is a promising descriptor to 

support metabolite and lipid annotation in untargeted analysis, in particular through library search in 

CCS databases (Paglia et al. 2015; Paglia et Astarita 2017; Delvaux, Rathahao‐Paris, et Alves 2021). High 

repeatability and robustness within 2% or even 1% of CCS values have been demonstrated (Hernández-

Mesa et al. 2020). Moreover, reproducibility between CCS determined with DTIMS and those from 
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TWIMS or TIMS has been reported for a majority of compounds, and systematic comparisons revealed 

excellent interlaboratory performance (M. L. Feuerstein, Hernández-Mesa, Kiehne, et al. 2022). 

However, exceptions with CCS deviations up to 6% or 7% remained (Hinnenkamp et al. 2018; M. L. 

Feuerstein, Hernández-Mesa, Kiehne, et al. 2022). These CCS discrepancies (for a defined buffer gas) 

mainly come from unharmonized calibration procedures, available standards (calibrants) and the lack 

of consensus on reference CCS values. May et al highlighted the need of measurement standardization, 

agreement on reference CCS values and unified reference databases (May et McLean 2022). Moreover, 

Gabelica et al also warned on the urgency and importance to agree on values for a set of primary 

standards (Gabelica et al. 2019). Defining a set of reference and standardized procedures is therefore 

necessary for the further use of CCS as an annotation descriptor. 

The aim of this research project is to study and develop standardization tools for CCS measurements 

to enable CCS alignment, to integrate this descriptor into metabolomics analyses, and to improve the 

reliability of metabolite annotation. For that purpose, various possible causes of deviations on CCS 

measurements have been evaluated for three different IMS commercial technologies coupled to mass 

spectrometry, DTIMS, TIMS and TWIMS. First, the experimental parameters related to sample 

introduction and electrospray ionization source, in particular for TIMS MS instrument design. In this 

instrument in which the IMS cell is located right after the ESI source, the influence of the 

ionization/desorption conditions have been studied to evaluate their influence on the ion mobility and 

also on CCS determination. Then, the IMS parameters of each of three technologies have been studied 

to determine their contribution on CCS deviations. The calibration procedure has also been examined, 

in particular through the study of eleven distinct commercial calibrants. Then, interplatform evaluation 

was performed comparing the three different ion mobility technologies with a standardized procedure 

implying a unique calibration standard. 

The first chapter presents the bibliographic introduction on metabolomics analyses by mass 

spectrometry introducing the relevance to use ion mobility spectrometry. The second chapter exposes 

the IMS principle, the different technologies, the CCS definition, applications and contribution in 

metabolomics, CCS determination with related issues. 

The three other chapters present the results of this research project. The chapter 3 reports the study 

of the influence of experimental parameters, such as ESI source and IMS cell parameters, on the CCS 

determination, for each of the three different IMS technologies. Thus, electrospray source parameters 

have been studied on the three instruments, with a focus on the TIMS instrument. IMS cell parameters 

have also been evaluated to estimate their contribution to the uncertainties on CCS determination.    

The chapter 4 is dedicated to the study of ion mobility calibration procedure using the TWIMS cell and, 

in particular the evaluation of eleven commercial calibrants currently utilized in metabolomics and 

lipidomics. For that purpose, lipids of human plasma have been used as analytes model. A CCS 

realignment strategy allowing to reduce the CCS deviations due to calibrating substance has been 

proposed. 

The chapter 5 exposes an interplatform and interlaboratory study through the comparison of 130 CCS 

determined by the three technologies DTIMS, TWIMS and TIMS for various lipids present in human 

plasma. Intra-instrument repeatability and interplatforms reproducibility were evaluated. These 

results constitute a complement to recent studies (M. L. Feuerstein, Hernández-Mesa, Kiehne, et al. 

2022) and afford additional information on interplatform and interlaboratory evaluation, in particular 

in the lipidomics field.
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Chapter I. Metabolomics by mass spectrometry 

I.1. Introduction to metabolomics 

I.1.1. Definitions 

Metabolomics is the global analysis of metabolome which corresponds to the whole set of metabolites, 

usually small molecules (< 1500 Da) present in a biological system, organisms, cells or tissues. 

Metabolome and metabolomics were firstly defined in 1990’s (Oliver et al. 1998), including peptides, 

lipids, amino acids, nucleic acids, vitamins, food compounds, drugs, pollutants, pesticides, and 

numerous other chemical classes (Wishart et al. 2013). Both “metabonomics” (Nicholson et al. 2002) 

and “metabolomics” (Fiehn 2002) terms appeared in 2002, but, in practice, they are often used for the 

same purpose (Nicholson et Lindon 2008). In details, metabolomics refers to the study of the 

metabolome whereas metabonomics refers to the study of the multiparametric metabolic responses 

of a particular living organism to pathogenic stimuli or genetic modification (Ramsden 2009) Both 

concepts have the same objective, the study of the metabolome (Ryan et Robards 2006).Metabolomics 

constitutes one of the “omics” science, such as exposomics, microbiomics, genomics, transcriptomics 

and proteomics. Genomics refers to the study of genetic information and DNA in a biological cell, 

transcriptomics is the study of gene expression, corresponding to all the RNA transcripts present in a 

cell, proteomics deals with the study of proteins, as illustrated with Figure I-1 (Steuer, Brockbals, et 

Kraemer 2019). Metabolomics is the final step of these omics sciences, and unlike the genome or 

proteome, the metabolome reflects the molecular phenotype of a human being (Fiehn 2002).   

 
Figure I-1: Representation of the "omics" sciences (adapted from (Steuer, Brockbals, et Kraemer 2019)) 

The metabolome is thought to be the closest representation of phenotype and for this reason shows 

huge potential in a health context for the understanding of cellular processes in both healthy and 

diseased persons, also for biomarker discovery and personalized medicine (Guijas et al. 2018).  
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The phenotype changes could not always be explained by the genome, transcriptome or proteome, 

this is why the metabolome was extensively studied in the past 20 years. Metabolome analysis is 

complicated due to the huge number of compounds, the high diversity of their chemical classes, but 

also the dynamic ranges of concentrations which can be between pmol.L-1 and mmol.L -1 (Dunn et Ellis 

2005; Psychogios et al. 2011). Although a complete understanding of all the metabolic pathways and 

all the metabolites involved in the metabolome are not yet fully known, every metabolomics study 

allows a better understanding of the biochemical processes and the functioning of the living systems 

(Ryan et Robards 2006). In each cell, at a given time, many substrates are transformed by enzymes, 

various biosynthesis processes occur, and many other molecules are biodegraded, all these reactions 

constituting the metabolism. The Figure I-2 depicts a visualization of the molecular pathways evolving 

in the human metabolism. It is highly complex  but also  highly organised and well-ordered (Fani 2012).  

 
Figure I-2: Representation of the metabolomic human network, showing the different pathways between metabolites 

(adapted from http://pathways2.embl.de/iPath1/ (Letunic et al. 2008)) 

 

http://pathways2.embl.de/iPath1/
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I.1.2. Lipidomics introduction 

I.1.2.1. Lipidomics definition and nomenclature 

Few years after the beginning of metabolism study, a subpart of metabolomics, lipidomics, became the 

subject of more and more research. It aims to characterize organism’s lipids to understand their 

influence on biological systems such as membrane architecture, cell signalling, lipid-lipid or lipid-

protein interactions … Lipids constitute an important class of biomolecules involved in the biological 

membranes, and many other biological functions. Lipids can be defined as hydrophobic molecules, and 

the constituents of the fatty matter of living organisms. A large diversity of compounds and chemical 

classes can be put into the lipid class, which can be divided into 8 categories: fatty acyls, glycerolipids, 

glycerophospholipids, sphingolipids, sterol lipids, prenol lipids, saccharolipids, and polyketides (Eoin 

Fahy et al. 2005). Examples of structures from each lipid class are reported Figure I-3. Each of these 

categories contains classes and subclasses, defined thanks to the head groups (Eoin Fahy et al. 2005). 

A coherent framework to represent lipid structures has been proposed by the LIPID MAPS consortium, 

as lipid structure of a same lipid could appear quite different from one publication to another, or from 

one database to another. LIPID MAPS® Structure Database (LMSD) contains 47,981 unique lipid 

structures, including 25,934 from experimental data and 22,047 computationally-generated (July 

2023) which can be downloaded or used online on the LIPID MAPS® website 

(http://www.lipidmaps.org)(E. Fahy et al. 2007). 

 
Figure I-3: Lipid classification, example of one representative lipid per class (from (Eoin Fahy et al. 2011) 
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I.1.2.2. Lipid classification 

Lipid categories are separated into three groups, the non-polar lipids, containing the cholesterols, 

cholesterols esters and triglycerides; polar lipids including glycerophospholipids and sphingolipids; and 

lipid metabolites (Han et Gross 2005). 

 Non-polar lipids  

They are mainly constituted with cholesterol (Chol) and their esters (CE), and acylglycerol: 

Monoacylglycerols (MG), Diacylglycerols (DG), Triacylglycerols (TG). These lipids have a large 

hydrophobic part and are found in the plasma membrane for cholesterol, or cellular oil droplets and 

lipoproteins for CE and TG (Han et Gross 2005). The fraction of sterols depends on the matrices and 

can reach 50% in plasma membranes.  

 Polar lipids 

Glycerophospholipids (or phosphoglycerides) represent the most important class of phospholipids, 

which consist of a polar head group attached to a glycerol backbone and up to two fatty acyl chains. 

Those are a significant portion of membranes lipids, in bacteria, plants or mammals. They contain two 

parts, one hydrophobic, the other hydrophilic, which gives them amphibious properties. Due to this, 

phospholipids can be arranged into sheets by hydrophobic interactions between phospholipid 

molecules and hydrophilic interactions between phospholipids and water (Figure I-4). They are present 

in the spinal cord, brain, liver or heart. The hydrophilic part determines the class of the lipid, as shown 

at the top left of the Figure I-4. 

 

Figure I-4: Chemical structures of phospholipid classes by distinguishing both hydrophobic and hydrophilic parts (Red: 
phosphate group, green: glycerol, pink: sphingosine, blue green: fatty acid chains). PA: phosphatidic acid, PS: 

phosphatidylserine, PE: phosphatidylethanolamine, PC: phosphatidylcholine, PI: phosphatidylinositol, PG: 
phosphatidylglycerol, from (Boldyreva et al. 2021) 

The second category of polar lipids are the sphingolipids, their fraction is less important than 

glycerophospholipids. They differ from the glycerophospholipids because they contain a sphingosine 

group and not a glycerol (as shown in Figure I-4). Different hydrophilic parts can compose a 

sphingolipid, providing different classes of lipids, as Ceramides (Cer), sphingomyelin (SM) or 
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Glucosylceramide (GlcCer). They play an important role in the membrane, cell function regulation and 

human diseases, as inflammation, cancer, neurologic and psychiatric disorders (Futerman 2021). 

The third group of polar lipids are the glycolipids, which include glycosphingolipids and 

glyceroglycolipids. Both these classes contain a main difference, the hydrophobic part. The structure 

consists of a monosaccharide or oligosaccharide group fixed to a sphingolipid or a glycerol group with 

one or two fatty acids. 

 Lipid metabolites 

This last group associated to lipid species refers to their metabolites, products of enzymatic reactions 

or precursors, such as nonesterified fatty acids, fatty acid esters, acylCoAs, lysolipids, and ceramides. 

Lipid metabolites are biologically active and can be involved in some pathological conditions. 

I.1.3. Applications of metabolomics and lipidomics 

I.1.3.1. Applications of metabolomics 

Metabolomics has been used for a wide scope of applications, as in medicine, pharmaceutical sciences, 

food and nutrition sciences, toxicology, agriculture or environment. For medicine application, 

metabolomics has been used for biomarker discovery, helping the early diagnosis of diseases; or for 

the comprehension of pathological mechanisms (Johnson, Ivanisevic, et Siuzdak 2016),  such as 

diabetes (Morze et al. 2022). Metabolomics can also be used in pharmacology, to evaluate the effects 

of drugs, to identify potential new drugs and their interactions (Wishart 2016; Alarcon-Barrera et al. 

2022). Metabolite profiling helps the development of precision and personalized medicine and 

treatment strategies (Pang et Hu 2023; Jacob et al. 2019). Food metabolomics has emerged in different 

aspects, as an indicator of food quality and safety or nutrition (Adebo et al. 2017; S. Li et al. 2021). 

Foodomics allows the control of food quality and food authentication, for instance to pinpoint frauds 

by determining the origin of products, for example for analysis of virgin olive oil (Gil-Solsona et al. 

2016).  Many matrices can be analysed with metabolomics workflows as milk, cereals, meat, fish, fruits 

or vegetables (Selamat, Rozani, et Murugesu 2021). Metabolomics in nutrition field, can be used to 

assess the impact of diet (Guasch-Ferré, Bhupathiraju, et Hu 2018). Metabolomics is also particularly 

useful in toxicology, or in environment or ecology studies, to identify biomarkers of exposure or 

environmental biomarkers, or apprehend the interactions between organisms and their ecosystems. 

Exposomics studies have grown with this objective, to understand environmental exposures, for 

example focusing on air pollution or water toxicants (Sun et al. 2022; Vineis et al. 2017). 

I.1.3.2. Applications of lipidomics 

The lipidome is part of the metabolome, thus variations with time, perturbations or environment can 

be experienced on lipid species too. As metabolites, the lipid concentrations are broad into a large 

range, according to their classes, as shown in Figure I-5. Lipidomics is crucial for diagnosing disorders 

and understand the mechanisms behind the development of some diseases. It was proven changes on 

the lipidome in diabetes, but also with other diseases as neurodegenerative disorders (Calvano, 

Palmisano, et Cataldi 2018; Shamim et al. 2018) as Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s diseases (Chiurchiù et 

al. 2022) or cancer (J. Wang, Wang, et Han 2021). 
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Figure I-5: Concentrations of lipid species reported for the NIST SRM 1950 reference plasma, according to the different 
classes (from (Burla et al. 2018) 

Regarding the diversity of metabolites and lipids, numerous analytical methods could be useful to 

characterize the whole metabolome.In addition, metabolomics studies aim at different objectives as 

the differentiation of groups (for example, healthy individuals and diseased patients) to identify the 

metabolites that have changed or to determine differences in metabolite concentrations, and to 

understand the interactions with the biological system (genes, proteins…). These objectives cannot be 

achieved with a single method, this is why different approaches and techniques can be used together. 

I.1.1. Classification of metabolites 

The metabolome includes all small molecules that can be separated into three categories. First, the 

primary metabolites, which are ubiquitous, are produced by the vital metabolic pathways of the cells 

and have a direct role in the cell development, cell division, growth, respiration, photosynthesis or 

reproduction. This is the case for amino-acids, organic acids, nucleotides, sugars and lipids. The 

secondary metabolites are kingdom-specific and indirectly involved in the cell development. They are 

synthetized for a particular function for example, hormones or metabolites for defence purposes by 

plant organisms. The third category is the xenobiotics, compounds which are unexpectedly introduced 

in the organism and are not naturally produced, such as drugs, pesticides from food, pollutants from 

the environment (Junot et al. 2014). The xenometabolomics was defined as the profiling of xenobiotics, 

their products from biotransformation and their metabolites, present within an organism exposed to 

pollutants, food components or drugs (Holmes et al. 2007).  
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Figure I-6: Metabolites classification: primary, secondary metabolites and xenobiotics; from (Junot et al. 2014) 

All these metabolites could be classified depending on their chemical classes. Thus, the classification 

used by the Human Metabolome DataBase (HMDB) for human metabolites is based on the various 

metabolite chemical classes (Wishart, Guo, et al. 2022). An example of this classification is displayed 

with the exploration of the metabolome from microbiota (Figure I-7). Tools and web applications such 

as ClassyFire have been developed to allow automated structural classification  (Djoumbou Feunang 

et al. 2016).  

 
Figure I-7: HMDB classification for the identified metabolites of the study. The HMDB superclasses and classes were 

represented in part A and B respectively, from (Z. Du et al. 2022) 
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Concerning the plant kingdom, specific rules of taxonomy have been established to link the various 

species to their corresponding secondary metabolites. Plant secondary metabolites can be separated 

into four major categories as described in Figure I-8 (Sharma et al. 2022). Alcaloïds, terpenoïds, 

phenolics and sulphur containing compounds, which are specifically present in comparison to animal 

kingdom. 

 
Figure I-8: Plant secondary metabolism classification, from (Sharma et al. 2022) 

 

I.1.2. Approaches in metabolomics 

Metabolomics can be divided into two main different types of analysis: targeted or untargeted 

approaches. The choice of one approach and / or the other depends on the biological question and the 

level of sensitivity required (Figure I-9) (Lelli et al. 2021).  

Indeed, untargeted metabolomics is the systematic and comprehensive analysis of all the metabolites 

detectable in the samples. Those analyses are unbiased and without any a priori, and also called global 

metabolomics (San-Martin et al. 2020). They are used for the discovery of biomarkers by comparing 

healthy and non-healthy tissues from a cohort, for instance. This approach can also be called ‘molecular 

fingerprinting’ (Dunn et Ellis 2005).  

Targeted analyses focus on quantitative study of some specific metabolites. For example, quantitation 

of some metabolites potentially found as biomarkers for a specific disease is implemented to confirm 

the results of the untargeted approach and go further in the disease understanding. The biomarkers 

are indicators of molecular or cellular changes that might occur during or after an exposure. 

Biomarkers can be divided into different types. The biomarkers of exposure correspond to the 

detection of the toxic compound at a concentration that reveals an external or internal exposure. The 

biomarkers of effect are related to the interactions between the toxicant and a biological target, 

including early and clinical effects. The biomarkers of susceptibility study the inter-individual 

differences in response to toxicants, knowing that individuals can present a difference of sensitivity of 

a compound (Aitio et al. 2007; Nordberg 2010). Targeted approach can also be divided into ‘metabolite 

target analysis’ which describes the analyses of some metabolite relative to a specific metabolic 

pathway, or ‘metabolite profiling’ which is the analysis of a pre-defined number of metabolites (Dunn 

et Ellis 2005). These approaches need a knowledge of the sample and metabolites searched, already 

driven by a hypothesis (Kell et Oliver 2004). 
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Depending on the research question, one approach can be favored over the other, and different 

analytical tools can be used. It is the combination of both approaches which can be useful for the 

discovery of metabolites biomarkers. Nowadays, new hybrid metabolomics approaches have been 

developed (Li Chen, Zhong, et Zhu 2020).  

Currently, two main analytical tools allow targeted and untargeted approaches, nuclear magnetic 

resonance (NMR) spectroscopy and mass spectrometry (MS). The first is robust, non-destructive and 

provides quantitative information on multiple metabolites using internal reference compound.  The 

second is a highly sensitive technique that requires very few amounts of sample and allows the analysis 

of complex mixtures via coupling with liquid or gas chromatography (LC-MS or GC-MS), capillary 

electrophoresis (CE) or even with ion mobility spectrometry (IMS) as it will be further detailed in the 

manuscript. 

  

Figure I-9: Two main types of metabolomics analyses: untargeted vs targeted, from (San-Martin et al. 2020) 

 

I.1.3. The Metabolomics workflow 

Metabolomics analysis consists in different stages: from the sample collection, spectral acquisition to 

the data processing to answer the biological question. To characterise all the metabolome, and his 

complexity with untargeted approaches, it is necessary to extract the most information possible from 

the samples. For that, and to overcome the analytical variability, a huge number of samples has to be 

analysed. This is also a pre-requisite for the statistical analyses. To ensure reproducibility of the 

analyses, a strictly identical workflow has to be carried out for all samples (Figure I-10). 
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Figure I-10: Metabolomics workflow (from (Delvaux, Rathahao‐Paris, et Alves 2021)) 

All the steps of this workflow must be developed on the basis of the biological question, to create a 

precise and adapted design of experiment. From the biological question, the objectives must also be 

clearly defined before conceiving the experimental design. There are many possible objectives, such 

as the discovery of new biomarkers, the validation of a biological hypothesis from a previous study, 

the understanding of a pathway, of the underlying biochemical mechanisms or the influence of the 

environment. From that, the type of metabolomics analyses must be chosen, from targeted to 

untargeted analyses. Then, the metabolomics workflow is adapted, and for each step of the workflow, 

some choices have to be carefully made. The experimental design must allow to highlight which 

differences we are looking for, as healthy/diseased patients, and to be careful with all the steps to 

avoid the bias and particularly the confounding factors. With untargeted workflows, all the difference 

between groups will be highlighted, all the factors must be known as precisely as possible. The 

confounding factors may be analytical or biological. For the analytical ones, the difference can occur 

during the analyses, and can be managed with some precautions, as the randomization of the samples 

order and signal intensity correction algorithms. Biological factors can be due to the sample selection, 

for example for studying the cardiovascular risks, the diets of the individuals must be considered. The 

number of samples involved in the study must be set carefully in order to get relevant statistical 

analyses, and to take into account the capabilities of the analytical laboratory. 

I.2. Sample preparation: from collection to analysis  

The goal of sample preparation step is to extract the maximum of relevant information from the 

sample to answer the biological question.  
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I.2.1. Collection of the samples, quenching and deproteinization 

Sample collection is the first key point to define. The question “which type of samples will be used for 

the study?” must be carefully answered, taking into account the aims of the study, the biological 

question but also choosing the samples the most easily to collect, with relative short sample 

preparation and feasible analysis. Different types of samples can be analysed in metabolomics, such as 

urine or blood samples, cerebrospinal fluid, feces, and plants extract (Figure I-11). Another question is 

relative to the time of sampling. Indeed, metabolism changes over time, and physiological changes can 

cause variations in metabolites structure or concentrations, for example due to an exposition, or after 

a meal (Courant et al. 2014). Urine is for example widely influenced by physiological changes as diet, 

gender, age (J. Wu et Gao 2015). Modifications of the metabolites from urine samples were still 

observable after six hours of an intake of almonds (Llorach et al. 2010). 

To study blood samples, a choice has to be made between plasma and serum (Burla et al. 2018). Both 

are part of the blood without the red cells. For serum samples, anti-coagulants are not needed but a 

delay of 30 minutes is required for the clot formation and fibrinogen is absent whereas for plasma, 

anti-coagulants are needed for purification, but it can be prepared just after collection and fibrinogen 

is present. Metabolites from serum and plasma samples have been studied and it was demonstrated 

that both are comparable for NMR study (Sotelo-Orozco et al. 2021) but another study showed higher 

metabolite concentrations in serum samples (Yu et al. 2011). A recent study demonstrated an 

undeniable impact of the blood collection tubes on metabolomic and lipoprotein profiles, by 

comparing serum with plasma using citrate or EDTA as anti-coagulant (Vignoli et al. 2022). These 

conclusions have been also demonstrated, with 46% of metabolites that have significant differences 

meaning that coagulation processes alter the metabolites levels (X. Liu et al. 2018). 

After the choice of the samples and the sampling time, the collection must follow a strict procedure 

which must be reproducible, for all samples, to avoid unwanted deviations between control and 

patients, for example. Indeed, contaminants can be retrieved in all steps of the sample preparation 

and must be avoided, but above all must be reproducible between samples (Bowen et Remaley 2014; 

López-Bascón et al. 2016). 

After sample collection, metabolism do not stop automatically, enzymatic reactions still occur to form 

or degrade metabolites. Thus, a step of quenching has been demonstrated necessary in order to 

stabilize the metabolism. The most common protocol for the quenching step is the snap-freezing in 

liquid nitrogen. This is even more important for some type of samples, as cells or tissues (González-

Domínguez et al. 2020). 

The aliquoting step must be done at the time of collection, before any freezing to avoid sample 

degradation by multiple freeze-thaw cycles. The number and quantity of the aliquots should be 

carefully thought during the experiment study. If any sample transport is needed, this must be done at 

cold temperature to avoid the defrosting and the possible degradation (González-Domínguez et al. 

2020). The samples must be stored in an ultra-freezer, at -80°C. Short-term storage at lower 

temperature could be planned under consideration, and only if ultra-freezers are not available, at -

20°C up to one week for blood samples (Zivkovic et al. 2009) and less than one month at -20°C and 5 

days at 4°C for urine samples (Laparre et al. 2017). 

Before analysis, an additional step of deproteinization is required because protein content can cause 

signal suppression, loss of sensitivity or damages to the chromatographic separation (Cajka et Fiehn 

2016). 
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Figure I-11: Example of the steps of sample preparation according to the different matrices before LC/MS analysis; from 
(Roca et al. 2021). 

I.2.2. Extraction technique 

Measuring all the metabolites present in one sample is hardly attainable because of the huge diversity 

of metabolites in terms of chemical classes or concentrations. This is why there is no reference method 

for metabolomics sample preparation, but this depends on the study, the analytes or the approaches. 

For untargeted analyses, the goal of the sample preparation is to extract many metabolite classes for 

which the study experiment has been designed, without loss of compounds of interest. But more 

importantly, the method must be highly reproducible, because the changes of intensity observed in 

the data must be dependent on the analytes itself and not on the extraction procedure (Courant et al. 

2014). To obtain a wide coverage of metabolites, a minimal sample pre-treatment should be preferred, 

as solvent-protein precipitation, for blood, for example or dilute-and-shoot method, for urine par 

example (Cajka et Fiehn 2016). 

For hypothesis-driven targeted analyses, liquid-liquid extraction (LLE) or solid-phase extraction (SPE) 

can be added to enhance targeted metabolites intensities that help enhancing the signal-to-noise 

ratios and remove the unwanted species which can cause signal suppression. However, with the 

apparition of novels separation techniques, as ion mobility and high-resolution techniques, these 

extraction steps could be removed. 

Due to the large range of chemical properties of metabolites and lipids, and particularly the diversity 

in polarity, their predicted octanol/water coefficient (X log P) is about approximately 40 orders of 

magnitude. Multiple solvent or solvent mixtures as methanol, acetonitrile can be used for metabolites 

extraction but more apolar solvents have to be considered for lipid extraction (CH2Cl2, CHCl3, MTBE, 

…). The metabolites classes extracted with these solvents have been organized according to their 

polarity and their X log P (Figure I-12). 
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Figure I-12: Solvents or solvents mixtures used in the extraction procedure in metabolomics and lipidomics according to the 

polarity or X logP of the different compound classes, from (Cajka et Fiehn 2016) 

The last step of sample preparation is the evaporation for sample conservation, analytes concentration 

and use of solvent compatible with the analysis to re-suspend the dry extract. 

Different techniques for metabolites extraction could be used depending on the metabolites, the 

samples, or the analysis that will be done. The extraction based on liquid-liquid extraction (LLE) is often 

used to extract specific metabolites on a complex sample. This extraction is based on differences in 

compounds solubility between two non-miscible solvents (Sreekumar et al. 2009; Mushtaq et al. 2014; 

R. Liu et al. 2018; Schomakers et al. 2022). Another extraction protocol based on solid-phase extraction 

(SPE) or solid-phase microextraction (SPME) is used to purify or pre-concentrate some of the analytes 

present in the samples, particularly those in trace levels (Vuckovic et Pawliszyn 2011; Bojko et al. 2014; 

Sitnikov, Monnin, et Vuckovic 2016; Gong et al. 2022).  

An automated procedure, called turbulent flow chromatography (TFC) has been developed for high-

throughput analysis. The sample is injected into a column with high flow rate generating conditions of 

turbulent flow allowing to retain the small molecules and to wash the proteins. This step was followed 

by the elution of the metabolites into traditional separation chromatographic column (Couchman 

2012; Michopoulos et al. 2010). 

Extraction by protein precipitation is used to remove the proteins from the sample, allowing to reduce 

signal suppression and enhance the sensitivity of metabolites. The addition of organic solvents, high 

concentration salts solution, basic or acidic solutions induce alterations in protein structures and thus 

their precipitation. Different organic solvent based protein precipitations have been studied, resulting 

to a robust protocol for global serum analysis with 100% methanol, in comparison to acetonitrile, 

acetone, ethanol and combination of methanol and acetone or acetonitrile (Want et al. 2006). 

Whereas another study shows that optimal solvent compositions are methanol/ethanol (1:1, v/v) or 

methanol/acetonitrile/acetone (1:1:1, v/v/v) (Bruce et al. 2009). Improvements to this method have 
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been done, to limit the co-precipitation with hydrophobic metabolites with digestion with proteinase 

K (Wawrzyniak et al. 2018) or an automatization using 96-well-plate (Margaryan et al. 2020).  

Ultrafiltration protocol may also be used for liquid samples. Semi-permeable membranes are used as 

filter, allowing the passage of specific molecular weight compounds (Daykin et al. 2002). A step of 

extraction of the membranes with chloroform can be added to desorb metabolites and avoid possible 

loss of hydrophobic compounds (Tiziani et al. 2008). 

In lipidomics, the preferred sample preparation protocol is based on liquid-liquid extraction (LLE). Two 

extractions based on solvent mixtures of chloroform, methanol and water, Folch protocol (Folch, Lees, 

et Stanley 1957) and Bligh and Dyer protocol (Bligh et Dyer 1959) have been widely used. Folch 

extraction method was developed for brain tissues, using two steps, the homogeneization with 2:1 

chloroform/methanol mixture and a washing step with water or saline solution. The lower phase 

obtained from the resulting mixture contains the lipid part of the sample (Folch, Lees, et Stanley 1957). 

This method was used or adapted in some lipidomics studies as for yeast and mouse samples 

(Knittelfelder et al. 2014) or for cell pellets of lysates (Nakayasu et al. 2016). Bligh and Dyer method is 

performed with a mixture of chloroform, methanol and water in different proportions, depending on 

the samples (Bligh et Dyer 1959). Some studies review this step of extraction and promotes the use of 

Folch or Bligh and Dyer methods because they induce the higher lipid coverage (Reis et al. 2013; Ulmer 

et al. 2018). However, the use of chloroform is controverted because it is highly toxic and due to his 

low density, the lipid phase is the lower one, thus contaminations with compounds from the other 

phase are probable. For this purpose, Matyash method, also called MTBE method has been developed, 

because the use of methyl tert-butyl ether is less toxic and his density is higher, the lipids will be 

retrieved in the upper phase. Lipids are extracted with a mixture of 10:3:2.5 of MTBE/Methanol/water 

(Matyash et al. 2008). Several lipid extraction methods have been developed and a single method 

cannot be sufficient to retrieve all lipid classed due to their huge diversity. To cover the whole lipidome 

from very lipophilic lipids as TG, CE to hydrophilic lipids as LPA, Acyl-CoA, multiple extractions must be 

required as shown in Figure I-13 (Tumanov et Kamphorst 2017). 

 

Figure I-13: Different lipid extraction methods for lipidomics studies and the lipid classes associated, from (Tumanov et 
Kamphorst 2017) 

 

Other extraction techniques could be used for targeted analysis, to obtain only a specific or some lipid 

classes, principally based on liquid-liquid extraction (LLE) or solid-phase extraction (SPE) (Aldana, 

Romero-Otero, et Cala 2020). SPE is not a good choice for untargeted analysis but become a really 
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valuable method for the need to focus on a reduced number of lipid classes (Züllig, Trötzmüller, et 

Köfeler 2020).  

Lipid extraction has been widely performed using two-phase extraction protocols using chloroform or 

MTBE based solvent mixtures. The two phases contain the lipids for the most unipolar part and the 

more polar metabolites in the other part. The combination of both parts could be analyzed to ensure 

a higher coverage, but particular attention must be paid to matrix effects (Cajka et Fiehn 2016).  Plasma 

extraction could be performed directly on inserts on HPLC vials, and injection of the upper and lower 

phase has to be done by changing the needle position (Godzien et al. 2013; Whiley et al. 2012).  The 

analysis of both polar metabolites and lipids parts could also be done by a single analysis, for example 

by mixing the lower and upper extraction phases, evaporate them and re-suspend before analysis (S. 

Chen et al. 2013). MPLEx (metabolites, protein and lipid extraction) is an extraction method that allows 

the study of the three omics using the same sample, to simplify the multi-omics measurements and to 

enable a better understanding for some biological questions, by decreasing the experimental variation 

(Nakayasu et al. 2016). 

I.3. Mass spectrometry-based metabolomics 

I.3.1. Overview of metabolomics analysis 

As previously described, metabolites exhibit very diverse chemical classes and concentration ranges. 

For this purpose, many different technologies could be used to perform metabolomics analysis. The 

choice of the analytical platform depends on the sample, the biological question, knowing that the 

selected platform must detect a large number of metabolites, as much as possible, but also allow their 

confident identification even their quantification. The number of metabolites is still unknown but 

assumed to be very large, with possibly ten to hundred metabolites at a same molecular weight 

(Courant et al. 2014). For all these remarks, no universal analytical platform exists, and each has its 

advantages and drawbacks. 

Numerous platforms have been employed for metabolomics, as infrared spectrometry, UV-visible 

absorption and fluorescence, thin layer chromatography, coulometry, electrochemistry techniques, 

capillary electrophoresis. However, the most used techniques are nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) 

and mass spectrometry (MS), often coupled with gas chromatography (GC) or liquid chromatography 

(LC).  

Mass spectrometry offers many advantages for metabolites analysis, as its sensitivity, the detection of 

a large number of metabolites classes at their physiological concentration without pre-concentration. 

It enables to annotate metabolites by measuring their molecular mass, which leads to their chemical 

formulas, depending on the precision of the analyser used. Fragmentation spectrum adds structural 

information and by comparison with databases helps the metabolite annotation. 
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Figure I-14: Venn diagram representing the specificity and the overlap of metabolites detected by four analytical method: 
FIA-MS (blue), GC-MS (green), LC-MS (black), NMR (red) in skeletal muscle metabolomics (Bruno et al. 2018) 

I.3.2. Mass spectrometry instrumentation 

Mass spectrometry is an analytical technique widely used in the biomedical field. This technique 

separates species according to their mass over charge ratio (m/z). Technically, a mass spectrometer is 

composed of three different parts. After introducing the sample, a source allows to ionize the analytes, 

one or more analysers permit to separate the ions and the detector allows to count the ions. Finally, a 

system of data acquisition and treatment allows to visualize, record mass spectra, and control the 

parameters of the acquisition (Figure I-15). Analysers and detectors are maintained under vacuum to 

minimize the ion-molecule interactions such as reactions or collisions.  

 

Figure I-15: Schematic representation of a mass spectrometer with some possibilities for each part of the instrument 
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I.3.2.1. Ionization source 

The choice of the ion source depends on the sample analyzed, the matrix, the instrument used, and 

the technique used to introduce the sample into the mass spectrometer. The sources can be classified 

into atmospheric pressure and in vacuum sources. The different sources are complementary and can 

be classed according to the polarity of the analytes as described in Figure I-16. For small, thermostable 

and volatile molecules, GC-MS using electron ionization (EI), which operates under vacuum, is usually 

performed. When metabolites are too polar and insufficiently volatile, a derivatization step can be 

required before GC-MS. The ionizing electrons of 70 eV produce molecular ions which can exhibit high 

internal energy and fragment yielding highly reproducible fragmentation spectra (Courant et al. 2014). 

This led to the creation of universal mass spectral libraries such as the Institute of Standards and 

Technology (NIST). This database facilitates the identification of metabolites. Chemical ionisation (CI) 

source can also be used in GC-MS analyses and can complement EI as CI presents the advantage to 

yield intact molecular species (generally protonated or deprotonated molecules in positive or negative 

ion modes, respectively) with very few fragmentations. However, GC-CI-MS is less frequently reported 

in metabolomics. 

Electrospray (ESI) is the most widely encountered ionisation technique for metabolomics studies, in 

particular when LC-MS coupling is required. ESI is an atmospheric pressure source which is adapted to 

a large range of polarity and can work in both positive and negative modes. It is a soft ionisation, which 

generates intact ion species, usually without fragmentation (De Hoffmann et Stroobant 2007). The 

main drawback of this source is the ion suppression that appears for concentrated samples, when 

many analytes arrive in the same time, a competition may occur which can cause losses and 

enhancements in signal intensity (Antignac et al. 2005). 

Other sources can be used in metabolomics, as the atmospheric pressure chemical ionisation (APCI) or 

atmospheric pressure photoionization (APPI). In APPI, the analytes are either directly or indirectly 

(using a dopant) ionized using a UV lamp, while in APCI, a corona discharge needle produces metastable 

ions from nitrogen atmosphere and then from solvent at high energy that react with the analytes to 

ionize them. APCI is a soft ionisation source, useful for weakly polar or non-polar compounds (Figure 

I-16) (Commisso et al. 2017). APPI is not a soft ionisation source, but can be complementary to ESI and 

APCI for some compounds difficult to ionize. It has been used in an Alzheimer study (González-

Domínguez, García-Barrera, et Gómez-Ariza 2015). The complementary of the three sources (ESI, APCI 

and APPI) was demonstrated for the global plasma metabolomics (Tian et al. 2013). Other sources have 

been reported for direct analysis in metabolomics as matrix assisted laser desorption ionisation 

(MALDI) (Salviati, Sommella, et Campiglia 2022; Calabrese et al. 2023), desorption ionization on silicon 

(DIOS) (Nordström et al. 2008), desorption electrospray ionization (DESI) (He et al. 2022; Qi et al. 2021) 

or secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) (Fletcher et al. 2013; Pareek et al. 2020). 
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Figure I-16: Complementarity of the ionization source for metabolomics; from (Y. Wang et al. 2015) 

I.3.2.2. Mass analysers 

Several mass analysers can be used in metabolomics, depending on the study purpose. Combination 

of mass analysers is possible in a single instrument leading to hybrid instrument or triple quadrupole. 

Each has its own advantages and drawbacks due to its respective characteristics. An overview is 

displayed in Table I-1. In the analysers, the ions are separated by the m/z ratio, using electric or/and 

magnetic fields. The mass resolution is generally calculated by dividing the mass m by the full width at 

half maximum (FWHM) at a given m/z.  

Table I-1: Comparison of some characteristics of different analysers, adapted from (J. Wang, Wang, et Han 2019)  

Mass analyser Mass resolution Mass accuracy (ppm) Sensitivity Identification Quantification 

LTQ (QLIT) 2000 100-500 Good ++ + 

QqQ 1000 100-1500 High + +++ 

TOF/Q-TOF 10,000-200,000 5-50 High ++ +++ 

Orbitrap 100,000-800,000 <5 Medium +++ ++ 

FTICR >1,000,000 <1-2 Medium +++ ++ 

In general, low resolution mass spectrometer (R < 10,000) are not used nowadays for untargeted 

metabolomics, so quadrupole linear ion trap (QLIT or LTQ) is not used alone but combined with other 

analysers. The triple quadrupole (QqQ) is constituted of two quadrupoles separated by a collision cell 

and is mostly used for targeted analysis. 

Time of flight (TOF) analysers have a high resolution (R>10,000), high sensitivity, and high acquisition 

rate (up to 100 Hz). TOF analysers can be combined with a quadrupole (Q-TOF) allowing to perform 

MS/MS experiments. Some improvements have been made to obtain better resolution (R > 100,000), 

as with the multi-reflecting Time-of-Flight (MRT) commercialized by Waters recently (Millar et al. 

2022). Exhibiting a better resolution than Q-TOF, Orbitrap and Fourier Transform Ion Cyclotron 

Resonance (FTICR) analysers are qualified as ultra-high resolution mass spectrometers (R > 200,000). 

Both have unique capabilities in terms of mass resolution and mass accuracy. However, the acquisition 

rate is relatively low in comparison to TOF, which can present limitations with the coupling of high-

efficient separation techniques such as GC or CE. 

I.3.2.3. Acquisition modes and MS/MS 

A mass spectrometer can be used with different acquisition scan modes. The most common is the full-

scan mode, particularly for untargeted metabolomics study. The analyser scans all the ions in a defined 
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m/z range. Another mode is the selected ion monitoring (SIM) when the mass analyser is not scanning 

but focused on specific m/z values. This mode can be used for targeted approaches, but is not 

widespread because insufficiently selective (Manini, 2000). Other modes can be applied when the 

instrument is composed of at least two analysers. These modes allow to perform tandem mass 

spectrometry (MS/MS) experiments (Figure I-17).  

Untargeted metabolomics studies can resort to different MS/MS acquisition modes (I.-L. Wu et al. 

2020). First, data dependent acquisition (DDA), where the first analyser scans all the m/z of precursor 

ions (survey scan, MS1) and selects the ions to be fragmented in the collision cell, yielding product ions 

that are then scanned in the second analyser, using some rules as a maximum number of ions by scan 

and an intensity threshold (Figure I-17.E) (Defossez et al. 2023). To enhance reproducibility and have 

more MS/MS spectra during one acquisition, a second mode that allows all precursor ions to 

simultaneously generate product ions (without any selection) in the collision cell can be implemented: 

such mode is either “All ion fragmentation” (AIF) for Orbitrap, “MSE” or “All Ions MS/MS” for some Q-

TOF. In this mode, it can be difficult to determine relationships between precursor and product ions in 

complex samples where co-elutions are problable. A third mode, intermediate strategy between AIF 

and DDA, is “data independent acquisition” (DIA) that implies a wide isolation window for filtering a 

group of precursor ions with the first analyser. These precursor ions are dissociated in the collision cell 

to produce MS2 spectra (Figure I-17.F). However, an important step of data treatment and 

deconvolution is required to understand DIA or AIF experiments (Pezzatti et al. 2020). DDA and DIA 

have been compared for the identification and quantification of metabolites in human plasma (Barbier 

Saint Hilaire et al. 2020). Some improvements of this type of acquisition have been made, with for 

example SWATH experiments (Raetz, Bonner, et Hopfgartner 2020). 

For more targeted analysis or metabolite profiling, different modes can be applied. One possibility is 

the precursor ion scanning, where the first analyser scans a range of precursor m/z while the second 

is focused on targeted product ions to be specific of the target class of compounds (Figure I-17.B). 

Neutral loss scanning implies scanning of the two analysers with a specific offset, the specified m/z 

shift corresponds to a specific loss which is characteristic of a compound class, such as the loss of the 

headgroup in lipidomics study (Figure I-17.C). Finally, multiple reaction monitoring (MRM) targets a 

specific precursor which produces a specific product ion (Figure I-17.D). This mode is particularly useful 

to monitor known metabolites or metabolites quantitation in targeted analyses (Courant et al. 2014). 

  

Figure I-17: Different acquisition modes useful for metabolomics study, in the left from (Courant et al. 2014) and in the right, 
from (Krasny et Huang 2021) 

 

E F 
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I.3.3. Direct introduction mass spectrometry 

The sample can be introduced directly into the mass spectrometer by using infusion or flow injection 

analysis (FIA). This method is called Direct Injection Mass Spectrometry (DIMS). Such introduction is 

often used with ultra high resolution mass spectrometers in full scan mode (Rathahao-Paris, Alves, et 

Paris 2021). This method has been successfully applied  in metabolomics, such as for human plasma 

samples, Arabidopsis extracts, heart tissue extracts (González-Domínguez, Sayago, et Fernández-

Recamales 2017; Habchi et al. 2016). For lipidomics studies, the term shotgun lipidomics is used to 

refer to direct infusion coupled to electrospray mass spectrometry techniques (Züllig, Trötzmüller, et 

Köfeler 2020). It has been reported with QqQ instruments, as although they are low-resolution, it is 

possible to select the lipids from each class thanks to the neutral loss of their polar head (Han et Gross 

2005). It is a powerful method in terms of high throughput, with 360-720 samples analysed per day 

and the data treatment can be facilitated. However, this method can cause strong matrix effects, with 

potential ion suppression (Courant et al. 2014). Another difficulty is due to the samples which can 

exhibit various isomeric or isobaric compounds. For example, for lipid species, to differentiate 

protonated molecule of PC 36:0 at m/z 790.631987 to the one of PE 40:7 at m/z 790.538087, a 

resolution of 20,000 is sufficient, whereas to differentiate those of PC 36:4 (m/z 782.569387) and of 

PC 34:1 (m/z 782.566981) a resolution of 600,000 is required (Züllig et Köfeler 2021). The resolution of 

the mass instrument is therefore a determinant factor to separate lipid species in DIMS without prior 

separation technique (Bielow et al. 2017). 

To address these issues, the coupling of mass instruments with prior separation techniques is relevant. 

I.3.4. Coupling with separation based techniques 

Different types of coupling with mass spectrometry can be used depending on the sample and the 

biological question. The most described techniques are gas chromatography (GC) or liquid 

chromatography (LC) but CE can be implemented. Analytes can be separated according to their 

physico-chemical properties, owing to polarity, which allow reducing matrix effects and ion 

suppression. The identification of metabolites can be facilitated due to the separation information, as 

the retention time (rt) of the compound. 

I.3.4.1. Gas chromatography-mass spectrometry 

Gas chromatography coupled to mass spectrometry (GC-MS) is one of the oldest coupling. Samples are 

first vaporized, then separated in a capillary chromatographic column, under either isotherm condition 

or temperature gradient using an inert gas as eluent. The compounds are separated owing to their 

relative vapor pressure and their affinities with the stationary phase. This technique of high efficiency 

and high resolution provides sharp and reproducible peaks allowing the separation of numerous 

compounds from complex samples 

As previously mentioned, GC-MS is appropriate for volatile or nonpolar compounds. GC-MS is mostly 

associated with EI source which provides structural information from in-source fragmentation. The 

highly reproducible EI mass spectra (using electrons of 70 eV) permit the construction of universal 

databases helpful for metabolites identification. However chemical derivatization could be performed 

to analyse non-volatile compounds, implying longer sample preparation. GC-MS have been used to 

identify and quantify up to 200 metabolites in human biofluid samples (Fiehn 2016). An interlaboratory 

study was performed on GC-MS metabolomics analysis of human plasma and indicated that 

standardized protocols were required to compare those data (Lin et al. 2020).  
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Several improvements in GC-MS have been made as the coupling with two-dimensional gas 

chromatography (GCxGC or 2D-GC) which allows to increase peak capacity and the capability of 

separation (Higgins Keppler et al. 2018; Beale et al. 2018). This technique was recently used in 

metabolomics for the analysis of fecal samples (Nam et al. 2022). 2D-GC can be also coupled with ultra-

high resolution mass spectrometers as Orbitrap, for example for the study of biofilms, with the 

detection of more than 400 features (Weidt et al. 2016). More recently, 270 metabolites from human 

plasma samples were identified by GC-Orbitrap using EI and CI sources (Misra et Olivier 2020). 

I.3.4.2. Liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry 

Liquid chromatography (LC) is based on the separation of compounds carried by a liquid (mobile phase) 

through solid particles (stationary phase). High performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) allows the 

separation of the analytes thanks to their affinities to the stationary phase which is adapted to the 

samples and to the mobile phase which composition can change to perform elution gradient. Contrary 

to GC separation, non-volatile compounds can be analysed and separated in  LC. To enhance the 

separation, Ultra-High Performance Liquid Chromatography (UHPLC) was developed by reducing the 

size of the particles of the stationary phase to sub-2µm. This has increased separation efficiency, 

resolution and peak capacity in shorter timeframe. UHPLC is now the standard for metabolomics 

analysis. 

Several LC modes are used, categorised according to their stationary phases: the main are Normal-

phase (NPLC), reversed-phase (RPLC), ion chromatography (IC), affinity (AC) or Hydrophilic Interaction 

Liquid Chromatography (HILIC). The most popular phase is reverse phase liquid chromatography 

(RPLC), which is frequently carried out in various research fields, using a hydrophobic stationary phase 

such as octadecyl carbon chain-bonded silica (C18). This phase allows the separation of polar, medium 

polar to non-polar metabolites. Elution gradient of organic solvent such as acetonitrile or methanol in 

an aqueous mobile phase is commonly used. RPLC is also used in lipidomics studies, but isopropanol is 

added to the mobile phase, usually at the end of the elution gradient to elute all lipid classes, up to the 

most hydrophobic as TG or cholesterol. Using isopropanol in UHPLC generates high backpressures. 

However, this issue can be prevented by a temperature increase, within the limits allowed by the 

column specifications, so as not to damage the column. Different buffers or modifiers can be added to 

the mobile phase, as ammonium formate or formic acid to enhance the detection of some lipid classes 

(Cajka et Fiehn 2016). 

Hydrophilic Interaction Liquid Chromatography (HILIC) best separates the very polar metabolites and 

can be complementary to RPLC in term of the analyte polarity (Figure I-18). The stationary phase is 

polar as for NPLC but the mobile phases are mainly similar to those of RPLC: bonded silica with polar 

groups such as amino, amide or diol (Kahsay et al. 2014). Similarly to RPLC, and contrary to normal 

phase, HILIC mobile phases are mostly composed of water and organic solvents as acetonitrile and 

methanol. 
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Figure I-18: Comparison of three LC phases according to the analyte polarity and the sensitivity in ESI-MS, from (Kahsay et al. 
2014) 

A comparative study in LCMS analyses of urine and plasma showed that the combination of both RP 

and HILIC modes allows to expand the metabolome coverage and to detect more metabolites as HILIC 

and RPLC are complementary in terms of analytes polarity (Figure I-19) (Contrepois, Jiang, et Snyder 

2015). This combination can lead to a better understanding of metabolome pathways and the 

discovery of new biomarkers as in liver cancers (J. Chen et al. 2009). 

 

Figure I-19: Comparative study of HILIC and RPLC in LC-MS analyses of human urine and plasma in positive and negative ESI 
modes. Metabolome coverage of human urine and plasma by Venn diagrams representing the proportion and quantity of 

metabolic features detected in HILIC or RPLC (Hypersil Gold and Zorbax SB), adapted from (Contrepois, Jiang, et Snyder 
2015). 

Normal phase and HILIC can also be used in lipidomics study, allowing a separation of the lipids 

according to their headgroups classes, which facilitates the annotation (Sokol et al. 2013; Hines, 

Herron, et Xu 2017; Amy Li, Hines, et Xu 2020). 

Due to the possibility to combine a large diversity of chromatographic modes, liquid chromatography 

covers a large range of polarity allowing the analysis of the whole metabolome. Minimal sample 

preparation can be carried out for LC analysis. Access to the intact ion species in LC-MS using API 

sources is a great advantage compared to GC-MS analysis. However, particular attention must be paid 

to the ion suppression phenomenon. To access structural information, supplementary analyses using 

MS/MS are required (Courant et al. 2014). 
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I.3.4.3. Other separation techniques  

Due to the metabolome great complexity and the significant variations in physico-chemical 

characteristics across different metabolites and lipid classes, none of the methods described above can 

provide a complete and thorough investigation of the metabolome. In this context, other separation 

techniques have been investigated, to achieve better metabolome coverage by combining different 

techniques. 

For example, supercritical fluid chromatography (SFC) has been investigated in metabolomics. In SFC, 

the mobile phase is mainly composed of supercritical carbon dioxide (CO2), and co-solvents as 

methanol or acetonitrile can be added. SFC can be used for polar and non-polar analytes, such as polar 

metabolites or lipid species. SFC could improve the metabolome coverage and reduce time analysis 

and environmental impact (van de Velde, Guillarme, et Kohler 2020; Shulaev et Isaac 2018; Gordillo 

2021). Improvements have been made such as Ultra-high performance SFC (UPHSFC) which identifies 

3.4 times more lipids than UHPLC method, in a run time 40% shorter (Lísa et al. 2017). 

Capillary-electrophoresis (CE) coupled with MS can also be used for metabolomics. The separation of 

the compounds is performed according to their ability to migrate within an electrolyte-filled capillary 

under the influence of an electric field. Thus, metabolites are separated based on their charge and size 

according to their electrophoretic mobility (µe). Their apparent migration is the sum of µe and the 

electroosmotic flux EOF (Ramautar, Demirci, et Jong 2006; Sugimoto 2021). The main advantages are 

the very high efficiency (millions of theoretical plates) and resolution due to the very narrow capillary 

diameter and the flat flow, compared to the pumped parabolic flow of the HPLC. This technique has 

known various improvements including the developments of novel CE–MS approaches that showed a 

strong potential to increase the sensitivity, metabolic coverage and sample throughput in 

metabolomics (W. Zhang, Hankemeier, et Ramautar 2017). 

Ion mobility spectrometry (IMS) that will be fully described in Chapter 2 is also a technique which has 

been successfully coupled with mass spectrometry (IMS-MS) in metabolomics. 

I.3.5. Imaging metabolomics 

Mass spectrometry imaging (MSI) is one of the major techniques allowing the study of spatially 

resolved metabolomics. MSI provides two-dimension images of metabolites in a tissue section. It is 

particularly important for cancer research, for the localization of the tumor and healthy tissues (Ma et 

Fernández 2022; He et al. 2022). 

To visualize the spatial distribution of metabolites, different techniques can be employed, as MALDI, 

DESI, SIMS, LAESI (laser ablation electrospray ionization) and AP-MALDI (Atmospheric pressure MALDI). 

They all have their own characteristics, and the choice of the technique is made according to the 

sample, the sample preparation, the spatial resolution required (Gao et al. 2023). For MALDI imaging, 

a sample pretreatment with a matrix deposition is required and must be optimized according to the 

sample and the metabolites which can be desorbed differently depending on the matrix used. 

Whereas, for DESI imaging, no sample preparation is required, but the spatial resolution is lower (100-

200 µm) than with MALDI which can reach resolution of 5 µm under certain conditions (J. Wang, Wang, 

et Han 2019). 
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I.3.6. Complementarity with NMR analysis 

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) is typically used for the structural elucidation of compounds in 

purified samples but could also be used for complex mixtures, as biological samples. NMR has the 

advantage of being a robust, reproducible, non-destructive and quantitative method, requiring 

minimal sample preparation, which is particularly well suited to the analysis of complex samples. Thus 

NMR can address different challenges  in addition to the structural elucidation, such as the 

quantitation, comparative metabolomics study, metabolite-proteins interactions or isotope-tracing 

metabolites (Moco 2022). Its main limit is its lack of sensitivity. However, NMR based Metabolomics is 

growing in the community and is complementary to mass spectrometry as shown in Figure I-20.a 

(Wishart, Cheng, et al. 2022; Letertre, Dervilly, et Giraudeau 2021). MS allows a large metabolite 

coverage with its high sensitivity whereas NMR is more robust and allows the quantitation more easily. 

It has been shown that combination of both NMR and MS techniques could lead to high sensitivity, 

robustness, metabolite coverage allowing in particular a larger and easier identification of metabolites 

(Letertre, Dervilly, et Giraudeau 2021). A statistical approach allowing the co-analysis of data from both 

NMR and MS (SHY) was used to annotate unknown compounds, linked to drug taking, in urine samples 

(Crockford et al. 2005; Bingol et al. 2015; Boiteau et al. 2018). To enable faster annotation, two 

integrated approaches, SUMMIT MS/NMR and NMR/MS Translator, combining 2D NMR and high-

resolution mass spectrometry (HRMS) have been developed (Bingol et al. 2015). These approaches 

compare predicted spectra from HRMS (accurate m/z) and NMR (2D HSQC 13C-1H) data respectively, 

with experimental spectra: molecular structures are identified when the information obtained by MS 

and NMR correspond. A third ISEL NMR/MS approach, which uses the SUMMIT principle but adds an 

additional dimension by integrating MS/MS, has also been proposed (Boiteau et al. 2018). 

 
Figure I-20: a) Growth of NMR, MS and combined metabolomics study (review on pubmed done in 2020). b) Representation 

of both advantages and drawbacks of RMN and MS and reasons to combine both techniques. Reprinted from (Letertre, 
Dervilly, et Giraudeau 2021) 

The combination of the two techniques has been applied in different fields such as clinical applications 

as personalized medicine (Letertre, Giraudeau, et de Tullio 2021), environmental exposure (Labine et 

Simpson 2020) or identification of unknown metabolites by combining a large range of information 

(Leggett et al. 2019). 
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I.4. Data treatment 

I.4.1. Data processing 

After data acquisition, a critical step of data processing is required in metabolomics workflow, and it 

depends on the analysis performed and of the initial biological question. The objective is to convert 

the raw data obtained with the instrument to peak tables useful for statistical analysis (Courant et al. 

2014). 

For direct introduction analysis, the pre-processing step is faster because there is no need to search or 

align chromatographic peaks. In DIA, the only issue is the small shifts that can occur in mass 

measurements leading to incorrect assignment. The use of internal calibration can minimize this issue 

(Courant et al. 2014). In addition, a metabolite can be assigned to multiple features according to the 

sample due to the presence of many isomers. In LC-MS or GC-MS data, multiple steps are required in 

data processing, such as filtering, detection of the features by peak picking algorithms, peak alignment 

to correct the shifts in retention times, or data normalization (Cajka et Fiehn 2016; Züllig, Trötzmüller, 

et Köfeler 2020). The aim is to obtain a data table or matrix in which each row represents a feature and 

each column, a characteristic such as m/z, retention time, intensity. Many types of software allow to 

perform these pre-processing steps such as vendor softwares, for example, Unifi, Progenesis QI, from 

Waters, MassHunter from Agilent Technologies, or Metaboscape from Bruker Daltonicks. Open-source 

tools have been also developed such as MZmine (Schmid et al. 2023), XCMS (C. A. Smith et al. 2006), 

MetaboAnalyst (J. Xia et al. 2009), MS-Dial (Tsugawa et al. 2020a), Workflow4Metabolomics (W4M) 

(Giacomoni et al. 2015), ... For open-source softwares, an additional step of data conversion is 

eventually required to convert raw data to an open format, such as mzXML, mzML, cdf. Many tools 

and resources are available for metabolomics studies, about 80 in 2020 (Misra 2021). Even though, the 

data processing step is crucial, and all these tools may induce deviations in the resulting data table, if 

not properly used and can influence the conclusions of the study. Few comparative studies have been 

performed to compare the software tools (Cajka et Fiehn 2016; Hemmer et al. 2020). For example, a 

single LC-MS dataset can lead to  different biomarkers depending on the data processing software, 

with only two of the 14 potential biomarkers in common over the three software tools compared for 

a cancer study (Yanhua Chen et al. 2013). 

I.4.2. Data analysis by statistical tools 

After obtaining the relevant data table with all the features and their properties, a step of data analysis 

is needed to understand the data. This data table is complicated and difficult to understand without 

powerful statistical tools. The goal of data analysis is to understand the relation between the groups 

of samples and find the answer to the biological question. Different steps can be useful as described in 

(Figure I-21).  
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Figure I-21: Schematic representation of the different steps of metabolomics data analysis, from (Anwardeen et al. 2023) 

Some data pre-treatments are required before statistical approaches. Indeed, several metabolites 

missingness can be retrieved in the data matrix due to the detection level of the analytical technique 

or an incorrect peak alignment. The variations as the skewness of the data or batch-effects can cause 

errors in statistical methods. Therefore, some transformations or normalizations can be required prior 

to statistical analysis (Courant et al. 2014; Anwardeen et al. 2023). 

Different statistical approaches exist, such as univariate or multivariate methods. Commonly, the 

combination of both approaches is used in metabolomics. Univariate methods may reveal potential 

compounds which differs between the different sample groups in terms of intensity differences, as for 

example the Student’s t-test. However, these methods do not consider the correlation between 

variables, thus, multivariate analysis are particularly useful for biomarkers discovery or compound 

changes in metabolomics studies. Multivariate methods allow to reduce the complexity of the data 

matrix and highlight the relevant information from the whole dataset. These methods can be 

supervised or not. The most popular unsupervised method is the principal component analysis (PCA), 

which allows a projection with only a few variables (called principal component PC), reducing the large 

number of variables present in the dataset. The first principal component contains the main variance 

in the dataset, the second PC explains most of the remaining variance, etc. The most significant sources 

of variability are expected to be revealed through PCA analysis. However, the most important factor 

of variability is often not the most relevant factors to explain the biological differences (Antonelli et al. 

2019). PCA is for example used as a data quality tool, to control the outliers analysis and the quality 

control (QC) (Yang Chen, Li, et Xu 2022). Thus, supervised methods can be valuable to detect biological 

relevant differences, such as Partial least squares-discriminant analysis (PLS-DA) or orthogonal PLS-DA 

(OPLS-DA) (López-Hernández et al. 2021; Tonoyan et al. 2021). 

A last step of validation of the potential biomarkers can be done, with for example a receiver operating 

characteristics (ROC) curve analysis to assess the specificity and sensitivity of a potential biomarker 

(Anwardeen et al. 2023). 

Data analysis tools can also be used to integrate multi-omics data, as proteomics, transcriptomics and 

other omics approaches. The combination of proteomics and metabolomics were used to investigate 

the genetic differences of autistic children (Shen et al. 2022). 
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I.5. Metabolites annotation 

The metabolite annotation is a crucial step in the metabolomics workflow. The aim is to annotate or 

identify the metabolites and particularly the potential biomarkers revealed in the previous statistical 

step. That implies to transform potentially relevant features into identified compounds which could be 

interpretable biologically. This step is an important bottleneck for the metabolomics community and a 

major challenge that has not be fully overcome yet. 

I.5.1. Descriptors and matching with libraries 

Metabolite identification is based on different descriptors obtained thanks to MS analyses hyphenated 

to chromatographic separation: the accurate mass measure m/z, the retention time and the 

fragmentation spectrum are the most common descriptors measured. At first, matching with libraries 

can be done based on accurate mass measurements. It will be particularly sensitive on the precision of 

the method, e.g. within a ppm range for example. As the accuracy of the mass measurements vary 

depending on the instrument employed, the mass tolerance entered for database searches differ 

accordingly. Consequently, the number of possible structures differ in function of the tolerance 

specified. For example, using database such as PubChem, more than 10,000 structures are proposed 

even with a tolerance of 1 ppm (Figure I-22) (May et McLean 2016). Ultra high resolution mass 

spectrometry can significantly limit the number of possibilities with accurate mass measurements 

within 100 ppb, (May et McLean 2016; Schrimpe-Rutledge et al. 2016). 

 

Figure I-22: Number of possible structures depending of the different levels of mass accuracy regarding PubChem 
compounds database, adapted from (May et McLean 2016) 

Other descriptors are required such as the retention time (for LC-MS data) that could be a clue to 

deduce some physico-chemical properties. Retention times prediction can also be useful to reduce the 

possible candidates, up to 68% reduction on mouse blood plasma analysis with Retip (Bonini et al. 

2020; Witting et Böcker 2020). With metabolite imaging experiments, the spatial distribution could 

help the annotation.  

Another valuable descriptor is the MS/MS spectrum which provides structural information about the 

compound and can be compared with many spectra in libraries. Several  publicly available libraries or 

databases have been developed, containing MS/MS data as Chemspider, METLIN (C. A. Smith et al. 

2005), Human Metabolome Database (HMDB) (Wishart, Guo, et al. 2022), MassBank (Horai et al. 2010), 
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NIST mass spectral library, mzCloud, or GNPS (Leao et al. 2021). Some are specialized in lipidomics 

studies as LipidBlast (Kind et al. 2013), Lipidmaps  (E. Fahy et al. 2007) or Lipidweb (former LipidHome) 

(Hartler 2015). Numerous software tools have integrated some of these libraries to facilitate the 

metabolite annotation. 

Figure I-23shows that 118,000 compounds are expected in the human metabolome by compiling all 

the different databases. However, the total number of metabolites in human metabolome is estimated 

at around 5,000,000 and only a few of those compounds can be analyzed in LC-MS and retrieved in the 

databases or comparison with experimental data (Roca et al. 2021). This is why some efforts must be 

made to characterize unknown metabolites. 

Optical spectroscopy or NMR experiments could also be used in complement for metabolite 

annotation.  

As it will be discussed in the ion mobility chapter, collision cross sections measurements when coupling 

LC-MS with ion mobility could also be used as a descriptor to enhance the confidence of metabolites 

annotation.  
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Figure I-23: Analysis of the human metabolome coverage and the percentage that can be detected by LC-MS analysis, from 
(Roca et al. 2021). 
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I.5.2. Standardization of metabolite identification 

To standardize this crucial identification step, different confidence levels have been developed based 

on these descriptors. The first, proposed by the Metabolomics Standards initiative, contained four 

levels (Fiehn et al. 2007) including identified metabolites (level 1), presumed annotated compounds 

(level 2), presumed characterized compound classes (level 3), and unknown compounds (level 4) (Salek 

et al. 2013; Yang Chen, Li, et Xu 2022). Other scales were further developed, to precise the levels 

according to the improvement of the analysis, as the resolution and mass precision of the instrument. 

A scale with five levels has been proposed in Figure I-24 by various metabolomics teams (May et 

McLean 2016; Schrimpe-Rutledge et al. 2016). The level 1 which is the highest level of confidence, 

corresponds to identification of a metabolite which chemical structure is confirmed with at least two 

independent characteristics identical to those of the authentic chemical standard analyzed in identical 

conditions. If the chemical standard is not available, the metabolite can be annotated (putative 

identification, level 2) using the MS/MS spectra, a match with MS/MS library and all the information 

retrieved by the analysis (retention time, accurate m/z). Thus, database search cannot lead by itself to 

level 1 of identification (Kodra et al. 2022; Theodoridis et al. 2023). For level 3, tentative structure is 

proposed on the basis of accurate m/z and other orthogonal information but without any matching 

with a MS/MS spectrum. For level 4 and 5, only the m/z is used to characterize the compound. Level 4 

corresponds to unique molecular formula, retrieved only using ultra high-resolution instruments and 

thanks to accurate mass measurements, isotope abundance distribution, charge state, etc. The level 5 

proposes from 10,000 molecules (filter of 1 ppm using ultra high-resolution mass spectrometer) to 

200,000 molecules (unit resolution) on the basis of m/z measurement and a library search (ex : 

PubChem). 

 

Figure I-24: Confidence levels for metabolite annotation, from (Schrimpe-Rutledge et al. 2016) 

I.5.3. Standardization in lipid identification 

An initiative of standardization of the lipid categories by LipidMaps can allow a better comprehension 

between the different studies. To promote the use of lipidomics, a standardized nomenclature and 

shorthand annotation have to be used as a common language (Liebisch et al. 2020). For that a unique 
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LIPID MAPS identifier (LM_ID) was created for each lipid structure based on the categorisation, 

containing 12 characters according to the Table I-2.  

Table I-2: LIPID MAPS indentifiers (LM_ID) format, adapted from (Sud et al. 2007) 

Characters Character position Description 

LMFA01030001 1–2 Database designation 

LMFA01030001 3–4 Two-letter category code 

LMFA01030001 5–6 Two-digit class code 

LMFA01030001 7–8 Two-digit subclass code 

LMFA01030001 9–12 Unique four character identified with in a subclass 

Note that a same lipid can be named using different ways, depending on the nomenclature or the 

precision of the analysis used. For example, the phosphatidylcholine PC(18:0/18:1(9Z)) shown in Figure 

I-25, which LM_ID is LMGP01010761, has several names as: 

 1-octadecanoyl-2-(9Z-octadecenoyl)-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine 

 Choline phosphate, 3-ester with L-2-oleo-1-stearin 

 1-Stearoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine 

 L-alpha-1-Stearoyl-2-oleoyl lecithin 

 L-alpha-1-Stearoyl-2-oleoylphosphatidylcholine 

 SOPC 

 PC(18:0/18:1) or PC 18:0/18:1 

 PC(36:1) or PC 36:1 

 PC(18:0_18:1) or PC 18:0_18:1 

 
Figure I-25: Structure of the lipid PC(18:0/18:1(9Z)) 

In short notation, the numbers represent the number of carbons in the fatty acid chain: the number of 

double bounds in fatty acid chain (Figure I-25). Different notations can be used depending on the 

analysis performed and the level of annotation as described in Figure I-26. The  symbols “/” and “_” 

are respectively used when the sn-positions of the constitutive  fatty acyl groups are known or not. 

(Liebisch et al. 2020). The sn-position correspond to the stereospecific numbering, to differentiate with 

another convention, where the steric information was not taking into account. This numbering is used 

to number the carbon atoms of glycerol, the carbon atom on top in Fisher projection is designated as 

carbon number 1. The sn-position of the fatty acid chains has an important influence on the cell 

function, and for diagnostics (Beermann et al. 2005). Rather than the total amount of fatty acids in the 

triglyceride, fatty acids at the sn-2 position appear to affect cholesterol levels (Soek Sin 2016). 

According to the lipid classes, the notation can be changed, based on the same pattern as described 

by the LIPID MAPS® initiative (Liebisch et al. 2020). 
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Figure I-26: Annotation of a specific lipid according to the annotation level of the species (adapted from (Liebisch et al. 
2020)) 

I.5.4. Other tools for annotation 

As lipid can be separated into classes and into a class, the structure differs only by the length of the 

fatty acid chains, for most of the classes, the fragmentation follows a pattern and typical fragments 

can be retrieved and help the annotation process (Colsch et al. 2017). 

Molecular network is a recent bioinformatic tool used for data visualization, treatment, or MS/MS 

spectra interpretation. This method is based on the idea that similar compounds or compounds 

belonging to the same chemical family have similar fragmentation patterns. Thus, regrouping 

compounds is achieved on the basis that their fragmentation spectra exhibit the same fragments or 

fragmentation systematics. This method facilitates compound annotation and data interpretation 

(Perez De Souza et al. 2020). Two major tools can be used, Global Natural Products Social molecular 

networking (GNPS) platform (Schmid et al. 2021) or Metgem software (Elie, Santerre, et Touboul 2019). 

Some other tools can help the annotation as Kendrick mass defect analysis or Van Krevelen diagram 

(Rathahao-Paris et al. 2015; Sueur et al. 2022). 

In metabolomics, all features detected are not completely identified with the libraries and many 

compounds remain unknowns. To solve this issue, many experiments must be performed, to obtain as 

much information as possible on the compound, as MS/MS experiments with different settings as the 

collision energy. Multiple NMR experiments can give also precious structural information. A 

fractionation of the complex samples could help the annotation by reducing the complexity of the 

sample (Kind et Fiehn 2010). The SUMMIT MS/NMR approach provides a significant improvement in 

structural elucidation by combining high-resolution MS, NRM experiments and cheminformatics 

(Leggett et al. 2019). 
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I.6. Conclusion of chapter I 

Analytical approaches and data analysis have known improvements making metabolomics a powerful 

tool for biomarkers discovery, cancer research and many fields. Thanks to these evolutions, the 

scientific community is very hopeful for the future even if many challenges must be overcome. As we 

have mentioned in chapter I, all difficulties have not been addressed yet, the LC-MS/MS approach is 

not fully satisfactory. Indeed, the chromatographic dimension cannot separate all species in such 

complex samples and MS analyzer cannot separate isomeric species. Moreover, one of the most 

important bottlenecks in metabolomics approaches is the annotation step. 

This is why, new strategies have been proposed as, for example, the addition of ion mobility 

spectrometry (IMS) in the metabolomics workflow which seems to address some of the challenges. 

IMS provides an additional dimension of separation which may overcome the issue of isomeric 

separation. Furthermore, it affords an additional descriptor, the collision cross section (CCS) that may 

help metabolite annotation. Hence, the following chapter II describes ion mobility spectrometry and 

its use in metabolomics. 
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Chapter II. Ion mobility for metabolomics 

2.1. Ion mobility spectrometry 

2.1.1. Introduction to ion mobility spectrometry 

Ion mobility spectrometry (IMS) is a gas-phase ion separation technique. The ions are separated under 

an electric field into a chamber filled with a buffer or drift gas. 

First research regarding mobility of ions in gas phase at atmospheric pressure was developed in 1890s 

and the theory of mobility was initiated before 1910 (Rutherford 1897; Franck et Pohl 1908; Borsdorf 

et Eiceman 2006). The first commercial ion mobility instrument was introduced in 1970, as the Plasma 

ChromatographyTM (Cohen et Karasek 1970). The principle of this instrument is quite similar as modern 

technology which has undergone significant improvements in engineering and technologies (Borsdorf 

et Eiceman 2006). The developments of IMS over the years have known a widespread growth and have 

been well-described (May et McLean 2015, Figure II-1). 

Then, many reviews have covered the basic concepts and application of ion mobility in metabolomics 

and lipidomics fields. 

 
Figure II-1: Description of the developments in IMS instrumentations from 1896 to 2014, from (May et McLean 2015) 

In IMS technique, the mobility (K) of the ions is directly related to the shape, size and charge of the 

ions and the nature of the buffer gas used. The mobility is related to the velocity (v) of the ions divided 

by the electric field (E) (Equation [1]). Knowing the length (l) of the IMS tube, the velocity of the ions 
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can be derived using the drift time (tD) (Equation [1]) (Gabelica et Marklund 2018; May et McLean 

2015). 

𝐾 =
𝑣

𝐸
=

𝑙

𝑡𝐷𝐸
     [1] 

The mobility provides information on the interactions between the ions and the buffer gas and 

depends on the collision frequency of the ions with the gas molecule. This frequency depends on the 

number of gas molecule per unit volume (N), so the pressure (p) and the temperature (T). The reduced 

mobility K0, normalized to standard pressure (760 mmHg) and temperature (273.15 K) conditions is 

generally used to permit comparison of results (Equation [2]) (Clemmer et Jarrold 1997). 
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The mobility of the ions can be used to determine their collision cross section (CCS) in the buffer gas 

thanks to the Mason-Schamp equation (Equation [3]) (Revercomb et Mason 1975). This equation can 

be used only at low electric field and when the ion velocity is small compared to ion thermal velocity 

(Gabelica et Marklund 2018; Clemmer et Jarrold 1997).  
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      [3] 

where µ is the reduced mass, Mion the mass of the ion and Mgas the mass of the buffer gas used, z 

the ion charge, e the electron charge, N0 the gas number density, kB the Boltzmann’s constant. (Mason 

1958; Gabelica et al. 2019) 

2.1.2. Applications of ion mobility 

Ion mobility spectrometry has many applications, in various fields of chemistry, biochemistry and 

physics. Hand-held ion mobility spectrometers are used for explosives and narcotics detection (Turner 

et Brokenshire 1994). AirSense Analytics society produces ion mobility spectrometers for military use 

to detect chemical warfare agents, or explosives. Nuctech society has been developed on ion mobility 

spectrometry with 2 IMS cells to be used in checkpoint airport. Small instruments can also be used for 

medical purposes, as the detection of bacteria, or other compounds from human exhaled air (Steppert 

et al. 2021; Westhoff, Friedrich, et Baumbach 2022). Olfactomics uses differential mobility 

spectrometry (DMS) technology implemented on a small instrument to detect breast cancer when the 

surgeon cuts the tissue during the surgery (Kontunen et al. 2021).  

Ion mobility spectrometry was coupled to mass spectrometry to extend the use of IMS to other 

applications, from large biomolecules to small analytes. Nowadays, there are various commercial IM-

MS instruments which differ in their technologies (Figure II-2). The different instruments can be 

classified according to three main categories (Hernandez-Mesa, M., et al. 2019, Paglia, Smith, et 

Astarita 2021):  

- the time-dispersive instruments as DTIMS (drift tube ion mobility spectrometry), TWIMS (travelling 

wave ion mobility spectrometry), SLIM (Structures for Lossless Ion Manipulation) and DMA (Differential 

mobility analyzers), 

- the trapping and selective release as TIMS (trapped ion mobility spectrometry), cIMS (cyclic ion 

mobility spectrometry)  
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- and the space-dispersive as FAIMS (High-field asymmetric waveform ion mobility spectrometry), 

DIMS or DMS (differential ion mobility spectrometry) (Paglia, Smith, et Astarita 2021; Hernández-Mesa, 

Ropartz, et al. 2019).  

Another classification can be made based on the measurement principles. Methods can be linear or 

dependent on the electric field. In linear methods, the K0 values are considered independent of the 

electric field, it is the case for DTIMS, TWIMS, TIMS and DMA (Gabelica et al. 2019). For nonlinear 

methods, as DIMS or FAIMS, the separation of ions is based on the dependence to the electric field.  

 

Figure II-2: Different types of IMS technology with key points describing the technique, reprinted from (Dodds et Baker 2019) 

2.2. Ion mobility instrumentation 

2.2.1. Drift tube ion mobility spectrometry 

2.2.1.1. Principle of the technique 

The drift tube ion mobility spectrometer (DTIMS) is often described as the classic configuration of 

current IMS instrumentation. The ions formed in the ion source move through a continuous electric 

field in a drift tube filled with a buffer gas (Figure II-3). This cell consists of a series of stacked-ring 

electrodes in which the electric field is created. The buffer gas also called drift gas is mostly nitrogen, 

but helium, argon or other neutral gas can also be used. The pressure is maintained constant around 

1-15 mbar. The gas is an important component for ion separation, it must be controlled, particularly 

the percentage of water into the cell. The ions are formed in the source region and are transferred to 

the drift tube with an electronic ion gate. When the ion gate is closed, the ions move under the 

influence of a uniformly applied weak electric field, at a constant velocity proportional to the electric 

field and the mobility of the ion (deduced from Equation [1]) but are more or less slowed down by 

collisions with the buffer gas, depending on their collision cross section. The smaller CCS corresponds 

to higher ion mobilities, and shorter drift times used for the ions to pass through the drift tube. As a 

uniform field is applied, K can be measured using Equation [1] and the CCS can be determined from 

the Mason-Schamp equation.  Obtaining CCS from this principle, described as the primary method, 

constitutes a significant advantage of DTIMS. It is noteworthy that the first approximation made in drift 
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tube ion mobility system, is the measure of the reduced mobility K0 instead of the mobility K, using a 

normalization of the pressure and the temperature. 

 
Figure II-3: Schematic representation of a DTIMS instrumentation 

Different vendors have commercialized this IMS technology, as Agilent, TofWerk or Excellims. Various 

laboratories have built their own drift tube which has integrated into a mass spectrometer. Various 

designs were developed, some of the most recent ones involve a printed circuit board (Chantipmanee 

et Hauser 2021) or composite material (Ahrens et al. 2020). 

2.2.1.2. Multiplexing strategies 

An advantage of the DTIMS technique is the comprehensive ion collection, which collects all mobilities 

in a single experiment. The analyte ions are separated in a single pulsed experiment and thus all the 

mobilities of ions are separated in an IMS scan. However, since the DTIMS works with ion pulses, the 

duty cycle is lower than for continuous methods, and can be less than 1%. An ion trap is often used 

before the IMS cell to increase the duty cycle, typically to 5-30% (Dodds et Baker 2019; May et al. 

2020). For this purpose, multiplexing strategies have been developed to allow better sensitivity and 

duty cycle. Several ion pulses are introduced into the cell during a cycle, at a define interval time while 

the first pulse is separated (Figure II-4). Different IMS ion multiplexing have been developed since 1985, 

where the IMS spectrum is reconstructed by a Fourier Transform (FT) (Knorr et al. 1985). Hadamard 

Transformation (HT) was also used to reconstruct the spectrum to obtain the drift times. This type of 

ion multiplexing strategy allowed an increase in duty cycle up to 50% and an improvement in sensitivity 

(Belov et al. 2007; Morrison, Siems, et Clowers 2016). Extended Hadamard demultiplexing and 

deconvolution have been combined into a single step to create a new post-processing demultiplexing 

tool called High resolution demultiplexing (HRdm) to improve the resolution in the ion mobility 

dimension. This method provides an 8-fold gain in ion signal, and an improvement of the IMS resolving 

power, between 180 and 250, in comparison to approximately 60 in conventional DTIMS. It has been 

demonstrated that the CCS values are identical using either standard DTIMS or HRdm processed data 

sets. Moreover,  HRdm timeframe is compatible with the chromatographic dimension (May et al. 

2020). 
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Figure II-4: (A) Schematic representation of a DTIMS instrument with an enlargement on the trapping ion funnel where the 

multiplexing is implemented. (B) Conventional single pulse method. (C) Multiplexing method: series of ion pulses with a 
setting interval time, from (May et al. 2020). Based on a Agilent 6560 instrument 

2.2.2. Travelling wave ion mobility spectrometry 

Another IMS technique which has induced the widespread use of IMS in analytical science, in particular 

with the commercial IM-MS instrument from Waters Corporation, is the travelling wave ion mobility 

spectrometry (TWIMS). Contrary to DTIMS technique, the electric field is variable in TWIMS, and can 

be described as waves of potentials (Figure II-5). The TWIMS consists of a series of electrodes which 

form a stacked ring ion guide (SRIG) (Giles et al. 2004).  Radio frequency (RF) voltages in opposite 

phases are applied to adjacent ring electrodes to permit radial ion confinement and high transmission 

efficiency (Pringle et al. 2007; Javahery et Thomson 1997). A pulsed DC voltage is superimposed on the 

RF voltages to push the ions axially through the cell in a wave motion. Then, a succession of these 

waves of potential drives the ions towards the end of the SRIG, but collisions with the buffer gas slow 

down the ions that roll over the waves, depending on their CCS. Ions of higher CCS roll over the wave 

more frequently than smaller ions which more likely “surf” the waves. The ion separation can be 

optimized by adjusting the voltage (height) and velocity of the waves as well as the pressure of the 

buffer gas. The number of roll overs undergone by ions differs according to the size, shape and charge 

of the ions allowing their separation. As the electric field is not constant and uniform, the relationship 

between the CCS and td is more complex (Equation [4]), and a calibration with ions of known CCS is 

required to determine A and B coefficients for CCS determination (D. P. Smith et al. 2009). 
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However, this method of separation does not allow to access to K values. Ion motions in TWIMS have 

been studied by simulations, allowing to determine three different steps: the ions surfing, a region of 

transition and a steady state ion roll-over (May et McLean 2013). The wave velocity has an important 

role on the ion motion, especially for nitrogen and argon drift gases. The resolving power of current 

commercial TWIM instrument is about 50. Influence of different buffer gas has been investigated. t has 

been shown that, at low wave velocity, the resolving power is higher in argon than in nitrogen and an 

inversion occurs at high wave velocity. A loss in resolving power can be observed at higher wave 

velocity, which could be explained by higher ion-gas diffusion when the ions stay longer in the TWIM 

cell (May et McLean 2013). 
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Figure II-5 : Schematic representation of a TWIMS instrumentation 

2.2.3. New high-resolution techniques  

2.2.3.1. Cyclic-IMS 

The first cyclic IMS device was developed in 2009, with a series of four DTIMS devices put into a circle 

(Merenbloom et al. 2009). The first commercialized cyclic IMS was the cIM by Waters in 2019 which 

relies on TWIMS technology (Giles et al. 2019). Ions move around this cyclic device and undergo 

multiple passes (Figure II-6). This allows to extend the overall path length (one path length is about 98 

cm) and therefore increases the IMS resolution when several passes are achieved. The cyclic 

instrument is a multi-functions instrument, because various types of experiments can be performed as 

the mobility selection (IMSn Isolation), activation, storage and IMSn as well as a combination of these 

experiments. The major advantages of this technique are the very high ion mobility resolving power 

(60 to 80 for a single pass) and the capabilities to perform IMSn (Paglia, Smith, et Astarita 2021; 

Delafield et al. 2022). The resolution increases with the square root of the number of passes. A 

resolution of 750 has been achieved using 100 passes for a peptide analysis (Giles et al. 2019). The 

separation of a mixture of three pentasaccharides (cellopentaose, maltopentaose, and branched 

mannopentaose) has also been achieved with only 5 passes in the device, as shown in Figure II-6 (Ujma 

et al. 2019).  

 

Figure II-6: Cyclic IMS (Waters Select Series Cyclic IMS) instrumentation and an example of a separation of three compounds 
after 1 and 5 passes onto the cIMS; adapted from (Ujma et al. 2019) 

An important limitation of the cIMS is the loss of sensitivity when multiple passes are used. Thus, Chi 

et al. showed that two ions which were observed after 11 passes were hardly detected after 25 passes. 

Thus, it was no longer possible to detect the lowest intensity peaks (Chi, Wang, et Ng 2022). cIMS has 

been used in various applications, for example, for proteins (Harrison et al. 2022; Snyder et al. 2021), 

peptides, glycans and carbohydrates (Ollivier et al. 2021; Ropartz et al. 2022) or metabolites (Naznin 

et al. 2023) and particularly for the separation of isomers (de Bruin et al. 2022; Gibson et al. 2022) or 

enantiomers (Cooper-Shepherd et al. 2022). 
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2.2.3.2. SLIM 

Structures for Lossless Ion Manipulation (SLIM) devices, developed by R. D. Smith and coworkers in 

2014, are other high-resolution ion mobility technologies. They consist in printed circuit boards where 

electric fields (RF and DC potentials) can be applied onto electrodes at the surfaces of the board to trap 

and guide ions with negligible losses (Tolmachev et al. 2014). As ions can be separated over a much 

longer path length than in traditional DTIMS, significantly higher resolutions and separation capacity 

can be attained with SLIM (Webb et al. 2014). The path length can also be adapted depending on the 

applications and the resolution required. For example, a 13 m SLIM IMS allowed the separation of 

peptide, amino-acid or lipid isomers that could not be achieved in neither 90 cm DTIMS nor 44 cm SLIM 

IMS (Figure II-7) (Deng et al. 2016).  Ultra-long paths (SLIM-SUPER) allowed to achieve ultra-high-

resolution separations. In these devices, ions underwent over 81 passes through a 13.5 m serpentine 

path resulting in a total path length of 1.1km (Deng et al. 2017). 

To benefit of both the ultrahigh-resolution and the extended mobility range, a multilevel SLIM has 

been developed, involving multiple stacked serpentine paths. Ions moved between the levels thanks 

to ion escalators (Hollerbach et al. 2020). To enhance the sensitivity and the high-throughput of the 

measurements, a new SLIM arrangement has been investigated by performing the ion accumulation 

and separation on the same time (Ailin Li, Nagy, et al. 2020). 

 

Figure II-7: IMS separation of different compounds according to the IMS instrumentation used (DTIMS, 44cm SLIM, 13m 
SLIM) ; adapted from (Deng et al. 2016)Trapped Ion mobility spectrometry 

Recently developed, the trapped ion mobility spectrometry (TIMS) operates differently than DTIMS 

and TWIMS and uses electrical field to push the ions in a static buffer gas. TIMS is an ion funnel based 

device. It involves electric field to hold the ions against a gas flow that moves towards the exit of the 

cell (Michelmann et al. 2015) (Figure II-8). Different gases or gas mixtures may be used depending on 

the analytical problem, the most widely used being nitrogen. TIMS-TOF instrument was 

commercialized by Bruker Daltonics in 2017. 
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Figure II-8: Schematic representation of a TIMS instrumentation 

Ion separation assumes three steps: 

The first and second steps are ion accumulation and trapping, respectively. The ions are introduced 

into the ion mobility cell and then trapped by applying an electric field between the ion funnel and the 

cell output electrode. In the second step, the ions are blocked by the electrical field which direction is 

opposite to that of the buffer gas flow. 

Then, in the final step, elution and separation of ions occur by gradually decreasing the potential ramp. 

That permits to expel the ions from the mobility cell by the second ion funnel according to their 

respective mobilities. The larger ions or those exhibiting a more unfolded conformation leave the tube 

faster than the smaller or more compact ions, unlike in TWIMS or DTIMS (Figure II-9). The fundamentals 

and theory of the TIMS have been investigated and detailed (Michelmann et al. 2015; Silveira et al. 

2016; Ridgeway et al. 2019). Due to its functioning, TIMS allows high resolution (R > 200 for singly 

charged ions) within a small cell (about 5-10 cm). The resolving power of TIMS can be increased by 

using longer trap times, without decreasing the duty cycle, and therefore without ion loss. The high 

sensitivity of this cell  can be achieved because the diffusion of ions is reduced thanks to the use of the 

ion funnel (Clowers et al. 2008). Various types of analyses can be performed, as the “sequential 

analysis” TIMS, the selective accumulation TIMS, the parallel accumulation TIMS, and the “parallel 

accumulation serial fragmentation” (PASEF) method (Ridgeway et al. 2019) which increases the 

analytical capabilities of this instrument. 

 
Figure II-9: Description of the three steps occurring on the TIMS cell during each cycle time (adapted from (Ridgeway et al. 

2018)) 
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2.2.4. Other techniques 

Differential mobility analyzers (DMA) were comparable to DTIMS devices, because both use a constant 

electric field (Dodds et Baker 2019). However, DMA differs from DTIMS because the gas flow is 

perpendicular to the electric field and the DMA device operates at ambient pressure. The challenge is 

to keep a laminar sheath gas flow in the cell. This technique is principally used as an ion filter or to 

detect large analytes such as macromolecules, (Hogan et al. 2011) virus or even aerosol particles 

(Reischl 1991). Some investigations were carried out to separate isomers of metabolites with three 

IMS techniques including DMA (Werres et al. 2019). The mobility can be measured directly as with 

DTIMS, which remains the reference in ion mobility measurement (Masike, Stander, et de Villiers 

2021). For DMA, the applied voltage is linearly proportional to the inverse mobility of the ions. 

Furthermore, it has been proposed to determine CCS by resorting to a single point calibration using 

tetraheptylammonium ion. Calibration was performed with other tetraalkylammonium ions and the 

difference in CCS values using the different one-point calibration were less than 2% in CCS (Ouyang et 

al. 2013).  

The transversal modulation IMS (TM-IMS) is a new approach to directly measure the mobility by using 

resonant peaks. This technique can be considered as a subtype of the DMA technique (Vidal-de-Miguel 

et al. 2015) but it operates using an oscillating electric field instead of a high field used in DMA and it 

does not require a precise constant gas flow as in DMA (Cumeras et al. 2015a). The ion trajectory could 

be quite complicated. This technique can be coupled in tandem to perform IMS-IMS experiments and 

is compatible with MS but there are mechanical challenges (Rawat, Vidal-de-Miguel, et Hogan 2015; 

Vidal-de-Miguel, Macía, et Cuevas 2012).  

Differential ion mobility (DMS) or field asymmetric ion mobility spectrometry (FAIMS) are other 

techniques for gas-phase ion separation. Their principles are common, but they differ in their 

configurations: DMS corresponds to planar FAIMS involving two flat parallel electrodes while 

cylindrical electrodes are involved in FAIMS (coaxial or c-FAIMS) (Guevremont 2004; Krylov 2003). An 

electric field is applied on two parallel electrodes perpendicular to the ion motion through a buffer gas. 

The ions move up and down according to the asymmetric electric field between the two electrodes, 

and a compensation voltage (CV) is applied to allow ions to retrieve a straight line, to exit the cell. The 

ions are thus separated according to their CV values. As a high electric field is applied, the ion velocity 

into the drift cell is no longer proportional to the electric field, this is why CCS values are not available 

with FAIMS/DMS (Purves et Guevremont 1999; Delvaux, Rathahao‐Paris, et Alves 2021). . This 

technique has been used for various applications for the separation of different analyte classes, as 

chemical weapons, pharmaceuticals or pollutants (M. Kolakowski et Mester 2007).  

Aspiration IMS (AIMS) or Open loop IMS (OLIMS) are other techniques where ions are carried in a 

buffer gas flow through an electric field generated by several electrodes (often 8 electrodes). The 

polarity of electric field is inversed on the electrodes to allow the ion motion and separation. The ions 

will be detected by collision with the electrodes, ion with higher mobility will collide with the first 

electrode, whereas ion with smaller mobility will traverse through the cell to collide the last electrode 

(Ratiu et al. 2017; Cumeras et al. 2015a). 
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2.2.5. Resolving power, resolution, selectivity, sensitivity and duty 

cycle 

The resolving power and resolution of IMS are used to compare instrument performances. The 

resolving power RP is defined with Equation [5] where 𝑥 is the direct measurement using td for DTIMS 

and TWIMS, CV for FAIMS and DMS or V for DMA and Δ𝑥 is the FWHM. The resolving power is 

calculated using a single peak of the ion mobility spectrum and using the domains where the 

measurements are performed without conversion (Cumeras et al. 2015b).  

𝑅𝑝 =
𝑥

𝛥𝑥
  [5] 

Sometimes the resolving power is reported directly on the CCS values, which can induce higher 

resolving power than with the direct measurements (Dodds, May, et McLean 2017). 

The resolution R is used to describe the ability to separate two peaks (the measurement of peak-to-

peak separation) and the associated equation is similar to that used in chromatography (Equation [6]). 

𝑅 = 2
|𝑥2−𝑥1|

𝛥𝑥
  [6] 

 

where x2 and x1 correspond to the previously defined variables. The IMS resolution is limited by the 

broadening of peaks which can be caused by different factors such as the diffusion of ions, coulombic 

repulsion, the uniformity of gradient electric field, temperature or pressure fluctuations and/or ion-

ion and ion-molecule reactions into the drift cell (with the gas or other ions) (Cumeras et al. 2015b). 

The sensitivity and the selectivity constitute other important criteria to compare the IMS instruments 

(Table II-1). The selectivity represents the ability to transmit ions in a specific mobility range. The 

sensitivity is related to the ability to conduct ions through the different parts of the instrument. For 

that, the duty cycle can be used to compare instrumentation, because it represents the part 

(percentage) of the ions actually analyzed and correlates with the sensitivity. The DTIMS and TWIMS 

instrumentation use pulsed ion injection, which leads to low duty cycle, and consequently low 

sensitivity. However, in the case of DTIMS, some multiplexing strategies have been developed to 

counteract this phenomenon. TIMS instrumentation operates with accumulation and trapping steps as 

well as ion funnels which allow to have a high duty cycle up to 100% and thus a high sensitivity.  
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Table II-1: Characteristics of some ion mobility technologies 

IMS technology Commercial vendors 
Resolving 

power 
Duty cycle CCS measurements 

Additional tool for 
annotation 

Advantages Drawbacks 

DTIMS 
Agilent, TofWerk 

Excellims 
60-80 1-50% 

Without or with 
calibration 

- 
Direct measurement of 

CCS values 
Low duty cycle 

TWIMS Waters 40-50 15-90% 
Calibration 

required 
CCS of fragment 

ions 
Large mobility range, 

structural analysis  
Possible changes in ion 

conformation 

cIMS Waters 80-750 
Depends on the 

number of 
passes 

Calibration 
required 

Available IMSn 
Super high IM 

resolving power 
(isomer separation) 

Low duty cycle with 
multiple passes 

SLIM MOBILion 200-300 up to 100% 
Calibration 

required 
- 

High resolving power, 
high duty cycle 

 

TIMS Bruker 200-400 up to 100% 
Calibration 

required 
PASEF mode 

High duty cycle, 
different modes 

allowing increasing the 
resolving power, PASEF 

mode 

Necessity to have 
powerful software 

tools 

FAIMS 
Thermo, Sciex, 

Owistone, Heartland 
30-40 up to 100% Not available - 

Adaptable to many 
mass analyzers, 

increased S/N ratio 

Impossible to obtain 
CCS,optimization of 

parameters required 
for ion transmission 
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2.3. Ion mobility-mass spectrometry (IM-MS) 

For metabolomics purpose, the ion mobility spectrometry is often coupled with mass spectrometry 

and hyphenated techniques such as liquid or gas chromatography, supercritical chromatography and 

capillary electrophoresis in a lesser extent.  

2.3.1. Ionization source for IMS 

As IMS is a post-ionization separation technique, the formation of ions from neutral sample molecules 

constitutes a key step and the choice of the ion source which depends on the physicochemical 

properties of the sample analytes has to be correctly handled. For gas phase samples, three common 

sources can be used, radioactive, corona discharge or photoionization. The radioactive source is the 

most commonly used for IMS spectrometer, because it is a stable and reliable ionization which is simple 

and does not need power, which is a crucial advantage for mobile spectrometers. For safety reason, 

the spectrometer must be controlled and have proper ventilation (St. Louis, Hill, et Eiceman 1990). For 

volatile, apolar and thermostable compounds in solution (organic solvent), EI and CI sources are 

appropriate but ASAP or APGC can be used. 

Electrospray (ESI) is the most relevant ionization technique for polar or semi polar compounds in 

solution, such as metabolites and other biomolecules in aqueous solutions such as biological fluids. It 

is the most common and appropriate method for a wide range of compounds and samples. Other 

ambient sources such as APCI (Singh et al. 2023), APPI (Zheng et al. 2018), ASAP (Mendes Siqueira et 

al. 2018) have been utilized but in a lesser extent, as well as DESI (Parrot et al. 2018), DART (Fowble et 

al. 2017), LAESI or LADESI (Stopka et Vertes 2020) and MALDI (Neumann et al. 2020) after sample 

deposit onto a surface permitted IM-MS analyses.  These sources can also be used for solid samples 

such as tissues, plant cells, ... (Eiceman, Karpas, et Jr 2013). Imaging mass spectrometry can be carried 

out on tissues using MALDI and provide spatial information in metabolomics or proteomics studies 

(Eberlin et al. 2011; Cordeiro et al. 2020).  

2.3.2. Mass analysers 

IM-MS coupling was developed, with different mass  spectrometers such as quadrupole (Q), triple 

quadrupole (Kozole et al. 2011), ion trap (Clowers et Hill 2005) and time of flight (TOF) analyzers thanks 

to the compatibility of scanning rates of IMS devices and mass analyzers. Indeed, the IMS devices 

operate in the millisecond scale while MS analyzers exhibit microsecond acquisition scan rates. This 

allows multiple MS acquisitions for each ion mobility spectrum (Paglia, Smith, et Astarita 2021).  The 

state of the art IM-MS coupling for metabolomics usually involves, in addition to IM device, hybrid 

quadrupole - time of flight (Q-TOF) which offers high-resolution, accurate mass measurements and 

tandem mass spectrometry, necessary for metabolite annotation (Baker et al. 2007). Many of them 

are commercial IM-MS instruments (Agilent, Waters or Bruker).  

IM-MS coupling incorporating ultra-high-resolution mass spectrometers such as Orbitrap or FTICR are 

more challenging because technological adjustments regarding the time scale are required. Indeed, 

Orbitrap and FTICR exhibit slow acquisition rates (up to 1s for FTICR experiments) which can 

compromise combination with IMS. Thus, various strategies have been developed  such as the dual 

gate for the coupling of DTIMS with Orbitrap, which allowed various applications in proteomics and for 

petroleum samples (Ibrahim et al. 2016). Orbitrap instrument was also coupled to atmospheric 
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pressure DTIMS to characterize isomeric composition of samples (Keelor et al. 2017; Kaszycki et al. 

2019) and to the SLIM  resulting of an average CCS resolving power of 218 (Hollerbach et al. 2023). 

As the TIMS device allows a trapping of ions, it can be coupled with FTICR instrument, which exhibits 

relatively low acquisition rate compared to other analyzers, allowing to combine both high-resolution 

ion mobility spectrometry and ultra-high-resolution mass spectrometry (Ridgeway et al. 2018; J. F. 

Maillard et al. 2021). FAIMS instrumentation has also been successfully coupled with Orbitrap (Saba et 

al. 2009; Bekker-Jensen et al. 2020) and FTICR instruments (Robinson et al. 2006; Kailemia et al. 2014). 

2.3.3. Complementarity of IMS and MS 

The addition of ion mobility spectrometry to mass spectrometry provides several benefits such as the 

possibility to separate different charge states, compound classes and isomers, to improve the 

sensitivity and dynamic range thanks to the partitioning of chemical noise, to increase the feature 

detection and annotation confidence via the resort to CCS. Moreover, the use of IMS in databases can 

reduce false-positive annotation. Other information could be provided by coupling IMS with 

fragmentation techniques. 

The selection of the most suitable analytical technique for each specific application requires an 

evaluation of different criteria. The more important criteria is to clearly state the scientific question to 

set up the experiments knowing that each instrument has its own capabilities, advantages and 

limitations. Some characteristics and criteria have to be evaluated to choose an IM-MS instrument: 

 IMS resolving power required  to separate the compounds 

 Need of the CCS values to help compound annotation 

 The capability of the instrument in term of fragmentation and structural information (pseudo 

IMS3 or IMSn) 

 Choice of ionization source and sample introduction (coupling with chromatography) required 

for the analysis 

 Choice of the mass analyzer which can be coupled to perform IM-MS analysis, its mass 

resolution and its capability in term of ion fragmentation and structural information 

To get insight of the advantages and limitations to incorporate IMS in metabolomics and lipidomics 

workflows, it is a prerequisite to study how IMS can be integrated as an additional separation 

dimension and the challenges to resolve. 

2.4. IM-MS approaches used in metabolomics 

IMS has the ability to be easily combined with MS instruments currently used in metabolomics 

workflows. Thus, the approaches already used in MS-based metabolomics can be transposed with IMS 

as direct introduction IM-MS or front-end separation techniques coupled to IM-MS instruments. Thus, 

different protocols or procedures have been developed to integrate DTIMS, TWIMS or FAIMS in 

metabolomics or lipidomics workflows (Paglia et Astarita 2017; Amy Li, Hines, et Xu 2020). 
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2.4.1. Direct introduction 

Direct introduction mass spectrometry (DI-MS) has been increasingly reported for metabolomics 

studies to enhance high-throughput analyses, supposing thousands of samples per day, compared to 

a maximum of one hundred for LC-MS workflows (Fuhrer et Zamboni 2015). In consequence, ultra-high 

resolution is generally necessary to avoid misinterpretation of ions. The main advantage is that DI 

permits direct analysis with minor sample preparation. It can also be performed using different 

ionization techniques, as previously mentioned in 2.3.1 section, ESI (Wen et al. 2022) and MALDI 

(Calabrese et al. 2023) being the mostly used. However, ion suppression effects can occur, mostly for 

ESI, which can induce low signal to noise ratio. Indeed, other drawbacks as strong matrix effects, and 

the fact that isobaric (in the case of low-resolution mass analyzer) or isomeric species cannot be 

distinguished in DI-MS have not been resolved. Thus, incorporating IMS dimension could address these 

issues because it allows the separation of metabolite ions according to their m/z and their mobility 

(Jackson et al. 2005; Leng et al. 2015; Delvaux et al. 2021). Flow injection analysis (FIA) approaches 

which imply injection of the sample into a mobile phase flowing (Artati et al. 2022) constitute a specific 

case of DI-MS which was associated with IM-MS configuration for the characterization of human milk 

oligosaccharides using TIMS (Delvaux et al. 2021), opioid profiling using DTIMS (Butler et Baker 2022) 

or analysis of Faba bean seeds by FIA-FAIMS-MS (H. Zhang et al. 2023). The direct infusion of lipid 

species, called ‘shotgun lipidomics’, widely used in various applications (Nikolaichuk et al. 2022; Foged, 

Maeda, et Bilgin 2023) was associated with DTIMS (Rose et al. 2021) or even SLIM technique 

(Wormwood Moser et al. 2021). Solid phase extraction (SPE) has also been coupled in line to IM-MS 

providing a methodology for the rapid screening of opioids in urine samples (Butler et Baker 2022) and 

for the quantitation of metabolites in biological fluids (X. Zhang et al. 2016). 

An advantage of DI-IM-MS compared to DI-MS is the improvement of peak capacity which has been 

demonstrated by several studies. For example, a six-fold improvement has been reported for human 

blood analysis (Dwivedi, Schultz, et Jr 2010) or a five-fold increase in peak detection for lipid 

fingerprints by TWIMS-MS (Paglia et al. 2015). Another benefit of IMS is the possibility to correlate the 

ion mobility dimension with the m/z dimension, leading to ion mobility-mass correlation curves. These 

curves allow a separation of compounds classes. Lipids have been successfully separated from other 

compound classes such as peptides, oligosaccharides or carbohydrates (May et al. 2014). Metabolites 

from blood samples could be separated into different classes: amino acids, organic acids, fatty acids, 

prostaglandins, carbohydrates, purines, pyrimidines, etc (Dwivedi, Schultz, et Jr 2010). Sphingolipids 

and phospholipids could also be separated by plotting the CCS against m/z (Leaptrot et al. 2019). A 

combination of the CCS and the m/z values using different tolerance criteria have been performed for 

a shotgun lipidomic study of brain sample. Tolerances of 10 ppm for m/z and 2% for CCS values 

permitted the annotation of 34 lipid species in brain extracts. Applying a tolerance of 10 ppm without 

resorting to CCS values led in 21 false negative annotations. Even using a tolerance of 5 ppm for m/z, 

still without CCS values, 9 mismatches and 13 false negative annotation were found (Paglia et al. 2015). 

The CCS values allow to reduce the false-negative and false-positive in lipid annotation.  

MALDI analyses or imaging, can also be considered. However, the matrix ions can be hard to distinguish 

from the analytes ones. hus, ion mobility can help to separate the signals from analytes to the ones of 

background (Dwivedi et al. 2010; Jackson et al. 2005). Imaging has been increasingly used with the 

coupling of ion mobility particularly with the MALDI-TIMS technique (Neumann et al. 2020; B. Li et al. 

2021; J. Chen et al. 2023). DESI source allows the direct metabolite analyses by imaging mass 

spectrometry without addition of any matrix (Ellis et al. 2019; Holm et al. 2022). Ion mobility is a 
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precious help for biological tissue imaging with the additional separation dimension allowing to 

improve the signal to noise ratio or specificity (Rivera et al. 2020). 

Due to the complexity of the biological samples, and the strong matrix effects, the chromatographic 

dimension may still be required prior to the MS or IM-MS technique.  

2.4.2. Chromatographic separation 

Traditional workflows used in metabolomics involve chromatographic separation prior to mass 

spectrometry. Different front-end separation techniques can be coupled to IMS-MS, as liquid 

chromatography, gas chromatography, but also capillary electrophoresis or even microfluidics 

(Pičmanová et al. 2022; Tebani et al. 2016; Wellmann et al. 2022; Zheng, Wojcik, et al. 2017). As 

mentioned in the chapter I, liquid chromatography using either RPLC or HILIC phases is the mostly used 

method for metabolites and lipids separations.  

Then, some studies showed that IMS provides experimental CCS values which are highly reproducible 

and do not suffer from matrix effects contrary to retention times (RT) (Paglia et al. 2014). Thus, CCS 

measurements are more reliable than RT and can add confidence in the metabolite annotation in LC-

IM-MS analyses. Moreover, the CCS values may help the retention time alignment (C. A. Smith et al. 

2006). For example, pigments have been identified using LC-UV-TWIMS-MS, and the authors showed 

that the addition of ion mobility allowed to increase the peak capacity to 15% and to resolve 5 co-

eluting isobaric species (Pacini et al. 2015). 

Multidimensional chromatographic separation could also be used in metabolomics. The comparison of 

LC×LC-MS and LC-IM-MS for the analysis of human plasma lipids has shown the advantages of both 

approaches. A higher number of features were detected using LC×LC-MS, but the LC-TIMS-MS 

approach offered a higher separation potential considering the analysis time, a better sensitivity (the 

2D LC separation generates sample dilution), a high throughput investigation, structural information 

via the CCS values as additional molecular descriptors (Baglai et al. 2017). 

Other separation techniques have been coupled to IM-MS and tend to be developed in the future. Gas 

chromatography (GC) has been recently coupled to IM-MS to analyze Pacific oyster (Lipin Chen et al. 

2023) or to determine the botanical origin of honey samples (Arroyo-Manzanares et al. 2022). An 

orthogonal partial least squares-discriminant analysis (OPLS-DA) permitted to discriminate five 

different origins of honey samples. Capillary zone electrophoresis (CZE) principle is close to that of 

mobility spectrometry, regarding the separation of ionic species under the influence of an electric field. 

However, CZE is performed in a silica-fused capillary filled with an electrolyte solution whereas IMS 

operates in gas phase. CZE-IM-MS coupling permitted to analyze approximately 600 metabolites. The 

addition of IMS was particularly interesting for poorly ionized or neutral compounds as carbohydrate 

isomers (Drouin et al. 2021). Another coupling involved supercritical fluid chromatography (SFC) prior 

to IM-MS and was tested in 1987 (Rokushika, Hatano, et Hill 1987). The coupling SFC×IMS has been 

recently reported for the investigation of red chili pepper (Donato et al. 2018), lipid analysis of HepG2 

cells (Meckelmann et al. 2022), structural annotation of glycerolipids (T. Xia et al. 2021) or for the study 

of radix curcumae (Ye, Dong, et Cao 2023).  

2.4.3. Tandem ion mobility spectrometry (IMS/IMS) 

Multiple ion mobility cells can be coupled before MS to enhance the separation. For example, FAIMS-

DTIMS-MS was utilized for protein analysis and revealed high orthogonality of the two techniques 
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(Tang et al. 2005). As FAIMS acts as a filter, the sensitivity can be reduced, and ions losses can occur in 

the interface between FAIMS and DTIMS. Consequently, a µFAIMS device was developed to enhance 

the sensitivity (Wilks et al. 2012). The evaluation of the coupling of µFAIMS and DTIMS seemed 

promising (X. Zhang et al. 2015) even if technological improvements of the FAIMS device were required 

to get higher sensitivity and resolution (Zheng, Wojcik, et al. 2017). 

The tandem ion mobility spectrometry as DTIMS-DTIMS or TIMS-TIMS (Koeniger et al. 2006; 

Merenbloom et al. 2008) were applied for bradykinin and tryptic peptides from human hemoglobin. 

The traditional LC-MS/MS workflow has been compared to an IMS-IMS-MS approach for protein 

analyses in human plasma samples. The IMS-IMS-MS workflow allowed high-throughput analyses, 70 

sample acquisitions per day and 60-70 proteins per sample from a 4 min experiment (Valentine et al. 

2009).  

Tandem ion mobility spectrometry can be helpful for structural analysis, using a combination of IMS-

IMS and MS/MS experiments (Ollivier et al. 2021) using pre or post-IMS fragmentation. IMS-IMS 

experiments were also conducted in a Cyclic-IMS device (Ujma et al. 2019; Ollivier et al. 2022). Tandem 

TIMS (tTIMS) or TIMS-TIMS was recently developed and constitutes a promising tool for various 

analyses, as protein analysis (F. C. Liu et al. 2018; F. C. Liu, Ridgeway, et al. 2022; F. C. Liu, Kirk, et al. 

2022). The development of tandem ion mobility experiments experienced a growth of interest, with 

the availability of new instruments. New fragmentation techniques are expected to be associated with 

IMS instruments and new software tools need to be developed for easier multi-dimensional data 

analysis (Eldrid et Thalassinos 2020). 

2.5. Data treatment and annotation using IMS 

2.5.1. Data processing of LC-IMS-MS/MS data 

Experimental data must be processed to extract the required and relevant information for metabolite 

annotation and sample analysis. Data processing contains different steps as the data alignment, peak 

picking and filtering commonly used for LC-MS data. Incorporating IMS to the traditional data 

processing workflow adds an orthogonal descriptor to the classical (m/z, RT and MS/MS) descriptors 

which leads to four-dimensional structural information. This additional dimension makes data 

processing more challenging. 

Most of the data are processed using constructor softwares as Unifi (Waters Corporation) (Calabrese 

et al. 2022; Regueiro, Negreira, et Berntssen 2016) or Progenesis QI (Waters Corporation)  (Paglia et 

Astarita 2017; Jariyasopit et al. 2022), or Metaboscape from Bruker Daltonics (Schroeder et al. 2020; 

Vasilopoulou et al. 2020; Rudt et al. 2023). Public tools have been developed, to handle IM-MS/MS 

data and LC-IM-MS/MS data. The first one was LC-IMS-MS Feature Finder which has been used in 

proteomics and metabolomics studies (Crowell et al. 2013; Delvaux, Rathahao‐Paris, et Alves 2021). 

Different software tools have been reviewed recently for lipidomics studies (Ross et al. 2023). Skyline 

(MacLean et al. 2018; Kirkwood et al. 2022) , MS-DIAL (Tsugawa et al. 2020a; 2020b), MZmine3 (Schmid 

et al. 2023) and DEIMos (Colby et al. 2022) are various tools which may cover the whole data processing 

workflow, from the feature extraction to compound annotation, depending on the tool. (Colby et al. 

2022; Schmid et al. 2023)PNNL-PreProcessor allows to perform correction of the data before feature 

extraction (Bilbao et al. 2021). Some tools are specialized for one compound class, as for lipid analysis, 
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as LiPydomics (Ross et al. 2020), LipidIMMS (Lipid4DAnalyzer) (Z. Zhou et al. 2019; X. Chen, Zhou, et 

Zhu 2020). 

Concerning the CCS calibration, AllCCS (Zhiwei Zhou et al. 2020) and DEIMos are able to perform CCS 

calibration whereas MS-DIAL and MZmine3 can only treat already calibrated data (Ross et al. 2023). A 

comparison of Skyline and MS-DIAL has been carried out and showed similar performances for DTIMS 

and TIMS published dataset (Ross et al. 2023). A significant influence of the variables from 

experimental measurements has been detected. Furthermore, the data treatment is dependent on the 

user because careful attention must be done to check the annotation manually, which is a time-

consuming step but also essential. 

2.5.2. Structural elucidation of compounds using IMS 

As previously mentioned, ion mobility spectrometry can help the annotation in different ways, by 

providing CCS as a new descriptor and adding another dimension of separation which could help to 

eliminate the contaminants and visualize the low concentrated analytes. Moreover, IMS combined 

with MS/MS fragmentation proved to aid compound annotation, in particular for unknown 

metabolites or lipids which are not referenced in databases and for which no commercial or synthetic 

standard are available. 

2.5.2.1. Post-IMS fragmentation  

With IM-MS instruments, MS/MS experiments can be performed by collision induced dissociation (CID) 

in a collision cell (generally quadrupole or hexapole cell located between the IMS part and the mass 

analyser). Combining IMS and MS/MS experiments, the CID spectra can be improved via a clean-up of 

the data. Thus, clean MS/MS spectra can be obtained by removing background or contaminants 

signals. Then, as IMS can separate isobars or isomers species, specific MS/MS spectra are obtained for 

each isomeric compound which help the annotation of all the isomeric species (Harvey et al. 2015; 

Paglia et Astarita 2017).  

MS/MS is essential and often decisive for metabolite annotation. Data-dependent acquisition (DDA) is 

widely used in metabolomics untargeted LC-MS workflows. However, DDA approach can present 

bottlenecks such as difficulties to sensitively detect and catch MS/MS spectra for all the metabolites in 

large samples and sometimes, MS/MS data is missing. This bottleneck can be explained by the fact that 

MS/MS is performed on selected most intense precursor ions and low abundant ions are not 

fragmented. Thus, data-independent acquisition (DIA) strategy has been proposed to obtain all 

fragment ions for all precursors simultaneously. The advantages are increased coverage of observable 

metabolites and reduction of false negatives. This also eliminates the need to accumulate additional 

DDA acquisitions to fragment all ions. However, DIA experiments could be complicated to interpret 

due to the high complexity of the data because each MS/MS spectrum comes from the fragmentation 

of many co-eluting compounds. To solve this issue, the DIA experiments can be performed after the 

IMS separation which allows the differentiation of each MS/MS spectrum, and thus obtaining cleaner 

MS/MS spectra. This can facilitate the identification of compounds and reduce the false positives 

(Pacini et al. 2015; Paglia et Astarita 2017). Depending on the  manufacturers, DIA is also called all-ion 

fragmentation (AIF), MSE or HDMSE. Recent developments concerning DDA and DIA have been recently 

reported for lipidomics analyses (Valmori et al. 2023). 

https://www.powerthesaurus.org/manufacturer/synonyms
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2.5.2.2. Pre-IMS fragmentation 

Some IM-MS instruments present the possibility to fragment ions before the IMS separation. This 

approach has been used for lipid analyses, using concerted tandem and traveling wave ion mobility 

mass spectrometry (CTS analysis) (Hankin et al. 2016). CTS approach provides a 4D dataset which 

includes nominal precursor ion mass, product ion mobility, accurate mass of product ion, and ion 

abundance. The combination of diagnostic fragment ions with their CCS values is a powerful tool to 

help the annotation of lipids in a biological sample (Berry et al. 2017). Another similar approach has 

been used for annotation of saccharides, the shotgun ion mobility mass spectrometry sequencing 

SIMMS² where intact saccharides were analysed by IM-MS and CCS values of fragment ions were 

determined to help the identification (Miller et al. 2020). CCS values of fragment ion as fingerprint have 

been used also for carbohydrates (Hofmann et al. 2017) and particularly for glycan analyses ( Hofmann 

et Pagel 2017; Harvey et al. 2018).  

2.5.2.3. Pre + Post-IMS fragmentation 

The combination of fragmentation before and after the IMS separation has been developed to enhance 

the structural information level to help the annotation. Time-aligned parallel (TAP) fragmentation has 

been used to improve the annotation of lipid species, particularly to identify constitutive fatty acyl 

chains of phosphatidylcholines and determine double bond position in unsaturated acyl chains (Castro-

Perez et al. 2011). This approach allows to perform pseudo MS3 acquisitions, by fragmenting precursor 

ions in the first collision cell (before IMS cell), separating the resulting fragment ions in the IMS cell, 

allowing to align second generation fragment ions obtained in the second collision cell after IMS 

(Einarsdottir et al. 2017; Paglia et Astarita 2017). To improve chemical structure elucidation, a protocol 

combining experimental and computational workflows to acquire and use MS3 data was proposed. The 

database-assisted structure elucidation of metabolites in biofluids was achieved using MolFind² 

software (Samaraweera, Hill, et Grant 2020). 

2.5.2.4. PASEF 

TIMS instrument has a particular configuration to perform MS/MS experiments combined and 

synchronized with IMS separation, called parallel accumulation - serial fragmentation (PASEF). In PASEF 

acquisition mode (Figure II-10.a), the first step is the acquisition of a full scan TIMS-MS experiment 

(MS1)  to determine m/z value and mobility of each precursor ion creating a precursor target list. Then, 

in a second step, all precursor ions are accumulated in parallel (ions of different mobility are trapped 

at different positions) and released sequentially in function of their ion mobility. The quadrupole is 

synchronized and is mass positioned on each precursor m/z switching from one to another (sub-

millisecond switching time) allowing serial selection and fragmentation of multiple precursors in single 

50 ms acquisition (3 ms for each precursor selected). Note that MS/MS spectra are acquired in the 

usual way : the precursor ions are fragmented in the collision cell with a collision gas and fragment ions 

are then analyzed by the TOF analyzer. The number of PASEF scans can be adapted to the sample and 

method (In Figure II-10.a, presenting 3 PASEF scans per cycle). The fragment ions are aligned with the 

precursor thanks to the IMS dimension, allowing to perform PASEF heat map. This procedure is 

repeated throughout the entire acquisition (Meier et al. 2015; Rudt et al. 2023). The PASEF mode allow 

to increase the sensitivity and selectivity, and the number of MS/MS per analysis. All these benefits 

help the annotation of more compounds into complex samples. The PASEF mode was used in a 

lipidomics study showing an improvement of human lipidome coverage of three to four-fold in 
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comparison to the traditional workflow with more than 180,000 MS/MS spectra in 30 minutes analysis 

(Vasilopoulou et al. 2020). 

Other PASEF approaches have been developed recently to enhance the compound annotation step, as 

dia-PASEF or prm-PASEF. dia-PASEF does not use a MS1 scan before fragmentation, but a low isolation 

window on the quadrupole using the mobility-m/z correlation. Mass-mobility windows have been 

scanned during a PASEF-cycle, thus each PASEF scan can provide several MS/MS spectra (Figure 

II-10.b). dia-PASEF compared to dda-PASEF leads to a higher fragmentation rate and precursor ions of 

low concentrated analytes could also be fragmented (Meier et al. 2020; Rudt et al. 2023). This method 

was already used in proteomics studies (Demichev et al. 2022; Skowronek et Meier 2022; Oliinyk et 

Meier 2023). In comparison, prm-PASEF can be used for targeted analysis by using a list of precursor 

ions, defined from previous dda-PASEF acquisition (Figure II-10.c). prm-PASEF provides higher 

selectivity and reproducibility and has been used in quantitation study (Lesur et Dittmar 2021; 

Brzhozovskiy et al. 2022). A peptides library from cerebrospinal fluid has been proposed to improve 

dia- and prm-PASEF studies (Mun et al. 2022). 

 
Figure II-10: Schematic representation of different approaches of PASEF. Unknown ions are shown in blue, analyte ions in 

red, yellow, and green, corresponding to the fragmentation experiment; from (Rudt et al. 2023). 

All these three approaches proved to be helpful for lipidomics studies. The dda-PASEF seems to be 

better for lipid annotation for unknown compounds, than the dia-PASEF, which does not provide 

fragment-to-precursor assignment and presents a data treatment step complex and time-consuming. 

For known samples, the rm-PASEF is appropriate and provides better MS/MS spectra for low 

concentrated lipid species (Rudt et al. 2023).  

Recently, other improvements of the PASEF approaches have been developed, as midiaPASEF with a 

integrating algorithm Snakemake-based MIDIAID (Distler et al. 2023) or speedy-PASEF, as a 

combination of DIA analysis with data analysis using DIA-NN tool (Szyrwiel et al. 2023). 
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2.5.2.5. Other acquisition strategies 

A new acquisition strategy combining DIA with DTIMS, called drift tube ion mobility directed 

quadrupole all ions (IM-QRAI) has been developed (M. Feuerstein et al. 2021). This method allows the 

precursor ion isolation thanks to the drift time which minimizes spectral interferences in the complex 

DIA dataset. 

Ozonolysis can also be used with ion mobility, to help lipid annotation by identifying the number and 

the position of the double bond(s) in the lipid structure. This was implemented in FAIMS instrument 

(Pham et al. 2013) for PC analyses and in DTIM-MS (B. L. J. Poad et al. 2018) as well as LC‐DTIM‐MS 

(Harris et al., 2018). 

2.6. IMS as an additional separation dimension 

Metabolites and lipids are spread into numerous classes with a consequent part of isobaric and 

isomeric species. As mass spectrometry alone cannot separate the isomeric species and not always the 

isobaric species, depending on the mass resolution, IMS offers an additional separation dimension in 

metabolomics or lipidomics workflow that can help isomer or isobar differentiation. This can concern 

regioisomers, cis/trans isomers, double bonds positions isomers or stereoisomers. 

Mass Spectrometry Metabolite Library of Standards (MSMLS) was used to evaluate the usefulness of 

ion mobility as a separation method for isomeric species. 64% of the MSMLS metabolites could be 

annotated using a 40,000-mass resolving power TOF analyzer (Figure II-11). Enhancing mass resolving 

power using FTICR increased the percentage of covered metabolites up to 67%, but 33% remained 

impossible to differentiate, because they were isomeric species. Using low resolving power IMS 

instrument (70 CCS/ΔCCS), additional 10% of metabolites can be resolved and with high-resolution IMS 

device this percentage may be much higher (Nichols et al. 2018). 

 
Figure II-11: Coverage of the Mass Spectrometry Metabolite Library of Standards (MSMLS) depending on the different 

analysis strategies employed; from (Nichols et al. 2018). 

As shown via this example, IMS can provide an orthogonal separation dimension to MS which can help 

resolving the complexity of the metabolome. 
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2.6.1. Isomer separation by IM-MS 

The differentiation of isomeric species in metabolomics and lipidomics is particularly important as 

differences in structure may lead to differences in physical, chemical or biological properties (Q. Wu et 

al. 2020). IM-MS-based separation has various applications for glycans (Manz et Pagel 2018; Johanna 

Hofmann et Pagel 2017), peptides, proteins, lipids or amino-acid isomeric species (Q. Wu et al. 2020). 

The separation of isomer species by IM-MS can require high IMS resolving power, if the differences of 

structures are particularly small. The ability to separate isomers depends on the category of isomers 

and on the instrument resolving power. With TWIMS instrument, α ‐ and β ‐anomers have been 

successfully separated because they differ in the stereochemistry of the terminal glycosidic linkage 

(ΔCCS ≃ 17 Å2) whereas trisaccharides which differ from the orientation of a hydroxyl group (ΔCCS ≃ 

1 Å2) were not separated (J. Hofmann et al. 2015). Some cis/trans isomer lipids have been successfully 

resolved by TWIMS and DTIMS, at least partially. But high-resolution IMS techniques allow a better 

separation, as with high resolution FAIMS or SLIM (Zheng, Smith, et Baker 2018). TIMS instrument 

allows also the separation of cis/trans and Δ6-Δ9 phosphatidylcholine (PC), as shown by Figure II-12 

(Jeanne Dit Fouque et al. 2019). Moreover, regioisomers  of phosphatidylcholine have been separated 

with cyclic IMS experiments, after 30 passes (B. Poad et al. 2023). Another strategy involved 

cationisation with copper(II) and multimer formation with D-proline (Pro) as a chiral reference 

compound to separate enantiomers of aromatic amino acids which could be therefore differentiated 

by TWIM-MS (Domalain et al. 2014). 

 

Figure II-12: TIMS spectra of isomer lipid species  with cis in blue, trans in red and mixture in black according to the scan rate 
(Sr) used, adapted from (Jeanne Dit Fouque et al. 2019) 

The Figure II-13 shows that acyl-chain isomers, regio-isomers, double-bond isomers and cis/trans 

isomers of PC are separated at high IMS resolving power. A very small shift can be observed between 

two isomer peaks for a resolving power of 50 corresponding to the TWIMS/DTIMS instruments 

whereas with a resolving power of 500, mostly all of the lipid isomers are fully separated except in the 

case of sn-position isomers that are only partially resolved (Tu et al. 2019). Even for MALDI imaging, 

lipid isomers can be partially separated using TIMS instrument showing the spatial distribution of both 

isomers (J. Chen et al. 2023). 
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Figure II-13: IMS spectra of different isomer lipid species according to the IMS resolving power, adapted from (Tu et al. 2019) 

As described in this part, some metabolite or lipid isomers can be separated by IM-MS. A tutorial has 

been made (Song et al. 2023) but improvement is needed to increase the resolving power and thus 

obtain a better separation of isomeric species. For that, different approaches could be used, as the 

optimization of experimental parameters, the use of different buffer gas, the derivatization or metal 

adduct formation (Paglia, Smith, et Astarita 2021). 

2.6.2. Parameters influencing the IMS separation 

2.6.2.1. Instrumental parameters 

Instrumental parameters adjustments can increase the resolving power of the ion mobility technique 

leading to a better separation of compound isomers. For example, the voltage of the DTIMS cell or the 

length can be increased to enhance the resolving power (Odenkirk et Baker 2020). However, an 

increase of length can induce higher ion diffusion resulting in peak broadening, ion losses and 

reduction of sensitivity. Furthermore, an increase of the electric field could prevent the use of DTIMS 

in stepped-field mode because the low field limit is no more respected (Dodds et Baker 2019). In 

TWIMS instrument, buffer gas pressure, the voltage (height) and velocity of the waves can also be 

adjusted to enhance the ion separation (Campuzano et Giles 2019). The cyclic IMS and SLIM devices 

are based on the TWIMS principle and can allow a better ion separation due to the increase of the path 

length. However, ion losses can occur because of too high ion path. In TIMS instrument, the elution 

scan rate can be reduced and the ramp time extended to enhance the resolving power, however, the 

mobility detection range is reduced (Ridgeway et al. 2018; 2019). 

2.6.2.2. Buffer gas adjustments 

Nitrogen and helium, in a lesser extent, are common buffer gas in IMS studies. However, other buffer 

gas or some gas modifiers can be introduced into the IMS cell to enhance ion separations. 

The influence of different buffer gas, such as helium (He), nitrogen (N2), argon (Ar), carbon dioxide 

(CO2), sulfur hexafluoride, or gas mixtures on the ion separation has been widely investigated (Asbury 

et Hill 2000; Bleiholder et al. 2015; Kurulugama et al. 2015; Morris et al. 2019). Changes on ion 

separation may depend on the buffer gas (Figure II-14, (Morris et al. 2019), and on compound classes 
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(Delvaux, Rathahao‐Paris, et Alves 2021). Depending on the buffer gas used in the IMS cell, separation 

evolves and even some inversions can occur (for maltohexaose and HFAP m/z 922, Figure II-14). 

Nitrogen and argon permit a better peak-to-peak resolution for low mass compounds, whereas higher 

resolution is observed in carbon dioxide for some pairs of ions as with maltose and HFAP m/z 322 

(Figure II-14A and B). Nitrogen demonstrates high resolving power and peak capacity for a large range 

of compounds (Morris et al. 2019). 

 
Figure II-14: Separation of some ions depending on the drift gas used (R.A.: relative abondance) and the peak-to-peak 

resolution Rpp representing for three couple of ions according to the gas, from (Morris et al. 2019). 

Different gas modifiers or dopants can also be added in order to enhance the IMS separation. Chemical 

modifiers are often solvents, as methanol, ethanol, isopropanol, 1-butanol, acetonitrile or other, added 

into the IMS cell in small proportion (Waraksa et al. 2016; Šala et al. 2016; Fernández-Maestre, Wu, et 

Hill Jr. 2012; Fernandez-Maestre 2018; Kemperman, Chouinard, et Yost 2023). In addition to these 

clustering modifiers, some non-clustering modifiers (cyclohexane, hexane, or octane) can be used to 

form binary mixture to improve selectivity and resolution, as previously reported for DMS-MS study 

(Ruskic, Klont, et Hopfgartner 2021). Xylene isomers have been separated adding chemical modifiers 

in helium buffer gas in the FAIMS device (X. Du et al. 2022). Even chiral modifiers were investigated to 

allow a separation of enantiomers with IMS, as with S-(+)-2-butanol and R-(-)-2-butanol (Dwivedi et al. 

2006). 

2.6.2.3. Adducts formation and ion conformation  

The addition of specific cations can influence the conformation of ions in the gas phase. The difference 

of CCS values depends on the ions and so of the cation which plays a role on the ΔCCS. That may help 

the isomer separation in IMS (Kemperman, Chouinard, et Yost 2023). The influence of various metal 

adducts (sodium, potassium, and silver) on flavonoid isomers separation has been studied. Depending 

on the metal cation, changes in CCS were observed and were explained by conformation evolutions. 

Silver adducts lead to more compact ions than sodium and potassium adducts, which allow the 

flavonoid isomers separation (Clowers et Hill Jr 2006). Metal cation addition has also been used to 

enhance the separation of glycans (Zheng, Zhang, et al. 2017), carbohydrates (Huang et Dodds 2015), 
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steroids (Rister, Martin, et Dodds 2019) or drugs (Zietek et al. 2018) isomers. Changes of the 

conformation of heparin-protein interaction have been studied thanks to the addition of sodium ion 

(Seo, Schenauer, et Leary 2011). The addition of alkali metal (lithium, potassium, rubidium and cesium) 

and alkaline earth metal (magnesium, calcium, strontium and barium) was studied to separate 

conformers of both 25-hydroxyvitamin D3 and its epimer. The ratio of open/closed conformers 

increased with the size of the cation (Chouinard et al. 2018). 

Furthermore, measuring dimer ions instead of monomer species helps the separation of isomers in the 

IMS cell due to significant differences of their structures into the gas-phase. This phenomenon has 

been used for bile acids (Kemperman, Chouinard, et Yost 2023) and steroids (Rister et Dodds 2020). 

Derivatization reagents have been used to enhance the separation and the characterization of 

compounds and particularly isomers. The use of derivatization of hydroxyl stereoisomers as 

testosterone/epitestosterone by 1,1-carbonyldiimidazole showed an increase of the IMS resolution 

which allows the separation of the steroid isomers (Velosa et al. 2022). Chiral amino acids have also 

been successfully separated thanks to an on-tissue derivatization followed by direct analysis of the 

tissue by MALDI-TIMS mass spectrometry imaging (Xie et al. 2022). 

2.6.3. Mobility-mass correlation 

The coupling of IMS and MS provides two descriptors, m/z and CCS values which can help the 

annotation of compounds. Furthermore, m/z and CCS (or CCS versus m/z) correlation curves can also 

help to differentiate compound classes. Peptides, carbohydrates, lipids exhibit three distinct curves in 

the 2D IM-MS space which allow their easy separation and provide help for annotation (Woods et al. 

2004). Various classes of metabolites show also different correlation curves by plotting the arrival 

times versus m/z, as shown in Figure II-15.A (Dwivedi, Schultz, et Jr 2010). Separations of lipid 

categories, lipid classes or lipids in function of their acyl chain lengths were obtained by plotting 

predicted CCS values against m/z values (Figure II-15.B). For example, sphingolipids have CCS values 

higher than glycerophospholipids (Hines, Herron, et Xu 2017; Tu et al. 2019). The classes of 

glycerophospholipids can also be separated into sub-classes (Paglia et al. 2015). 

 

Figure II-15: Examples of mobility-mass correlation curves of various classes of metabolites from blood sample, in the left, 
adapted from (Dwivedi, Schultz, et Jr 2010) and different lipid classes, adapted from (Tu et al. 2019) 
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The differentiation of compound classes can go further, by separating contaminant classes, as shown 

in Figure II-16. These contaminants are classed into compounds of emerging concerns (CEC) and their 

detection is crucial in environmental and human matrices. The separation of these contaminants and 

their metabolites into the mobility-mass correlation curves enable a rapid annotation and could help 

the screening of different samples (Belova et al. 2021). 

 

 

Figure II-16: Mobility-mass correlation curves showing four different compound classes of contaminants and their 
metabolites which can be present in biological fluids, adapted from (Belova et al. 2021). 

Mobility-mass correlation curves  allowas also to separate ions according to their charge states, thus 

monomer, dimer, trimer or tetramer peptide ions could be distinctly differentiated (Gabelica 2021). 

The correlation can be extended with other parameters, such as the retention time (RT), to perform 

3D correlation plots (RT-m/z-CCS), allowing a better separation of compound classes and particularly 

lipid classes (Vasilopoulou et al. 2020). 

2.7. Collision Cross Section as an additional descriptor 

2.7.1. Definition of the CCS 

The collision cross section is described as a measure of the size and shape (i.e. 3D structure) of an ion 

in a definite buffer gas (Gabelica 2021). Thus, CCS is a measure of the ion-gas pair, and it depends on 

the buffer gas which is ideally smaller than the ion. The first approximation that was made to 

understand the physics of the CCS values, was that the CCS reflected an hard-sphere, but this 

approximation could cause deviations and some theoretical works have been conducted to find a 

better understanding of the collision cross sections (Gabelica et Marklund 2018; Simón-Manso 2023). 

As real molecules are not perfect sphere, collisions can occur from all directions and the CCS is a 

measurement of the momentum transfer over all possible collisions. The CCS depends on the ion-

neutral interaction potential but also on the temperature (Equation [3]). The CCS values decrease with 
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the temperature. Indeed, simulations have shown a relative CCS change of 0.13% per Kelvin, in 

nitrogen around 300 K, for fullerene ion C60
+ (which presents with a unique conformation) (Gabelica et 

Marklund 2018). Thus, the CCS is more than just a “size” and physical considerations have to be taken 

into account. CCS is not an intrinsic property of an ion as it depends on the buffer gas and on the 

temperature (May, Morris, et McLean 2017).. 

The collision cross sections can be determined experimentally using various IMS instrumentation, as 

DTIMS, TWIMS, c-IMS, SLIM, TIMS. However, CCS can also be computationally calculated from 

theoretical structures obtained either by molecular dynamics or by quantum chemistry and they can 

also be deduced from machine learning prediction leading to numerous available CCS databases, as it 

will be further described in detail. 

 

2.7.2. Experimental CCS values 

Experimental collision cross sections can be determined by two different methods. The primary 

method which is defined as “a method having the highest metrological qualities, whose operation 

can be completely described and understood, for which a complete uncertainty statement can be 

written in terms of the SI, and whose results are, therefore, accepted without reference to a standard 

of the quantity being measured” (BIPM, 1995; Quinn, 1997; Milton & Quinn, 2001; Taylor, Kipphardt, 

& De Bievre, 2001) corresponds to DTIMS stepped field method and do not require calibration step. 

The secondary methods cannot permit direct access to CCS with the first principles resorting to kinetic 

theory because the equations involved in secondary methods are more complex. The determination 

of CCS in these cases needs a calibration step using reference ions of known CCS (previously 

determined by the primary method). TWIMS, c-IMS, SLIM IMS, TIMS permit access to CCS as secondary 

methods. 

Then, it is recommended to use the nomenclature of the compendium of collision cross section values 

which requires that the notation of CCS specify the instrument (superscript) and the buffer gas 

(subscript) used for CCS measurements. For instance, CCS values determined using DTIMS in helium 

are noted DTCCSHe while those determined in TWIMS with nitrogen are TWCCSN2. The first are primary 

values obtained without calibration while the second are secondary values obtained after calibration. 

2.3.2.1. DTIMS stepped field vs single-field CCS 

DTIMS stepped-field method satisfies the primary method definition and CCS values can be directly 

deduced from measured ion mobility K using the Mason-Schamp equation (Equation [3]) which is a 

fundamental IM relationship derived from first principles of the kinetic theory of gases (Mason & 

Schamp, 1958 (Dodds et Baker 2019). In practical, ion mobility experiments are performed using 

different electric fields (usually five axial potentials). A linear regression (Equation [7]) derived from 

Equation [1] is obtained and allows the access to K from drift times td for each potential and then the 

determination of the CCS values. The stepped-field CCS values are primary values considered as the 

“gold reference” which constitute a major advantage of the DTIMS technology (Sarah M. Stow et al. 

2017; Kartowikromo, Olajide, et Hamid 2023). 

𝑡𝐴 = 𝑡𝑑 + 𝑡0 = (
𝐿2

𝐾0
∙

𝑇0𝑝

𝑇𝑝0
) ∙

1

∆𝑉
+ 𝑡0   [7] 

where tA is the arrival time, which is the sum of td plus a time t0 spent outside the drift region. 
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However, accurate determination of the different instrumental or experimental parameters such as 

the effective length, the pressure, the temperature inside the tube remains difficult. Then, even if it is 

a prerequisite that these parameters do not change and stay strictly identical throughout the whole 

experiment, in practice, it remains difficult to implement. The electric field must be constant in all 

points of the cell but small fluctuations due to electronics functioning remain difficult to avoid. 

Furthermore, the stepped-field experiments may take a long time which is not compatible with 

chromatographic separations prior to IM-MS experiments, precluding the use of stepped-field method 

in LC-MS workflows (Sarah M. Stow et al. 2017; Kartowikromo, Olajide, et Hamid 2023). The 

determination of K or CCS values using this primary method requires ideal conditions (Gabelica et 

Marklund 2018).  

Thus, to overcome these issues, an additional step of calibration with ions of known K0  can be carried 

out (Gabelica 2021). Using DTIMS, calibrated CCS are obtained by the single-field method which 

includes a calibration step and measurements performed using a unique value of the electric field. The 

time-scale compatibility of the single-field method with chromatographic separation is another 

advantage of this approach (Dodds et Baker 2019). 

The resulting calibrated CCS values, also called single-field CCS values, are determined using Equation 

[8] which derives from Equation [7] where β and tfix are respectively the slope of the linear curve and  

the intercept (Kartowikromo, Olajide, et Hamid 2023) 

𝑡𝐴 = 𝑡𝑓𝑖𝑥 + 𝛽1 . 𝛾𝐶𝐶𝑆 + 𝛽2 . 𝛾𝐶𝐶𝑆 =  𝑡𝑓𝑖𝑥 + 𝛽 . 𝛾𝐶𝐶𝑆   [8] 

where  =[mi/(mg þ mi)]1/2/z (to be calculated for each calibrant and analyte ion), and 1 is a constant 

depending on the buffer gas and the ion transfer settings outside of the drift region, (2 . CCS) is the 

true drift time (td), 2 is a coefficient dependent on the experimental gas pressure, temperature, 

electric field, and geometry of the drift tube. The term  thus involves experimental conditions 

experienced by the ion (i.e., temperature, pressure, field strength). 

The calibration needs to be performed using calibrants with well-known K0, measured by the primary 

(stepped-field) method. Calibrants and analytes have to be analyzed in identical IM-MS conditions to 

obtain the linear calibration curve (Equation [8]) (Kartowikromo, Olajide, et Hamid 2023). 

2.3.2.2. TWIMS CCS determination 

In TWIMS, the electric field is no more constant but variable and can be described by successive waves 

of potentials. Due to non-uniform electric field, the Mason-Schamp equation is no more applicable as 

in DTIMS, and the TWIMS device must be calibrated (Cumeras et al. 2015a). As previously described 

(Gabelica et al. 2019), different calibration curves can be used, as the power law (Paglia et Astarita 

2017), the linearized version (Ruotolo et al. 2008), the polynomial curve (Bush, Campuzano, et 

Robinson 2012). The equation currently used is a modified version of the power law (Equation [4]), 

including the t0 parameter to force the curve through zero (Equation [9]: 

𝐶𝐶𝑆′ = 𝐴′ (𝑡𝑑′ − 𝑡0)𝐵 [9] 

with CCS’ and td’ respectively, the corrected value of CCS by the charge and the reduced mass (Equation 

[10]) and corrected drift time by the m/z of the ion and the EDC delay (C) which depends on the 

instrument used (Equations [10] and [11]). 

 𝐶𝐶𝑆′ =
𝐶𝐶𝑆 √µ

𝑧
    with  𝜇 =

𝑀𝑖𝑜𝑛 ×𝑀𝑔𝑎𝑠

𝑀𝑖𝑜𝑛+𝑀𝑔𝑎𝑠
=

1
1

𝑀𝑔𝑎𝑠
+

1

𝑀𝑖𝑜𝑛

  [10] 
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𝑡𝑑
′ = 𝑡𝑑 −

𝐶 √𝑚/𝑧

1000
  [11] 

 

This equation is used by Waters in the Unifi software (Calabrese et al. 2020). Historically, the calibrant 

firstly used for TWIMS experiments was a mixture of alanine oligomers (polyalanine). Then, other 

calibrants have been employed including Major Mix, dextran, glycans, TAA,... 

Besides, methods have been developed to determine the CCS values directly from the TWIMS drift 

times, modelled on the primary method concept. For that purpose, the theory of the TWIMS ion 

motion has been studied (Shvartsburg et Smith 2008; Richardson, Langridge, et Giles 2018). A 

computational tool was thus proposed to calculate the CCS values from TWIMS drift times without 

calibration, by using low wave velocities which could mimic similar behaviors than in DTIMS cell 

(Mortensen, Susa, et Williams 2017). A semi-empirical framework has been developed to understand 

the width of IMS peaks of some peptide ions according to different TWIMS parameters (Dixit et Ruotolo 

2019). A new calibration function has been developed to enhance the traditional power law function, 

by solving ion motion equations in TWIMS cell and taking into account the velocity relaxation of ions 

(Richardson et al. 2021). A new software package IMScal has been also developed for this new 

calibration procedure. However, this calibration procedure is not yet currently used in metabolomics 

applications. 

The calibration step, required for CCS determination using TWIMS, adds uncertainty on the resulting 

CCS values. Uncertainties on the CCS experimental determination has been evaluated for four proteins. 

The use of error propagation through the calibration could help to provide more robust CCS 

measurements (Edwards, Tran, et Gallagher 2021). 

CCS can also be derived from cIMS measurements with one pass, as for linear TWIMS (Giles et al. 2019). 

The CCS determined for leucine encephalin, after polyalanine calibration, was in good agreement with 
DTCCS value (0.7% difference) (Giles et al. 2019). Different studies used the cIMS, to discover new 

perfluoroalkyl substances (MacNeil et al. 2022) or evaluate the enantiomeric composition (Cooper-

Shepherd et al. 2022), both used the Major Mix as calibrant. Further improvements have to be brought 

to obtain more precise CCS values using HR cIMS through multiple passes experiments (Giles et al. 

2019). 

The CCS calibration is also possible with SLIM instrumentation. Three different calibrants, ESI-Low 

concentration Tuning mix, polyalanine and a SLIM calibrant based on eight compounds were tested to 

calibrate lipid and bile acid standards. The resulting SLIMCCS values are similar to DTCCS obtained with 

the stepped-field method within an accuracy of 1-2% (Ailin Li, Conant, et al. 2020). Another study 

evaluated the lipid calibration on SLIM device by comparing ESI-Low concentration Tuning Mix 

calibrant with lipid-based calibrants. The Tune Mix calibration resulted in systematic bias of 2-3%, 

whereas with lipid calibrant, the bias has been reduced to 0.5%. A correction strategy has been 

proposed based on the Tune Mix calibration, implementing a specific linear correction using a 

differentiation of the lipid subclasses, resulting on low bias (< 0.4%) (Rose et al. 2022). 
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2.3.2.3. TIMS CCS determination 

The TIMSCCS values were determined from the 1/K0 values obtained from TIMS experiments, using the 

Mason-schamp equation (Equation [3]). The K0 values are calibrated using a linear fit. An empirical 

calibration function has been used, with a and b the constants and Vm the voltage measured when the 

ion exits the TIMS cell (Equation [12]).  

𝐾0 = 𝑎 +
𝑏

𝑉𝑚
       [12] 

The constants depend on the TIMS parameters, due to the empirical nature of the calibration equation. 

Therefore, a calibration is required when a TIMS parameter is changed. Another calibration strategy 

has been described based on a Taylor expansion of instrument properties (Chai et al. 2018).  

The ESI-Low concentration Tuning Mix (Tune Mix) is the mostly used calibrant for TIMCCS determination 

(Schroeder et al. 2020; Di Poto et al. 2021). 

2.7.3. Computational calculations of CCS values 

Besides experimental CCS, calculated values can provide additional structural information. They are an 

alternative to access CCS of metabolites for which no experimental CCS is available because of the lack 

of authentic chemical standards. They can also permit to confirm annotation when calculated and 

experimental CCS are in agreement. The theoretical CCS values have been calculated by using 

simulations of the collision and interaction between gas molecule and the ion of known structure. 

While experimental CCS are derived from measurement of drift time or reduced mobility, calculated 

CCS values are derived from tridimensional theoretical structures of the gas phase ion (Sarah Markley 

Stow 2015). 

These theoretical, or computationally modeled, structures, are obtained by molecular modelling 

achieved using either molecular dynamics or quantum chemistry (DFT). Then the cartesian coordinates 

of these modeled structures permit to calculate their collision cross sections using programs, such as 

MOBCAL or IMoS developed by Jarrold (Mesleh et al. 1996) and Larriba (Larriba et Hogan 2013), 

respectively.This Fortran program includes three different computational approaches, the projection 

approximation (PA), the exact hard sphere scattering (EHSS) and the trajectory method (TM). The 

simplest method is the projection approximation where the gas phase molecule is projected on a 2D 

surface (Figure II-17.a) thanks to a computer algorithm The projection is repeated multiple times by 

changing the orientation of the molecule and the CCS value is obtained by averaging all the projections 

obtained (Paizs 2015). In this approach, the ion is considered as a superposition of atomic hard spheres. 

This method does not take into account the charge, long range interactions or the multiple collisions 

with the buffer gas. Even if this method is considered approximate, the CCS values obtained are almost 

similar to those obtained by experimental measurements using helium as buffer gas, and for large 

molecules. This can be explained by the totally elastic collisions between the gas phase ion in the drift 

tube and helium, an inert monoatomic gas. Molecular drift gases, like nitrogen, collide with the gas 

phase ion in a totally elastic manner, prolonging the drift time and increasing the experimental CCS 

values. As a result, in order to properly offer agreement with experimental observations, the drift gas 

must be taken into account while theoretically calculating CCS values (Sarah Markley Stow 2015; Paizs 

2015; Turzo et al. 2023). Another method called projected superposition approximation (PSA) was 

derived from PA by adding the size and shape effects, using a shape factor, to predict protein CCS 

values (Figure II-17.b) (Bleiholder, Wyttenbach, et Bowers 2011; Bleiholder, Contreras, et Bowers 

2013). The exact hard sphere scattering (Figure II-17.c) and the trajectory method (Figure II-17.d) use 

the measurements of scattering angles to determine the CCS. EHSS approach represents the atoms as 
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hard spheres whereas in TM approach, the atoms are represented by Lennard-Jones potentials 

(Campuzano et al. 2012). TM approach takes into account ion-molecule interactions, buffer gas 

polarizability and the charge of the ion. The last modified version of the trajectory method permits the 

CCS calculations with nitrogen as drift gas, by adjusting the Lennard-Jones parameters and constitutes 

the most complete version for CCS calculations. This method is adapted to CCS calculation of small 

molecules as metabolites but presents limitations for CCS calculations of larger molecules because of 

excessive time of calculation due to computational complexity. 

 

Figure II-17: Illustrations of four approaches used to determine theoretical CCS values. a: projection approximation, b: 
projection superposition approximation; c: Exact hard sphere scattering and d: trajectory method; adapted from (Sarah 

Markley Stow 2015). 

Different calculation tools have been developed, historically, the first was MOBCAL. but other 

computational tools as IMoS (Larriba-Andaluz et al. 2015), collidoscope (Ewing et al. 2017) or ROSIE-

PARS (Turzo et al. 2023) were then developed using different calculations methods and providing more 

user-friendly interfaces (Kartowikromo, Olajide, et Hamid 2023). 

2.7.4. Machine learning CCS prediction 

Machine learning (ML) based prediction models are recent approaches allowing the determination of 

predicted CCS values using different prediction algorithms. Typically, the model is constructed from an 

experimental training dataset, a set of molecular descriptors obtained from chemical structures using 

various programs, and a validation dataset. Two distinct methods have been used: regression models  

or support vector regression (SVR) models, which are selective and relatively accurate for specific class 

of compounds and artificial neural network (Kartowikromo, Olajide, et Hamid 2023). Various tools have 

been developed to predict the CCS values of metabolites and lipids, as MetCCS (Zhiwei Zhou, Xiong, et 

Zhu 2017), LipidCCS (Zhiwei Zhou et al. 2017), AllCCS (Zhiwei Zhou et al. 2020), CCSbase (Ross, Cho, et 

Xu 2020), dmCCS (Ross et al. 2022), Lipydomics (Ross et al. 2020), CCSondemand (Broeckling et al. 

2021), CCSP2.0, DeepCCS (Plante et al. 2019), DarkChem (Colby et al. 2020), CCS Predictor 2.0 (Rainey 
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et al. 2022). Very recently, highly accurate machine learning algorithm (CCSP 2.0) enables CCS 

predictions which are better aligned with FAIR (Findable, Accessible, Interoperable, and Reusable) data 

principles. 

Various comparative studies have been performed to evaluate in silico predicted CCS values against 

calculated and experimental values. For example, CCS prediction accuracy was tested comparing 

predicted values from ML CCSP2.0 with CCS values in the McLean CCS Compendium. Median relative 

errors of 1.25, 1.73, and 1.87% were respectively obtained for 170 [M − H]−, 155 [M + H]+, and 138 [M 

+ Na]+ adducts. A comparison of a modified MOBCAL algorithm with three different machine learning 

(ML) algorithms showed that the three ML prediction models provide lower average errors (2.7-3.4% 

according to the model) against 4.6% using MOBCAL. The main advantages of ML models is the low 

computational cost with a result in few minutes (around 10 min) which is not achievable with 

theoretical calculations (Gonzales et al. 2016). 

Some studies combined the prediction of the CCS values with prediction of retention times (Ross et al. 

2020; Celma et al. 2022; Akhlaqi et al. 2023) which allowed to have more confidence in the annotation. 

The prediction models are based on experimental dataset, essentially obtained with low resolving 

power instruments (principally DTIMS and TWIMS instruments) which in general do not allow to 

distinguish isomer species. Thus, the distinction between isomers or compounds exhibiting close CCS 

values is still difficult or even unachievable using ML predicted CCS (Kartowikromo, Olajide, et Hamid 

2023). The standardization of the experimental CCS determination procedure may also help to increase 

the relevance and accuracy of in silico predicted CCS values (Paglia, Smith, et Astarita 2021). 

Experimental, theoretically calculated and ML-based predicted CCS values can be gathered to construct 

CCS databases which know an important development since few years. 

 

2.7.5. CCS databases 

The CCS databases have been constructed using different sources of CCS data including experimental 

CCS values, but also computationally calculated or machine learning predicted CCS values (Figure II-18).  
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Figure II-18: Construction of CCS databases using A: machine learning prediction; B: experimental measurements; C: 

Theoretical calculations to obtain the advantages for component identification (D); from (X. Li et al. 2023) 

In the last decade, numerous CCS databases compiling experimentally derived CCS of peptides, glycans, 

metabolites, lipids, drugs, xenobiotics and other small molecules have been reported and are available 

in web resources. Most of them concern metabolomics and lipidomics applications, gathering 

experimental CCS values from different technologies, mostly DTIMS and TWIMS, and more recently 

TIMS. A list of 33 experimental CCS databases is displayed in Table II-2. The CCS databases can be 

integrated in the data processing workflow to improve the confidence of the annotation adding an 

orthogonal molecular descriptor allowing the differentiation of isobars or isomers species and reducing 

the false positive. 

Paglia et al showed that fixing cut-offs of 10 ppm for mass precision and of ± 2% in CCS precision for 

database search criteria, allowed high confident identification of 34 brain‐lipid species, with 

elimination of 21 mismatched lipid identifications (false positives). (Paglia, 2015) 

Recently, more than a dozen databases of in silico predicted CCS have been reported and are also 

available as interactive resources and can be downloaded. The AllCCS database, referred as a CCS atlas, 

compile more than 5000 experimental CCS and about 12 million predicted CCS for more than 1.6 

million of compounds. (Zhou et al 2020)   

Gabelica et al mentioned that the evaluation of uncertainties concerning the CCS values published in 

databases is still not reported and constitutes an issue for CCS database use (Gabelica et al. 2019). 
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Table II-2: Some major experimental CCS databases of metabolites, lipid or other compounds 

Compound type 
Number of 
compounds 

Number of CCS 
values 

Instrument IMS method (calibrant) References 

 Metabolites 125 209 CCS: 96+/113− 
TWIMS: Synapt G2 HDMS from 3 

independent laboratories 
Polyalanine Paglia et al. (2014) 

Metabolites and 
lipids 

76 87 TWIMS: Synapt G2-S polyalanine Zhang (2015) 

 Metabolites 400 396+/400- DTIMS: Agilent 6560 Tune Mix Zhou et al. (2016) 

Metabolites and 
xenobiotics 

> 500 826 
DTIMS: Agilent 6560 using 

nanoESI, APCI and APPI sources 
Stepped-field method (length of 

tube=78.24cm) 
Zheng, Aly, et al. (2017) 

Metabolites, lipids, 
peptides and 

proteins 
65 - DTIMS: 4 different Agilent 6560 Stepped field and single field (Tune Mix) Stow et al. (2017) 

 Metabolites 417 1246 CCS: 701+/545− DTIMS: Agilent 6560 Stepped field and single field (Tune Mix) Nichols et al. (2018) 

 Metabolites 510 942 CCS: 463+/479− 
TWIMS: two Synapt G2 S and 

Synapt G2 Si versions 
Major Mix Nye et al. (2019) 

 Metabolites 1142 
3833 (1216 single-

field) 
DTIMS 

Stepped field and single field (13 
reference standards) 

Unified CCS compendium 
Picache et al. (2019) 

 Metabolites 2193 5119 
DTIMS + TWIMS + In-silico 

prediction 
14 datasets, 4 independent labs, and 2 

instrument platforms 
Zhou et al. (2020) 

Peptides, 
carbohydrates,lipids, 

TAA 
594  594 CCS+ DTIMS: Agilent 6560 

Stepped-field method (TAA as internal 
mobility calibration) 

May et al. (2014) 

Lipids 130 - DTIMS: Tofwerk IMS-TOF Hadamard-type multiplexing method Groessl et al. (2015) 

13 lipid classes  244 244 CCS: 101+/143− TWIMS: different Synapt G2 HDMS Polyalanine Paglia et al. (2015) 

12 lipid classes - 250 CCS: 165+/93− UPLC-TWIMS: Synapt G2-Si PE and PC lipids Hines, Herron, et al. (2017) 

Lipids 380 458 CCS: 329+/129− DTIMS: Agilent 6560 Tune Mix Zhou et al. (2017) 

4 lipid classes 429 - 
UPLC DTIMS analysis of bovine 

milk samples: Agilent 6560 
Tune Mix Blaženović et al. (2018) 
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7 lipid classes 217 456 CCS DTIMS: Agilent 6560 Tune Mix/TAA Leaptrot et al. (2019) 

Lipids 1856 1856 TIMS Tune Mix Vasilopoulou et al. (2020) 

Lipids 87 142 
4 TWIMS instruments: Synap G2-S, 

G2-Si + 2 Vion 
Major Mix 

Hernández-Mesa et al. 
(2020) 

Lipids 112 207 TWIMS: Synapt G2-Si Major Mix Jariyasopit et al. (2022) 

Drugs 10 - 
Modified Synapt HDMS Stepped-field method 

Campuzano et al. (2012) 
Synapt G2 HDMS Drugs 

Glycans and 
oligosaccharides + 

fragments 
- 900 DTIMS and TWIMS - Struwe, et al (2016) 

N-glycans 500 500 
Modified Synapt G1 HDMS Stepped-field method 

Hoffman et al. (2014) 
Synapt G2-S HDMS Dextran 

pesticides 275 - DTIMS: Agilent 6560 Tune Mix Kurulugama et al. (2015) 

Drug-like 
compounds and 

pesticides 
~500 ~500 DTIMS: Agilent 6560 Tune Mix 

Stephan, Hippler, et 
al. (2016) 

Drug or drug-like 
molecules 

2000 1425 CCS+ TWIMS: Synapt G2-Si HDMS Polyalanine and drugs Hines, Ross, et al. (2017) 

Xenobiotics 124 124 
DTIMS: Agilent 6560 Stepped-field method 

Hinnenkamp et al. (2018) 
TWIMS: Vion IM–Q-TOF-MS Major Mix 

Mycotoxins 37 ~100 TWIMS: Synapt G2 HDMS Polyalanine Righetti (2018) 

Steroids 300 1080 CCS TWIMS: Synapt G2-S HDMS Major Mix 
Hernández-Mesa et 

al. (2018) 

xenobiotics, 
pharmaceuticals 

364  357 CCS+ UHPLC/TWIMS: VION IMS QTOF Major Mix Mollerup et al. (2018) 

plant natural 
products 

146 343 CCS − 
UHPLC-TIMS-QTOF-MS TimsTOF 

Pro 
Tune Mix Schroeder et al. (2019) 

Bile acid 47 400 DTIMS: Agilent 6560 Tune Mix Poland et al. (2020) 

Mycotoxins 53 225 
TWIMS: 3 instruments (2 Vion + 1 

Synapt G2-Si) 
Major Mix Righetti et al. (2020) 

Doping agents 192 192 TWIMS: Vion  Major Mix Plachka et al. (2021) 
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2.7.6. CCS contribution in metabolites annotation 

To integrate the CCS values as molecular descriptors in metabolite annotation, and permit searches in 

databases, the values compiled in these databases must be reference CCS. As previously mentioned, 

CCS databases are constructed from experimental data, calculated CCS and in silico predictions. All 

these CCS values must be reliable to be used as reference. For this purpose, Zhou et al propose to 

assign confidence levels to the CCS values which compose their database that they called unified CCS 

values (Zhiwei Zhou et al. 2020). For each unified CCS value which is an average of experimental CCS 

values from different instrument platforms, and is specific to a compound and its ion, confidence level 

was assigned according to the following guidelines: 

 Level 1: the unified CCS is calculated using experimental CCS records from ≥2 independent 
datasets in DTIM-MS instruments, and the maximum CCS difference is ≤1%  

 Level 2: the unified CCS is calculated using experimental CCS records from ≥2 independent 
datasets in different commercial instruments (DTIM-MS, TWIM-MS, or TIMS-MS), and the 
maximum CCS difference is ≤3%  

 Level 3: when unified CCS is only reported in one dataset from commercial instruments (DTIM-
MS, TWIM-MS, or TIMS-MS)  

 Conflict: when unified CCS is calculated using experimental CCS records from ≥ 2 independent 
datasets in different commercial instruments, but the maximum CCS difference is >3%  

 Level 4: predicted CCS values 

This scoring method is provided on the AllCCS database on the website (http://allccs.zhulab.cn/). This 

allows to have a better idea of the confidence of the CCS value. However, only the AllCCS database 

uses this method. Morevover, computationally calculated CCS values have not been integrated in level 

definitions yet. 

Integrating CCS values in the process of metabolite identification can increase the level of annotation 

described in metabolomics (see section I.5.1 for standardized identification levels) as CCS constitutes 

a third orthogonal information to retention time and accurate m/z  (Delvaux et al. 2021).  In this idea, 

a proposition of a scoring system has been developed including CCS, in addition to the traditional 

descriptors used in metabolomics, i.e. accurate m/z, isotopic ratio, MS/MS spectra (Figure II-19).  

 

Figure II-19: Schematic representation of the workflow used for annotation of untargeted analysis by IMS-MS using scoring 
levels for each of the descriptor; from (Dodds et Baker 2019) 

In this system, a 20% of scoring weight is attributed to the CCS library matching. Then, Hernández-

Mesa et al proposed to refine and modulate this scoring weight taking into account the precision of 

http://allccs.zhulab.cn/
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the library matching (associated to bias between CCS of unknown/candidate and CCS in library) 

(Hernández-Mesa et al. 2020). Thus, the following scoring weights were described: 

 20% for bias of ±1% 

 10-15% if the bias is between 1 and 1.5% 

 5-10% if the bias is between 1.5 and 2% 

 0% if the candidate has a bias higher than 2% 

This adjustment was proposed to address the problem of biases exceeding 2%, which could  lead to 

false annotation (Hernández-Mesa et al. 2020). Thus, this first approach has to be improved and a 

consensus of the ion mobility community has to be reached concerning these scoring weights and the 

whole method. 

Meanwhile, various studies have shown that CCS can constitute valuable additional descriptors which 

have demonstrated their potential to refine the number of possible candidates and reduce the number 

of false-positive annotations. The Figure II-20 shows three examples of metabolite annotation 

improvements using the CCS values (Zhiwei Zhou et al. 2020). Figure 45.a shows a rank improvement, 

via the example of 6- Hydroxycoumarin, with addition of CCS in multi-dimensional match approach 

(m/z + MS/MS + CCS). Figure II-20.b depicts candidates’ reduction from 9 to 2 with the reduction of 

CCS match tolerance, using both CCS and m/z descriptors. This reduction tends to 1 when three 

descriptors (m/z, MS/MS and CCS) are considered. The candidate number decreases with the increase 

of descriptors (in particular when including CCS), as demonstrated in different biological samples 

(Figure II-20.c).  

 

Figure II-20: Improvement of metabolite annotation using the CCS values. a: Example of rank improvement for 6-
hydroxycoumarin, b: Reduction of the number of possible candidates according to the CCS tolerance applied, c: Average 

candidates using different samples and using different descriptors, adapted from (Zhiwei Zhou et al. 2020) 

So, the addition of CCS values as a new descriptor for metabolomics annotation has proved to reduce 

the number of possible candidates. However, the resort of CCS values in annotation process, in 

particular for library searches, requires that they must be robust, reproducible and reliable. 

Furthermore, the CCS match tolerance has to be as low as possible to reduce the number of candidates 

(as shown in Figure II-20.b). Thus, uncertainties associated with experimental CCS values need to be 

carefully evaluated and the errors relative to the CCS determination reduced. Gabelica et al have 

reviewed and detailed uncertainties to consider for CCS determination (Gabelica et al. 2019).  
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2.8. Challenges to include IMS in Metabolomics workflows 

Different challenges have to be solved to evaluate and reduce the different biases and errors that could 

occur in CCS determination. Two major points and their related issues have to be addressed, the 

mobility calibration and the evaluation of the precision (in repeatability and reproducibility conditions) 

of the CCS values. 

2.8.1. CCS determination : calibration issues 

To determine experimental CCS values, a step of calibration is required in almost all metabolomics 

studies as secondary methods are used, which is not a prerequisite for stepped-field CCS values. This 

step of the CCS determination process is crucial to obtain reliable CCS values. Some points have to be 

addressed such as the choice of the calibrant, evaluation of CCS deviations associated with the 

calibrant and the calibration mode, external or internal, for correct CCS estimation. 

2.8.1.1. Evolution of the ion mobility calibration and related calibrants 

At the early stage, ion mobility spectrometry was not coupled to mass spectrometry, and the 

applications were predominantly military or security. IMS calibrants or reference standards, containing 

either one, or several compounds (such as tetraalkylammonium halides), were used to detect positive 

or negative ions. However, the extend of applications, with for example bioanalytical science, 

highlighted the need of a consensus regarding the choice of reference calibrants to evaluate the IMS 

spectrometers performance (Kaur-Atwal et al. 2009). Tetraalkylammonium salts (TAA) have been re-

used as IMS calibrants (Campuzano et al. 2012; J. Maillard et al. 2020) and as internal standards 

(Leaptrot et al. 2019). 

Afterwards, IM-MS analyses were carried out on proteins and peptides using a peptide, the poly-DL-

alanine to calibrate the TWIMS cell (Bush, Campuzano, et Robinson 2012). Using ESI source, appropriate 

for peptides and proteins, polyalanine presents the advantages to provide numerous and abundant 

ions in both positive and negative mode due to its polymeric nature and to the different possible 

charge states. In addition, poly-DL-alanine is commercially available and inexpensive. All these benefits 

are important properties for being a calibrant (Bush, Campuzano, et Robinson 2012). This calibrant has 

been massively used for calibration of TWIMS instrument for multiple applications, even in 

metabolomics and lipidomics (Paglia et al. 2014; 2015; Righetti et al. 2020). Polyalanine was also used 

as mass calibrant for MALDI technique because this peptide provides good signal in both positive and 

negative modes using classical matrices, as DHB and HCCA (Gruendling et al. 2016). Another 

polypeptide, polyglycine has been described as IMS calibrant (Knapman et al. 2010). Other calibrants 

have been developed, and commercial solutions, even in kits, were proposed. Mixtures of various 

compounds were also developed by instrument manufacturers for IMS calibration. Thus, the Major 

Mix IMS calibration kit contains polyalanine oligomers, small molecules (drugs) and ultramark® 

components and is provided by Waters corporation. This calibrant has been widely used in various 

applications, mostly in lipidomics and  metabolomics (Nye et al. 2019; Hernández-Mesa et al. 2020). 

Drugs like compounds, present in the Major Mix IMS calibration kit, were described previously for IMS 

calibration (Campuzano et al. 2012). Another commercial mixture is the ESI low concentration Tuning 

Mix (Tune Mix, Agilent) solution which contains different hexakis(fluoroalkoxy)phosphazines and is 

commonly used for CCS calibration of DTIMS (single field mode). Tune Mix can also be used for mass 

calibration. 

https://context.reverso.net/traduction/anglais-francais/afterwards
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These two commercial mixtures allow CCS calibration in both positive and negative ions, Tune Mix 

solution offering a broader CCS range than the Major Mix kit. 

To facilitate IMS calibration in proteomics studies, an artificial protein, which generates a collection of 

peptides under proteolysis, was designed to calibrate TWIMS cell using a single standard (Chawner et 

al. 2012). This standard, termed QCAL-IM, enables TWCCS determination of peptide ion, for charge 

states +1 to +3 and has also been used for glycopeptides CCS determination (Both et al. 2014). The 

same technology QconCAT has been used to provide a retention time standard, RePLiCal (Holman, 

McLean, et Eyers 2016). 

N-glycans, from commercially available glycoproteins, have been measured using a modified Synapt 

HDMS instrument where the TWIM cell was replaced by an RF-confining drift tube allowing the 

determination of absolute CCS in helium and nitrogen. They were then used as calibrants for glycans 

and carbohydrates (Pagel et Harvey 2013; Gelb et al. 2014). Moreover, dextran, a carbohydrate 

polymer, was also evaluated and proved to be a good candidate for CCS calibration using TWIMS 

instrument. Dextran can be used as a reference substance in chromatography (for retention time) but 

also as mass and CCS calibrant (Johanna Hofmann et al. 2014). Dextran oligosaccharides could also be 

used as internal calibrant for LC-IM-MS analysis, which offers more flexibility than external calibration 

strategies, which can be a great advantage for modern IMS instruments as TIMS, cIMS or SLIM (Manz 

et al. 2022).  

Lipids have also been suggested as calibrant for CCS determination in lipidomics (Hines et al. 2016). 

A generalized calibration strategy using poly(ethylene) oxide has been proposed to reduce the CCS or 

K0 errors due to calibration (Haler et al. 2017). Other polymers, polylactide and polyethylene glycol and 

dextran have also been suggested for calibration in positive ion mode (Duez et al. 2017). Polymers 

offer the opportunity to generate, in ESI, numerous ions covering a broad mass range and a large CCS 

window for different charge states, in a single sample.  

Some particular efforts have been brought to find calibrants for the negative ionization mode. Forsythe 

et al. determined DTCCS of deprotonated molecules of polyalanine and polymalic acid, and then 

evaluated both polymers as TWIMS calibrants, in terms of accuracy and precision of the TWCCS values. 

They both showed similar results and appeared to be appropriate calibrants for TWCCS determination 

of negative ions. Absolute errors for TWCCS values were all less than ±1.0% in comparison to DTCCS 

values. (Forsythe et al. 2015) 

Polymalic acid has been used for carbohydrate CCS determination (L. Li et al. 2018). Another calibrant 

using polyoxometalate has been proposed (Hupin et al. 2018). 

Phosphoric acid cluster anions were used as reference compounds for TWIMS cell calibration  in 

negative ion mode. This calibrant offers a wide CCS range as well as different charge states (from -1 to 

-3). Accuracy tests on ions derived from polyalanine, dextran, and the 

hexakis(fluoroalkoxy)phosphazine (m/z 622) evidenced a bias of 9−11 Å2 (between TWCCSN2 and 

previously published DTCCSN2). 

Some of the common calibrants employed for CCS determination are reported in Table II-3. 
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Table II-3: Information on some calibrants: m/z and CCS values in Å² in both positive and negative mode, the reference 
publication, and the application areas 

Calibrants 
Positive mode Negative mode Reference 

publication 
Application 

areas 

Exemples of 
used 

publications m/z CCS (N2) m/z CCS (N2) 

Polyalanine (z=1) 
232-
1013 

151-306 
230-
1011 

 Bush, 
Campuzano, 
et Robinson 

2012 

Lipidomics, 
Metabolomics 

 Polyalanine (z=2) 400-933 296-470 398-931  

Polyalanine (z=3) 456-787 482-674 454-785  

Dextran (z=1) 
365-
1985 

179-425 
341-
2004 

174-430 
Johanna 
Hofmann et 
al. 2014 

Glycans, 
oligosaccharides, 

lipidomics 
 

Polyglycine 304-760 160-248 - - 
Knapman et 

al. 2010 
  

Tune Mix 
118-
2722 

121-438 
113-
2834 

109-432  
Lipidomics, 

Metabolomics 
 

Major Mix 
152-
1921 

130-373 
150-
1165 

131-276  Metabolomics  

TAA 74-466 107-258 - -  Lipidomics  

Drugs standards 122-609 125-254 - -    

PEG 
393-
1537 

116-325 - - 
(Duez et al. 

2017) 
  

PEO 
363-
1111 

175-343 - - 
(Haler et al. 

2017) 
  

Polymalic acid - - 133-945 114-261 
(Forsythe et 

al. 2015) 
  

Lipid standards Depending of the reference publication  Lipidomics  

PE and PC 412-958 202-331 
410-
1016 

199-331 
(Hines et al. 

2016) 
Lipidomics  

 

2.8.1.2. Evaluation of the IMS calibrants 

As the calibration step is critical for CCS determination, several studies have evaluated the different 

calibrants previously mentioned, in particular for TWIMS instruments. Phospholipids CCS have been 

determined using both phospholipids and peptides as calibrants, showing higher precision using 

phospholipids rather than peptides as the deviation was reduced from 7% (with peptide calibrants) to 

0.5% (Ridenour et al. 2010). Carbohydrates and peptides calibrants have been evaluated for the CCS 

determination of both carbohydrates and peptides testing either the match of chemical class and 

charge state (Gelb et al. 2014). The use of peptides to calibrate carbohydrates or the inverse resulted 

in low bias of approximatively 1%, which was within the inherent uncertainty of the TWIMS 

measurements. However, changing the charge state between calibrants and analytes resulted in larger 

errors, around 3.5%. The matching of the charge state is necessary whereas the matching of compound 

classes is not an absolute prerequisite in this example (Gelb et al. 2014). 

Different calibrants have also been studied for phospholipid CCS determination. Polyalanine, TAA, 

Tune Mix and lipid standards composed of PE and PC have been compared by TWIMS-MS. Using the 

lipid calibrants, the majority of the TWCCS values of several classes of phospholipids were within 2% 

error of the CCS values measured by DTIM. The authors recommended the use of PCs for CCS 

calibration phospholipids in positive mode and the use of PEs for negative mode. Matched calibrants 
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present better results for the lipid CCS determination than polyalanine or other tested calibrants (Hines 

et al. 2016). Dextran calibration for lipid CCS led to a systematic shift with deviations up to 9% when 

comparing with literature CCS values. A correction has been proposed by plotting the literature DTCCS 

values against the experimental TWCCS values which allowed a reduction of the deviations to less than 

2% and to determine new CCS values for cardiolipins (Deschamps et al. 2019). A comparison of 

polyalanine and major mix calibration to determine mycotoxins CCS values has shown an impact of the 

calibration on the CCS (Righetti et al. 2020). 

A recent comparison of different calibration has been performed on three IMS instruments, using 

Agilent Tune Mix and Waters Major Mix as calibrants with new DTIMS CCS values and a new set of 

steroids calibrants to determine steroids CCS values. Major Mix calibrant shows the better results by 

comparing TWIMS CCS values with DTIMS and TIMS CCS values derived from a previous study with 

95% of the CCS values within 1.29% of the DTIMS CCS and 1.12% of the TIMS CCS values. The Tune Mix 

shows a negative systematic bias of 1.8% compared to DTIMS and TIMS datasets. The steroids calibrant 

results in a positive bias of 0.5%, which is better than the Tune Mix calibrant, but class-specific calibrant 

do not demonstrate better results than commercial calibrant (M. L. Feuerstein, Hernández-Mesa, 

Valadbeigi, et al. 2022). 

In these studies, the bias was calculated as the relative difference between new experimental data and 

reference values (CCSref ,from literature for example) according to [Equation 13]:  

%𝐶𝐶𝑆 𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑠 =
𝐶𝐶𝑆−𝐶𝐶𝑆𝑟𝑒𝑓

𝐶𝐶𝑆𝑟𝑒𝑓
 × 100 [13] 

Rose et al. specified that the CCSref should correspond to DTCCS values. Thus, the CCS bias defined as 

the relative difference between measured CCS (secondary methods) and reference DTCCS values 

(CCSref) could constitute a comparison metric which allows to evaluate the accuracy of the different 

calibration methods  (Rose et al. 2022). The DTCCS values (CCSref) can be the standardized DTCCS values 

of the Unified CCS Compendium (Picache, 2019). 

2.8.1.3. Importance of choosing the good calibrant 

The calibrant must be chosen carefully using different criteria. The reference compounds must be 

primary standards which are not sensitive to sample manipulation and chemically stable to long-term 

storage with the possibility to be used with several solvents, ionization parameters and sources. They 

must be robust to the compound concentration, practical, inexpensive, easy to handle, with high purity 

and low toxicity (Kaur-Atwal et al. 2009; Gabelica et al. 2019). Since few years, the question of a unique 

primary standard compound has been stated. 

Indeed, different calibrants have been proposed and utilized to determine the CCS values. To each 

calibrant corresponds a different reference system. That could induce some bias in the CCS 

determination. Thus, a consensus of the ion mobility community has to be obtained on a unique 

reference standard. (Gabelica et al. 2019; Paglia, Smith, et Astarita 2021). 

Then, in 2019, Gabelica et al. reported that instead of the measurement principles or instrument 

design (as the use of different IMS technology), a large bias between approaches is directly attributed 

to the selection of the primary values for the calibrant ions. Thus, the importance of an agreement on 

the primary standards and calibrants to use the full potential of ion mobility spectrometry has been 

highlighted again (Gabelica et al. 2019).. 
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2.8.2. Evaluation of the experimental CCS values 

Numerous publications reported the need to carefully evaluate experimental CCS in term of 

robustness, stability and consistency between laboratory and instruments. An accepted criteria for CCS 

database query of 2% has been accepted, as relative standard deviations for CCS values less than 2% 

have been reported (Paglia et al. 2015; Paglia et Astarita 2017). 

2.8.2.1. Long-term robustness evaluation 

It has been reported that CCS are reproducible in the long-term. The reproducibility of CCS values of 

steroids was evaluated and good inter-day repeatability was obtained with relative standard deviations 

lower than 0.9% for CCS measurements of 297 CCS across 4 months (Hernández-Mesa, Monteau, et 

al. 2019). Moreover, 95.7% of CCS values had a RSD within 1%, across 1.5 years (Hernández-Mesa et 

al. 2020). 

2.8.2.2. Stability in different matrices and concentration 

The stability of the CCS value has been evaluated in different biological matrices (plasma, urine, red 

blood cells and platelets) and at different analyte concentrations. These biological fluids or tissues  

have been tested on 94 different metabolites resulting in mean relative standard deviation less than 

2% for 97% of the CCS values (Paglia et al. 2014). 

Five food matrices (green tea powder, fresh garlic, leek, fresh herb chives and rye) have been chosen 

to evaluate the matrix effects on pesticides CCS values. Resulting TWIMS drift times and consequently 

the CCS values were not influenced by matrix and concentration (Goscinny et al. 2019). Similar 

conclusion was reported by comparing CCS determined using different lipid extracts, as from porcine 

brain, E. coli or yeast (Paglia et al. 2015). 

2.8.2.3. Intra-laboratory and inter-laboratory evaluation 

The intra-laboratory repeatability was evaluated by different studies. The measurements of CCS values 

have been demonstrated highly repeatable using TWIMS instruments, as reported in various studies 

(Hernández-Mesa et al. 2020; Paglia et al. 2015; Righetti et al. 2020). Paglia et al. analyzed lipid extracts 

from human brain using LC‐TWIM‐MS, and reported a mean intra‐laboratory analytical precision RSD 

of about 0.2% for TWCCS values (Paglia et al. 2015). CCS measurements for 53 mycotoxins were 

compared using two Vion TWIMS Q-TOF MS (Waters) instruments and a Synapt G2-Si TWIMS Q-TOF 

MS (Waters) located in different laboratories: the average RDS on the TWCCSN2 measurements, were 

0.25% considering the two Vion instruments and 0.14% on the three instruments (ΔCCS < 2%) (Righetti 

et al. 2020). Interlaboratory repeatability of TWCCS measurements has also been reported for two 

versions of Synapt (G2-Si and G2-S) instruments in DI-IM-MS and LC-IM-MS approaches which provide 

comparable CCS values for 542 metabolites in rat urine within ±1% deviation for 270 (89.7%) of the 

metabolites (Nye et al. 2019). TWCCSN2 of 87 steroids were cross-validated using four TWIMS 

instruments (two Vion TWIMS Q-TOF MS (Waters), a Synapt G2-S and a Synapt G2-Si) with RSD below 

1.5% which permit to build a cross-laboratory TWCCSN2 database (142 ions) (Righetti et al. 2020; 

Hernández-Mesa et al. 2020).  

 DTCCS values of more than 120 ions has been reported and compared using four modified DTIM-MS 

Agilent instruments, demonstrating good interlaboratory reproducibility with RSD of 0.34% for 

stepped-field CCS values and of 0.54% for single-field CCS values (Stow et al. 2017).   
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2.8.2.4. Inter-instrumental evaluation 

Inter-instrumental comparisons have also been reported by comparing DTIMS and TWIMS CCS values 

resulting in deviations lower than 2% for 56 contaminants of emerging concern (Belova et al. 2022) 

and lower than 1% for several classes of compounds (64 pesticides, 35 pharmaceuticals and 25 

metabolites of pesticides) but deviations up to 6.2% have been observed (Hinnenkamp et al. 2018).  

A comparison of three commercially available ion mobility techniques, DTIMS, TWIMS and TIMS have 

resulted in an excellent interlaboratory comparison for 95% of the steroids studied, with deviations of 

±1% between TIMSCCS and DTCCS and of ±2% between TWCCS and DTCCS, but larger deviations up to 7% 

were reported for some compounds (M. L. Feuerstein, Hernández-Mesa, Kiehne, et al. 2022). 

Harmonization of protocols to determine CCS values is crucial for the whole ion mobility community 

and particularly for metabolomics and lipidomics applications, because, for now, CCS databases are 

still dependent of the IMS technology used and the comparison of CCS measurements obtained from 

different technologies as DTIMS, TWIMS or TIMS remains an issue (Chai et al. 2018; Haler et al. 2017; 

Naylor et al. 2019) 

2.9. Conclusions of chapter II 

Ion mobility is becoming a new tool for metabolomics thanks to the development of new commercially 

available instruments combining IMS with MS-based instrumentation and software solutions. IMS 

provides a new dimension of separation which increases the peak capacity, improves the metabolites 

and lipid detection and annotation, and can help for isomers separations. Secondly, IMS can be used 

in complement with fragmentation techniques to improve the structural characterization of 

metabolites and lipids, with the potential to perform IMSn, and to use the CCS of fragments as an 

information for annotation. Thirdly, IMS provides an additional descriptor for metabolomics 

annotation, the collision cross sections. With the high reproducibility of CCS values, CCS databases 

have been created to be used as a tool for metabolite annotation. 

However, some improvements must be undertaken to benefit from the whole IM-MS possibilities in 

metabolomics workflows. The challenge is to have reproducible CCS values between instruments and 

techniques. For that purpose, harmonization of the procedures or protocols to determine CCS values 

has to be made, particularly, the choice of reference standards and calibrant for ion mobility. The 

sources of errors or deviations must be known and treated with careful attention. 
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Chapter III. Influence of experimental parameters on CCS 

determination 

3.1. Introduction 

Although it is well described that CCS is intrinsic to an ion in a defined buffer gas and does not depend 

on experimental parameters, unlike drift times and mobilities, it is worth checking the impact of these 

parameters on the determination of the CCS values, in particular for IMS devices positionned right 

after the ESI source. Indeed, it has been reported that FIA and ESI parameters had impact on the ion 

mobilities of small and aromatic compounds, a series of naphthalic anhydrides (Zhang et al. 2022). 

These parameters are related to LC flow-rate (for LC-MS or FIA-MS analyses), solvent composition, 

source conditions (nebullizer gas pressure, desolvation gas temperature and flow-rate), in particular 

in the case of ESI source which is generally employed in LC-MS metabolomics workflows, in addition 

to parameters associated to IMS conditions and designs. In this chapter, the influence of all these 

experimental parameters on the ion mobility and the consequence on the CCS determination using 

TIMS, DTIMS and TWIMS instruments are presented. Figure III-1 depicts the LC-IM-MS workflow we 

have implemented to evaluate experimental parameters using commercial standard of lipids prior to 

plasma lipids analyses. It independently involves the three IMS technologies, each coupled to a Q-TOF 

mass spectrometer. The purple surround highlights the focus of the chapter III. 

 

Figure III-1 : LC-IM-MS workflows implemented for lipid analyses involving three different IMS strategies: from sample 
preparation to acquisitions and data processing  

First, ESI source parameters (flow-rate and temperature of the desolvation gas as well as nebulizer gas 

pressure) have been studied under infusion and LC conditions. We observed that, using ESI-TIMS-Q-

TOF configuration, the source and infusion parameters have an influence on the reduced mobility of 

the ions, thus on the 1/K0 and, as a consequence, on the CCS determination. The influence of these 

source parameters has also been evaluated for DTIMS and TWIMS devices and is briefly discussed in 

this chapter. Then, the influence of the IMS conditions has also been investgated. In the case of TIMS 

instrument, three different sets of IM conditions have been compared. For DTIMS instrument, the 
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instrumental ion mobility parameters as well as multiplexing strategy have been evaluated. In the case 

of TWIMS instrument, comparison of wave height and velocity where some issues were highlighted.  

3.2. Influence of experimental conditions on TIMS measurements 

3.2.1. Influence of LC and source parameters on TIMSCCS determination 

(Article) 

We first evaluated the influence of ESI source and flow injection analysis parameters on ion mobility 

measurements using a TIMS-TOF MS instrument and the consecutive impact on CCS determination. 

The results of this study are detailed in the article entitled “Impact of source conditions on collision 

cross sections determination by trapped ion mobility spectrometry“, submitted in the Journal of the 

American Society for Mass Spectrometry. 

Impact of source conditions on collision cross section determination by 
trapped ion mobility spectrometry 

Anaïs C. George1, Isabelle Schmitz1, Benoit Colsch2, Carlos Afonso1, François Fenaille2, 
Corinne Loutelier-Bourhis1* 

1Univ Rouen Normandie, INSA Rouen Normandie, CNRS, Normandie Univ, COBRA UMR 6014, INC3M 
FR 3038, F-76000 Rouen, France 

2Université Paris-Saclay, CEA, INRAE, Département Médicaments et Technologies pour la Santé 
(DMTS), MetaboHUB, F-91191 Gif sur Yvette, France. 

3.2.1.1. Abstract 

Collision cross section (CCS) values determined in ion mobility-mass spectrometry (IM-MS) are 

increasingly employed as additional descriptors in metabolomics studies. CCS values must therefore 

be reproducible, and the causes of deviations must be carefully known and controlled. Here, we 

analyzed lipid standards by trapped ion mobility spectrometry-mass spectrometry (TIMS-MS) to 

evaluate the effects of solvent and flow rate in flow injection analysis (FIA), as well as electrospray 

source parameters including nebulizer gas pressure, drying gas flow rate, and temperature, on the ion 

mobility and CCS values. The stability of ion mobility experiments was studied over ten hours, which 

established the need for a delay-time of twenty minutes to stabilize source parameters (mostly 

pressure and temperature). Modifications of electrospray source parameters induced shifts of ion 

mobility peaks, and even the occurrence of an additional peak in the ion mobility spectra. This 

behaviour could be essentially explained by ion-solvent cluster formation. Changes in source 

parameters were also found to  impact CCS value measurements, inducing deviations up to 0.8%. 

However, internal calibration with the Tune Mix calibrant reduced CCS deviations to 0.1%. Thus, 

optimization of source parameters is essential to achieve a good desolvation of lipid ions and avoid 

misinterpretation of peaks in ion mobility spectra due to solvent effects. This work highlights the 

importance of internal calibration to ensure interoperable CCS values, usable in metabolomics 

annotation.  
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3.2.1.2. Introduction 

In the last few decades, ion mobility spectrometry (IMS) has been increasingly adopted by the 

metabolomics community as a powerful tool that can be implemented in traditional liquid 

chromatography-mass spectrometry (LC-MS) workflows.1,2 IMS allows gas phase separation of ions 

thanks to an electric field in a tube filled with a buffer gas such as helium or nitrogen. The ions are 

separated according to their size, shape, and charge. IMS provides an additional separation dimension, 

which increases the peak capacity. IMS affords also information on the three-dimensional structure of 

ions through their collision cross sections (CCS), which constitutes a useful molecular descriptor for 

annotation in metabolomics and lipidomics studies.3 The CCS reduces false positive rate in metabolite 

annotation and yields high-confidence annotation for metabolites using CCS listed in databases.4,5 

Publicly available CCS databases (e.g. AllCCS4 and MetCCS6 for metabolites, LipidCCS7 for lipids) compile 

both experimental and predicted values. In order to use CCS values as a descriptor, the measurement 

precisions should be better than 2% or even 1%, as determined by a consensus from several reported 

studies with a reproducibility precision within 1% and 2%.8–10 To reach this goal, the determination of 

CCS values needs to be well-controlled. Experimental CCS values can be determined with different 

instruments, such as drift tube IMS (DTIMS)11,12, travelling wave IMS (TWIMS)13,14 or trapped IMS 

(TIMS)15,16. Most of the IMS cells need to be calibrated, using reference compounds of known CCS 

values previously determined by DTIMS in stepped-field mode (primary method)17. This calibration 

step and the choice of the reference compounds are particularly important as deviations up to 20% 

can be observed depending on the calibrant used18. Such deviations can preclude the use of CCS as a 

descriptor for the annotation17.  

CCS deviations may also be due to changes in solvents or in instrumental parameters. 19,20 Zhang et 

al.19 studied isomers of naphthalic anhydride by electrospray ionization (ESI) coupled to TIMS-MS and 

showed that solvents, infusion flow-rate, nebulizer gas pressure and drying gas rate change the ion 

mobility measurements because of ion-solvent cluster formation that enlarges ion mobility peaks, 

increases CCS, or causes the appearance of other peaks. Solvent clusters can be both an advantage 

because they can help the mobility separation (separation of amino acids became possible with 

addition of alcohol modifiers)21 and a drawback because CCS determination remains uncertain if 

partially solvated ions are taken into account in the ion mobility measurement. Particular attention 
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should be paid to this point since the use of CCS as molecular descriptors for metabolite annotation 

requires CCS measurements on completely desolvated ions. For the TIMS-MS instrument, this mention 

is particularly justified as the trapped ion mobility cell is located just after the ESI ion source in 

metabolomics LC-MS workflows.  Thus, in this study, we aimed to evaluate the impact of ESI 

parameters, such as nebulizer gas pressure, drying gas temperature and flow rate as well as LC 

parameters as solvents and infusion flow rate on the ion mobility measurement and CCS determination 

of a series of lipid ions. We aim to complete the previous study on naphthalic anhydride analogues16 

which present small and rigid organic structures, differing from lipids, which exhibit apolar, long and 

flexible acyl chains. Therefore, the behavior of both classes of compounds can drastically differ in the 

ESI source and in the TIMS cell. This work also highlights the importance of internal calibration. 

3.2.1.3. Experimental section 

Chemical and reagents. 

Methanol (MeOH), chloroform, acetonitrile (ACN), isopropanol and formic acid (FA) were purchased 

from Fischer Scientific (UK, Loughborough), and ammonium formate from Sigma-Aldrich (Saint 

Quentin Fallavier, France). Except for HPLC-grade chloroform, all solvents and buffers used were LC-

MS grade. Seven standard lipids were purchased from Avanti Polar Lipids (AL, USA): 

phosphatidylethanolamine (PE),  lysophosphatidylethanolamine (LPE), phosphatidylcholine (PC) and 

lysophosphatidylcholine (LPC): PE 6:0/6:0, PE 10:0/10:0, PE 15:0/15:0, PC 16:0/16:0, LPC 16:0, LPE 

16:0, PE 18:1/18:1 Δ9 cis, as well as standard lipids from the Differential Ion Mobility System Suitability 

LIPIDOMIX kit (DIMS kit) which contains ceramide (Cer), sphingomyelin (SM), triacylglycerols (TG): Cer 

18:1;O2/18:1, SM 18:1;O2/18:1, TG 18:1/18:1/18:1. Tune Mix solution containing six 

hexakis(fluoroalkoxy)phosphazines (ESI-low concentration tuning mix, G1969-85000) was purchased 

from Agilent Technologies and was used as received. 

Sample preparation.  

Standard lipids were dissolved in chloroform/methanol (50/50, v/v) to yield 10 mM stock solutions 

which were then mixed to obtain a pooled solution at 1mM. This solution was mixed with the DIMS kit 

solution at 1 mg/mL (50/50, v/v) and diluted in MeOH/isopropanol/H2O (65/35/5, v/v/v) to obtain a 

20 µM final solution for standard lipids and 20 µg/mL for the DTIMS kit. 

IMS-MS analyses: calibration and acquisition conditions. 

The TIMS-MS experiments were performed using a TIMS TOF Flex (Bruker Daltonics, Bremen, 

Germany) equipped with an electrospray source (Apollo II) and a transfer cartridge SRIG MALDI 2. The 

samples were injected in flow injection analysis (FIA) using an UHPLC system (Vanquish, Thermo 

Scientific, San Jose, CA, USA), coupled to the mass spectrometer. The LC system was monitored by 

Bruker Compass Hystar 6.2.1.13 and the instrument by TIMSControl 4.1.8. FIA experiments were 

performed at a flow rate of 0.4 mL/min, using a 75µm×550mm nanocapillary (ThermoFischer Scientific) 

located in the oven compartment set a 25°C. The sampler was set at 10°C. The injected volumes were 

1 µL in positive mode and 2 µL in negative mode (except for stability analyses where 1 µL was injected). 

Mass spectra were recorded over m/z 50-1600 in positive mode and m/z 50-1650 in negative mode. 

The IMS parameters were adjusted to detect all lipid species, within a large ion mobility range 

corresponding to inverse of reduced mobilities (1/K0) from 0.55 to 1.90 V.s/cm2. The ramp time was 

100 ms, and the ramp rate 9.42 Hz. Then, the method with the adjusted parameters was applied on 

the instrument at least 30 minutes before calibration and analysis. External mass calibration was 

performed with a sodium formate solution composed of 10% FA/0.1 M NaOH/ACN (1/1/8), in HPC 
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(High precision calibration) mode. External mobility calibration proceeded in two steps. First, in 

positive mode, the voltage of the m/z 622 ion of the tune mix was adjusted at 132 V by modifying the 

nitrogen pressure, to ensure that all ions were within the mobility range. Then, the calibration step 

was performed using all the ions of the calibrant (Tune mix) via a linear function. For all analyses, a 

push of Tune Mix at the end of the FIA run was carried out, using a 6-way valve, with a flow rate of 150 

µL/min in positive mode and 50 µL.min−1 in negative mode, to ensure internal mobility calibration in 

the acquisition. 

Different ion source parameters were tested, in both positive and negative ion modes, such as 

nebulizer gas pressure (PNG: 0.5-5 bar), drying gas temperature (TDG:150-350 °C) and drying gas flow 

rate (FDG: 4-12 L/min). One of these three parameters was tested independently while the two others 

were set at recommended values for a FIA flow rate of 0.4 mL/min. Optimal parameters, 

recommended for a FIA flow rate of 0.4 mL/min using this ESI source, were 2.7 bar for the nebulizer 

gas pressure (PNGop), 250 °C for the drying gas temperature (TDGop) and 8 L/min , for the flow rate (FDGop). 

FIA analyses were performed in triplicate for each set of parameters and a twenty minute delay before 

each triplicate acquisition was set to wait for the instrument stabilization. 

Four solvent mixtures were tested, A consisted of acetonitrile/aqueous ammonium formate (10 mM) 

(40/60, v/v); B of isopropanol/acetonitrile/aqueous ammonium formate (10 mM) (88/8/4, v/v/v); 0.1% 

formic acid (FA) was added to both A and B mixtures, acetonitrile/water (50/50, v/v) and 

isopropanol/water (90/10, v/v). In addition, using ACN/H2O (50/50, v/v), different FIA flow rates were 

tested (0.1-0.5 mL/min), using either optimal source parameters (PNGop = 2.7 bar, TDGop = 250 °C and 

FDGop = 8 L/min, defined for a FIA flow rate of 0.4 mL/min) or poor desolvation parameters (PNG =0.5 

bar, TDG = 150 °C and FDG = 4 L/min).  

Stability analyses were performed by injection of the solution of standard lipids, every three minutes 

during forty-five minute runs and then every hour for ten hours, in triplicate in both positive and 

negative modes, using the optimal source parameters previously mentioned for a FIA flow rate of 0.4 

mL/min (PNGop = 2.7 bar, TDGop = 250 °C and FDGop = 8 L/min). To study the instrument stability and 

observe the evolution of ion mobilities, we first set the source parameters under poor desolvation 

conditions (0.5 bar, 150 °C and 4 L/min) for 20 min (an analysis of 20 minutes using poor desolvation 

was first carried out) before each stability analytical sequence. Additional parameters have been 

described in the SI. 

Data processing and CCS determination. 

Raw data were first processed using Data Analysis 6.0 (Bruker Daltonics, Bremen, Germany) to visualise 

the base peak chromatograms (BPC) and mass spectra and to extract the K0 values and ion mobility 

spectra. Origin 2018 64 bit (OriginLab Corporation , Northampton, MA, USA) was used to normalize 

and compare the ion mobility spectra. Then, MetaboScape 8.0.2 software (Bruker Daltonics, Bremen, 

Germany) was used to extract the ion parameters including m/z, 1/K0 and CCS values of each standard 

lipid ion. The CCS values were determined using Metaboscape either after a single step of external 

calibration or with an internal calibration performed by injecting the calibrant at the end of the 

acquisition. 

3.2.1.4. Results and discussion 

The experiments were conducted using a mix of ten commercial standard lipids (4 PE, 1 LPE, 1 PC, 1 

LPC, 1 Cer, 1 SM and 1 TG) that gave 16 ions (9 [M+H]+ and 7 [M+Na]+) in positive mode and 8 ions (5 

[M−H]− and 3 [M+HCOO]−) in negative mode (Table S1). The figures and discussion presented in this 

article are illustrated with representative lipids, the LPC 16:0 [M+H]+ at m/z 496.3371, in positive mode 

and PE 6:0/6:0 [M−H]− at m/z 410.1919 in negative mode, but similar results were obtained for all the 
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other standard lipids. Additional results are presented in the supporting information and discussed 

below.  

Stability of the ion mobility measurements over 10 hours. 

First, the stability of ion mobility experiments was studied. In that purpose, the 100 µM standard lipid 

solution was injected in triplicate in both positive and negative ion modes, every three minutes for the 

first 45-minutes and then every hour for the next 10 hours (Figure 1A and 1B), using recommended 

source parameters for ion desolvation at a FIA flow rate of 0.4 mL/min, i.e. PNGop = 2.7 bar, TDGop = 250 

°C and FDGop = 8 L/min. For the first experiments (from 0 to 20 minutes), important shifts in the 

extracted ion mobility spectra (EIM) were observed, resulting in significant 1/K0 changes up to 1% (for 

example, in the case of a representative example, the LPC 16:0, 1.114 V.s/cm² for initial experiment, 

1.117 V.s/cm² after 3 minutes, 1.120 V.s/cm² after 6 minutes and 1.126 V.s/cm² after 21 minutes). 

After 20 minutes, the EIM perfectly overlapped for each studied ion, yielding constant 1/K0 values, 

meaning that stable instrumental conditions were reached. Thus, after an important evolution of the 

EIM during the first 20 minutes, a stabilization was noticed. These results were observed in both 

positive and negative ion modes. Consequently, for all the experiments conducted in this study, a 20 

minute-delay was applied before starting acquisition following each parameter adjustment. 

 

Figure 1: Stability of the ion mobility measurements for (A) LPC 16:0 [M+H]+ and (B) PE 6:0/6:0 [M−H]−. FIA flow-rate = 0.4 
mL/min, TDGop=250 °C,  FDGop=8 L/min, PNGop=2.7 bar, with experiments performed every three minutes for forty-five minutes 

and every hour for ten hours. 

 

Influence of the FIA solvent and flow rate. 

As previously mentioned, the standard lipid solution was injected in flow injection analysis (FIA). The 

influence of FIA solvents and flow rate on the ion desolvation and thus on ion mobility measurements 

was studied. The source parameters were PNGop = 2.7 bar, TDGop = 250 °C and FDGop = 8 L/min 

corresponding to recommended parameters for a flow rate at 0.4 mL/min. Changing the FIA solvents 

does not change the ion mobility spectra of the studied lipid ions (Figure S1), meaning that the nature 

of solvent does not have a significant influence when optimal desolvation parameters are used. Thus, 

in these optimal ESI conditions, whatever the solvent, ion mobility of lipids is unaffected, unlike 

previous results regarding aromatic compounds for which changes in solvents induced changes in ion 

mobilities. This remark is of particular interest because LC gradient is most often used in LC-IMS-MS 

analyses in lipidomics or metabolomics. Then, we studied the influence of FIA flow rate. Using optimal 
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source parameters for a flow rate of 0.4 mL/min (PNGop = 2.7 bar, TDGop = 250 °C and FDGop = 8 L/min), 

variation of the FIA flow rate did not change ion mobility spectra. Thus, the 1/K0 values remained 

constant, meaning that the desolvation was sufficient (Figure.A and 2.B). However, when we chose 

poor desolvation parameters by reducing the nebulizer gas pressure (0.5 bar), the drying gas 

temperature (150°C) and flow rate (4 L/min), important shifts of the ion mobility peaks and an increase 

of the 1/K0 values were observed when the FIA flow rate varied from 0.1 to 0.5 mL/min (Figure 2.B and 

2.D). For instance, in positive ion mode, a 0.5% increase of 1/K0 values was observed for LPC 16:0 

[M+H]+, from 1.128 V.s/cm² for an FIA flow rate of 0.1mL/min to 1.134 V.s/cm² for an FIA flow rate of 

0.5 mL/min. In negative mode, the same trend was observed, and moreover, under poor desolvation 

conditions, a second peak at higher 1/K0 value appeared (Figure 2D). The relative intensity of this peak 

increased with the FIA flow rate. The presence of the peak at higher 1/K0 may be due to the formation 

of either adducts (for example [M+HCOO]-)  or solvated species in the TIMS cell which further desolvate 

when entering the low-pressure region of the instrument. These species are then detected as 

deprotonated species as both peaks correspond to identical m/z 410.1898 and only one structural 

isomer exists for this lipid.  

FigureA second IM peak also appears for PE 10:0/10:0 (m/z 522.3187) in negative mode, but with a 

lower intensity. For PE 15:0/15:0 at m/z 662.4739, a peak enlargement is observed instead (Figure S2). 

In addition, for PE 18:1/18:1 at m/z 742.5362, the peak seems almost symmetric, with a normal full-

width at half maximum (FWHM), compared to the same peak with good desolvation conditions 

(around 0.017 Vs/cm2). This phenomenon is not observed with the other lipid species, not even for LPE 

16:0 at m/z 452.2767 (Figure S2) or for LPC 16:0. This might be explained by the length of the fatty acid 

chain. As PE 6:0/6:0 has smaller chains than the others PE lipids, the solvent represents a bigger part 

in the solvent-ion cluster. Further research is required to explain exactly this phenomenon. 

This observation shows that optimal desolvation conditions are required to avoid this phenomenon 

which could lead to data misinterpretation, artefactually orienting the analyst towards the presence 

of an isomer. For that, parameters which have an influence on the desolvation, such as nebulizer 

pressure, drying gas temperature and flow rate, were studied. 
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Figure 2: Influence of the FIA flow rate (0.1-0.5 mL/min) for (A,C) LPC 16:0 [M+H]+ and (B,D) PE 6:0/6:0 [M−H]−. (A,B) 
TDGop=250 °C, FDGop=8 L/min, PNGop=2.7 bar and (C,D) TDG=150 °C, FDG=4 L/min, PNG=0.5 bar  

Influence of source parameters on 1/K0 measurements. 

As shown in the previous section and in literature,22,23 the source parameters can have a direct 

influence on ion formation, including conversion of ions in solution to ions in gas phase. Consequently, 

these parameters have an influence on solvent declustering that can further affect the ion mobility 

measurements, in particular if ion desolvation is not fully achieved when ions enter the TIMS cell. The 

influence of the three main source parameters, nebulizer pressure, drying gas flow rate and 

temperature, on ion mobility spectra was therefore studied independently using a FIA flow rate of 0.4 

mL/min (classical flow rate reported for UHPLC MS metabolomics workflows). 

First, the nebulizer pressure was varied from 0.5 bar to 5 bar, in 0.5 bar step from 0.5 to 1 bar then in 

1 bar step from 1 bar to 5 bar. It is well-described that the nebulizer gas flow allows to create the spray 

of sample solution and thus the charged droplets. The solvent then evaporates allowing to concentrate 

the charges. Desolvated ions are formed in the gas phase and separated in the mass spectrometer. As 

displayed in FigureA, changing the nebulizer pressure has no significant effect, except eventually at 0.5 

bar (very small shift of the EIM). The effect of the nebulizer pressure was more pronounced for other 

lipids studied in positive mode, as the PE 10:0/10:0 (Figure S3). In negative mode, a gradual shift of the 

ion mobility is revealed, as for instance, in Figure 3B, for PE 6:0/6:0 [M−H]− towards higher 1/K0, when 

the nebulizer gas pressure decreases meaning that desolvation is not complete. A deviation of 0.4% 
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for 1/K0 values (0.978 V.s/cm² at 5 bar to 0.982 V.s/cm² at 0.5 bar) was observed for the PE 6:0/6:0 

[M−H]−. The nebulizer pressure is therefore a parameter to consider for desolvation. It needs to be 

adjusted to eliminate solvent clusters in TIMS instrument, as previously demonstrated for 1,8-

naphtalic anhydride cations.19 

 

Figure 3: Influence of the nebulizer pressure (0.5-5 bar) for (A) LPC 16:0 [M+H]+ and (B) PE 6:0/6:0 [M−H]− at FIA flow-rate= 
0.4 mL/min, TDGop=250 °C and FDGop=8 L/min 

The drying gas has to completely evaporate the solvent contained in the small droplets formed by 

electrospray. The drying gas is composed of pressurized nitrogen and flows in the opposite direction 

of the charged droplets in the gas chamber. Drying gas flow rate was varied from 4 L/min to 12 L/min 

to evaluate its effect on the ion mobility experiments (Figure). A significant influence of this parameter 

can be observed, as a decrease of the drying gas flow rate induce shifts of the EIM spectra towards 

higher 1/K0 values meaning weaker desolvation of the ions. 

 
Figure 4: Influence of the drying gas flow rate (4-12 L/min) for (A) LPC 16:0 [M+H]+ and (B) PE 6:0/6:0 [M-H]- at FIA Flow-

rate= 0.4 mL/min, TDGop=250 °C and PNGop=2.7 bar 

A heater is used to adjust the temperature of the drying gas, which helps to enhance the desolvation 

process in the electrospray source. The drying gas temperature is an important ESI source parameter 

which need to be adapted to each application.24 To evaluate its influence, we varied this parameter 

from 150 °C to 350 °C (Figure). A decrease in drying gas temperature induces notable shifts in the ion 

mobility spectra towards higher 1/K0 values, meaning that the solvation of the ions is higher, and 

clusters of solvents can be formed. The 1/K0 values change up to 2% (from 0.980 V.s/cm² at 150 °C to 

0.960 V.s/cm² at 350 °C for PE 6:0/6:0 [M−H]−). We also noticed that the intensity decreased with 

temperature, because the ionization and the desolvation are less efficient. This parameter seems to 
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have the most important influence on the desolvation process because the shifts in 1/K0 are higher 

with drying gas temperature than with drying gas flow rate or nebulizer pressure, with 1/K0 deviation 

of approximatively 2% for drying gas temperature against 0.7% for the drying gas flow rate and less 

than 0.4% for the nebulizer pressure. 

The shifts in the reduced mobility due to changes in source temperature can be due to multiple 

reasons, such as the change in desolvation or the addition of solvent in the IMS cell. Moreover, reduced 

mobility K0 has been defined to allow comparison values between different laboratories as mobility is 

dependent of pressure and temperature.25 However, even if reduced mobility K0 mostly compensates 

for gas number density-caused effects, it still depends on ion and gas velocity and consequently on 

temperature.25 Mobility also depends on the E/N ratio where E is the electrical field and N the gas 

number density, and it is assumed that in the low-field limit, the dependence becomes negligible.17 

However, this limit is not yet precisely and clearly defined.26 Then, even if investigations on the 

effective temperature inside the TIMS instrument have been conducted using “thermometer” 

ions,27,28, further experiments and investigations are still needed to understand the exact phenomena 

occurring inside the TIMS cell. 

 

Figure 5: Influence of the drying gas temperature (150-350 °C) for (A) LPC 16:0 [M+H]+ and (B) PE 6:0/6:0 [M−H]− at FIA flow-
rate=0.4 mL/min, FDGop=8 L/min, PNGop=2.7 bar. The experiments were carried out as triplicates. 

Different assumptions can be made to explain the shift of the TIMS mobility when parameters were 

changed. Indeed, when the three studied source parameters decreased or FIA flow rate increased, 

solvent could not evaporate and therefore ion-solvent clusters were transferred to the TIMS cell, 

resulting in higher 1/K0 values. This phenomenon was already described for 1,8-naphtalic anhydride.19 

The presence of solvent in the ion mobility cell can also play the role of gas modifiers or dopants. Some 

chemical modifiers such as methanol, ethanol, isopropanol, 1-butanol, acetonitrile or others, in small 

proportion have been used to improve the IMS separation.29–33 The presence of water in the gas 

flowing through the IMS cell can also affect the ion mobility separation, as an increase of water content 

leads to an increase of drift time.34 

In addition, we could observe that ion mobility evolves with the pressure measured in the TIMS cell 

("Tunnel In Vacuum") (Figure S3). As this pressure increases with increasing nebulizer pressure, drying 

gas flow rate and temperature, it can be assumed that the source parameters directly influence the 

pressure in the IMS cell and therefore ion mobility. That can be explained as the IMS cell is directly 

located after the source in the TIMS-TOF MS instrument. 
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Further experiments and theoretical calculations should be carried out to test and verify these 

hypotheses but are outside of the scope of this study. 

Influence on the collision cross sections. 

After studying the influence of source parameters and solvents on ion mobility, the impact of these 

parameters was evaluated on the determination of collision cross sections. As expected according to 

the Mason-Schamp equation, the changes in 1/K0 induced consistently changes in CCS, similar 

conclusions can be reached, i.e. influence of source parameters and solvents are identical on the CCS 

and 1/K0 values. For example, regarding the drying gas temperature experiments, the CCS values 

decreased when increasing the temperature (FigureC), more likely because the increase of 

temperature permits to eliminate solvent clusters to get better desolvation (desolvated ions exhibit 

smaller CCS than solvated species as previously reported by Zhang et al19). An internal calibration can 

be applied to the raw data, by injecting a calibrant solution during the acquisition. Here, we injected 

the Tune Mix calibrant at the end of each analysis. With this internal mobility calibration performed 

thanks to the Metaboscape software, the shifts were considerably reduced, and the CCS realigned 

(FigureB and 6D). The relative standard deviation was near 0.1 % over the fifteen CCS values, in 

comparison to 0.8% without internal calibration. The same conclusions were obtained for drying gas 

flow rate experiments (Figure S5). These results highlight the importance of an internal mobility 

calibration for CCS determination using TIMS-MS instrument to retrieve interoperable CCS values.  

 

Figure 6: Influence of the drying gas temperature (150-350 °C) on the CCS values without (A,C) and with (B,D) internal 
calibration, in positive for LPC 16:0 (A,B) and negative, for PE 6:0/6:0 (C,D) 
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3.2.1.5. Conclusions 

Solvents and FIA flow rates (0.1-0.5 mL/min) as well as different ion source parameters such as 

nebulizer gas pressure (0.5-5 bar), drying gas temperature (150-350 °C) and flow rate (4-12 L/min) 

were tested, using lipid standards in both positive and negative ion modes, to evaluate their influence 

on TIMS inverse mobility and CCS values. Using the recommended source conditions for a flow rate of 

0.4 mL/min, the ion mobility spectra are constant whatever the solvent used for sample introduction. 

Under poor desolvation conditions, the reverse mobility shifts and second peak appears, which may 

be due to ion-solvent cluster, as reported in a previous study.19 Shifts on the ion mobility spectra are 

also observed by changing source parameters. They are even more noticeable for drying gas 

temperature and flow rate. A stabilization time of twenty minutes is essential for repeatable 

measurements. Therefore, particular attention must be paid to ensure good desolvation conditions, 

to avoid formation of ion-solvent cluster which could lead to misinterpretation of the ion mobility 

peaks. These results were consistent with a previous study19 , and, in the case of lipids, the optimal 

desolvation conditions imply increase of the nebulizer gas pressure (at 2.7 bar), of the drying gas 

temperature (at 250°C) and of drying gas flow rate (at 8 L/min) for a FIA flow-rate of 0.4 mL/min 

currently used in lipidomics LC-MS workflows.  The main differences between our study and that of 

Zhang et al. lie in the studied compounds and in the FIA flow rates. We chose to carry out this study 

with flow rates used in metabolomics LC-MS workflows, i.e. 0.1 to 0.4 mL/min, which were much higher 

than those studied by Zhang et al. Then, the lipid ion mobilities evolved in a slightly different way to 

that of naphthalic anhydrides, as no peak broadening was observed in the case of lipids. 

The influence of the parameters on the CCS values was also studied, demonstrating that internal ion 

mobility calibration reduces shifts on the CCS values from 0.8% to 0.1%. Indeed, strictly identical 

parameters must be used for both analytes and calibrant in IMS measurements, including source 

parameters and solvent or flow rate of the sample introduction. 

We have demonstrated that, using good desolvation conditions, the eventual small shifts that can 

occur in ion mobilities can be easily corrected using an internal mobility calibration. Consequently, the 

guarantee of good desolvation conditions can allow to obtain interoperable CCS values which may be 

used as descriptors for annotation in metabolomics and lipidomics. 
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3.2.1.7. Supplementary information 

Figures 

Figure S1: Influence of the FIA solvents using both mobile phase and mix of solvents for (A) LPC 16:0 

[M+H]+ and (B) PE 6:0/6:0 [M-H]- at TDGop=250 °C,  FDGop=8 L/min, PNGop=2.7 bar  

Figure S2: Influence of the FIA flow rate (0.1-0.5 mL/min) for (A) PE 10:0/10:0 [M-H]-, (B) PE 

15:0/15:0 [M-H]-, (C) PE 18:1/18:1 [M-H]- and (D) LPE 16:0 [M-H]- at TDGop=150 °C,  FDGop=4 L/min, 

PNGop=0.5 bar 

https://doi.org/10.1021/acs.analchem.3c00435
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Figure S3: Influence of the nebulizer pressure (0.5-5 bar) for PE 10:0/10:0 [M+Na]+ at 0.4 mL/min, 

TDGop=250 °C,  FDGop=8 L/min (triplicates analysis have been performed) 

Figure S4: Evolution of the pressure inside the IMS cell according to the drying gas temperature 

Figure S5: Influence of the drying gas flow rate (4-12 L/min) on the CCS values (A,C) without and (B,D) 

with internal calibration, in (A,B) positive and (C,D) negative 

 

Tables 

Table S1: Experimental parameters used for the TIMS-TOF Flex system in both positive and negative 

modes. 

Table S2: T-Rex 4D processing parameters in Metaboscape software. 

Table S3: Compound detection parameters for IMS peaks in Data Analysis software. 

Table S4: Lipid species detected in this study, in positive and negative mode respectively. 

TIMS experiments 

The IMS parameters were adjusted to detect all the lipid species, within a large ion mobility range 

corresponding to reduced mobilities (1/K0) from 0.55 to 1.90 V.s.cm-2. 

 
Table S1: Experimental parameters used for the TIMS-TOF Flex system in both positive and negative modes 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ESI source parameters Positive Negative 

Nebulizer (bar) 0.5-5 0.5-5 

Dry gas (L/min) 4-12 4-12 

Dry temp (°C) 150-350 150-350 

Scan range 50-1600 50-1650 

End plate Offset (V) 500 500 

Capillary (V) 4500 -3500 

TIMS settings  

Mode Custom 

1/K0 start (V.s/cm²) 0.55 

1/K0 end (V.s/cm²) 1.9 

Ramp time (ms) 100 

Accumulation time (ms) 100 

Duty cycle (%) 100 

Ramp rate (Hz) 9.43 

Tune parameters 
Transfer parameters Positive Negative 

Defection 1 Delta (V) 80 -80 
Funnel 1 RF (Vpp) 500 500 
isCID Energy (eV) 0 0 

Funnel 2 RF (Vpp) 250 250 
Multipole RF (Vpp) 250 200 

Collision Cell   

Collision Energy (eV) 10 10 
Collision RF (Vpp) 1100 1100 

Quadrupole   

Ion Energy (eV) 5 5 
Low mass (m/z) 150 150 

Focus Pre TOF   

Transfer time (µs) 65 65 
Pre Pulse Storage (µs) 5 5 

Tune parameters: TIMS 
Offsets Positive Negative 

Δt1 (V) -20 20 

Δt2 (V) -120 120 

Δt3 (V) 80 -80 

Δt4 (V) 100 -100 

Δt5 (V) 0 0 

Δt6 (V) 100 -100 

Collision Cell In (V) 220 -220 

Ion Charge Control (ICC) Enable Enable 

Target intensity (M) 7.5 7.5 
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Data processing 

The data processings were performed using Metaboscape and Data Analysis (Bruker) softwares 

Metaboscape parameters 

In Metaboscape software, different parameters have to be registered to perform the data analysis 

processing. 

The feature table was created by first giving an explicit name containing at least the number (given in 

sample list) of the processed acquisition. The filtering parameters were set at around a third of the 

total number of analyses, in ‘Minimum # features for extraction’ and ‘Presence of feature in minimum 

# of analyses’. 

The processing parameters are indicated in the Table SA4. The primary ion was [M+H]+ in positive 

mode and [M-H]- in negative mode. Seed ions were [M+Na]+ and [M-HCOO]- and common ions were 

[M+NH4]+ and [M-H-H2O]- or [M-CH3]-. The mobility calibration was performed by specifying the 

reference lists using Tune Mix calibrant information, and by using the default parameter in retention 

time range. 

Table S2: T-Rex 4D processing parameters in Metaboscape software 

T-Rex 4D Processing 

 Positive mode Negative mode 

Peak Detection   

Intensity threshold (counts) 1000 1000 

Minimum 4D Peak Size (points) 100 100 

Feature signal Intensity Intensity 

Enable recursive feature extraction  Yes Yes 

Minimum 4D Peak Size (recursive) (points) 10 10 

Ranges   

Retention time (min) 0-2 0-2 

Mass (m/z) 50-1600 50-1650 

 

Data Analysis 

Using mass spectra, lipid ions were selected to extract the ion mobility spectrum for each ion . 

Table S3: Compound detection parameters for IMS peaks in Data Analysis software 

Compound detection in ‘Find Mobilogram’  

Sensitivity 99 

Area threshold (Relative %) 5 

Intensity threshold (absolute) 50 

Min. peak valley Off 

Peak resolution 250 
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Table S4: Lipid species detected in this study, in positive and negative mode respectively 

Positive mode  Negative mode 

Lipids Ions m/z  Lipids Ions m/z 

PE 6:0/6:0 [M+H]+ 412.2111  PE 6:0/6:0 [M-H]- 410.2226 

PE 6:0/6:0 [M+Na]+ 434.1923  LPE 16:0 [M-H]- 452.3048 

LPE 16:0 [M+H]+ 454.2962  PE 10:0/10:0 [M-H]- 522.3591 

LPE 16:0 [M+Na]+ 476.2784  LPC 16:0  [M+HCOO]- 540.3629 

LPC 16:0 [M+H]+ 496.3419  Cer 18:1;O2/18:1 [M+HCOO]- 608.5697 

LPC 16:0 [M+Na]+ 518.3231  PE 15:0/15:0 [M-H]- 662.5139 

PE 10:0/10:0 [M+H]+ 524.3378  PE 18:1(9Z)/18:1(9Z) [M-H]- 742.5914 

PE 10:0/10:0 [M+Na]+ 546.3183  PC 16:0/16:0  [M+HCOO]- 778.6152 

Cer 18:1;O2/18:1 [M+H]+ 564.5372     

PE 15:0/15:0 [M+H]+ 664.4908     

SM 18:1;O2/18:1 [M+H]+ 729.5794     

PC 16:0/16:0 [M+H]+ 734.556     

PC 16:0/16:0 [M+Na]+ 756.5511     

PE 18:1(9Z)/18:1(9Z) [M+H]+ 744.5472     

PE 18:1(9Z)/18:1(9Z) [M+Na]+ 766.5337     

TG 18:1/18:1/18:1 [M+Na]+ 907.7721     

 

Figure S1: Influence of the FIA solvents using both mobile phase and mix of solvents for (A) LPC 16:0 [M+H]+ and (B) PE 

6:0/6:0 [M-H]- at TDGop=250 °C,  FDGop=8 L/min, PNGop=2.7 bar 
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Figure S2: Influence of the FIA flow rate (0.1-0.5 mL/min) for (A) PE 10:0/10:0 [M-H]-, (B) PE 15:0/15:0 [M-H]-, (C) PE 
18:1/18:1 [M-H]- and (D) LPE 16:0 [M-H]- at TDGop=150 °C,  FDGop=4 L/min, PNGop=0.5 bar 

 

Figure S2: Influence of the nebulizer pressure (0.5-5 bar) for PE 10:0/10:0 [M+Na]+ at 0.4 mL/min, TDGop=250 °C,  FDGop=8 
L/min (triplicates analysis have been performed) 
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Figure S4: Evolution of the pressure inside the IMS cell according to the Drying gas temperature 

 

Figure S5: Influence of the drying gas flow rate (4-12 L/min) on the CCS values (A,C) without and (B,D) with internal 
calibration, in (A,B) positive and (C,D) negative 
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3.2.2. Influence of the TIMS conditions 

After studying the influence of source conditions, we have evaluated the impact of ion mobility 

operating conditions on ion mobility measurements (1/K0 and the consequence on TIMCCS). For this 

evaluation, the source parameters were set to ensure proper ion desolvation conditions. An internal 

mobility calibration was performed with Tune Mix calibrant for each IM condition. Three different ion 

mobility conditions, designed hereafter as c1, c2 and c3, were tested on the TIMS instrument (Table 

III-5). 

Table III-5: TIMS parameters tested through three sets of conditions (c1, c2 and c3) 

TIMS settings c1 c2 c3 

Mode Custom Custom Custom 

1/K0 start (V.s/cm²) 0.55 0.8 0.6 

1/K0 end (V.s/cm²) 1.9 1.8 1.75 

Ramp time (ms) 100 250 300 

Accumulation time 
(ms) 

100 100 100 

Duty cycle (%) 100 100 100 

Ramp rate (Hz) 9.43 3.91 3.27 

Plasma samples were injected at least in triplicate for each set of conditions, and the TIMCCS values 

were determined independently.  The resulting TIMCCS values of each lipid ion are similar for all sets of 

IMS conditions (for example, 295.04 Å2, 295.40 Å2 and 294.80 Å2 for CE20:4), with an overall RSD of 

approximatively 0.25% (Table III-6). 

Table III-6: TIMSCCS values obtained for seven plasma lipids in positive mode, according to the various sets of conditions 
tested, (mean CCS values with at least triplicates of analysis) 

Lipids Ions m/z rt (min) 
CCS (Å²) Mean CCS 

(Å²) 
RSD (%) 

c1 c2 c3 

CE 20:4 [M+NH4]+ 690.6184 22.5 295.04 295.40 294.80 295.08 0.10 

Cer 18:1;O2/12:0 [M+H-H2O]+ 464.4455 13.0 243.70 243.43 243.67 243.60 0.06 

LPC 16:0 [M+H]+ 496.3380 4.7 232.70 231.83 232.67 232.40 0.21 

PC 16:0/16:0 [M+H]+ 734.5690 15.1 288.06 287.80 287.67 287.84 0.07 

PC 18:1/18:1 [M+H]+ 786.6004 15.2 294.02 292.88 293.49 293.46 0.19 

SM 18:2;O2/16:0 [M+H]+ 701.5317 18.6 281.70 284.00 284.05 283.25 0.47 

TG 18:1_18:2_18:2 [M+NH4]+ 898.7799 22.2 324.26 326.10 322.47 324.28 0.56 

Mean        0.25 

These results showed that changing the ion mobility conditions do not significantly influence the 

determination of TIMCCS values in the TIMS instrument. Moreover, the PASEF mode has been tested 

and the same conclusion has been retrieved (data not shown). 
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3.3. Influence of source and multiplexing conditions on DTCCS values 

3.3.1. Source parameters 

The ESI source parameters of the DTIMS-MS instrument have also been tested to evaluate their 

possible effect on DTCCS determination. The evaluated parameters were sheath gas temperature, 

drying gas flow, nebulizer gas pressure and to a lesser extent, sheath gas flow and temperature, leading 

to three different sets of conditions (Table III-7). The first set, termed as “Low”, corresponded to the 

lower values of all parameters, i.e. gas flow-rate, pressure and temperature. The second set, termed 

as “basic” consisted in parameters we optimized for standard lipid study and the third set “High” 

corresponded to the higher values of drying gas flow, nebulizer gas pressure and sheath gas flow and 

temperature. Each condition has been tested in triplicate for both Tune Mix calibrants and lipid 

compounds. 

Table III-7: Source parameters of the different tested conditions (Low values, basic set-up, and high values) 

Source parameters Low Basic High 

drying gas temperature (°C) 150 300 350 

sheath gas temperature (°C)  150 350 350 

drying gas flow (L/min) 4 8 12 

sheath gas flow (L/min) 4 12 12 

nebulizer gas pressure (psi) 7 35 60 

capillary voltage (kV) 3.5 3.5 3 

nozzle voltage (V) 300 300 300 

fragmentor voltage (V) 100 185 400 

Oct 1 RF Vpp (V) 750 750 750 

The results are presented in Figure III-3 for LPC 16:0 and PC 16:0/16:0 in positive ion mode. Source 

conditions have an influence on the drift time, up to 1% increase of the measured td is evidenced 

(Figure 1B). The drift time increased with the source parameters, i.e. for high gas flow-rate, pressure 

and temperature increased. Such trend cannot be explained by a desolvation issue and other 

assumptions have to be made, as for example, the possibility of sheath gas flow to “push” and 

accelerate the ions into the IMS cell inducing an initial velocity contribution and possibly impacting the 

ion mobility. This hypothesis must be studied more deeply, in order to understand the behavior of the 

ions into the IMS cell. 

 
Figure III-3: Drift times in function of the source conditions for LPC 16:0 and PC 16:0/16:0 

As source conditions have an influence on the drift times of ions, calibrant and analytes must be 

analyzed using strictly identical instrumental and operational parameters to determine the CCS values. 
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3.3.2. Influence of multiplexed acquisition on the CCS determination 

To enhance the sensitivity in the DTIMS cell, multiplexing strategy could be carried out (Causon et al. 

2019). Five different conditions have been tested on the DTIMS, including two conditions using 

multiplexing system, at 3-bit and 4-bit, (Table III-8).  

 

Table III-8: Ion mobility conditions for the experiments performed on the Agilent DTIMS system 

Conditions c1 c2 c3 c4 c5 

Drift-tube entrance (V) 1574 1474 1700 1574 1574 
Drift-tube exit (V) 224 224 250 224 224 

IM trap fill time (ms) 30 30 20 14.1 3.9 

Trap release time (µs) 300 300 150 100 200 

IM transient rate 18 18 18 18 18 

maximum DT (ms) 60 60 60 60 60 

multiplexing No No No 3-bit 4-bit 

 

Multiplexing strategies allow to increase the sensitivity by reducing the trap fill and release times. An 

additional step for data treatment is required to reconstruct the IMS spectra using PNNL-Preprocessor 

tool (Bilbao et al. 2021). Except this additional processing step, all the five analyses have been 

processed using the same workflow. The resulting DTCCS values, determined for seven plasma lipids of 

different classes, are presented in Table III-9. The CCS values of the five different conditions are 

consistent, with RSD < 0.12%, reflecting a high repeatability of the CCS values with and without 

multiplexing implementation. 

 

Table III-9: DTCCS values of seven plasma lipids determined for five different IMS conditions (among which c4 and c5 
correspond to multiplexing parameters) 

Lipids Ions m/z 
rt 

(min) 

CCS (Å²) 
Mean 

CCS (Å²) 
RSD 
(%) c1 c2 c3 c4 c5 

 

CE 18:2 [M+NH4]+ 666.6189 22.2 289.95 289.83 289.95 290.22 290.52 290.02 0.10  

Cer 18:1;O2/24:0 [M+H-H2O]+ 632.6348 18.6 276.27 276.34 276.05 276.50 276.60 276.35 0.07  

LPC 16:0 [M+H]+ 496.3401 4.0 229.94 229.66 230.03 230.23 230.47 230.05 0.12  

PC 16:0/16:0 [M+H]+ 734.5708 14.5 283.47 283.56 283.45 283.81 283.71 283.63 0.05  

PC 18:1/18:1 [M+H]+ 786.6022 14.7 290.62 290.26 290.27 290.82 290.53 290.47 0.07  

SM 18:2;O2/16:0 [M+H]+ 701.5602 12.4 279.04 279.05 279.10 279.54 279.50 279.23 0.09  

TG 18:1_18:2_18:2 [M+NH4]+ 898.7876 21.6 321.37 321.19 320.39 321.31 321.34 321.09 0.11  

 

These results demonstrated that neither multiplexing nor IMS conditions notably affect the CCS values 

determination of the studied lipids. 
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3.4. Influence of experimental parameters on TWIMS instrument 

 3.4.1. Influence of the source parameters on TWCCS 

In the design of the Waters Synapt G2 HDMS instrument (Figure III-4), the ion mobility cell is located 

between the quadrupole and the time-of-flight mass analyzers, unlike Bruker TIMS-TOF MS and Agilent 

DTIMS-MS where the IMS cell is located immediately after the source. Thus, Synapt configuration 

permits to remove ion-solvent clustering as these species generally do not survive to the high vacuum 

region of the ion guide and the quadrupole. It has been previously shown, in the laboratory, that source 

parameters do not affect the ion mobility of the ions (Tebani et al. 2016). We have however checked 

that source parameters do not affect the drift times of the lipid ions, and consequently the CCS values. 

(data not shown). 

 
Figure III-4: Schematic representation of the Synapt instrument (Waters Corporation) 

3.4.2. Influence of the IMS conditions 

First, optimal IMS conditions were determined adjusting the IMS pressure, wave height and velocity, 

to enhance the ion mobility separation of lipid standard ions, by visualizing the drift time window and 

the distribution of lipid species.  

A careful attention must be paid to the optimization of these parameters which are wave height and 

velocity to avoid some issues which can occur using too small or too high values. For example, the wrap 

around phenomenon can occur when slower ions are overtaken by faster ions.  

After an optimization, three different conditions have been chosen and compared, using the same 

height of 40 V and different velocities of 500, 650 and 800 m/s. A high repeatability of the CCS values 

were retrieved with a very low mean RSD of 0.21%.  

The TWIMS conditions represent an important factor to consider in order to obtain interoperable CCS 

values.  
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3.5. Conclusion and perspectives 

The influence of ESI source as well as ion mobility parameters on the determination of lipid CCS values 

has been estimated for the three different IM devices. In the case of TIMS-TOF instrument, the results 

showed that infusion and source parameters (flow-rate and temperature of the desolvation gas as well 

as nebulizer gas pressure) have significant impact on ion mobilities measures and consecutively on the 

determination of CCS values, in agreement with previous results (L. Zhang et al. 2022). This can be 

explained by the location of the TIMS cell right after the ESI source. These results showed that source 

parameters need to be adjusted in order to ensure good desolvation of the ions. Then, internal ion 

mobility calibration permitted to retrieve comparable CCS values and provided a solution of CCS 

dependence upon source parameters. Thus, precise determination of the CCS values could be achieved 

for lipids from human plasma analyzed by LC-TIMS-MS. The study of source conditions in DTIMS 

instrument also allowed to show a small effect of the source parameters on the DTCCS values. This 

effect has not been proved in TWIMS instrument, due to the physical configuration of the instrument. 

Whatever the instrument, identical source conditions have to be applied for both calibrant and the 

samples analyses to avoid inaccurate CCS determination, in agreement with previous studies (Gabelica 

et al. 2019).  

Then, the ion mobility parameters of each IMS cell have been studied, to evaluate their influence on 

the CCS determination. In the case of TIMS, the resulting CCS were highly similar values (RSD < 0.25%) 

showing high robustness even when changing IMS parameters and even using PASEF mode. For DTIMS, 

the RSD were lower than 0.5% even using multiplexing strategy. In TWIMS instrument, the wave height 

and velocity must be correctly adjusted to avoid some separation issues. Taking care of this particular 

point, the RSD was about 0.2% by comparing three IMS conditions. 

After the evaluation of these experimental parameters, optimisation of the source and IMS parameters 

have been carried out for the three instruments, in order to evaluate the other potential sources of 

deviations, as the calibration and the use of different instruments. 
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Chapter IV. Study of the TWIMS calibration procedure 

towards the reduction of the CCS deviations 

4.1. Introduction 

In this chapter, the calibration procedure was studied as it is a crucial step for the determination of the 

CCS values using secondary methods. For that, eleven commercial calibrants were studied, in both 

positive and negative mode, on the TWIMS instrument. Lipids of human plasma were chosen as model 

analytes, to evaluate the TWCCS values obtained from the different calibrants. The purpose of this 

chapter is highlighted in the Figure IV-1 with the grey surround. 

 

Figure IV-1 : Schematic representation of the objective of the chapter 4 

After a careful evaluation of the calibrant, the human plasma lipid CCS values have been determined 

using the TWIMS instrument. A re-calibration strategy has been proposed to lower the deviations due 

to the use of different calibrants. 

4.2. Study of calibrants 

As previously described in the Chapter II, numerous calibrants commonly used in the literature (Table 

II-3) are commercially available. The use of a wide variety of calibrants can induce significant deviations 

in the determination of the CCS values. 

To use a compound or a compound mixture as IMS calibrant, reference CCS values are required. 

Numerous reference CCS values have been published (see Chapter II) and are used in many studies. 

However, in the case of some calibrants, various CCS values are reported in the literature, differing  

from one article to another. Thus, the CCS values of polyalanine were compared among four different 

studies and the results proved to strongly diverge with deviations up to 3% (Richardson et al. 2021). 

Besides, the Major Mix calibrant (provided by Waters Corporation) can incorporate different molecules 

depending on the study considered, which might have direct consequences on calibration accuracy. 
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As mentioned above, in the case of the widely used Tune Mix calibrant, different reference CCS values 

have been reported. Since the study by Stow et al. which compared the DTCCS values using four distinct 

instruments, (Stow et al. 2017), most publications reported that authors used their own intra-

laboratory CCS values. Moreover, in the case of the Tune Mix calibrant, there are at least two distinct 

commercial solutions that surprisingly do not contain exactly the same compounds.  

As the accuracy of the calibrant CCS values can vary significantly from one data resource to another, 

particular attention must be paid to the choice of a calibrant and its reference CCS values  (Richardson 

et al. 2021) 

 

A stability study of eleven calibrants have been performed, by keeping the calibrant solutions at 

different conservation temperature (-80°C, -20°C and ambient temperature) during six months. 

Another stability study relative to the addition of formic acid was also performed for all the calibrants, 

in both positive and negative mode, adjusting the content of formic acid in the solution to 1, 10 or 

20%. As expected, calibrant solutions were more stable when stored at -80°C, thus the solutions were 

stored at -80°C for better stability or were freshly prepared, just before the analyses.  

Therefore, we envisaged to perform the most comprehensive evaluation of available commercial 

calibrants for TWCCS measurements and aim the harmonisation of the CCS measurements proposing a 

strategy to realign CCS in a standardized approach. These results are presented in the article which 

was accepted in the journal Analytica Chimica Acta. 

4.3. Study of calibrants to standardize lipid TWCCS values (Article) 

 A re-calibration procedure for interoperable lipid collision cross section 

values measured by traveling wave ion mobility spectrometry 

 

Anaïs C. George1, Isabelle Schmitz-Afonso1, Vincent Marie2, Benoit Colsch2, François 

Fenaille2, Carlos Afonso1, Corinne Loutelier-Bourhis1* 

1Normandie Université, UNIROUEN, INSA Rouen, CNRS, COBRA, 76000 Rouen (France) 

2Université Paris-Saclay, CEA, INRAE, Département Médicaments et Technologies pour la Santé 

(DMTS), MetaboHUB, F-91191 Gif sur Yvette, France. 
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4.3.1. Abstract 

Collision cross sections (CCS) have been described as relevant molecular descriptors in metabolomics 

and lipidomics analyses for ascertaining compound identity. Ion mobility spectrometry (IMS) allows to 

determine CCS with different techniques, such as drift tube ion mobility spectrometry (DTIMS), 

traveling wave ion mobility spectrometry (TWIMS) or trapped ion mobility spectrometry (TIMS). In 

contrast with DTIMS where CCS can be obtained directly with measured drift times and mathematical 

relationship, TWIMS and TIMS techniques require an additional step of calibration to obtain CCS 

values.  However, literature reports significantly disparate CCS values depending on the calibrant used 

(often more than 10%), as no consensus has been reached to define a universal CCS reference standard 

or harmonized calibration procedure. Therefore, publicly available CCS databases cannot be regarded 

as readily interoperable and exchangeable. 

Here, we performed a comprehensive evaluation of 11 distinct CCS calibrants in a traveling wave ion 

mobility spectrometry-mass spectrometry (TWIMS-MS) instrument. We showed that, using lipids from 

plasma as model compounds, CCS determination drastically fluctuates from one calibrant to the other 

with up to 25% differences, which precludes direct CCS comparison. Using the large panel of calibration 

curves generated, we showed that any CCS value can be efficiently re-calibrated relatively to the 

calibration curve made with the widely used Tune Mix solution whatever the calibration procedure 

originally used. The re-calibrated CCS values for each calibrant constitute a database which allows to 

correct any deviation on lipid CCS values whatever the calibrant originally used. Resulting corrected 

CCS values from plasma lipids were thus efficiently matched to those previously reported in the 

literature (with deviations<2%). Therefore, this work shows that unique and comparable CCS values 

can be obtained upon recalibration relatively to Tune Mix CCS values, while also paving the way for the 

establishment of a universal CCS database of various metabolite or lipid classes. 

 

4.3.2. Introduction  

Ion mobility spectrometry [1] (IMS) is a gas-phase separation technique of ions subjected to an electric 

field and migrating through a buffer gas, such as N2 or He. The ions are separated in the ion mobility 

cell depending on their charge, size and shape. Measured drift times can then be converted into 

collision cross sections (CCS). Different ion mobility techniques have been described, for example, the 

drift tube ion mobility spectrometry (DTIMS), the trapped ion mobility spectrometry (TIMS) with a 

ramped static electric field, and the traveling wave ion mobility spectrometry (TWIMS) with a dynamic 

electric field, which could be schematized by successive potential waves. For the same length, the 
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TWIMS provides better resolution than a drift tube with a uniform electric field [2]. Experimental 

stepped-field CCS can be directly determined by DTIMS using the Mason-Schamp equation [3]. 

However, some parameters must be known for robust CCS determination including drift tube length, 

temperature and pressure, parameters that can be difficult to precisely measure. Due to these 

difficulties, CCS values determined by DTIMS in stepped-field mode may differ with significant 

deviations from one DTIMS instrument to another. With non-uniform field instruments such as TWIMS, 

despite some recent progress on the ion motion understanding [4], a calibration with standards of 

known CCS values is necessary to establish CCS from drift times. Commonly, a power-law calibration is 

used with ions of known CCS values obtained from DTIMS [5]. Another calibration approach based on 

fundamentals of ion motion has recently been proposed to obtain more robust CCS [4]. 

The reliable identification of metabolites and lipids in complex biological samples by liquid 

chromatography coupled to high resolution mass spectrometry (LC-HRMS) is still highly challenging 

due to the wide diversity of co-occurring chemical structures. It is now admitted that CCS values 

represent relevant descriptors, in addition to retention times, accurate mass measurements, isotope 

pattern as well as fragmentation spectra [6]. CCS values have been described to be a more reproducible 

descriptor than retention time values [6,7], and their use in metabolomics and lipidomics is therefore 

more and more widespread for improving confidence in metabolite/lipid annotation. In that context, 

several CCS databases have been created for compound annotation, such as the Bush [8] or Schroeder 

[9] databases or other online databases such as Unified CCS compendium [10] or AllCCS [11]. AllCCS 

database is particularly helpful for the annotation of small molecules and affords a collection of both 

experimental and predictive CCS values. Moreover, confidence levels have been associated to the CCS 

published in this database: level 1 corresponds to the most reliable ones, with at least two 

experimentally obtained CCS values within 1% difference from two independent datasets using DTIMS. 

If the difference between at least two CCS values is below 3% using DTIMS, TIMS or TWIMS, the 

attributed level is 2. The level 3 corresponds to a single CCS value. There is a particular level named 

“level conflict” which corresponds to a CCS difference larger than 3%. Finally, the level 4 corresponds 

to predicted values. The confidence in metabolite identification based on CCS measurements depends 

on the CCS tolerance [7, 12]. Even if an error of less than 2% [12] is generally considered acceptable, 

the use of CCS values in identification workflows often implies tolerance below 1% [13], in particular 

for isomers with very close CCS values. It was shown that CCS values obtained with instruments 

equipped with the same ion mobility technique and involving standardized calibration and acquisition 

procedures are highly reproducible, with interlaboratory reproducibility within 2% [6,7,14,15] or even 

1% [16,17]. However, CCS values obtained with the same instrument but using different calibrants [18] 

as well as CCS values obtained with different instruments [19] can be substantially different. For 

example, drastically different CCS values have been reported for LPC (lysophosphatidylcholine) 16:0, 

i.e. 223.9 Å² [20], 229.8 Å² [21], and 233.3 Å² [22]. Deschamps et al. [23] observed a systematic shift 

(up to 9%) when comparing their phospholipids CCS measured by TWIMS to the literature values.  

Therefore, to use CCS as a reliable descriptor in metabolomics/lipidomics workflows and to obtain 

interoperable databases, it is necessary to minimize as much as possible the deviations between CCS 

values. 

Polyalanine [24] has been historically used as CCS calibrant in various publications, even in lipidomic 

studies. [25] Currently, mixtures of various compounds developed by instrument manufacturers have 

also been used in lipidomics and metabolomics, as the ESI low concentration Tuning Mix (Tune Mix) 

[9, 16, 26-28] from Agilent which contains different hexakis(fluoroalkoxy)phosphazines and the Major 
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Mix IMS calibration kit [14, 15] from Waters which contains various small molecules, polyalanine and 

ultramark® components. Other calibrating substances have also been described such as dextran [29], 

polyglycine [30] or drugs [24]. Polymers can also be used including polyethylene glycol (PEG) [31], 

polylactic acid (PLA) or polyethylene oxide (PEO) [32]. The tetraalkylammonium salts (TAA) was 

proposed as a CCS calibrant [24, 33] or as internal standard [28]. Calibrants such as polymers, 

polyglycine, drugs and TAA are only used in the positive ion mode. Some calibrants are more 

specifically used for negative ion mode, such as polymalic acid [34]. Calibration should ideally be 

performed using calibrant molecules exhibiting similar physicochemical properties or from similar 

chemical classes and masses than analytes. Hines et al. [18] proposed the use of PC and PE to calibrate 

phospholipids CCS in positive and negative ion modes, respectively. Soft ion mobility conditions can 

also be used, which allow to eliminate the need of calibration [35] and use other calibrant species [36], 

however these soft conditions are not suited to large-scale analysis, such as lipidomics. 

Nonetheless, the use of reference compounds still suffers from a lack of standardization due to 

disparities in CCS reported for each calibrating substance. The ion mobility community has recognized 

the need of a consensus, especially in the choice of reference materials and their CCS values [5].  

In this work, we propose a re-calibration procedure to build an interoperable database of calibrant-

corrected CCS values obtained on a TWIMS instrument. Such a database can be used by any user of 

the ion mobility community in order to tend towards unified corrected CCS values, obtained by plotting 

any correlation curve against Tune Mix. For this purpose, a comprehensive and comparative study of 

currently available calibrating substances was performed. Our study was focused on lipidomics, and 

more specifically on lipids present in human plasma used as model analytes. To our knowledge, this 

work represents the first proposition of corrected CCS database for IMS calibrants on a TWIMS 

instrument, thus allowing the drastic diminution of CCS deviations due to distinct calibrations. 

4.3.3. Experimental section 

Chemical and reagents.  

Methanol (MeOH), chloroform, acetonitrile (ACN), isopropanol and formic acid (FA) were purchased 

from Fischer Scientific (UK, Loughborough), while ammonium formate was from Sigma- Aldrich (Saint 

Quentin Fallavier, France). Except chloroform which was HPLC grade, all solvents and buffers used 

were LC-MS grade. The IMS calibrants are prepared according to some reference publications, as 

detailed in supplementary information. Leucine enkephalin was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (Saint 

Quentin Fallavier, France). 

Sample preparation.  

Plasma lipids were extracted according to a modified Bligh and Dyer method [37] as described by Seyer 

et al. [38] using human plasma CPD (Citrate-Phosphate-Dextrose) from three donors from BioPredic 

International (Rennes, France). 100 μL of human plasma CPD was added to 490 μL of 

chloroform/methanol 50:50 (v/v). Samples were vortexed for 60 seconds and then sonicated for 30 

seconds using a sonication probe. Extraction was performed during 2 hours at 4°C with mixing. Then 

75 μL of ultra-pure water was added, and samples were vortexed for 60 seconds before centrifugation 

at 12,000 g for 15 min at 4°C. The upper phase (aqueous phase), containing ganglioside species and 

several lysoglycerophospholipids, was transferred into a glass tube and then dried under a stream of 

nitrogen. The interphase, which consists in a protein disk, was discarded and the lower rich-lipid phase 

(organic phase) was pooled with the dried upper phase and also dried down. 400 µL of 

chloroform/methanol 50:50 (v/v) was added to eliminate the possible protein residue. After 
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centrifugation at 12,000g for 10 min at 4°C, samples were dried. Samples were then reconstituted with 

100 μL of chloroform/methanol 50:50 (v/v), diluted 1/10 with a solution MeOH/isopropanol/H2O 

65:35:5 (v/v/v), vortexed for 30 seconds then centrifuged at 12,000 g for 10 min at 4°C before injection 

into the LC-HRMS system. 

LC-IMS-MS analysis.  

The LC-IMS-MS experiments were performed using an UHPLC system (Vanquish, Thermo Scientific, San 

Jose, CA, USA) coupled to an IMS Q-TOF mass spectrometer (SYNAPT G2 HDMS, Waters MS 

Technologies, Manchester, UK) equipped with an electrospray interface and a traveling wave ion 

mobility (TWIMS) cell.  

Chromatographic separations were carried out using a 2.1 × 100 mm, Acquity UPLC CSH C18 1.7 μm 

column (Waters, Manchester, UK) equipped with a 0.2-μm prefilter. The sampler and column oven 

temperatures were set at 10 °C and 50 °C, respectively. The injection volumes were 2 µL and 10 μL, in 

positive and negative ion modes, respectively. The flow rate was 0.4 mL min−1. Mobile phase A 

consisted of acetonitrile/aqueous ammonium formate (10 mM) (60:40) and mobile phase B of 

isopropanol/acetonitrile/ aqueous ammonium formate (10 mM) (88:8:4); 0.1 % formic acid (FA) was 

added to both mobile phases. The gradient was as follows: 0–2 min, 32% B; 2–14 min, 32–75% B; 14–

26.5 min, 75-100% B; 26.5–30 min, 100% B; 30-30.5 min, 100-32% B; 30.5-35 min, 32% B. 

Mass spectra were recorded over a m/z 50–2000 range in the sensitivity mode (resolution 10,000 

FWHM at m/z 950). External mass calibration was performed with a sodium formate solution 10% 

FA/0.1M NaOH/ACN (1:1:8) before each analysis. Lockmass correction was performed by infusing 

leucine enkephalin (2 ng μL−1 in water/isopropanol (1:1), 4 μL min−1) via the LockSpray™ interface. 

Source and LockSpray™ parameters are given in the Table S1. MS/MS experiments were performed in 

both positive and negative ionization modes, under data dependent acquisition conditions (Waters 

Survey analysis) (Table S2). To confirm specific identifications of weak-abundant species in plasma 

samples, MS/MS acquisitions were performed in a targeted manner by selecting precursor ions in the 

quadrupole with a window of 1 m/z unit and using several retention time windows. Lipid identification 

was performed from m/z measurements, MS/MS spectra and using the MS-DIAL software [20]. All the 

annotations were manually verified with Masslynx 4.1 software (Waters). 

The IMS parameters were: helium cell flow, 180 mL min−1; IMS cell nitrogen flow, 80 mL min−1 (2.9 

mbar). For method validation, various traveling wave heights and velocities were applied, 30, 35, 40 V 

and 400, 500, 600 m s−1 in positive mode and 500, 650, 800 m s−1 in negative mode. Calibrant solutions 

were injected in the flow injection analysis (FIA) mode with a 50 µL min−1 flow rate of ACN/H2O (50:50) 

for all calibrants except lipid standards, where mobile phase A was used.  

CCS measurements. 

Raw data were processed with UNIFI 1.9.4 (Waters) to extract the corrected drift times, tD’ of both 

calibrants and samples. The drift times given by UNIFI software are corrected drift times tD’ which take 

into account a constant C representing the EDC Delay of the Synapt and the m/z of the ions according 

to the following equation [5]: 

𝑡𝐷
′ = 𝑡𝐷 −

𝐶√𝑚/𝑧

1000
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A calibration file was created for each calibrant giving tD’ values determined by the Unifi software and 

the corrected collision cross sections CCS’ values calculated with the following equation: 

𝐶𝐶𝑆′ =
𝐶𝐶𝑆 √µ

𝑧
 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ µ =

𝑚𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑚𝑔𝑎𝑧

𝑚𝑖𝑜𝑛 + 𝑚𝑔𝑎𝑧
 

where CCS, z and µ correspond respectively to a reference CCS determined by DTIMS, the charge of 

the ion and the reduced mass of the ion in a definite buffer gas.  

The CCS values of lipids from plasma samples and lipid standards using every calibration procedure 

were extracted from UNIFI software by adding the corresponding calibration file in the raw data. The 

calibration was made by UNIFI, which uses the equation [39]: 

𝐶𝐶𝑆′ = 𝐴 (𝑡𝐷′ − 𝑡0)𝑁 

where A, N and t0 are fitting parameters, which demonstrated best results than the fitting without t0. 

In parallel, the CCS determination has been manually made using Masslynx 4.1 (Waters), Driftscope 

v2.9 (Waters) and Origin Pro 2018 b9.5.0.193 softwares to certify the UNIFI process (i.e. the calculation 

of the corrected drift time tD’ and the use of a calibration equation including the t0 parameter to force 

the curve through zero). CCS values thus obtained were compared using Excel and a homemade Python 

script, which also allowed automated CCS comparison between different ion mobility conditions. 

4.3.4. Results and discussion 

Investigation of various ion mobility calibrants.  

The first step of our study was to investigate most of the published and commonly used IMS calibrants. 

Thus, eleven different calibrants (Table SB1) have been analysed and used to build the corresponding 

calibration curves. Figures 1, SA1 and SA2 show the calibration curves obtained for the tested 

calibrants (equations are displayed in Tables SA3 and SA4) in both positive and negative ionisation 

modes. For each calibrant, different ion mobility parameters with different wave heights and velocities 

in both ionization modes were tested to evaluate the repeatability of CCS measurements (Figures SA3 

SA10). Except PEG, all calibrants present similar calibration curves (Figure 1). Careful examination of 

the data demonstrates that the Tune Mix and lipid-based calibration curves are almost superimposed 

(Figure 1). Of note, calibration curves built from TAA, polyglycine and drug standards do not cover the 

entire lipid CCS range, which makes them inappropriate in the present context (Figure SA1). 
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Figure 1: Calibration curves CCS’= f(tD’) for different calibrants described for ion mobility in positive mode with an IMS 
pressure = 2.9 mbar, wave height=40 V and wave velocity=600 m/s. 

 

Evaluation of different calibrants for plasma lipid CCS measurements. 

The second step of this work was to evaluate the above tested calibrants for CCS measurements of 

lipids included in human plasma as model analytes. Therefore, LC-IMS-MS was carried out in positive 

and negative ionisation modes to detect the various lipid classes present in the plasma. Figure2 

illustrates the chromatographic separation of the lipid plasma extract analysed in the positive 

ionisation mode.  Lipid annotation was first achieved thanks to accurate mass measurements and 

MS/MS spectra (Figures SA11-24 [40]). Thus, 59 and 51 lipids have been identified in positive and 

negative ionisation modes, respectively. The combination of IMS with the LC and MS dimensions allows 

to increase peak capacity by distinguishing overlapping signals that might originate from isomeric 

lipids. LC and IMS separations thus facilitate the acquisition of specific MS/MS spectra of isobaric and 

isomeric lipids.  Under optimized LC-IMS-MS(/MS) conditions, up to 110 unique lipids can be identified 

in human plasma (Table SD1).  

 
Figure 2: LC-IMS-MS of plasma samples in positive mode: chromatographic separation shows two main distinct time 

windows (phospholipids + sphingolipids, around 12-18 min and triacylglycerols + cholesteryl ester at 21-25 min). The MS 
spectrum corresponding to time window 15.50-15.80 min depicts three distinct protonated phosphatidylcholine (PC). Owing 
them, the m/z 786.6058 is an isomer mixture since different drift time and peak width (full width at half maximum, FWHM) 
were evidenced in the IM spectra. It is admitted that FWHM can be indicative of isomer heterogeneity when it is larger than 
expected considering the sole diffusion phenomenon [41]. Thus, the IM spectrum of the PC 18:0_18:2 which displays a larger 
peak than the one of the PC 18:1/18:1 means that PC 18:0_18:2 is probably a mixture of the two isomers PC 18:0/18:2 and 

PC 18:2/18:0. MS/MS spectra of both species are shown in Figures SA11-24. 

After annotation, the CCS of the lipids present in the plasma sample have been determined in both 

positive and negative ionisation modes, using the different calibrants and the UNIFI software. Mean 

CCS values of plasma lipids and lipid standards were obtained from three technical replicates and 

under three different ion mobility conditions (see experimental part for wave heights and velocities 
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values) for having more representative values (corresponding drift times are displayed in Tables SC1 

and SD1). Therefore, RSDs could be calculated with nine values. The results obtained for six 

representative lipid species are shown in Figure3 for positive mode and Figure SA25 for negative mode. 

For each lipid, CCS values are of the same order of magnitude for almost all the calibrants, except for 

PEG calibrant, which led to highly underestimated CCS values. The disparities between CCS values 

(disparities are calculated by subtracting the most extreme CCS values before dividing by the mean) 

are up to 8% when excluding PEG and more than 27% when including PEG, in positive mode. In negative 

mode, the disparities are up to 3.5%. These values are far above the acceptable 1% limit, 

recommended by various publications [13]. Consistently with the calibration curves of Figure 1, we 

could notice that both the Tune Mix and the lipid calibrants led to very close CCS values for all the 

studied lipids while the other calibrants (except PEG) yielded higher CCS values. As a matter of fact, 

the mean relative deviations (mean relative deviation calculated by subtracting compared values by 

the mean of both values) between CCS calibrated with lipid standards and Tune Mix were within 0.7% 

in positive mode. All the lipid CCS values are reported in Tables SC2-3 for lipid standards and SD2-3 for 

plasma lipids. These results highlighted and confirmed the deleterious impact on CCS measurement 

accuracy of using different calibrants.  
  

  

Figure 3: CCS values of representative lipids according to the calibrant used in positive ion mode. Ref CCS* are literature CCS 
determined by DTIMS in stepped field mode (if available). The error bars represent the RSD on nine values. The mean RSD 

are below 0.3% for all calibrants, thus error bars are not visible. 

Then, CCS values determined with each studied calibrant were compared to lipid CCS reported in the 

literature or in public databases [27]. Several CCS values have been published for the same lipids, but 

using different IMS instruments, methodologies and calibrants, but unfortunately, only a few derived 

from DTIMS instruments. We decided to consider all the published CCS in the following order of 

relevance:  i) the CCS obtained with DTIMS in stepped-field mode [28],ii) CCS determined with DTIMS 

in single field mode with an additional calibration step, [27] and iii) CCS derived from TIMS 

[20,42,43][20, 42, 43] or iv) TWIMS [18]. This comparison allows to check the general trend of the 

several calibrants for a maximum of lipid species. However, as previously mentioned, the literature 

CCS values can vary from one technique to another or from publication to another, we compared our 

CCS values with those from the literature determined by either DTIMS (stepped field or single-field), 
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TIMS or TWIMS. For that, we report the mean CCS values and RSD according to each technique (Figures 

S4, SA26-27 and Tables SC2.b, SD2.b, SC3.b and SD3.b). The comparison was then gathered in Table 

SD4. The CCS values depended highly from the reference publication, thus, all the publications used 

are also compared with our results in Tables SC2.c, SC3.c and SD2.c, SD3.c with the resumed 

comparison in Table SD5. The Figure4 and SA26-27 depict the mean relative deviations between 

literature CCS determined in stepped-field DTIMS mode and our plasma-derived lipid CCS values 

determined with each calibrant in both positive and negative modes. Thus, in positive mode, the 

largest deviations observed were near 20% with PEG as calibrant, as expected (see above). This 

polymer was used to calibrate saponin ions [44] but never in lipidomics analysis, thus potentially 

confirming its inappropriateness for lipids. 

TAA, polyglycine and drug standards also led to large deviations, up to 3%, because their CCS range is 

not in agreement with the CCS range of plasma lipids. Therefore, it logically induces a bias in CCS 

determination. Although, PEO, dextran, polyalanine, Major Mix and polymalic acid cover the whole 

CCS range of plasma lipids, the mean relative deviations were still higher than 2% for these five 

calibrants in both acquisition modes. The deviations observed following polyalanine and polyglycine 

calibration could be potentially explained by co-occurring different conformations of these peptides 

that could induce ion mobility peak broadening, and consequently inaccurate or biased CCS 

measurements. This has already been reported for multicharged ions [45]. Our data are consistent 

with those from Hines et al. who demonstrated also the inherent errors of using polyalanine for 

calibration of lipids CCS [18]. In the case of the Major Mix IMS Calibration kit, some laboratories do not 

use the same ions from this mixture to build their calibration curves, thereby introducing additional 

CCS measurement variability (Table SA5) [19]. 

The smallest deviations observed between our CCS and those from the literature in stepped-field 

DTIMS mode were obtained with Tune Mix and lipid standards, yielding around 1% and less than 1% 

differences in positive and negative ionisation modes, respectively. Comparison with CCS values 

reported with TIMS or TWIMS leads to larger deviations, in most cases. In the case of published TWIMS 

CCS, the deviations are lowest using Major Mix (that calibrant mixture contains especially small 

molecule and polyalanine oligomers) in positive mode, which can be explained by the fact that most 

of the published CCS values are from the publication of Paglia et al, which used polyalanine as calibrant. 

In negative mode, the minimal deviations were observed with the calibrant lipid standard more 

probably because the published CCS are almost from the publication of Hines et al, 2017 which used 

PE and PC as calibrants. The deviation is about 1.68%, which can be explained because the lipid 

standards used contains several lipid classes, and not only PE and PC species. Comparing our re-

calibrated CCS (by Tune Mix) with reported TIMS CCS values, the mean deviations are 0.41% [42], 

0.33% [43] and 1.29% [20] according to the publication. For the two first ones, the Tune Mix was used 

as calibrant which explain the lowest deviation. For the third, the authors did not mention the calibrant 

used, which can be explained the higher deviation. Interestingly, CCS derived with different 

instrumental set-ups but with the same calibration procedure seem more similar than those obtained 

from the same instrument but using different calibrants. On the one hand, publications mentioned 

that CCS of lipids present in plasma samples seem correctly calibrated by lipid standards belonging to 

the same chemical class [18]. However, lipids can be of highly different structural classes exhibiting 

fatty acid chains of variable length and unsaturation degree [46]. Moreover, polyfunctional lipid 

species can present different ionized lipid species that can behave differently in the ion mobility cell. 
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Nevertheless, distinguishing all lipid classes, individual species and isomers to find the optimal 

standard to calibrate lipid species seems difficult in large-scale lipidomics analyses. 

Tune Mix appear to be a good candidate as calibrant as it is largely used in the literature and commonly 

used for the measurement of drift tubes length. Moreover, it exhibits a wide range of CCS and narrow 

IM peaks. Many laboratories already use this mixture for either mass or ion mobility calibration [47]. 

Because of its extended m/z and CCS ranges (m/z 118-2722 and 113-2834, and 122-438 Å² and 109-

432 Å² for positive and negative modes, respectively), Tune Mix can be successfully used in many fields 

of research and for many types of samples. An interlaboratory study was devised to obtain reliable CCS 

values for Tune Mix components using DTIMS [16] CCS values from the four involved laboratories were 

within 0.29% RSD (Table SA6). Since this publication, the ion mobility community appears to have 

reached a consensus on CCS values for Tune Mix ions [16]. One limitation of this calibrant is its 

inadequacy to calibrate multicharged ions since, it is recommended to calibrate species with ions of 

the same charge state [48]. Note that multicharged ions are more likely observed for proteins or 

peptides rather than for metabolites or lipids meaning that Tune Mix can be regarded as a possible 

reference calibrant in metabolomics or lipidomics analyses.  

  

Figure 4: Comparison of deviations between lipid CCS from our calibrations and literature CCS determined with DTIMS in 
stepped-field mode according to the calibrant in positive mode 

Toward a calibrant-corrected CCS database 

As previously mentioned, and as shown by Figure1, S1 and S2, we propose to use Tune Mix as a 

reference calibrant. It demonstrated good repeatability in various ion mobility conditions, with a RSD 

on nine replicates below 0.3% in both ionisation modes. In addition, the deviations between our 

experimental CCS and literature CCS values are close to 1% and 2% in positive and negative ionisation 

modes, respectively.  

In order to correct the significant deviations observed with the other calibrants, the CCS values of all 

the calibrants used were realigned to those obtained with the Tune Mix, by re-calibrating the calibrants 

with Tune Mix (Figure 5).  The corresponding re-calibrated CCS values are presented in supplementary 

information (Table SB2). They constitute a calibrant-corrected CCS database that can be used to 

determine the CCS values of any sample whatever the calibrant that has been used. For example, we 
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used these calibrant-corrected CCS values to redefine the CCS of the lipids present in plasma, with the 

UNIFI software (Table 1 and Tables SC4-5 and SD6-7). 

 

Figure 5: Tune Mix corrected calibration curves CCS’= f(tD’) for different calibrants in positive mode with an IMS pressure=2.9 
mbar, wave height=40 V and wave velocity=600 m/s. The CCS’ represented are those re-recalibrated by Tune Mix. 

 

Table 1: CCS (Å²) of some plasma lipids in function of the calibrant, before and after re-calibration with Tune Mix. The CorrCCS 
columns correspond to lipid CCS determined using the calibrant-corrected CCS after Tune Mix realignment 

Lipids on plasma Ions m/z 
rt 

(min) 

Stepped-
field 

Tune Mix Polyalanine Lipid standards 

DTCCS CCS* CCS* CorrCCS*  CCS* CorrCCS* 

CE 18:1 [M+NH4]+ 668.635 26.5  289.75 297.46 289.73 287.20 289.71 

Cer 18:1;O2/24:0 [M+H-H2O]+ 632.638 22.71 275.06 [28] 280.37 287.78 280.34 277.53 280.32 

LPC 16:0 [M+H]+ 496.339 5.23 233.3 [22] 231.75 237.00 231.72 230.06 231.71 

PC 18:1/18:1 [M+H]+ 786.599 18.2 296.42 [22] 293.31 301.11 293.28 290.95 293.27 

SM 18:2;O2/16:0 [M+H]+ 701.557 15.44  282.47 289.95 282.44 279.69 282.42 

TG 18:0_18:1_18:1 [M+NH4]+ 904.834 26.75  328.61 337.24 328.61 328.88 328.66 

*mean of 9 experiments 
 

The recalibration performed with Tune Mix allows obtaining consistent CCS values for each lipid 

regardless of the calibrant, in both ionisation modes (Table 1 and Tables SC4-5 and SD6-7). The 

disparities between the CCS values obtained with the different corrected calibrants are within 0.2% in 

the positive mode and 0.07% in the negative mode, compared to 27% and 3.6% before correction, 

respectively. 

This correction method allows to have a universal recalibration procedure and make comparable CCS 

values obtained with different calibration mixtures and within different facilities. Thus, this procedure 

can be further exploited to build an interoperable CCS database for lipids analysis as well as other 

species. 

In order to demonstrate the relevance and value of our methodology, we used it to recalibrate a 

previously published dataset about the analysis of lipids from Pseudomonas aeruginosa [23]. This 

dataset was selected because the lipid CCS were determined using various calibrants, polyalanine, 
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dextran and lipids, using a TWIMS cell and all the experimental parameters, including the drift times 

of the calibrants as well as the corresponding calibration curves were provided. After recalibration, 

CCS values proved very similar to those of the Deschamps’ publication [23]. For example, in the case 

of PC 36:2, Deschamps et al. [23] published a CCS value of 288.2 Å², while literature CCS was about 

291.12 Å² [20]. By applying the Tune Mix re-calibration, we determined a CorrCCS value of 291.20 Å², 

exhibiting a deviation of 0.03% with previously published CCS [18], and therefore in almost perfect 

agreement. This re-calibration considerably reduces the deviations with literature CCS and can be 

applied to any CCS value provided if the calibration protocol and drift times values are known. The 

mean relative deviation with literature CCS values was below 1% for six lipids of Pseudomonas 

aeruginosa, using re-calibrated polyalanine and dextran calibrants (Table SB2). Moreover, the mean 

relative deviation observed between the corrected Deschamps’ CCS [23] and our corrected CCS was 

below 0.5%, for the same six lipids (Table SB3), thus interoperable CCS databases could be successfully 

obtained by using the calibrant-corrected database presented in Table SB2. 

Thus, using this procedure, CCS values were obtained for 130 plasma lipids (75 in positive mode and 

45 in negative mode, Tables SD2-3) and 57 CCS from lipid standards (37 in positive mode and 20 in 

negative mode, Tables SC2-3). In addition, we also applied our approach to lipids present in a 

commercial mixture of pure lipid standards (Differential Ion Mobility System Suitability LIPIDOMIX kit) 

for which CCS had not been yet reported to our knowledge, in negative mode. Thus, we could 

determine the CCS values of 8 lipid standards including 6 unreported from the DIMS LIPIDOMIX kit in 

negative mode; PA 14:1/14:1, PI 14:1/14:1, PE 14:1/14:1, PG 14:1/14:1, PS 14:1/14:1  and PC 14:1/14:1 

and two other commercial standards, PC 16:0/16:0 and PC 20:0/20:0 (Tables SA7 and SC6). Twenty 

one new lipid CCS from plasma in both ion modes have also been determined, such as Cer 

18:1;O2/12:0, PC 13:0/13:0 or LPC 18:0 (Tables SA8, SA9 and SD8). 

4.3.5. Conclusions 

Whereas numerous calibrants are employed for ion mobility calibration, there are significant 

disparities between these CCS scales. Up to 25% deviation in CCS determination can be obtained 

depending on the calibrant used. In this work we used the Tune Mix to re-calibrate the CCS of several 

calibrants commonly used. These newly adjusted scales enabled the determination of plasma lipid CCS 

with very slight variations between experimentally determined CCS values, hence eliminating 

calibrant-induced deviations. For the investigated lipids, less than 0.2% deviations were consistently 

obtained across calibrants. 

As a consequence, we believe that the obtained calibrant-corrected CCS values for each calibrant 

constitute a first step toward a universal calibration database relevant to the ion mobility community. 

This procedure was validated with a previously published lipid CCS dataset. We showed that our 

approach led to CCS deviations below 0.5%, thus demonstrating the possibility to realign any CCS by 

applying our calibration curves if the drift times of the samples and the calibrant are reported. This re-

calibration approach can be a first step toward the elaboration of interoperable databases gathering 

consistent CCS values. This can be extended to various workflows, in lipidomics and more generally in 

metabolomics. As a proof-of-concept, a first list of 130 plasma lipid CCS is provided incorporating 

twenty-five previously unreported ones. 

We believe that the use of such recalibrated CCS values can improve the use of CCS as a universal 

descriptor and would limit discrepancies between reported CCS values. This is particularly important 

for isomer differentiation that often present very close CCS values. With the use of high-resolution IMS 
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systems such as cIMS, SLIM and TIMS, the need of accurate CCS measurement will be also a particularly 

important improvement. 
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4.3.7. Supplementary information 

 

Table of content: 

Figure SA1: Calibration curves CCS’= f(tD’) for different calibrants described for ion mobility in positive 
mode with a IMS pressure = 2.9 mbar, wave height=40 V and wave velocity=600 m/s. 
Figure SA2: Calibration curves CCS’= f(tD’) for different calibrants described for ion mobility in negative 
mode with a IMS pressure = 2.9 mbar, wave height=40 V and wave velocity=800 m/s. 
Figure SA3: Calibration curve CCS'=f(tD') for the ESI Low concentration Tuning Mix calibrant in both 
positive (on the left) and negative(on the right) modes with wave height=40, 35, 30V and wave velocity 
= 600, 500, 400m/s in positive mode and  800, 650 and 500 m/s in negative mode, respectively 
Figure SA4: Calibration curve CCS'=f(tD') for the lipid standards in both positive (on the left) and 
negative (on the right) modes with wave height=40, 35, 30V and wave velocity = 600, 500, 400m/s in 
positive mode and  800, 650 and 500 m/s in negative mode, respectively 
Figure SA5: Calibration curve CCS'=f(tD') for polyalanine in both positive (on the left) and negative (on 
the right) modes with wave height=40, 35, 30V and wave velocity = 600, 500, 400m/s in positive mode 
and  800, 650 and 500 m/s in negative mode, respectively 
Figure SA6: Calibration curve CCS'=f(tD') for dextran in both positive (on the left) and negative (on the 
right) modes with wave height=40, 35, 30V and wave velocity = 600, 500, 400m/s in positive mode and  
800, 650 and 500 m/s in negative mode, respectively 
Figure SA7: Calibration curve CCS'=f(tD') for Major Mix in both positive (on the left) and negative (on 
the right) modes with wave height=40, 35, 30V and wave velocity = 600, 500, 400m/s in positive mode 
and  800, 650 and 500 m/s in negative mode, respectively 
Figure SA8:Calibration curve CCS'=f(tD') for Polyglycine (in the left) and TAA (in the right) in positive 
mode with wave height=40, 35, 30V and wave velocity = 600, 500, 400m/s 
Figure SA9 : Calibration curve CCS'=f(tD') for PEO (in the left) and PEG (in the right) in positive mode 
with wave height=40, 35, 30V and wave velocity = 600, 500, 400m/s  
Figure SA10:Calibration curve CCS'=f(tD') for the drug standards (in the left) in positive mode with wave 
height=40, 35, 30V and wave velocity = 600, 500, 400m/s and polymalic acid (in the right) in negative 
mode with wave height=40, 35, 30V and wave velocity = 800, 650 and 500 m/s 
Figure SA11: MS/MS spectrum of LPC 16:0 with the adduct [M+HCOO]- in negative mode 
Figure SA12: MS/MS spectrum of LPE 18:0 with the adduct [M-H]- in negative mode. Ion at m/z 78.9575 
corresponds to PO3- ion from phosphate, ion at m/z 140.0186 corresponds to ethanolamine 
phosphate ion and ion at m/z 196.0432 to the neutral loss of C18:0 group. 
Figure SA13: MS/MS spectrum of PI 16 :0_18 :1. The ion of m/z 152.9928 corresponds to the glycerol-
3-phosphate with the loss of H2O. The ions at m/z 241.0108 and 222.9983 correspond respectively to 
the inositol phosphate ion with the loss of H2O and two H2O. The ion at m/z 391.2205 corresponds to 
the neutral loss of C18:1 and inositol. 
Figure SA14: MS/MS spectrum of PE 18:0_18:2 with the adduct [M-H]- in negative mode. Ion at m/z 
140.0186 corresponds to ethanolamine phosphate ion and ion at m/z 196.0432 to the neutral loss of 
C18:0 group. 
Figure SA15: MS/MS spectrum of PC 16:0_18:1 with the adduct [M+H]+ in positive mode 
Figure SA16: MS/MS spectrum of SM 18:1;O2_16:0 with the adduct [M+HCOO]- in negative mode 
Figure SA17: MS/MS spectrum of SM 18:2;O2_16:0 with the adduct [M+H]+ in positive mode 
Figure SA18: MS/MS spectrum of CE 18:1 with the adduct [M+NH4]+ in positive mode 
Figure SA19: MS/MS spectrum of TG 18:1_18:1_18:2 with the adduct [M+NH4]+ in positive mode 
Figure SA20: MS/MS spectrum of Cer 18:1;O2/24:0 with the adduct [M-H]- in negative mode 
Figure SA21: MS/MS spectrum of PC 18:1/18:1 with the adduct [M+H]+ in positive mode 
Figure SA22: MS/MS spectrum of PC 18 :0_18:2 with the adduct [M+H]+ in positive mode 
Figure SA23: MS/MS spectrum of PC 18:0_18:2 with the adduct [M+HCOO]- in negative mode 
Figure SA24: MS/MS spectrum of PC 18:1/18:1 with the adduct [M+HCOO]- in negative mode 
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Figure SA25: CCS values of some lipids according to the calibrant used, in negative ion mode. 
Figure SA26: Comparison of mean relative deviations between lipid CCS from our calibrations and 
reference CCS according to the calibrant in positive mode, by comparing with: a. all literature CCS 
values chosen in the order: DTIMS stepped-field, DTIMS single-field and TWIMS or TIMS. B. single-field 
DTIMS CCS values. C. TIMS CCS values. D. TWIMS CCS values 
Figure SA27: Comparison of mean relative deviations between lipid CCS from our calibrations and 
reference CCS according to the calibrant in negative mode, by comparing with: A. stepped-field DTIMS, 
B. Single-field DTIMS, C. All literature CCS values chosen in the order: DTIMS stepped-field, DTIMS 
single-field and TWIMS or TIMS, D. TIMS, E. TWIMS. 
 

Table SA1: Source parameters of LC-ESI-TOF-MS experiments in both positive and negative ion modes 
Table SA2: Data dependent scan (survey scan, Waters) and additional MS/MS acquisition parameters 
of LC-IMS-MS experiments 
Table SA3: Calibration curve equations for all calibrants in positive mode, with the equation: CCS’= A 
(tD’-t0)N using Origin software (Origin Pro 2018 b9.5.0.193) 
Table SA4: Calibration curve equations for all calibrants in negative mode, with the equation: CCS’= A 
(tD’-t0)N using Origin software (Origin Pro 2018 b9.5.0.193) 
Table SA5: Compounds used for different calibration with Major Mix (Waters) according to the 
publication 
Table SA6: Reference CCS of Tune Mix in positive mode (in the left) and in negative mode (in the right) 
according to various publications 
Table SA7: New published CCS values for lipid standards calibrated by the Tune Mix in negative ion 
mode 
Table SA8: New published CCS values for plasma lipids calibrated by the Tune Mix in positive ion mode 
Table SA9: New published CCS values for plasma lipids calibrated by the Tune Mix in negative ion mode 
 

In the supplementary information B on calibrants (Excel file): 

Table SB1.a: Information on calibrant used in positive ion mode: m/z, CCS, mean tD' determined with 
UNIFI software on the three ion mobility conditions (See extract below) 
Table SB1.b: Information on calibrant used in negative ion mode: m/z, CCS, mean tD' determined with 
UNIFI software on the three ion mobility conditions 
Table SB2: CCS database of calibrant re-calibrated by the Tune Mix in both positive and negative 
ionisation modes 
Table SB3: Validation of corrected calibrants CCS values with the publication of Deschamps et al 
 

In the supplementary information C on lipid standards (Excel file): 

Table SC.1: Lipid standards drift times in positive and negative modes with the three different 
conditions. Three technical replicates were made for each condition. 
Table SC2.a: Lipid standards CCS values in positive mode using each of the ten calibrants, RSD between 
our nine experimental CCS values is also reported 
Table SC2.b: Lipid standards CCS values in positive mode using each of the ten calibrants with SD 
between our experimental CCS values and the reference CCS from literature according to the 
instrument and CCS method determination 
Table SC2.c: Lipid standards CCS values in positive mode using each of the ten calibrants with SD 
between our experimental CCS values and the reference CCS from literature according to the 
publication 
Table SC3.a: Lipid standards CCS values in negative mode using each of the six calibrants, RSD between 
our nine experimental CCS values is also reported 
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Table SC3.b: Lipid standards CCS values in negative mode using each of the six calibrants with SD 
between our experimental CCS values and the reference CCS from literature according to the 
instrument and CCS method determination 
Table SC3.c: Lipid standards CCS values in negative mode using each of the six calibrants with SD 
between our experimental CCS values and the reference CCS from literature according to the 
publication 
Table SC4: Lipid standards CCS determination in positive mode using each of the nine calibrants re-
calibrated by the Tune Mix, RSD between our nine experimental CCS is also reported 
Table SC5: Lipid standards CCS determination in negative mode using each of the five calibrants re-
calibrated by the Tune Mix, RSD between our nine experimental CCS is also reported 
Table SC6: New lipid CCS values from lipid standards that had not been published yet, to our knowledge 
 
In the supplementary information D on plasma lipids (Excel file): 

Table SD.1 : Plasma lipids drift times in positive and negative modes with the three different 
conditions. Three technical replicates were made for each condition. 

Table SD2.a: Plasma lipids CCS values in positive mode using each of the ten calibrants, RSD between 
our nine experimental CCS values is also reported 

Table SD2.b: Plasma lipids CCS values in positive mode using each of the ten calibrants with SD 
between our experimental CCS values and the reference CCS from literature according to the 
instrument and CCS method determination 

Table SD2.c: Plasma lipids CCS values in positive mode using each of the ten calibrants with SD between 
our experimental CCS values and the reference CCS from literature according to the publication 

Table SD3.a: Plasma lipids CCS values in negative mode using each of the six calibrants, RSD between 
our nine experimental CCS values is also reported 

Table SD3.b: Plasma lipids CCS values in negative mode using each of the six calibrants with SD 
between our experimental CCS values and the reference CCS from literature according to the 
instrument and CCS method determination 

Table SD3.c: Plasma lipids CCS values in negative mode using each of the six calibrants with SD between 
our experimental CCS values and the reference CCS from literature according to the publication 

Table SD4: Comparison of our experimental CCS values according to the calibrant used with published 
CCS values from literature according to the instrument and the CCS determination method in both 
modes 

Table SD5: Comparison of our experimental CCS values according to the calibrant used with published 
CCS values from literature according to the publication in both modes 

Table SD6: Plasma lipids CCS determination in positive mode using each of the nine calibrants re-
calibrated by the Tune Mix, RSD between our nine experimental CCS is also reported 

Table SD7: Plasma lipids CCS determination in negative mode using each of the five calibrants re-
calibrated by the Tune Mix, RSD between our nine experimental CCS is also reported 

Table SD8: New plasma lipid CCS values that had not been published yet, to our knowledge 
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Supplemental Experimental Section 

IMS calibrants preparation: 

For the IMS calibration mixtures, Polyalanine (Sigma-Aldrich) and dextran (Fluka analytical) were first 

dissolved in H2O at 1mM and then diluted to 10 µM in 1/1:ACN/H2O for analysis. Lipids were purchased 

from Avanti Polar Lipids (AL, USA): PE 6:0/6:0, PE 10:0/10:0, PE 15:0/15:0, PC 20:0/20:0, PC 24:0/24:0, 

LPC 16:0, LPE 16:0, PE 18:1/18:1 Δ9 cis, PC 16:0/16:0 and lipids from the Differential Ion Mobility 

System Suitability LIPIDOMIX kit (DIMS kit). Lipids standards were dissolved in 

chloroform/methanol:50/50 (v/v) to yield 10mM stock solutions which were further diluted in 

methanol (MeOH)/isopropanol/H2O:65/35/5 (v/v/v) to obtain a 100 µM final solution. Polyglycine 

(Sigma-Aldrich) was dissolved (1mg/mL) in formic acid, vortex stirred and sonicated until dissolution 

and diluted in ACN/H2O 50:50 (v/v) to obtain a 10µg/mL solution. ESI Low-concentration Tuning Mix 

(Agilent) was injected directly in negative mode and with 10µg/mL of betaine added in the solution in 

positive mode. Major Mix IMS calibration kit was prepared by mixing 100 µL of the Major Mix 

Calibration Solution from Waters with 50 µL of the LCMS QC reference standard solution (Waters). The 

tetraalkylammonium (TAA) salts were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, except tetrabutylammonium 

hydroxide solution and tetraoctylammonium bromide which were from Fluka analytical. The TAA salts 

were prepared in MeOH to 1 µM, except tetramethylammonium salt concentration which was 20 µM 

in MeOH. Poly(ethylene) glycol (PEG) and poly(ethylene oxide) monomethyl ether (PEO) solutions were 

purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. PEG were prepared from four products at 600, 1000, 2000, 3350 g/mol 

at a final concentration of 15 µM in ACN with 13 mM of NaI and PEO from two products at 700 and 

2000 g/mol, at a final concentration of 5 µM in MeOH with 50 µM of NaCl, according to previously 

described protocols1,2 respectively.  

The poly-L-malic acid was prepared from L-malic acid (Sigma-Aldrich) which was dissolved in H2O to a 

0.050 M concentration, the polymerisation was performed at 80°C for 24 hours in an open Eppendorf. 

The solution was reconstituted in the same amount of water and then diluted by 20 in ACN/H2O:50/50 

(v/v). A mixture of drug-like compounds3 was prepared at 1 µM in H2O/MeOH:50/50 (v/v) from 1 mM 

stock solutions, for acetaminophen, alprenolol and colchicine in H2O, for ondansetron, clozapine N-

oxide and verapamil in MeOH and for reserpine in ACN/H2O:50/50 +0.1% FA. All small molecules were 

purchased from Sigma-Aldrich apart for alprenolol, which was supplied by European Pharmacopoeia 

Reference Standard. 
Table SA1: Source parameters of LC-ESI-TOF-MS experiments in both positive and negative ion modes 

Ionization parameter Positive ion mode  Negative ion mode 
Capillary voltage 3 kV  -2.3 kV 

Extraction cone voltage 6 V 5 V 

Cone voltage 40 V 45 V 

Cone gas flow 40 L.h-1 60 L.h-1 

Desolvation gas flow 800 L.h-1 1000 L.h-1 

Source temperature 120 °C 120 °C 

Desolvation temperature 500 °C 500 °C 

Reference scan frequency 15 s 15 s 

Lockspray capillary voltage 2.8 kV  -2 kV 

Lockspray cone voltage 25 V 25 V 
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Table SA2: Data dependent scan (survey scan, Waters) and additional MS/MS acquisition parameters of LC-IMS-MS 
experiments 

Acquisition parameter Values 

Mass range acquisition 200-2000 

Intensity threshold (positive mode) 800 

Intensity threshold (negative mode) 600 

Fragmented ion from each scan 3 

Number of MS/MS scans for each ion 3 

Exclusion time after MS/MS scan 10 s 

Low mass Collision energy ramp 20-35 eV 

High mass Collision energy ramp 35-50 eV 

Additional MS/MS collision energy ramp 25-40 eV 

UNIFI parameters: 

The data processing with the UNIFI software were performed with an intensity threshold of 20 counts, 

a high background filter, the maximum number of peaks per channel is fixed at 200000. The lockmass 

settings were: the reference mass of 556.2766 and 554.2615 for both positive and negative ion mode, 

with a mass window of 0.1 m/z and a combine width on 3 scans. The targeted screen settings are not 

set for plasma analysis, but only for calibrant experiments: the target match tolerance was set at 10 

ppm, adducts was changed in function of the calibrant species wanted. 
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Figure SA1: Calibration curves CCS’= f(tD’) for different calibrants described for ion mobility in positive mode with a IMS 

pressure = 2.9 mbar, wave height=40 V and wave velocity=600 m/s 

 

Figure SA2: Calibration curves CCS’= f(tD’) for different calibrants described for ion mobility in negative mode with a IMS 
pressure = 2.9 mbar, wave height=40 V and wave velocity=800 m/s. 
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Calibrant A t0 N 

Tune Mix 554.24527 ± 5.40273 0.10455 ± 0.02594 0.51283 ± 0.00394 

Polyalanine 625.62051 ± 15.34167 0.52026 ± 0.07321 0.48021 ± 0.01065 

Dextran 535.33141 ± 32.11662 0.10717 ±  0.20756 0.56887 ± 0.02143  

Major Mix 499.69694 ± 52.89797 -0.10613 ± 0.31544 0.56689 ± 0.04045 

Polyglycine 719.36885 ± 70.37053 1.00541 ± 0.28307 0.41922 ± 0.05184 

PEO 636.46654 ± 14.12044 0.54263 ± 0.07607 0.48801 ± 0.0088 

PEG 470.55746 ± 10.30038 1.14877 ± 0.07297 0.52299 ± 0.00813 

TAA 525.18383 ± 14.5804 0.09683 ± 0.06263 0.55682 ± 0.01351 

Drug standards 399.664 ± 55.89147 -0.62126 ± 0.31638 0.67664 ± 0.06086 

Lipid standards 410.10486 ± 141.3 -1.08571 ± 1.31725 0.61335 ± 0.11697 
Table SA3: Calibration curve equations for all calibrants in positive mode, with the equation: CCS’= A (tD’-t0)N using Origin 

software (Origin Pro 2018 b9.5.0.193) 

Calibrant A t0 N 

Tune Mix 503.9596 ± 11.34385 0.30893 ± 0.07709 0.4934 ± 0.00827 

Polyalanine 431.19565 ± 11.99347 -0.05473 ± 0.09533 0.56747 ± 0.01011 

Dextran 387.48115 ± 56.83304 -0.60605 ± 0.56996 0.60602 ± 0.04836 

Major Mix 390.20107 ± 25.69704 -0.39651 ± 0.20474 0.6087 ± 0.02353 

Polymalic acid 3.3217 ± 0.65083 1.93359 ± 0.20645 0.84883 ± 0.15015 

Lipid standards 60.50266 ± 155.29345 -7.54213 ± 8.82223 1.13811 ± 0.69994 
Table SA4: Calibration curve equations for all calibrants in negative mode, with the equation: CCS’= A (tD’-t0)N using Origin 

software (Origin Pro 2018 b9.5.0.193) 
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Figure SA3: Calibration curve CCS'=f(tD') for the ESI Low concentration Tuning Mix calibrant in both positive (on the left) and 
negative(on the right) modes with wave height=40, 35, 30V and wave velocity = 600, 500, 400m/s in positive mode and  800, 

650 and 500 m/s in negative mode, respectively 

 
Figure SA4: Calibration curve CCS'=f(tD') for the lipid standards in both positive (on the left) and negative (on the right) 

modes with wave height=40, 35, 30V and wave velocity = 600, 500, 400m/s in positive mode and  800, 650 and 500 m/s in 
negative mode, respectively 

 
Figure SA5: Calibration curve CCS'=f(tD') for polyalanine in both positive (on the left) and negative (on the right) modes with 

wave height=40, 35, 30V and wave velocity = 600, 500, 400m/s in positive mode and  800, 650 and 500 m/s in negative 
mode, respectively 
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Figure SA6: Calibration curve CCS'=f(tD') for dextran in both positive (on the left) and negative (on the right) modes with 
wave height=40, 35, 30V and wave velocity = 600, 500, 400m/s in positive mode and  800, 650 and 500 m/s in negative 

mode, respectively 

 
Figure SA7: Calibration curve CCS'=f(tD') for Major Mix in both positive (on the left) and negative (on the right) modes with 

wave height=40, 35, 30V and wave velocity = 600, 500, 400m/s in positive mode and  800, 650 and 500 m/s in negative 
mode, respectively 

  

Figure SA8: Calibration curve CCS'=f(tD') for Polyglycine (in the left) and TAA (in the right) in positive mode with wave 
height=40, 35, 30V and wave velocity = 600, 500, 400m/s 
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Figure SA9: Calibration curve CCS'=f(tD') for PEO (in the left) and PEG (in the right) in positive mode with wave height=40, 
35, 30V and wave velocity = 600, 500, 400m/s 

 

Figure SA10: Calibration curve CCS'=f(tD') for the drug standards (in the left) in positive mode with wave height=40, 35, 30V 
and wave velocity = 600, 500, 400m/s and polymalic acid (in the right) in negative mode with wave height=40, 35, 30V and 

wave velocity = 800, 650 and 500 m/s  

 

 

Figure SA11: MS/MS spectrum of LPC 16:0 with the adduct [M+HCOO]- in negative mode 
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Figure SA12: MS/MS spectrum of LPE 18:0 with the adduct [M-H]- in negative mode. Ion at m/z 78.9575 

corresponds to PO3- ion from phosphate, ion at m/z 140.0186 corresponds to ethanolamine phosphate ion and 

ion at m/z 196.0432 to the neutral loss of C18:0 group. 

Figure SA13: MS/MS spectrum of PI 16:0_18:1. The ion of m/z 152.9928 corresponds to the glycerol-3-

phosphate with the loss of H2O. The ions at m/z 241.0108 and 222.9983 correspond respectively to the inositol 

phosphate ion with the loss of H2O and two H2O. The ion at m/z 391.2205 corresponds to the neutral loss of 

C18:1 and inositol.  

Figure SA14: MS/MS spectrum of PE 18:0_18:2 with the adduct [M-H]- in negative mode. Ion at m/z 140.0186 

corresponds to ethanolamine phosphate ion and ion at m/z 196.0432 to the neutral loss of C18:0 group. 
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Figure SA15: MS/MS spectrum of PC 16:0_18:1 with the adduct [M+H]+ in positive mode

Figure SA16: MS/MS spectrum of SM 18:1;O2_16:0 with the adduct [M+HCOO]- in negative mode 

Figure SA17: MS/MS spectrum of SM 18:2;O2_16:0 with the adduct [M+H]+ in positive mode 
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Figure SA18: MS/MS spectrum of CE 18:1 with the adduct [M+NH4]+ in positive mode 

 

Figure SA19: MS/MS spectrum of TG 18:1_18:1_18:2 with the adduct [M+NH4]+ in positive mode 

 

Figure SA20: MS/MS spectrum of Cer 18:1;O2/24:0 with the adduct [M-H]- in negative mode 
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Figure SA21: MS/MS spectrum of PC 18:1/18:1 with the adduct [M+H]+ in positive mode 

 

Figure SA22: MS/MS spectrum of PC 18 :0_18:2 with the adduct [M+H]+ in positive mode 

 

Figure SA23: MS/MS spectrum of PC 18:0_18:2 with the adduct [M+HCOO]- in negative mode 
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Figure SA24: MS/MS spectrum of PC 18:1/18:1 with the adduct [M+HCOO]- in negative mode 

 
Figure SA25: CCS values of some lipids according to the calibrant used, in negative ion mode. 

The error bars represent the RSD on nine values. 
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Figure SA26: Comparison of mean relative deviations between lipid CCS from our calibrations and reference CCS according to 

the calibrant in positive mode, by comparing with: a. all literature CCS values chosen in the order: DTIMS stepped-field, 
DTIMS single-field and TWIMS or TIMS. B. single-field DTIMS CCS values. C. TIMS CCS values. D. TWIMS CCS values 

 

 

 

A B 

C D 
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Figure SA27: Comparison of mean relative deviations between lipid CCS from our calibrations and reference CCS according to 
the calibrant in negative mode, by comparing with: A. stepped-field DTIMS, B. Single-field DTIMS, C. All literature CCS values 

chosen in the order: DTIMS stepped-field, DTIMS single-field and TWIMS or TIMS, D. TIMS, E. TWIMS. 
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Compounds 
Theoretical 

m/z CCS (N2) in 
Å² 

Hinnenkamp 
et al, 20184 

Goscinny et 
al, 20195  

Waters and Righetti 
et al, 20206 

acetaminophen 152.0712 130.4 x x x 

caffeine 195.0882 138.2 x x x 

sulfaguanidine 215.0603 146.8 x x x 

polyalanine (n= 3) 232.1297 151   x   

polyalanine (n= 4) 303.1668 166   x   

sulfadimethoxine 311.0814 168.41 x x x 

polyalanine (n= 5) 374.2039 181   x   

L-valyl-L-tyrosyl-L-valine 380.2185 191.7 x x x 

polyalanine (n= 6) 445.2411 195   x   

verapamil 455.291 208.8 x x x 

terfenadine 472.3216 228.7 x x x 

polyalanine (n= 7) 516.2782 211 x x x 

leucine-enkephaline 556.2771 229.8 x x x 

polyalanine (n= 8) 587.3153 228 x x x 

reserpine 609.2812 252.3 x x x 

polyalanine (n= 9) 658.3524 243 x x x 

polyalanine (n= 10) 729.3895 256 x x x 

polyalanine (n= 11) 800.4266 271 x x x 

polyalanine (n= 12) 871.4637 282 x x x 

polyalanine (n= 13) 942.5009 294 x x x 

polyalanine (n= 14) 1013.538 306   x x 

perfluoroalkylphosphazine 1 1022.004 263   x x 

polyalanine (n= 15) 1084.5751 321.5   x x 

perfluoroalkylphosphazine 2 1121.9976 276   x x 

polyalanine (n= 16) 1155.6122 333.6   x x 

Ultramark 

1221.99119 291.2   x 

1321.98481 304   x 

1421.97842 316.7   x 

1521.97203 329   x 

1621.96564 340.1   x 

1721.95926 351.3   x 

1821.95287 362.1   x 

1921.94648 372.6   x 

Table SA5: Compounds used for different calibration with Major Mix (Waters) according to the publication 
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Positive ion mode 

m/z 

CCS (N2) in Å² 

Stow et al, 20177 Zhou et 
al, 20168 

Hernandez 
et al, 20149 Interlab Intralab 

118 121.51 121.3 121.5 116.2 

322 153.67 153.73 153.4 151.9 

622 202.67 202.96 202.4 202.4 

922 243.05 243.64 242.7 243.8 

1222 281.25 282.2 280.9 274.1 

1522 315.79 316.96 315.7 317.2 

1822 350.43 351.25   342.5 

2122 381.4 383.03   388.3 

2422 410.28 412.96   429.5 

2722 437.94 441.21   447.4 

Table SA6: Reference CCS of Tune Mix in positive mode (in the left) and in negative mode (in the right) according to various 
publications 

Lipid standards Ions m/z 

CCS 
calibrated 
with Tune 

Mix 

RSD (%) on nine 
values 

PA 14:1/14 :1 [M-H]- 587.373 239.45 0.20 

PA 14:1/14 :1 [M+HCOO]- 633.377 249.29 0.26 

PE 14:1/14 :1 [M-H]- 630.414 247.28 0.16 

PE 14:1/14 :1 [M+HCOO]- 676.418 260.06 0.24 

PG 14:1/14 :1 [M-H]- 661.408 254.90 0.24 

PC 14:1/14:1 [M+HCOO]- 718.466 272.66 0.33 

PS 14:1/14 :1 [M-H]- 674.403 258.28 0.30 

PC 16:0/16:0 [M+HCOO]- 778.560 286.58 0.27 

PI 14:1/14 :1 [M-H]- 749.424 269.81 0.26 

PC 20:0/20:0 [M+HCOO]- 890.687 308.75 0.28 
Table SA7: New published CCS values for lipid standards calibrated by the Tune Mix in negative ion mode 

Plasma lipids Ions m/z rt 
Tune Mix 

Mean CCS (Å²) RSD (%) 

Cer 18:1;O2/12:0 [M+H-H2O]+ 464.451 13.38 242.58 0.12 

Cholesterol [M+H-H2O]+ 369.369 19.68 204.37 0.23 

HexCer 18:1;O2/12:0 [M+H-H2O]+ 626.495 12.34 266.70 0.16 

PC 13:0/13:0 [M+H]+ 650.479 11.87 268.64 0.16 

PC 13:0/13:0 [M+Na]+ 672.462 11.87 272.46 0.16 

PC 14:0_18:2 [M+H]+ 730.524 13.72 280.24 0.14 

PC 16:0_18:1 [M+Na]+ 782.577 15.59 291.52 0.17 

PC 16:0_20:4 [M+Na]+ 804.537 14.68 292.89 0.20 

PC 18:0_18:1 [M+Na]+ 810.588 16.52 297.49 0.15 

PC 18:0_20:4 [M+Na]+ 832.581 15.71 298.71 0.17 

SM 18:2;O2/14:0 [M+H]+ 673.517 13.83 277.07 0.13 

Negative ion mode 

m/z 

CCS (N2) in Å² 

Stow et al, 20177 Zhou 
et al, 
20168 

Hernandez 
et al, 
20149 

Interlab Intralab 

113 108.93 108.23     

302 140.66 140.04 136.6 109.6 

602 180.94 180.77 178.4 172.8 

1034 255.59 255.34 251.2 261.9 

1334 285.29 284.76 280.9 285.4 

1634 319.53 319.03 315.8 332.1 

1934 354.32 352.55   352.5 

2234 382.39 380.74   405.2 

2534 413.67 412.99   433.6 

2834 431.98 432.62   505.1 
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Table SA8: New published CCS values for plasma lipids calibrated by the Tune Mix in positive ion mode 

 

Plasma lipids Ions m/z rt 
Tune Mix 

Mean CCS (Å²) RSD (%) 

Cer 18:1;O2/12:0 [M-H]- 480.444 13.43 235.17 0.16 

LPC 18:0 [M+HCOO]- 568.363 7.65 244.57 0.20 

LPC 18:2 [M+HCOO]- 564.336 3.96 239.13 0.21 

LPC 20:4 [M-H-CH3]- 528.330 3.74 225.39 0.20 

PC 18:0_18:2;O [M+HCOO]- 846.591 13.13 297.97 0.22 

PC O-16:0_18:2 [M+HCOO]- 788.538 14.32 288.72 0.18 

PE 12:0_12:0 [M-H]- 578.383 10.78 239.30 0.16 

PE O-18:2_20:4 [M-H]- 748.539 15.59 273.38 0.26 

SM 18:1;O2/14:1 [M+HCOO]- 717.523 12.08 277.57 0.27 

SM 18:1;O2/15:0 [M+HCOO]- 733.541 13.82 281.62 0.21 
Table SA9: New published CCS values for plasma lipids calibrated by the Tune Mix in negative ion mode 
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Table SB1.a: Information on calibrant used in positive ion mode: m/z, CCS, mean tD' determined with 

UNIFI software on the three ion mobility conditions (extract) 

Positive mode Negative mode 

Lipids Ions m/z RT Lipids Ions m/z RT  

CE 18:1 [M+NH4]+ 668.635 26.5 Cer 18:1;O2/12:0 [M-H]- 480.444 13.43  

CE 18:2 [M+NH4]+ 666.624 25.95 Cer 18:1;O2/24:0 [M-H]- 648.6334 19.78  

CE 20:4 [M+NH4]+ 690.633 25.63 LPC 16:0 [M+HCOO]- 540.3414 5.18  

Cer 18:1;O2/12:0 [M+H-H2O]+ 464.451 15.48 LPC 16:0 [M-H-CH3]- 480.3098 5.18  

Cer 18:1;O2/22:0 [M+H-H2O]+ 604.605 21.76 LPC 18:0 [M-H-CH3]- 508.3448 7.65  

Cer 18:1;O2/23:0 [M+H-H2O]+ 618.608 22.24 LPC 18:0 [M+HCOO]- 568.3627 7.65  

Cer 18:1;O2/24:0 [M+H-H2O]+ 632.638 22.71 LPC 18:1 [M+HCOO]- 566.3421 5.68  

Cholesterol [M+H-H2O]+ 369.369 22.69 LPC 18:1 [M-H-CH3]- 506.3257 5.68  

HexCer 18:1;O2/12:0 [M+H-H2O]+ 626.495 14.21 LPC 18:2 [M+HCOO]- 564.3356 3.96  

LPC 16:0 [M+Na]+ 518.338 5.23 LPC 18:2 [M-H-CH3]- 504.3206 3.96  

LPC 16:0 [M+H]+ 496.339 5.23 LPC 20:4 [M-H-CH3]- 528.33 3.74  

LPC 18:0 [M+H]+ 524.368 8.11 LPE 16:0 [M-H]- 452.3 5.52  

LPC 18:0 [M+Na]+ 546.36 8.11 LPE 17:0 [M-H]- 494.34 6.44  

LPC 18:1 [M+H]+ 522.357 5.78 LPE 18:0 [M-H]- 480.34 7.94  

LPC 18:1 [M+Na]+ 544.348 5.78 LPE 18:1 [M-H]- 478.32 5.96  

LPC 18:2 [M+H]+ 520.341 3.96 LPE 18:2 [M-H]- 476.29 4.21  

LPC 18:2 [M+Na]+ 542.32 3.96 PC 13:0_13:0 [M+HCOO]- 694.4618 11.93  

LPC 20:4 [M+H]+ 544.338 3.8 PC 14:0_18:2 [M+HCOO]- 774.5294 13.76  

LPC 20:4 [M+Na]+ 566.324 3.8 PC 15:0_18:2 [M+HCOO]- 788.538 14.32  

PC 13:0_13:0 [M+H]+ 650.479 13.64 PC 16:0/16:0 [M+HCOO]- 778.5626 15.43  

PC 13:0_13:0 [M+Na]+ 672.462 13.65 PC 16:0_18:0 [M+HCOO]- 806.5667 15.57  

PC 14:0_18:2 [M+H]+ 730.524 15.84 PC 16:0_18:1 [M+HCOO]- 804.5811 15.57  

PC 15:0_18:2 [M+H]+ 744.559 16.49 PC 16:0_18:2 [M+HCOO]- 802.5606 14.85  

PC 16:0/16:0 [M+H]+ 734.571 17.87 PC 16:0_20:4 [M+HCOO]- 826.5583 14.75  

PC 16:0_18:0 [M+H]+ 762.598 19.1 PC 16:0_20:5 [M+HCOO]- 824.5482 14.09  

PC 16:0_18:1 [M+H]+ 760.583 18.05 PC 16:1_18:2 [M+HCOO]- 800.5304 14.01  

PC 16:0_18:1 [M+Na]+ 782.577 18.05 PC 17:0_18:1 [M+HCOO]- 818.6074 16.04  

PC 16:0_20:4 [M+H]+ 782.577 17.03 PC 17:0_18:2 [M+HCOO]- 816.5695 15.35  

PC 16:0_20:4 [M+Na]+ 804.537 17.01 PC 18:0_18:1 [M+HCOO]- 832.6035 16.54  

PC 16:0_20:5 [M+H]+ 802.516 16.24 PC 18:0_18:2 [M+HCOO]- 830.5356 15.8  

PC 16:1_18:2 [M+H]+ 756.561 16.32 PC 18:0_18:2;O [M+HCOO]- 846.5911 13.13  

PC 17:0_18:1 [M+H]+ 774.598 18.65 PC 18:0_20:3 [M+HCOO]- 856.6206 16.1  

PC 17:0_18:2 [M+H]+ 772.579 17.57 PC 18:0_20:4 [M+HCOO]- 854.5998 15.72  

PC 18:0_18:1 [M+H]+ 788.618 19.25 PC 18:0_22:0 [M+HCOO]- 878.5798 15.51  

PC 18:0_18:1 [M+Na]+ 810.588 19.25 PC 18:0_22:5 [M+HCOO]- 880.6029 15.79  

PC 18:0_18:2 [M+H]+ 786.606 18.4 PC 18:1/18:1 [M+HCOO]- 830.586 15.83  

PC 18:0_20:3 [M+H]+ 812.63 18.74 PC 18:2_20:4 [M+HCOO]- 850.5652 14.55  
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PC 18:0_20:4 [M+H]+ 810.6 18.27 PC O-16:0_18:2 [M+HCOO]- 788.538 14.32  

PC 18:0_20:4 [M+Na]+ 832.581 18.27 PE 12:0_12:0 [M-H]- 578.3827 10.78  

PC 18:0_22:5 [M+H]+ 836.598 18.36 PE 16:0_20:4 [M-H]- 738.5115 15.02  

PC 18:0_22:6 [M+H]+ 834.601 18.01 PE 18:0_18:1 [M-H]- 744.5484 16.81  

PC 18:1/18:1 [M+H]+ 786.599 18.2 PE 18:0_18:2 [M-H]- 742.5334 16.07  

PC 16:0_18:2 [M+H]+ 758.571 17.13 PE 18:0_20:4 [M-H]- 766.5427 15.98  

PC 18:2_20:4 [M+H]+ 806.572 16.78 PE O-16:1_20:4 [M-H]- 722.5098 15.5  

PC 18:2_O-16:0 [M+H]+ 744.559 17.9 PE O-18:1_20:4 [M-H]- 750.5499 16.47  

SM 18:2;O2/14:0 [M+H]+ 673.517 13.83 PE O-18:2_20:4 [M-H]- 748.5388 15.59  

SM 18:1;O2/15:0 [M+H]+ 689.565 15.88 PI 16:0_18:1 [M-H]- 835.508 14.6  

SM 18:2;O2/16:0 [M+H]+ 701.557 15.44 PI 18:0_20:4 [M-H]- 885.548 14.81  

SM 34:1;O2 [M+H]+ 703.585 16.57 SM 18:2;O2/14:0 [M+HCOO]- 717.5233 12.08  

SM 34:1;O2 [M+Na]+ 725.557 16.57 SM 18:1;O2/15:0 [M+HCOO]- 733.541 13.82  

SM 36:1;O2 [M+H]+ 731.6 17.89 SM 18:2;O2/16:0 [M+HCOO]- 745.551 13.42  

SM 38:1;O2 [M+H]+ 759.643 19.17 SM 34:1;O2 [M+HCOO]- 747.5581 14.37  

SM 38:1;O2 [M+Na]+ 781.623 19.17 SM 40:1;O2 [M+HCOO]- 831.6575 17.48  

SM 40:1;O2 [M+H]+ 787.673 20.35 SM 42:1;O2 [M+HCOO]- 859.6949 18.43  

SM 40:1;O2 [M+Na]+ 809.667 20.35 SM 42:2;O2 [M+HCOO]- 857.6703 17.42  

SM 40:2;O2 [M+H]+ 785.662 19.38      

SM 41:1;O2 [M+H]+ 801.674 20.87      

SM 42:1;O2 [M+H]+ 815.712 21.38      

SM 42:1;O2 [M+Na]+ 837.673 21.38      

SM 42:2;O2 [M+H]+ 813.69 20.28      

SM 42:2;O2 [M+Na]+ 835.6622 20.25      

SM 42:3;O2 [M+H]+ 833.662 19.32      

SM 42:3;O2 [M+Na]+ 811.671 19.32      

SM 43:1;O2 [M+H]+ 829.7072 21.66      

SM 43:2;O2 [M+H]+ 827.706 20.6      

TG 12:0_14:0_16:0 [M+NH4]+ 740.663 24.35      

TG 14:0_16:0_18:0 [M+NH4]+ 824.778 26.19      

TG 16:0_18:0_18:0 [M+NH4]+ 880.848 27.17      

TG 16:0_18:0_18:1 [M+NH4]+ 878.825 26.73      

TG 16:0_18:0_20:0 [M+NH4]+ 908.876 27.6      

TG 16:0_18:1_18:1 [M+NH4]+ 876.804 26.26      

TG 16:0_18:2_20:4 [M+NH4]+ 896.776 24.91      

TG 18:0_18:1_18:1 [M+NH4]+ 904.834 26.75      

TG 18:1_18:1_18:2 [M+NH4]+ 900.814 25.67      

TG 18:1_18:2_18:2 [M+NH4]+ 898.781 25.4      
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 Table SB1.a: Information on calibrant used in positive ion mode: m/z, CCS, mean tD' determined with UNIFI 

software on the three ion mobility conditions (extract) 

       H40 H35 H30 

Tune Mix m/z z m 
CCS (N2) in 

Å² 
1/µ CCS' td' td' td' 

TuneMix_118 118.0857 1 118.1 121.3 0.044 577.13 1.18 1.17 1.24 

Tune Mix_322 322.048 1 322.0 153.73 0.039 780.33 2.07 2.15 2.21 

TuneMix_622 622.0273 1 622.0 202.96 0.037 1050.69 3.59 3.78 3.98 

TuneMix_922 922.0053 1 922.0 243.64 0.037 1270.21 5.13 5.44 5.77 

TuneMix_1222 1221.9855 1 1222.0 282.2 0.037 1476.60 6.84 7.27 7.76 

TuneMix_1522 1521.9696 1 1522.0 316.96 0.036 1662.15 8.62 9.18 9.81 

TuneMix_1822 1821.9443 1 1821.9 351.25 0.036 1844.72 10.55 11.23 12.02 

S.M. Stow, T.J. Causon, X. Zheng, R.T. Kurulugama, T. Mairinger, J.C. May, E.E. Rennie, E.S. Baker, R.D. Smith, J.A. McLean, S. 

Hann, J.C. Fjeldsted, An Interlaboratory Evaluation of Drift Tube Ion Mobility-Mass Spectrometry Collision Cross Section 

Measurements, Anal Chem, 89 (2017) 9048-9055. 

       H40 H35 H30 

Polyalanine m/z z m 
CCS (N2) in 

Å² 
1/µ CCS' td' td' td' 

Polyala_A3 232.1267 1 232.1 151.00 0.040 754.86 1.99 2.06 2.12 

Polyala_A4 303.1657 1 303.2 166.00 0.039 840.52 2.37 2.48 2.57 

Polyala_A5 374.2026 1 374.2 181.00 0.038 923.92 2.77 2.93 3.08 

Polyala_A6 445.2398 1 445.2 195.00 0.038 1000.95 3.20 3.37 3.57 

Polyala_A7 516.2769 1 516.3 211.00 0.038 1087.52 3.69 3.90 4.12 

Polyala_A8 587.3121 1 587.3 228.00 0.037 1178.82 4.28 4.54 4.83 

Polyala_A9 658.3467 1 658.3 243.00 0.037 1259.47 4.81 5.11 5.43 

Polyala_A10 729.3831 1 729.4 256.00 0.037 1329.49 5.30 5.67 6.04 

Polyala_A11 800.4205 1 800.4 271.00 0.037 1409.70 5.87 6.27 6.70 

Polyala_A12 871.4576 1 871.5 282.00 0.037 1468.95 6.45 6.87 7.35 

Polyala_A13 942.4941 1 942.5 294.00 0.037 1533.26 7.02 7.54 8.06 

Polyala_A14 1013.5312 1 1013.5 306.00 0.037 1597.46 7.58 8.10 8.68 

I. Campuzano, M.F. Bush, C.V. Robinson, C. Beaumont, K. Richardson, H. Kim, H.I. Kim, Structural characterization of drug-like 

compounds by ion mobility mass spectrometry: comparison of theoretical and experimentally derived nitrogen collision cross 

sections, Anal Chem, 84 (2012) 1026-1033. 

       H40 H35 H30 

Dextran m/z z m 
CCS (N2) in 

Å² 
1/µ CCS' td' td' td' 

dextran_2 365.1055 1 365.1 179.54 0.038 915.66 2.64 2.80 2.93 

Dextran_3 527.1587 1 527.2 215.00 0.038 1108.74 3.75 3.97 4.20 

Dextran_4 689.207 1 689.2 243.36 0.037 1262.51 4.68 4.97 5.28 

Dextran_5 851.2588 1 851.3 273.81 0.037 1425.76 5.72 6.09 6.49 

Dextran_6 1013.3099 1 1013.3 302.06 0.037 1576.88 6.74 7.19 7.69 

Dextran_7 1175.3625 1 1175.4 330.94 0.037 1730.88 7.92 8.46 9.06 

Dextran_8 1337.4144 1 1337.4 355.80 0.036 1863.53 9.02 9.63 10.33 

Dextran_9 1499.4686 1 1499.5 377.70 0.036 1980.43 10.04 10.72 11.51 

Dextran_10 1661.52 1 1661.5 397.83 0.036 2087.82 11.15 11.92 12.81 

J. Hofmann, W.B. Struwe, C.A. Scarff, J.H. Scrivens, D.J. Harvey, K. Pagel, Estimating Collision Cross Sections of Negatively 

Charged N-Glycans using Traveling Wave Ion Mobility-Mass Spectrometry, Analytical Chemistry, 86 (2014) 10789-10795. 
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       H40 H35 H30 

Major Mix m/z z m 
CCS (N2) 

in Å² 
1/µ CCS' td' td' td' 

Acetaminophen 152.0708 1 152.1 130.4 0.042 634.16 1.37 1.38 1.36 

Caffeine 195.0868 1 195.1 138.2 0.041 683.92 1.59 1.63 1.64 

sulfaguanidine 215.0585 1 215.1 146.8 0.040 730.75 1.77 1.84 1.89 

Polyala_A3 232.107 1 232.1 151.00 0.040 754.86 1.88 1.95 1.99 

sulfadimethoxine 311.0809 1 311.1 166.00 0.039 841.43 2.43 2.50 2.65 

Polyala_A5 374.2015 1 374.2 168.4 0.038 859.60 2.77 2.93 3.09 

L-valyl-L-tyrosyl-L-valine 380.218 1 380.2 181.00 0.038 924.43 3.12 3.29 3.51 

Polyala_A6 445.2383 1 445.2 191.7 0.038 984.02 3.21 3.38 3.59 

Verapamil 455.2911 1 455.3 195.00 0.038 1001.61 3.71 3.92 4.14 

terfenadine 472.3221 1 472.3 208.8 0.038 1073.61 4.34 4.61 4.91 

Polyala_A7 516.275 1 516.3 228.7 0.038 1178.75 3.71 3.92 4.14 

leucine-enkephaline 556.2773 1 556.3 211 0.038 1089.54 4.38 4.65 4.95 

Polyala_A8 587.3096 1 587.3 229.8 0.037 1188.12 4.30 4.57 4.84 

Reserpine 609.2804 1 609.3 252.3 0.037 1305.52 5.19 5.53 5.91 

Polyala_A9 658.3432 1 658.3 243 0.037 1259.47 4.84 5.15 5.46 

Polyala_A10 729.3799 1 729.4 256 0.037 1329.49 5.34 5.65 6.04 

Polyala_A11 800.4185 1 800.4 271 0.037 1409.70 5.89 6.29 6.69 

Polyala_A12 871.4548 1 871.5 282 0.037 1468.95 6.47 6.91 7.39 

Polyala_A13 942.4895 1 942.5 294 0.037 1533.26 7.03 7.51 8.05 

Polyala_A14 1013.5278 1 1013.5 306 0.037 1597.46 7.59 8.11 8.70 

perfluoroalkylphosphazine 2 1122.0684 1 1122.1 276.5 0.037 1445.33 6.24 6.64 7.09 

MajorMix_1222 1221.9885 1 1222.0 291.2 0.037 1523.69 6.89 7.32 7.82 

MajorMix_1322 1321.971 1 1322.0 304 0.036 1592.02 7.50 7.98 8.52 

MajorMix_1422 1421.9671 1 1422.0 316.7 0.036 1659.74 8.12 8.64 9.24 

MajorMix_1522 1521.9606 1 1522.0 329 0.036 1725.29 8.74 9.31 9.95 

MAjorMix_1622 1621.9484 1 1621.9 340.1 0.036 1784.50 9.37 9.98 10.67 

MajorMix_1722 1721.9416 1 1721.9 351.3 0.036 1844.17 10.00 10.65 11.39 

MajorMix_1822 1821.9382 1 1821.9 362.1 0.036 1901.70 10.63 11.32 12.12 

MajorMix_1922 1921.8912 1 1921.9 372.6 0.036 1957.62 11.27 12.00 12.86 

CCS values from Waters 

       H40 H35 H30 

Polyglycine m/z z m CCS (N2) in Å² 1/µ CCS' td' td' td' 

G6 304.1234 1 304.1 160.00 0.039 810.25 2.23 2.32 2.41 

G7 361.1455 1 361.1 170.00 0.038 866.68 2.53 2.65 2.76 

G8 418.1671 1 418.2 181.00 0.038 927.32 2.80 2.96 3.12 

G9 475.1887 1 475.2 194.00 0.038 997.68 3.17 3.34 3.55 

G10 532.2099 1 532.2 206.00 0.038 1062.57 3.56 3.76 3.97 

G11 589.2292 1 589.2 216.00 0.037 1116.86 3.90 4.13 4.37 

G12 646.2485 1 646.2 226.00 0.037 1170.91 4.24 4.50 4.77 

G13 703.2679 1 703.3 234.00 0.037 1214.40 4.49 4.77 5.07 

G14 760.2864 1 760.3 248.00 0.037 1288.91 4.98 5.29 5.64 

T.W. Knapman, J.T. Berryman, I. Campuzano, S.A. Harris, A.E. Ashcroft, Considerations in experimental and theoretical 

collision cross-section measurements of small molecules using travelling wave ion mobility spectrometry-mass spectrometry, 

International Journal of Mass Spectrometry, 298 (2010) 17-23. 
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       H40 H35 H30 

PEO m/z z m 
CCS (N2) in 

Å² 
1/µ CCS' td' td' td' 

PEO_7 363.1963 1 363.2 174.7 0.038 890.82 2.55 2.68 2.78 

PEO_8 407.2253 1 407.2 187.2 0.038 958.27 2.83 2.98 3.13 

PEO_9 451.2518 1 451.3 198.3 0.038 1018.30 3.15 3.30 3.49 

PEO_10 495.2792 1 495.3 209.2 0.038 1077.07 3.50 3.68 3.87 

PEO_11 539.3049 1 539.3 221.8 0.038 1144.44 3.88 4.08 4.30 

PEO_12 583.3303 1 583.3 232.7 0.037 1202.93 4.24 4.48 4.73 

PEO_13 627.3554 1 627.4 243.2 0.037 1259.23 4.61 4.87 5.15 

PEO_14 671.3801 1 671.4 253.7 0.037 1315.44 4.97 5.27 5.58 

PEO_15 715.406 1 715.4 263.5 0.037 1367.94 5.34 5.67 6.02 

PEO_16 759.4326 1 759.4 272.9 0.037 1418.29 5.68 6.03 6.46 

PEO_17 803.4585 1 803.5 282.9 0.037 1471.70 6.12 6.51 6.95 

PEO_18 847.4849 1 847.5 291.6 0.037 1518.29 6.40 6.85 7.42 

PEO_19 891.5106 1 891.5 300.5 0.037 1565.86 6.91 7.36 7.86 

PEO_20 935.535 1 935.5 309.4 0.037 1613.40 7.29 7.78 8.32 

PEO_21 979.5628 1 979.6 318.2 0.037 1660.37 7.69 8.20 8.77 

PEO_22 1023.5889 1 1023.6 326.1 0.037 1702.61 8.08 8.62 9.23 

PEO_23 1067.6158 1 1067.6 335.3 0.037 1751.61 8.47 9.05 9.69 

PEO_24 1111.6149 1 1111.6 342.50 0.037 1790.13 8.86 9.47 10.15 

J.R.N. Haler, C. Kune, P. Massonnet, C. Comby-Zerbino, J. Jordens, M. Honing, Y. Mengerink, J. Far, E. De Pauw, Comprehensive Ion Mobility 

Calibration: Poly(ethylene oxide) Polymer Calibrants and General Strategies, Anal Chem, 89 (2017) 12076-12086. 

       H40 H35 H30 

PEG m/z z m 
CCS (N2) in 

Å² 
1/µ CCS' td' td' td' 

PEG_8 393.2099 1 393.2 116 0.038 593.12 2.72 2.88 3.01 

PEG_9 437.2364 1 437.2 127 0.038 651.55 3.01 3.17 3.36 

PEG_10 481.2634 1 481.3 137 0.038 704.80 3.32 3.48 3.67 

PEG_11 525.2898 1 525.3 148 0.038 763.15 3.67 3.86 4.06 

PEG_12 569.3153 1 569.3 158 0.037 816.31 4.02 4.24 4.48 

PEG_13 613.34 1 613.3 168 0.037 869.44 4.38 4.65 4.92 

PEG_14 657.3653 1 657.4 178 0.037 922.54 4.75 5.03 5.34 

PEG_15 701.3917 1 701.4 187 0.037 970.43 5.12 5.43 5.77 

PEG_16 745.419 1 745.4 196 0.037 1018.29 5.50 5.84 6.25 

PEG_17 789.4465 1 789.4 205 0.037 1066.13 5.90 6.27 6.69 

PEG_18 833.4733 1 833.5 213 0.037 1108.74 6.29 6.69 7.13 

PEG_19 877.5005 1 877.5 221 0.037 1151.32 6.65 7.08 7.55 

PEG_20 921.5261 1 921.5 229 0.037 1193.88 7.00 7.45 7.98 

PEG_21 965.5526 1 965.6 236 0.037 1231.20 7.44 7.97 8.54 

PEG_22 1009.5794 1 1009.6 243 0.037 1268.50 7.88 8.41 9.00 

PEG_23 1053.6073 1 1053.6 252 0.037 1316.23 8.28 8.84 9.46 

PEG_24 1097.6334 1 1097.6 258 0.037 1348.26 8.68 9.25 9.91 

PEG_25 1141.6276 1 1141.6 264 0.037 1380.28 9.07 9.68 10.37 

PEG_26 1185.6851 1 1185.7 271 0.037 1417.51 9.47 10.11 10.84 

PEG_27 1229.7093 1 1229.7 279 0.037 1459.96 9.87 10.54 11.31 

PEG_28 1273.7337 1 1273.7 285 0.036 1491.93 10.28 10.98 11.78 

PEG_29 1317.7602 1 1317.8 293 0.036 1534.36 10.69 11.42 12.26 

PEG_30 1361.7841 1 1361.8 299 0.036 1566.31 11.10 11.87 12.74 

PEG_31 1405.8074 1 1405.8 301 0.036 1577.28 11.52 12.31 13.25 

PEG_32 1449.836 1 1449.8 313 0.036 1640.65 11.93 12.76 13.44 

PEG_33 1493.862 1 1493.9 320 0.036 1677.81 12.36 13.24   

PEG_34 1537.8876 1 1537.9 325 0.036 1704.48 12.77     
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Q. Duez, F. Chirot, R. Lienard, T. Josse, C. Choi, O. Coulembier, P. Dugourd, J. Cornil, P. Gerbaux, J. De Winter, Polymers for 

Traveling Wave Ion Mobility Spectrometry Calibration, J Am Soc Mass Spectrom, 28 (2017) 2483-2491. 

       H40 H35 H30 

TAA m/z z m 
CCS (N2) in 

Å² 
1/µ CCS' td' td' td' 

TAA_2 130.1586 1 130.2 122.2 0.043 586.65 1.31 1.30 1.25 

TAA_3 186.2215 1 186.2 143.8 0.041 709.52 1.82 1.88 1.91 

TAA_4 242.2836 1 242.3 166 0.040 831.73 2.40 2.51 2.60 

TAA_5 298.3468 1 298.3 190 0.039 961.38 3.05 3.21 3.42 

TAA_6 354.4093 1 354.4 214 0.039 1090.25 3.79 4.02 4.25 

TAA_7 410.4716 1 410.5 236.8 0.038 1212.48 4.58 4.87 5.18 

TAA_8 466.534 1 466.5 258 0.038 1326.13 5.39 5.75 6.15 

I. Campuzano, M.F. Bush, C.V. Robinson, C. Beaumont, K. Richardson, H. Kim, H.I. Kim, Structural characterization of drug-like 

compounds by ion mobility mass spectrometry: comparison of theoretical and experimentally derived nitrogen collision cross 

sections, Anal Chem, 84 (2012) 1026-1033. 

       H40 H35 H30 

Drug standards m/z z m 
CCS (N2) in 

Å² 
1/µ CCS' td' td' td' 

Acetaminophen 152.0746 1 152.1 130.4 0.042 634.16 1.36 1.37 1.32 

alprenolol 250.1796 1 250.2 157.5 0.040 790.43 2.16 2.25 2.32 

Ondansetron 294.1601 1 294.2 172.7 0.039 873.31 2.50 2.63 2.75 

Clozapine N-oxide 343.1313 1 343.1 180.6 0.039 918.98 2.76 2.93 3.08 

Colchicine 400.1737 1 400.2 196.2 0.038 1003.78 3.34 3.53 3.62 

Verapamil 455.2906 1 455.3 210.0 0.038 1078.66 3.71 3.92 4.13 

Reserpine 609.2787 1 609.3 254.3 0.037 1315.87 5.19 5.53 5.90 

I. Campuzano, M.F. Bush, C.V. Robinson, C. Beaumont, K. Richardson, H. Kim, H.I. Kim, Structural characterization of drug-like 

compounds by ion mobility mass spectrometry: comparison of theoretical and experimentally derived nitrogen collision cross 

sections, Anal Chem, 84 (2012) 1026-1033. 

       H40 H35 H30 

Lipids standards m/z z m 
CCS (N2) 

in Å² 
1/µ CCS' td' td' td' 

1,2-dihexanoyl-sn-glycero-3-
phosphoethanolamine 

412.2111 1 412.2 202.92a 0.038 1039.15 3.42 3.61 3.81 

1,2-dihexanoyl-sn-glycero-3-
phosphoethanolamine 

434.192 1 434.2 208.63a 0.038 1070.11 3.60 3.80 4.02 

1-hexadecanoyl-sn-glycero-3-
phosphoethanolamine 

454.2962 1 454.3 213.91a 0.038 1098.67 4.00 4.21 4.44 

1-hexadecanoyl-sn-glycero-3-
phosphoethanolamine 

476.2727 1 476.3 220.01a 0.038 1131.52 4.23 4.45 4.70 

1-hexadecanoyl-sn-glycero-3-
phosphocholine 

496.3419 1 496.3 230.74b 0.038 1188.04 4.57 4.83 5.11 

1-hexadecanoyl-sn-glycero-3-
phosphocholine 

518.3232 1 518.3 223.94b 0.038 1154.33 4.73 4.99 5.28 

1,2-di-(9Z-tetradecenoyl)-sn-glycerol 531.4037 1 531.4 230.30c 0.038 1187.84 4.63 4.89 5.16 
1,2-di-(9Z-tetradecenoyl)-sn-glycerol 526.4477 1 526.4 235.12c 0.038 1212.45 4.77 5.05 5.35 
1,2-di-(9Z-tetradecenoyl)-sn-glycerol 509.4217 1 509.4 235.67c 0.038 1214.25 4.74 5.03 5.35 

1-(6Z-octadecenoyl)-sn-glycero-3-
phosphocholine 

522.3518 1 522.4 233.26c 0.038 1202.61 4.68 4.96 5.27 

1-(6Z-octadecenoyl)-sn-glycero-3-
phosphocholine 

544.3423 1 544.3 235.87c 0.038 1217.32 4.78 5.05 5.34 

1,2-didecanoyl-sn-glycero-3-
phosphoethanolamine 

524.3378 1 524.3 235.4a 0.038 1213.76 4.75 5.04 5.34 

1,2-didecanoyl-sn-glycero-3-
phosphoethanolamine 

546.3189 1 546.3 242.92a 0.038 1253.82 5.02 5.33 5.66 
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N-(9Z-octadecenoyl)-sphing-4-enine 586.5186 1 586.5 258.54c 0.037 1336.67 5.70 6.06 6.45 
N-(9Z-octadecenoyl)-sphing-4-enine 564.5354 1 564.5 258.90c 0.037 1337.33 5.76 6.11 6.51 
1,2-di-(9Z-tetradecenoyl)-sn-glycero-

3-phosphate 
589.3878 1 589.4 245.83c 0.037 1271.12 5.15 5.47 5.81 

1,2-di-(9Z-tetradecenoyl)-sn-glycero-
3-phosphate 

606.4136 1 606.4 245.61c 0.037 1270.78 5.26 5.57 5.91 

1,2-di-(9Z-tetradecenoyl)-sn-glycero-
3-phosphoethanolamine 

632.4293 1 632.4 249.05c 0.037 1289.72 5.43 5.76 6.08 

1,2-di-(9Z-tetradecenoyl)-sn-glycero-
3-phosphoethanolamine 

654.407 1 654.4 256.16c 0.037 1327.52 5.69 6.03 6.43 

1,2-di-(9Z-tetradecenoyl)-sn-glycero-
3-phospho-(1'-sn-glycerol) 

663.4232 1 663.4 264.44c 0.037 1370.82 6.00 6.35 6.73 

1,2-di-(9Z-tetradecenoyl)-sn-glycero-
3-phospho-(1'-sn-glycerol) 

680.4473 1 680.4 264.68c 0.037 1372.73 6.06 6.42 6.83 

1,2-dipentadecanoyl-sn-glycero-3-
phosphoethanolamine 

664.4908 1 664.5 267.34a 0.037 1385.88 6.18 6.56 6.99 

1,2-dipentadecanoyl-sn-glycero-3-
phosphoethanolamine 

686.4553 1 686.5 270.25a 0.037 1401.87 6.42 6.80 7.24 

cholest-5-en-3beta-
yl nonadecanoate 

684.6612 1 684.7 291.96c 0.037 1514.40 7.23 7.71 8.27 

1,2-di-(9E-tetradecenoyl)-sn-glycero-
3-phosphocholine 

674.4741 1 674.5 266.42c 0.037 1381.50 6.07 6.47 6.86 

1,2-di-(9Z-tetradecenoyl)-sn-glycero-
3-phosphoserine 

676.4177 1 676.4 258.13c 0.037 1338.60 5.72 6.10 6.48 

1,2-di-(9Z-tetradecenoyl)-sn-glycero-
3-phosphoserine 

698.4329 1 698.4 258.54c 0.037 1341.60 5.76 6.13 6.51 

N-(9Z-octadecenoyl)-sphing-4-enine-
1-phosphocholine 

729.5872 1 729.6 287.60c 0.037 1493.60 7.43 7.91 8.44 

N-(9Z-octadecenoyl)-sphing-4-enine-
1-phosphocholine 

751.5705 1 751.6 275.59c 0.037 1432.02 7.04 7.45 7.98 

1,2-dihexadecanoyl-sn-glycero-3-
phosphocholine 

734.5669 1 734.6 278.4d 0.037 1446.01 7.02 7.45 7.94 

1,2-dihexadecanoyl-sn-glycero-3-
phosphocholine 

756.5511 1 756.6 280.56d 0.037 1458.00 7.13 7.58 8.06 

1,2-di-(9Z-octadecenoyl)-sn-glycero-
3-phosphoethanolamine 

744.5472 1 744.5 280.6e 0.037 1457.79 6.65 7.13 7.58 

1,2-di-(9Z-octadecenoyl)-sn-glycero-
3-phosphoethanolamine 

766.5359 1 766.5 287.57e 0.037 1494.78 7.01 7.43 7.95 

1,2-di-(9Z-tetradecenoyl)-sn-glycero-
3-phospho-(1'-myo-inositol) 

751.4347 1 751.4 287.29c 0.037 1492.82 6.48 6.90 7.32 

1,2-dieicosanoyl-sn-glycero-3-
phosphocholine 

846.6911 1 846.7 307.97a 0.037 1603.50 8.14 8.70 9.27 

1,2-dieicosanoyl-sn-glycero-3-
phosphocholine 

868.6773 1 868.7 310.72a 0.037 1618.47 8.26 8.79 9.42 

1,2,3-tri-(9Z-octadecenoyl)-glycerol 902.8137 1 902.8 322.69c 0.037 1681.79 8.83 9.64 10.32 
1,2,3-tri-(9Z-octadecenoyl)-glycerol 907.7721 1 907.8 324.23c 0.037 1690.00 8.85 9.36 10.14 

 

a: Hines, K. M.; May, J. C.; McLean, J. A.; Xu, L. Anal Chem 2016, 88, 7329-7336. 

b: Tsugawa, H.; Ikeda, K.; Takahashi, M.; Satoh, A.; Mori, Y.; Uchino, H.; Okahashi, N.; Yamada, Y.; Tada, I.; Bonini, P.; 
Higashi, Y.; Okazaki, Y.; Zhou, Z.; Zhu, Z.-J.; Koelmel, J.; Cajka, T.; Fiehn, O.; Saito, K.; Arita, M.; Arita, M.; Cold Spring 
Harbor Laboratory, 2020. 
c: Vasilopoulou, C. G.; Sulek, K.; Brunner, A. D.; Meitei, N. S.; Schweiger-Hufnagel, U.; Meyer, S. W.; Barsch, A.; Mann, 
M.; Meier, F. Nat Commun 2020, 11, 331. 

d: Leaptrot, K. L.; May, J. C.; Dodds, J. N.; McLean, J. A. Nature Communications 2019, 10. 

e: Zheng, X.; Aly, N. A.; Zhou, Y.; Dupuis, K. T.; Bilbao, A.; Paurus, V. L.; Orton, D. J.; Wilson, R.; Payne, S. H.; Smith, R. 
D.; Baker, E. S. Chem Sci 2017, 8, 7724-7736. 
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4.4. Conclusion and perspectives 

In this chapter, we have studied various commercial CCS calibrants and carried out their evaluation on 

lipid CCS measurements using the TWIMS-MS instrument in both positive and negative modes. 

Depending on the calibrant employed, CCS values can vary drastically with up to 25% deviation. To 

reduce these calibrant-induced deviations, we proposed to re-calibrate the TWCCS of ten of the 

commercial calibrants using the Tune Mix, as a reference calibrant to further re-align all the TWCCS we 

measured for lipids present in human plasma. These modified scales limit drastically calibrant-induced 

deviations and allow the access to comparable lipid CCS with very small deviations, less than 0.2% 

whatever the calibrant originally used. The re-calibrated CCS values for each calibrant constitute a 

database which allows to correct any deviation on lipid CCS values whatever the calibrant originally 

used. Resulting corrected CCS values from plasma lipids were thus efficiently matched to those 

previously reported in the literature (with deviations < 2%). Therefore, this work shows that unique 

and comparable CCS values can be obtained upon re-calibration relatively to Tune Mix CCS values. 

We have also showed that this method could be used to any previously published study, if the drift 

times of the samples and the calibrant are reported. We think that by using these re-calibrated CCS 

values, the use of CCS as a universal descriptor can be achievable.  
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Chapter V. Influence of the instruments on the measurement 

of collision cross sections 

5.1. Introduction 

In the previous chapter, the importance of the calibration step and the choice of calibrant was 

addressed for the TWIMS instrument. In this chapter, the objective was to compare CCS values 

measured across three different IMS instruments: DTIMS, TWIMS and TIMS. Different potential causes 

of CCS deviations have been studied. First, the repeatability of the CCS values for each of the three IMS 

technologies, using four instruments, including two TIMS cells has been studied. A particular attention 

has been paid to understand how the CCS values were determined in the three instruments using 

commercial software tools. This is part of an article which has been submitted to Analytica Chimica 

Acta. The workflow used for this chapter is highlighted by Figure V-1. 

 

Figure V-1: Schematic representation of the workflow used in this Chapter 

5.2. Comparison of lipid CCS values from three instruments (Article) 

Interplatform comparison of three ion mobility techniques for human plasma 
lipid collision cross sections  
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5.2.1. Abstract 

The implementation of ion mobility spectrometry (IMS) in liquid chromatography-high-resolution mass 

spectrometry (LC-HRMS) workflows has become a valuable tool for improving compound annotation 

in metabolomic analyses by increasing peak capacity and the addition of a molecular descriptor, the 

collision cross section (CCS). Although some studies reported high repeatability and reproducibility of 

CCS measurements and good interplatform agreement for small molecules, standardized protocols are 

still missing due to the lack of reference CCS values and reference materials.  

Here, we present a comparison of CCS values of approximatively one hundred lipid species 

commercially available and extracted from human plasma, determined using three different 

commercial ion mobility technologies from different laboratories, the drift tube IMS (DTIMS), the 

travelling wave IMS (TWIMS) and the trapped IMS (TIMS) to evaluate both instrument repeatability 

and interlaboratory reproducibility. We showed that CCS discrepancies of 0.3% (average) could occur 

depending on the data processing software tools. Moreover, eleven CCS calibrants were also evaluated 

yielding mean RSD below 2% for eight calibrants, ESI Low concentration tuning mix (Tune Mix) showing 

the lowest RSD (<0.5%) in both ion modes. Tune Mix calibrated CCS from the three different IMS 

instruments proved to be well correlated and highly reproducible (R² > 0.995 and mean RSD ≤ 1%). 

More than 90% of the lipid CCS had deviations of less than 1%, demonstrating high comparability 

between techniques, and the possibility to use the CCS as molecular descriptor. We also highlighted 

the need of standardized procedures for calibration, data acquisition, and data processing. This work 

demonstrates that using harmonized analytical conditions are required for interplatform 

reproducibility for CCS measurements of human plasma lipids. 

 

Keywords: 

 Lipidomics 

 Inter-laboratory comparison 

 Collision cross section 

 Drift tube ion mobility spectrometry 

 Travelling wave ion mobility spectrometry 

 Trapped ion mobility spectrometry 
 
Highlights: 

 Comparison of three IMS platforms: TWIMS, TIMS, DTIMS 

 Evaluation of CCS determination and calibration on each instrument 

 Application to the measurement of CCS from ~110 human plasma lipids. 
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5.2.2. Introduction 

Liquid chromatography coupled to high-resolution (tandem) mass spectrometry (LC-HRMS/MS) 

represents the most widely used approach for the analysis of organic compounds in many fields such 

as metabolomics and lipidomics. LC-HRMS/MS brings several complementary information for 

compound annotation such as retention time, accurate mass measurements and fragmentation 

patterns from MS/MS data. Due to the complexity and large diversity of molecules present in biological 

matrices, it is still necessary to improve compound annotation confidence. In that context, ion mobility 

- mass spectrometry (IM-MS) provides an additional separation dimension potentially useful to 

distinguish isomeric species, together with an additional molecular descriptor, the collision cross 

section (CCS) reflecting the 3D geometry of an ion in a particular buffer gas. Different ion mobility 

techniques are nowadays commercially available, such as drift tube IMS (DTIMS), travelling wave IMS 

(TWIMS), trapped IMS (TIMS) or high-field asymmetric IMS (FAIMS) often used upstream to HRMS. 

This last technology is a non-linear IMS technique [1], and is essentially used as a filter, and the 

determination of the CCS values can be more difficult. The DTIMS cell can be described as a tube filled 

with a buffer gas, in most cases nitrogen or helium at reduced pressure [2]. Ions move through the 

tube under an applied electric field, and they can be separated due to collisions with the buffer gas. 

Compact ions have less collisions with the drift gas, and thus exhibit higher drift velocities, higher 

mobilities and shorter drift times than more extended ions. Velocities of ions can be calculated from 

the experimentally measured drift times (tD) by knowing the IMS tube length. Then, the experimental 

stepped-field CCS values can be directly determined using the Mason-Schamp equation [3]. However, 

some issues are still challenging for primary measurements, like measuring the pressure and 

temperature inside the tube and determining the tube length [4]. Thus, an additional calibration step 

is usually required before single-field CCS values can be determined [5]. 

Ions are similarly separated in the TWIMS cell [6], but the electric field is no more constant and 

uniform, allowing a better IMS resolution with a smaller tube [7]. However, in this case the relationship 

between tD and the CCS is more complex. The principle of the TIMS cell is different, the ions are pushed 

by the gas and retained by the electric field. That involves a trapping step of the ions [8]. Then, the 

electric field is reduced according to a ramp, allowing the ions to leave gradually the tube, and to be 

separated. Thus, the extended ions will leave the tube before the smaller ions, in contrast to DTIMS 

and TWIMS. While the three IMS cells differ in their principles, they offer similar advantages. They 

allow an additional dimension of separation to the LC-MS methods, by increasing peak capacity and 

selectivity, and they also provide CCS values, structural molecular descriptors that reinforce 

compounds annotation. Another advantage consists in background filtering, allowing  sensitivity 

enhancement, high quality MS2 spectra [9], thus allowing the development of acquisition workflows 

such as PASEF mode [10]. 

It is now well admitted that CCS values facilitate  compound identification. Several databases have 

been developed made publicly available by using single datasets[11,12] or by compiling different 

studies into online resources, such as the CCS compendium [13], AllCCS [14], LipidCCS [15], LIPID 

MAPS® Ion Mobility Database. In addition to experimental CCS data, CCS values either calculated from 

molecular dynamics or from quantum chemistry (density functional theory) or predicted by machine 

learning [14,15] have also been reported and constitute valuable inputs to existing databases. 

Nevertheless, all the CCS values reported and present in existing databases need to be 

comprehensively cross-validated to make them readily and confidently used for metabolite 

annotation. Interoperability of CCS databases is a prerequisite to full adoption by the metabolomics 
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community [16]. A few studies have already compared ion mobility technologies to establish the 

degree of polymerization [17] or conformers separation [18], while others reported that CCS 

measurements can be highly repeatable for low molecular weight compounds [5,19,20]. Stow et al, [5] 

studied the reproducibility of the DTCCS measurements for more than 120 unique ions from 

metabolites, peptides, lipids and proteins across three different laboratories equipped with the same 

commercially available uniform field DTIM-MS and a fourth laboratory equipped with a modified DTIM-

MS used as reference instrument. For stepped-field measurements, a mean RSD of 0.29% was obtained 

over all the 120 ion species studied. For single-field CCS values, an overall average interlaboratory RSD 

of 0.38% was achieved for the three laboratories. Moreover, an average bias of 0.54% was obtained 

by comparing single-field CCS values with the corresponding reference stepped-field values [5]. Good 

inter- (over five days with three replicates per day) and intra-day (five replicates) repeatability (RSD < 

1%) has been demonstrated for TWCCS values of 224 pesticide-derived ions [21]. Intra-laboratory 

reproducibility proved to be very stable for CCS of pesticides in food (e.g. tea powder, leek, garlic) [22]. 

High interlaboratory reproducibility (average RSD = 0.14%) and ΔCCS% < 2% were reported for TWCCS  

of 53 analytical standards of mycotoxins determined with three commercial TWIM-MS instruments 

(two Waters Vion and a Synapt G2-Si) [20]. Other inter-instrumental comparisons were carried out 

using TWIMS techniques, leading to RSD of ±1% for 87 steroids using four TWIMS instruments (2 Synapt 

and 2 Vion)[19] and 542 metabolites in rat urine, using 2 Synapt instruments [23]. Thus, these intra-

technologies studies, involving identical IMS systems, demonstrated that CCS from either DTIMS or 

TWIMS devices are sufficiently repeatable to be robustly compared. Some research has also been 

conducted on the comparability of CCS measurements between TWIMS, DTIMS and/or TIMS 

platforms.23 TWCCS and DTCCS have been compared for 124 commercial standards of pharmaceuticals, 

pesticides and their metabolites: 104 out of the 124 substances were detected with both instruments 

as [M+H]+ and 97 as [M+Na]+ ions leading to deviations < 1% for most substances. However some CCS 

showed larger deviations up to 6.2% [24]. Regarding lipidomics field, previous contributions comparing 
SLIMCCS and TWCCS, both against DTCCS, have been reported, which evidenced comparable CCS values 

[25,26]. Another recent study has demonstrated the comparability of three commercially available IMS 

techniques on 87 steroids compounds (a total of 142 CCS from [M−H]−, [M+H]+ or [M+Na]+ ions), 

revealing excellent interlaboratory comparisons for 95% of ions with deviations of ±1% between 
TIMSCCS and DTCCS and of ±2% between TWCCS and DTCCS, but larger deviations up to 7% were 

reported.[27] The authors which also addressed the effect of external calibration on steroid CCS 

measurements using all three platforms, explained these discrepancies by the use of different 

calibrants for external calibration as both DTIM-MS and TIM-MS instruments were calibrated with the 

same set of calibrant ions (Tune Mix) and reference CCS values while the TWIM-MS systems were 

calibrated with different calibrants (Major Mix) and therefore using different reference CCS values [28]. 

As previously showed, the calibration step was crucial for CCS determination, particularly in lipidomics 

study [26,29,30], a comparison of lipid CCS values obtained from the three instruments using the same 

calibrant would be useful. 

To tackle these issues, we measured and compared the CCS measurements of commercial lipid 

standards and plasma lipids using the three commercially available IMS technologies, DTIMS, TIMS and 

TWIMS coupled to Q-TOF mass spectrometers present in three distinct laboratories (four instruments 

were evaluated: a DTIM-MS, two TIM-MS and a TWIM-MS). Evaluation of the external calibration step 

was carried out by comparing eleven calibrants on the three IMS devices. Then, TWCCS, TIMSCCS and 
DTCCS were compared using the same set of calibrant ions (Tune Mix) and reference CCS values.  In this 
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work, we thoroughly assessed all the potential sources of deviations that may occur during calibration, 

data acquisition, or processing. 

5.2.3. Experimental section 

Chemical and reagents. 

Polyalanine, polyglycine, L-malic acid, poly(ethylene) glycol (PEG) and poly(ethylene oxide) 

monomethyl ether (PEO) were from Sigma-Aldrich (Saint Quentin Fallavier, France), and dextran from 

Fluka analytical (Steinheim, Germany). Lipids were purchased from Avanti Polar Lipids (AL, USA): PE 

6:0/6:0, PE 10:0/10:0, PE 15:0/15:0, PC 20:0/20:0, PC 24:0/24:0, LPC 16:0, LPE 16:0, PE 18:1/18:1 Δ9 

cis, PC 16:0/16:0 and lipids from the Differential Ion Mobility System Suitability LIPIDOMIX kit (DIMS 

kit). Tune Mix solution containing six hexakis(fluoroalkoxy)phosphazines (ESI-low concentration tuning 

mix, G1969-85000) was purchased from Agilent Technologies. Major Mix IMS calibration kit was from 

Waters (Manchester, UK). The tetraalkylammonium (TAA) salts were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, 

except tetrabutylammonium hydroxide solution and tetraoctylammonium bromide which were from 

Fluka analytical.  

Drug-like compounds, i.e. acetaminophen, colchicine, ondansetron, clozapine N-oxide, verapamil, and 

reserpine were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich apart for alprenolol, which was supplied by European 

Pharmacopoeia Reference Standard. 

For DTIMS experiments, acetonitrile (ACN), and methanol (MeOH) were LC-MS grade from Honeywell 

(Riedel-de Haen, Germany). Isopropanol was hypergrade for LC-MS from Supelco (Merck, Darmstadt, 

Germany). Water was obtained from an Elga Purelab Classic UV purification system (Veolia water STI, 

Le Plessis Robinson, France). Formic acid was obtained from Sigma-Aldrich (Steinheim, Germany). 

Ammonium formate was obtained from Acros Organics (Geel, Belgium).  

For TIMS and TWIMS [29] experiment,  methanol (MeOH), chloroform, acetonitrile (ACN), isopropanol 

and formic acid (FA) were purchased from Fischer Scientific (UK, Loughborough), while ammonium 

formate was from Sigma-Aldrich (Saint Quentin Fallavier, France). Except chloroform which was HPLC 

grade, all solvents and buffers used were LC-MS grade.  

Sample preparation.  

All the IMS calibrants were prepared according to previous reference publications [31–36] except ESI-

low concentration tuning mix solution which was used as received. Details are provided in the 

supplementary information.  

Plasma lipids were extracted according to a modified Bligh and Dyer method [37] as described in a 

previous work,[29] using human plasma purchased from three donors BioPredic International (Rennes, 

France). Lipid extracts were prepared from 50 µL of plasma and were then reconstituted in 50 μL of 

chloroform/methanol 50:50 (v/v) after extraction and evaporation. For DTIMS experiments, samples 

were then diluted 1/40 and 1/10, for positive and negative mode respectively; while for TIMS, they 

were diluted 1/1000 and 1/100 in positive mode and 1/100 and 1/10 in negative mode. The dilution 

series were made with a solution of MeOH/isopropanol/H2O 65:35:5 (v/v/v), before injection into the 

LC-HRMS system. Lipid standards were prepared as previously described [29]. 

LC-IMS-MS analysis: calibration and acquisition conditions 
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Identical chromatographic set-ups were used for all the three IM-MS platforms, as previously 

described [29]. Chromatographic separations were performed using a 2.1 × 100 mm, Acquity UPLC CSH 

C18 1.7 μm column (Waters, Manchester, UK) equipped with a 0.2-μm prefilter. The sampler and 

column oven temperatures were set at 10 °C and 50 °C, respectively. The flow rate was 0.4 mL min-1. 

Mobile phase A consisted of acetonitrile/aqueous ammonium formate (10mM) (60:40) and mobile 

phase B of isopropanol/acetonitrile/ aqueous ammonium formate (10mM) (88:8:4); 0.1 % formic acid 

(FA) was added to both mobile phases. The gradient was as follows: 0–2 min, 32% B; 2–14 min, 32–

75% B; 14–26.5 min, 75-100% B; 26.5–30 min, 100% B; 30-30.5 min, 100-32% B; 30.5-35 min, 32% B. 

TWIM-MS instrument. Instrumental conditions have been reported in a previous publication [29]. 

Briefly, an UHPLC system (Vanquish, Thermo Scientific, San Jose, CA, USA) coupled to a QTOF mass 

spectrometer (Synapt G2 HDMS, Waters MS Technologies, Manchester, UK) equipped with an 

electrospray source and a traveling wave ion mobility (TWIM) cell. Chromatographic system was 

monitored by Chromeleon 7.2.9 and the Synapt instrument by Masslynx V4.2 SCN991.  

DTIM-MS instrument. The LC-DTIM-MS experiments were performed using an Infinite 1290 2D-LC 

chromatographic system (only the first dimension was used) coupled to a DTIM-QTOF mass 

spectrometer (Agilent 6560, Agilent Technologies, Waldbronn, Germany) equipped with a JetStream 

electrospray interface. Chromatographic system was monitored by Open lab CDS chemstation edition 

version C.01.09 [144] and DTIMS instrument by Agilent Masshunter version B.09.00. Details was done 

in the supplementary information as the IMS parameters are reported in Tables SA.1, SA.2. 

TIM-MS instruments. Two TIMS instruments belonging to two different laboratories were evaluated. 

TIMS-TOF Flex. A first series of LC-TIM-MS experiments were performed using an UHPLC system 

(Vanquish, Thermo Scientific, San Jose, CA, USA) hyphenated to a QTOF mass spectrometer (TIMS TOF 

Flex, Bruker Daltonics, Bremen, Germany) equipped with an electrospray source and a transfer 

cartridge SRIG MALDI 2. LC system was monitored by Bruker Compass Hystar 6.2.1.13 and the 

instrument by TIMScontrol 4.1.8. External calibration have been performed with sodium formate for 

mass, and with the chosen calibrant for ion mobility. An additional internal mobility calibration have 

been performed by injecting the calibrant at the beginning of the LC run with a 6-way valve. Details 

was done in the supplementary information as the IMS parameters are reported in Table SA.3. 

TIMS-TOFTM. A second series of LC-TIM-MS experiments have also been performed with a second QTOF 

mass spectrometer (TIMS-TOFTM, Bruker Daltonics, Bremen, Germany) located in another laboratory 

at Sorbonne University, hyphenated with an Elute LC system (Bruker) monitored with HyStar 5.1.8.1. 

External calibration in m/z in quadratic mode and IMS in linear mode were performed with the Tune 

Mix solution. The instrument was monitored by otofControl 6.2 and data was visualized with Data 

Analysis. 

Full details of all instrument parameters are reported in supplementary information (SI). 

Data processing and CCS determination. 

TWIMS experiments. Raw data were processed with UNIFI 1.9.4 and Masslynx 4.1 software (Waters) 

as previously described [29]. Driftscope v2.9 and Masslynx software were used to extract drift times 

to determine the CCS with Excel. 
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DTIMS experiments. Raw data were processed with MassHunter Qualitative Navigator B08.00 software 

(Agilent) to visualize the chromatographic and mass dimensions. Ion mobility results were processed 

using IM-MS Browser 10.0 by creating the feature list with the IMFE (IM-MS Feature Extraction) 

software tool for each analysis. Multiplexed data were first pre-processed with PNNL Preprocessor 

3.14, to reconstruct the files [37]. A homemade python script was used to integrate LC, IMS and MS 

information of the identified lipids for all the analyses, i.e. m/z, rt, tD and intensities. The CCS values 

were then determined from tD using a calibration curve.  The results were then manually examined to 

ensure the CCS values and inspected for potential missing values. 

TIMS experiments. Raw data were processed using DataAnalysis 6.0 to vizualise the results and extract 

the K0 values and with MetaboScape 8.0.2 software (Bruker) to extract the ions parameters including 

m/z, rt, 1/K0 and CCS values of the identified lipid species. A homemade python script was used to 

group the CCS values of the identified lipid compounds for each analytical sequence. Each raw file has 

been internally calibrated using the ions from the IMS calibrants. 

 Full details of data processing are reported in SI.   

5.2.4. Results and discussion 

CCS determination.  

Plasma samples and lipid standard solutions were analyzed using the four different instruments while 

keeping the same chromatographic conditions (i.e. column, mobile phases, gradient conditions, flow 

rate,…). Annotation of plasma lipids was performed on the basis of our previous study using 77 

annotated plasma lipids and 19 lipid standards analyzed using the Synapt G2 instrument,[29]  (Tables 

SB1-3). Although the electrospray ionization parameters were thoroughly optimized for each 

instrument, differences in the ionic species formed were observed depending on the ESI source. For 

example, LPC species analyzed in negative ion mode gave abundant [M−CH3]− fragment ions compared 

to [M+H]− or [M+HCOO]− ions in ESI-TWIM-MS experiments, whereas the opposite trend was observed 

for ESI-DTIM-MS and the [M−CH3]− fragment ion was almost undetectable using ESI-TIM-MS 

instrument. The Figure SA1 illustrates this issue with LPC 16:0 as a representative example. 

Consequently, we choose to report the CCS of lipid ions that we had previously detected and identified 

in TWIMS experiments [29]. Thus, 59 plasma lipids have been annotated in positive mode, with 75 

distinct ions (40 [M+H]+, 16 [M+Na]+, 13 [M+NH4]+ and 6 [M+H−H2O]+). In negative mode, 55 ions from 

51 lipids were annotated (33 [M+HCOO]−, 16 [M−H]− and 6 [M−CH3]−, the latter ions being not detected 

in TIM-MS). Overall, a total of 130 CCS values over 77 unique lipid species were identified and 

monitored with each instrument. Thus, CCS values of human plasma lipids and lipid standards were 

independently determined with the four IM-MS instruments both in positive and negative ionization 

modes, taking care to systematically use the same IMS calibrant, i.e. the Tune Mix (see below) [29]. 

Software-associated deviations in determining CCS values from raw data.  

We first evaluated the influence of data processing software tools on CCS determination. In the case 

of the commercial TWIMS instrument, three different software tools have been investigated and 

compared i) Masslynx in combination with Driftscope, ii) Progenesis QI and iii) Unifi (Figure SA2 and 

Table SB7). Rather unexpectedly, the CCS values determined using these three software packages 

differed to some extent, with 0.6% maximum deviation (0.3% on average), as a direct consequence of 

variability in peak picking and CCS calculation algorithms (see SI for details). As Unifi appears well 
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adapted to large batches processing (allowing batches processing, in contrary to Masslynx, that can 

only process individual raw files) and permits the monitoring of many processing parameters such as 

intensity thresholds as described in SI (in contrary to Progenesis QI), we decided to use Unifi to carry 

out all the data processing. In a similar manner, the Bruker software (Data Analysis and Metaboscape) 

have been compared for the determination of the TIMCCS values (details in SI) and also showed mean 

deviation of 0.5%. Finally, Metaboscape was chosen for CCS determination because it allows 

simultaneous data processing for multiple raw data or lipidomic batches. 

Moreover, one can note that the Constant value in the derived Mason-Schamp equation (Equation 1) 

used for DTCCS and TIMSCCS determination from the 1/K0 values extracted from IMS data slightly differs 

between publications or even between software, from 18500 [36,38] to 18510 (for Bruker software 

tools). 

𝐶𝐶𝑆 = 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡 ×
𝑧

𝐾0
√𝑇

𝑀𝑚

𝑀+𝑚
 with 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡 =  

3𝑒

16𝑁0
√

2𝜋

𝑘𝐵 𝐶𝐷𝑎
 Equation 1  

where z is the charge, T the temperature, K0 the mobility of the ions, M and m, the mass of the analyte 

ion and the buffer gas, respectively and, e the electron charge, N0 the gas number density, KB the 

Boltzmann’s constant and CDa, the conversion of the m/z value in kg. 

Details of the Constant calculation is provided in the SI. A global consensus on this value could be 

helpful to obtain more reproducible CCS values. 

For the DTIMS data from Agilent instrument, data processing was performed using IM-MS Browser 

software, as it is the sole software available to process DTIMS data. There are then two possible 

procedures for calibration and CCS determination: the first proceeded entirely using IM-MS Browser 

software, the second used IM-MS Browser software to extract drift times (tD) for both calibrants and 

samples. These tD values were then imported into an Excel spreadsheet to determine the CCS values 

according to Equation 2. 𝑡𝐷 = 𝛽
√

𝑚𝑖
𝑚𝑔+𝑚𝑖

𝑧
 𝐶𝐶𝑆 +  𝑡𝑓𝑖𝑥  where mi is the mass of the ions and mg is the mass 

of the drift gas, β and tfix are, respectively, the slope and the intercept of the mobility calibration curve 

equation. 

The parameters β and tfix of the linear fitting, determined either by IM-MS Browser or using Excel were 

in good agreement. Both methods led to very similar CCS values with a mean relative deviation of 

0.01% (details in SI). We chose the linear fitting with Excel because this method enabled faster data 

processing. 

To conclude, deviations observed between CCS values calculated using different software processing 

tools, although slight (≈0.3%) contribute to the whole uncertainty of the CCS measurement. Such 

software-dependent deviation needs to be minimized for a more robust use of CCS as molecular 

descriptor for annotation. 

Method evaluation.  

Different IMS parameters were tested for each of the three IMS technologies to evaluate the 

robustness of the methods for CCS measurements (Figure 2). For TWIMS experiments, three sets of 

wave heights and velocities have been tested, each in triplicates leading to nine experiments, [29] 

resulting in RSD of 0.21% for the CCS values (Table SB1.a). These values are in the same range as the 
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RSD of 0.14% previously reported for the mycotoxin study [20] and in the range of ±1% described for 

pesticides in food [22], steroids [19] and metabolites measured in rat urine [23]. For DTIMS 

experiments, CCS values assessed under five different conditions (changing the drift tube voltages and 

the multiplexing parameters [39,40] for two conditions, see Table SA2), a RSD of 0.21% was obtained 

(Table SB2.b). For TIMS experiments, the mobility ranges and the ramp time were changed to evaluate 

their influence on 1/K0 values. The mean RSD was 0.48% on 1/K0 values and 0.40% on CCS values (Table 

SB3.a).  Altogether these data demonstrate excellent robustness in CCS measurement. 

 

Figure 2: Evaluation of the method and intra-instrument performance, for the three different technologies. For DTIMS, the 
conditions (c1-c5) have been described in Table SA2 and for TIMS (c1-c3) in Table SA3, details have been previously reported 

for TWIMS [29]  

 

Intra-instrument repeatability.  

Long term intra-instrument repeatability was assessed for each of the three IMS techniques by 

repeating the CCS measurements at different time intervals (Figure 1). For TWIMS experiments, the 

comparison of two CCS data sets (nine replicates) at three months intervals gives a mean relative 

standard deviation of 0.20%, in positive mode and 0.41% in negative mode (Table SB1.b). RSD appears 

to be higher in the negative mode, because the intensities of lipid ions are in general slightly lower in 

this mode.  
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In the case of the DTIMS instrument, analytical sequences were performed at three different time 

intervals over one year (five experiments for each sequence, Figure 1). The resulting RSD on CCS values 

is 0.27% in positive mode and 0.20% in negative mode considering the whole data set. These results 

are similar to those published in an interlaboratory study, with RSD of 0.38% for single-field CCS values 

determined on three different DTIMS instruments [5]. 

For the TIMS instruments, two different platforms have been used. One dataset in positive mode was 

acquired (duplicate analyses at two different times interval) using the TIMS-TOFTM (Figure 1). Six 

analytical sequences in positive mode and five in negative mode were carried out using the TIMS-TOF 

Flex (Figure 1). The two data sets from TIMS-TOFTM acquired at an eleven months interval revealed a 

mean RSD of 0.47%, demonstrating a high intermediate precision over almost a year. The six datasets 

from TIMS-TOF Flex were acquired every month over 6 months, resulting in a RSD of 0.49%. The mean 

RSD of the CCS was 0.48% over the seven data sets, comparing the two instruments, resulting in an 

excellent inter-platform reproducibility. The RSD between the five data sets from TIMS-TOFTM in 

negative mode, was 0.36% (Table SB3.b). Table SA15 gathers the different RSD values obtained over 

all the measurements in both positive and negative ion modes. 

Comparative study of different IMS calibrants to lower the CCS deviations between the three 

technologies.  

All the CCS values, 75 in positive and 55 and negative ion modes, were determined with the three 

technologies using different sets of calibrants, which had been previously assessed for TWCCS of plasma 

lipids [29] (Tables SB5 and SB6). The Figure displays the RSD (%) between DTCCS, TIMCCS and TWCCS of 

the 75 values in positive ion mode and the 55 values in negative ion mode for each of the different 

calibrants. 

 

Figure 2: Boxplots representing the RSD (%) between TWCCSN2, TIMCCSN2 and DTCCSN2 of plasma lipid in function of the 
calibrant used, in positive mode (A) on 75 values (see Table SB4a and negative mode (B) on 55 values (see Table SB4b). 

Mean RSD were below 2% for almost all calibrants, except the drugs and polyglycine calibrant sets 

because they do not cover the whole m/z and CCS ranges of all the plasma lipid ions. However, 

reproducible CCS values can be obtained with the other calibrants, when using identical set of calibrant 

with the different instruments. This confirms again the importance of the calibration step to ensure 

reproducible CCS values between instruments [16]. For PEG calibrant, the CCS range had to be adapted 

to get the most appropriate calibration curve and still remain to a RSD close to 2%. In the case of Major 

Mix calibrants, composed of polyalanine, drugs and Ultramark ions, the ions used for IM calibration 
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can differ according to the ion species detected on the three instruments, as already described in 

previous publications [20,22,24,29]. That can constitute another cause of CCS deviations.  Comparing 

all the calibrants, one can note that the lowest mean relative standard deviations (around 0.5%) were 

obtained using Tune Mix as calibrant, both in positive and negative ion modes. 

Comparison of the CCS determined with DTIMS, TWIMS and TIMS: the interplatform study.  

The correlation between the CCS retrieved from the three techniques, calibrated with the Tune Mix, 

was evaluated in a pairwise manner (Tables SB4). The Tune Mix calibrant was used to evaluate the 

interplatform comparison, because it showed the lowest mean RSD between the TWCCS, TIMCCS and 
DTCCS (Figure 2). That was consistaent with our previous study reporting that the lowest deviations 

between experimental TWCCS of plasma lipids and literature DTCCS (stepped-field mode) were obtained 

when Tune mix was used as calibrant [29]. Moreover, Tune Mix has been largely used in the literature 

for CCS determination of several types of analytes and commonly employed for the measurement of 

drift tube length. Then, a consensus on the CCS values of Tune Mix ions seemed to be reached since 

the interlaboratory evaluation of DTIM-MS has been performed for CCS measurements by Stow et al. 

[4]. Linear regressions were plotted to using plasma lipid DTCCS, TWCCS and TIMCCS data sets. The three 

datasets proved to be well correlated with coefficient of determination R2 higher than 0.995 in both 

positive and negative ion modes (Figure ). Furthermore, the slopes of the six linear regressions were 

close to 1. These observations are consistent with a previous study [27] where the slope was around 1 

when plotting TIMCCS vs DTCCS but slightly higher than 1 when plotting either TWIMCCS vs DTCCS or TWIMCCS 

vs TIMCCS. The authors explained such positive slope shift by the use of different calibrants for TWIMS 

analysis (Major Mix) and for TIMS and DTIMS (Tune Mix). Further investigations were then carried out 

on calibration, which permitted to minimize the deviations between the three platforms using new 

reference CCS values [28].  

Few outliers were observed, circled in red in Figure 2, which corresponded to low-abundant ions 

exhibiting poor IMS peak intensity and definition. Indeed, low signal-to-noise ratio can lead to 

erroneous oruncorrected peak picking and thus uncertainties on the CCS determination. This was 

particularly noticeable for ceramide lipid species that gave low abundant ions in the positive mode. 
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Figure 2: Linear regressions correlating CCS values retrieved from DTIMS, TWIMS and TIMS analyses in positive (A, B, C) and 
negative (D, E, F) ion modes using Tune Mix as calibrant, comparing TWCCSN2 and DTCCSN2 (A,D), TIMSCCSN2 and DTCCSN2 (B, E) 

and TWCCSN2 and TIMCCSN2 (E, F).. 

To have a more global overview of the data collected, differences between all the CCS values retrieved 

from the three technologies were compared in a pairwise manner and depicted in Figure 3 as boxplots. 

For each of the three cases, the mean differences observed between CCS values from two instruments 

are below 1% in both positive and negative modes. The few outliers observed correspond to low-

intensity signals, as previously discussed. Similar distributions of CCS differences were observed when 

comparing between TIMCCS and TWCCS (lowest mean deviation = 0.45% in positive mode and 0.61% in 

negative mode) and TWCCS and DTCCS (mean = 0.62% in positive mode and 0.28% in negative mode), 

while being slightly higher when studying TIMCCS and DTCCS (mean = 0.94% in positive mode and 0.83% 

in negative mode). From Figure 3 and Figure SA3, systematic differences can be observed by comparing 

the CCS values, and this comparison reveals that TIMCCS > TWCCS > DTCCS. Each pairwise comparison 

shows a mean positive deviation of approximately + 0.5% for TWCCS vs DTCCS and +0.8% for TIMCCS vs 
DTCCS, for positive and negative mode. A similar trend has been previously reported for CCS comparison 

of steroids [27]. 

More than 90% of the plasma lipid CCS values exhibit mean relative deviations between the three 

instruments below 1%, for both negative and positive modes. By comparing the three instruments in 

pairwise manner, as represented in Figure 2 and 3, three ions exhibit RSD higher than 2% with the 

maximum deviation obtained was about 3%, and can be explained by a low intensity signal for these 

ions. However, by eliminating these low signals, all RSD were below 2%. This indicates that CCS 
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matching between laboratories and IMS platforms is possible with deviations lower than 2% and a 

database search criteria of 2%, even 1% for most of the lipids, seems to be reachable, in agreement 

with previous studies [41,42].  
  

 

Figure 3: Boxplots representing the pairwise comparison of the different IMS technologies via CCS deviations, in positive 
mode on 75 CCS values (A) and negative (B) mode on 55 CCS values. To define the outliers, the range within 1.5IQR was 

calculated with: lower bound=Q1-1.5xIQR and upper bound=Q3+1.5xIQR where Q1 and Q3 represents respectively the first 
and third quartile of the data and IQR, the Inter-Quartile Range (IQR=Q3-Q1) 

 

5.2.5. Conclusion 

CCS are useful to improve confidence in compound annotation workflows by providing an additional 

descriptor to chemical libraries. This study compared three IMS technologies, DTIMS, TWIMS and TIMS 

for the determination of plasma lipid CCS. First, the intra-instrument long term repeatability was 

demonstrated as presenting with a high level of precision (average RSD < 0.5%) for each of the three 

IMS technologies. We have also shown that deviations (average RSD ≈ 0.3%) can be introduced after 

data processing by the use of different algorithms or scripts for CCS determination. It appeared 

therefore essential to evaluate the deviations introduced by data processing software, as various 

commercial software tools are currently available. A solution to this issue could be the use of a unique 

software for all the IMS technologies, such as one of the recent open tools that have been developed 

to process LC-IM-MS/MS data [43–45]. 

One key point highlighted in this study is the importance of the calibration step. Several calibrants 

were investigated with each of the three IMS technologies (ten calibrants in positive mode and six in 

negative mode). It was shown that low deviations can be achieved when using the same calibrant with 

all three IMS technologies (mean deviation below 2% in positive ion mode considering almost all the 

studied calibrants except rugs and polyglycine which are out of lipid CCS and m/z ranges and below 1% 

in negative ion mode) demonstrating that the CCS values are highly comparable. The lowest deviations 

were obtained for Tune Mix calibrant with an average RSD value of ≃0.5% in both positive and negative 

ion modes. To reduce the differences due to calibration, different strategies could be used, as for 

example internal calibration, by injecting the calibrant during the sample analysis, as it is the case for 

TIMS in this study, or by using stable isotope labelled internal standards [28]. 

Comparing the TWCCS, TIMSCCS and DTCCS, high interplatform and interlaboratory reproducibility was 

demonstrated with precision within 1% (average RSD) for CCS calibrated with Tune Mix, in both 
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positive and negative mode, considering all ionic species. More than 90 % of the CCS derived from lipid 

species exhibited deviations within 1% whatever the ionization mode. Thus, a CCS deviation of 1% can 

be reached for most of the studied lipids, and used for lipid annotation when analyzed under our 

standardized conditions. This study demonstrates that the constitution of interoperable CCS libraries 

is clearly feasible when working under well standardized conditions on both calibration, data 

acquisitions and data processing steps. 
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Appendix A. supplementary data 

More information on LC-IM-MS methodology, data processing and CCS measurements, comparison of 

lipid CCS from different types of commercial software, resume of repeatability and reproducibility 

testing, mass spectra showing ionization differences and comparison of deviations between 

instruments (PDF, File A) 

Repeatability and reproducibility on CCS measurements with three instruments, comparison of plasma 

and standards CCS values with Tune Mix and with all calibrants in positive and negative modes, 

comparison of software on CCS values (Excel, File B). 
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5.2.6. Supporting information 

Figures 

Figure SA1: Mass spectra of the LPC 16:0, obtained on the different instruments in the negative ion 
mode 
Figure SA2: Comparison of commercial software for 7 different lipid standards yielding different ion 
species.  
Figure SA3: Comparison of the deviations between two instruments according to the CCS values of 
the ions, in positive (at the top) and negative (at the bottom) modes 
 

Tables 

Table SA1: Ionization parameters for the experiments performed on the Agilent DTIMS system in 
both positive and negative modes 
Table SA2 : Ion mobility conditions for the experiments performed on the Agilent DTIMS system 
Table SA3: Experimental parameters used for the TIMS-TOF Flex system in both positive and negative 
modes 
Table SA4: T-Rex 4D processing parameters in Metaboscape software 
Table SA5: Compound detection parameters for IMS peaks in Data Analysis software 
Table SA6: Processing parameters in the Unifi software 
Table SA7: Comparison of β and tfix parameters determined using either IM-MS Browser or Excel 
software 
Table SA8: Comparison of the drift times given by different types of Waters software 
Table SA9: Comparison of the CCS values obtained with different types of software from Waters and 
the associated deviations 
Table SA10: Constant of the Mason-Schamp equation 
Table SA11: calibration characteristics as performed by Metaboscape using the Tune Mix calibrant 
Table SA12: CCS determination of five selected lipids using either (Metaboscape + Excel) or 
Metaboscape software 
Table SA13: 1/K0 raw of Tune Mix ions extracted using Data Analysis software and the corresponding 
1/K0 ref 
Table SA14: Parameters obtained with Data Analysis software for selected lipids 
Table SA15: Intra-instrumental repeatability of the three instruments, RSD of the CCS values between 
different data sets in positive and negative modes and RSD on 1/K0 for TIMS and CCS values 
according to different IMS parameters (See Table SB1-3 for more details). 
 
In the supplementary information B (Excel file): 
Table SB1.a: Study of different ion mobility parameters on plasma lipids CCS values using Tune Mix as 
calibrants with TWIMS instrument 
Table SB1.b: Repetability with different datasets of plasma lipids CCS values in TWIMS instrument using 
Tune Mix as calibrant 

Table SB2.a: Study of different ion mobility parameters on plasma lipids CCS values using Tune Mix as 
calibrants with DTIMS instrument 

Table SB2.b: Repetability with different datasets of plasma lipids CCS values in DTIMS instrument using 
Tune Mix as calibrant 

Table SB3.a: Study of different ion mobility parameters on plasma lipids CCS values using Tune Mix as 
calibrants with TIMS instrument 

Table SB3.b: Repetability with different datasets of plasma lipids CCS values in TIMS instruments using 
Tune Mix as calibrant 

Table SB4.a: Plasma lipids CCS values in positive mode using Tune Mix as calibrants with all three 
instruments, deviations between CCS values and RSD between the three CCS values are also reported 
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Table SB4.b: Plasma lipids CCS values in negative mode using Tune Mix as calibrants with all three 
instruments, deviations between CCS values and RSD between the three CCS values are also reported 

Table SB5.a: Plasma lipids CCS values in positive mode using all the ten calibrants tested with all three 
instruments, deviations between CCS values and RSD between the three CCS values are also reported 

Table SB5.b: Plasma lipids CCS values in negative mode using all the six calibrants tested with all three 
instruments, deviations between CCS values and RSD between the three CCS values are also reported 
Table SB6.a: Lipid standards CCS values in positive mode using all the ten calibrants tested with all 
three instruments, deviations between CCS values and RSD between the three CCS values are also 
reported 
Table SB6.b: Lipid standards CCS values in negative mode using all the six calibrants tested with all 
three instruments, deviations between CCS values and RSD between the three CCS values are also 
reported 
Table SB7: Lipid standard CCS values in positive mode determined using different software tools for a 
same raw data from each technology 
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LC-IMS-MS methodology 

Identical chromatographic set-ups were used for the three IMS-MS platforms. Chromatographic 

separations were performed using a 2.1 × 100 mm, Acquity UPLC CSH C18 1.7 μm column (Waters, 

Manchester, UK) equipped with a 0.2-μm prefilter. The sampler and column oven temperatures were 

set at 10 °C and 50 °C, respectively. The flow rate was 0.4 mL min−1. Mobile phase A consisted of 

acetonitrile/aqueous ammonium formate (10 mM) (40:60, v/v) and mobile phase B of 

isopropanol/acetonitrile/ aqueous ammonium formate (10 mM) (88:8:4, v/v/v); 0.1 % formic acid (FA) 

was added to both mobile phases. The gradient was as follows: 0–2 min, 32% B; 2–14 min, 32–75% B; 

14–26.5 min, 75-100% B; 26.5–30 min, 100% B; 30-30.5 min, 100-32% B; 30.5-35 min, 32% B. 

TWIMS experiments 

An UHPLC system (Vanquish) coupled to an IMS QTOF mass spectrometer (SYNAPT G2 HDMS) 

equipped with a traveling wave ion mobility (TWIMS) cell was used. Mass spectra were recorded over 

a m/z 50–2000 range in the sensitivity mode (resolution 10,000 FWHM at m/z 950). External mass 

calibration was performed with a sodium formate solution (10% FA/0.1 M NaOH/ACN (1:1:8)) before 

each analysis. Lockmass correction was performed by infusing leucine enkephalin (2 ng μL− 1 in 

water/isopropanol (1:1), 4 μL min− 1) via the LockSpray™ interface. The source, IMS and MS/MS 

parameters were exactly those previously reported. [1] 

DTIMS experiments 

The LC-DTIMS-MS experiments were performed using an Infinite 1290 2D-LC chromatographic system 

(only the first dimension was used) coupled to a DTIMS Q-TOF mass spectrometer (Agilent 6560) 

equipped with a JetStream electrospray interface. Chromatographic system was monitored by Open 

lab CDS chemstation edition version C.01.09 [144] and DTIMS instrument by Agilent Masshunter 

version B.09.00.  

Mobile phases were filtered for DTIMS experiments with ME24 mixed cellulose ester filters of 0.2 µm 

and 47mm diameter (Whatman). Plasma samples were diluted in 1/40 and 1/10 ratios and the injected 

volumes were 2 and 5 µL in positive and negative mode, respectively. Mass spectra were recorded 

over a m/z 50-1700 range. External mass calibration was performed with a Tune Mix solution. The IMS 

parameters are reported in the supplementary information (Table SA.1, SA.2). For method validation, 

various parameters were applied by varying the drift-tube entrance and exit voltages, and by testing 

the multiplexing capabilities (Table SA2)2,3. Calibrant solutions were injected in the flow injection 

analysis (FIA) mode with the same flow rate of 0.4 mL.min-1, before and after the LC sequence.  

Table SA1: Ionization parameters for the experiments performed on the Agilent DTIMS system in both positive and negative 
modes 

ESI source parameter Positive mode Negative mode 

drying gas temperature (°C) 300 300 

sheath gas temperature (°C) 350 350 

drying gas flow (L/min) 8 8 

sheath gas flow (L/min) 12 12 

nebulizer gas pressure (psi) 35 35 

capillary voltage (kV) 3.5 -3 

nozzle voltage (V) 300 300 

fragmentor voltage (V) 185 185 

Oct. 1 RF Vpp (V) 750 750 
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Table SA10 : Ion mobility conditions for the experiments performed on the Agilent DTIMS system 

Conditions c1 c2 c3 c4 c5 

Drift-tube entrance (V) 1574 1474 1700 1574 1574 
Drift-tube exit (V) 224 224 250 224 224 

IM trap fill time (ms) 30 30 20 14.1 3.9 

Trap release time (µs) 300 300 150 100 200 

IM transient rate 18 18 18 18 18 

maximum DT (ms) 60 60 60 60 60 

multiplexing No No No 3-bit 4-bit 

TIMS experiments 

The LC-TIMS-MS experiments were performed using an UHPLC system (Vanquish) hyphenated to a 

TIMS TOF Flex. The injected volumes were 2 or 3 µL for the more diluted sample and 1 µL for the other 

dilution. Mass spectra were recorded over the m/z 50-1600 and 50-1650 ranges in positive and 

negative mode, respectively. The IMS parameters were adjusted to detect all the lipid species, within 

a large ion mobility range corresponding to reduced mobilities (1/K0) from 0.55 to 1.90 V.s.cm-2. The 

ramp time was 100 ms, and the ramp rate 9.42 Hz. For method validation, various IMS parameters 

were evaluated, using the Tune Mix calibration kit (Table SA.3). Then, the method with the adjusted 

parameters was applied on the instrument at least 30 minutes before calibration and analysis. External 

mass calibration was performed with a sodium formate solution 10% FA/0.1 M NaOH/ACN (1:1:8), in 

HPC (High precision calibration) mode. External mobility calibration was performed in two steps. First, 

the voltage of the m/z 622 ion of the tune mix was adjusted at 132V by modifying the nitrogen 

pressure, to ensure that all ions were within the mobility range.  Then, the second step consisting in 

the calibration step itself and could be proceeded using all the ions of the calibrant (for example, those 

of Tune mix) via a linear function. Eleven calibrants were tested for this IMS calibration step. The 

calibrations were performed before each LC-IMS-MS sequence. Additional internal mobility calibration 

have been performed by injecting the calibrant at the beginning of the LC run with a 6-way valve. 
Table SA3: Experimental parameters used for the TIMS-TOF Flex system in both positive and negative modes 

ESI source parameters Positive Negative 

Scan range 50-1600 50-1650 

End plate Offset (V) 500 500 

Capillary (V) 4500 -3600 

Nebulizer (bar) 2.7 2.7 

Dry gas (L/min) 8 8 

Dry temp (°C) 240 240 

Tune parameters: TIMS 
Offsets Positive Negative 

Δt1 (V) -20 20 

Δt2 (V) -120 120 

Δt3 (V) 80 -80 

Δt4 (V) 100 -100 

Δt5 (V) 0 0 

Δt6 (V) 100 -100 
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Calibrants used in this study [1] 

The IMS calibration mixtures have been prepared according to the reference publication and the 

sensitivity of the instruments. The calibrants have been injected in Flow injection analysis (FIA) for 

TWIMS and DTIMS analysis and in infusion prior to each analysis sequence for TIMS instrument. 

Polyalanine and dextran were first dissolved in H2O at 1 mM and then diluted to 10 µM in 1/1:ACN/H2O 

for analysis. Reference CCS values have been retrieved in Campuzano et al, [4] for polyalanine and in 

Hofmann et al, [5] for dextran. 

Lipids were purchased as standards: PE 6:0/6:0, PE 10:0/10:0, PE 15:0/15:0, PC 20:0/20:0, PC 

24:0/24:0, LPC 16:0, LPE 16:0, PE 18:1/18:1 Δ9 cis, PC 16:0/16:0 or from a kit: the Differential Ion 

Mobility System Suitability LIPIDOMIX kit (DIMS kit). Lipids standards were dissolved in 

chloroform/methanol:50/50 (v/v) to yield 10 mM stock solutions which were further diluted in 

methanol (MeOH)/isopropanol/H2O:65/35/5 (v/v/v) to obtain a 100 µM final solution. Reference CCS 

have been retrieved in various publications [6–10], as mentioned in the supplementary information of 

a previous study [1].  

Polyglycine was dissolved (1mg/mL) in formic acid, vortex stirred and sonicated until dissolution and 

diluted in ACN/H2O 50:50 (v/v) to obtain a 10 µg.mL-1 solution [11].  

Tune Mix solution containing six hexakis(fluoroalkoxy)phosphazines (ESI-low concentration tuning mix, 

G1969-85000) was used as received. For TWIMS and DTIMS analyses, 10µg/mL of betaine added in the 

Tune Mix solution in positive mode. The CCS values used have been measured by Stow et al, [12]. 

Collision Cell In (V) 220 -220 

Ion Charge Control (ICC) Enable Enable 

Target intensity (M) 7.5 7.5 

TIMS settings c1 c2 c3 

Mode Custom Custom Custom 

1/K0 start (V.s/cm²) 0.55 0.8 0.6 

1/K0 end (V.s/cm²) 1.9 1.8 1.75 

Ramp time  (ms) 100 250 300 

Accumulation time (ms) 100   

Duty cycle (%) 100   

Ramp rate (Hz) 9.43 3.91 3.27 

Tune parameters 
Transfer parameters Positive Negative 

Defection 1 Delta (V) 80 -80 
Funnel 1 RF (Vpp) 500 500 
isCID Energy (eV) 0 0 

Funnel 2 RF (Vpp) 250 250 
Multipole RF (Vpp) 250 200 

Collision Cell   

Collision Energy (eV) 10 10 
Collision RF (Vpp) 1100 1100 

Quadrupole   

Ion Energy (eV) 5 5 
Low mass (m/z) 150 150 

Focus Pre TOF   

Transfer time (µs) 65 65 
Pre Pulse Storage (µs) 5 5 
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Major Mix IMS calibration kit was prepared by mixing 100 µL of the Major Mix Calibration Solution 

from Waters with 50 µL of the LCMS QC reference standard solution (Waters). The reference CCS 

values used for this mix have been provided by Waters and has been discussed in previous articles 

[1,13] 

The tetraalkylammonium (TAA) salts were prepared in MeOH to 1 µM, except tetramethylammonium 

salt concentration which was 20 µM in MeOH [4]. 

Poly(ethylene) glycol (PEG) were prepared from four products at 600, 1000, 2000, 3350 g/mol at a final 

concentration of 15 µM in ACN with 13 mM of NaI and poly(ethylene oxide) monomethyl ether (PEO) 

from two products at 700 and 2000 g/mol, at a final concentration of 5 µM in MeOH with 50 µM of 

NaCl, according to previously described protocols [14,15] respectively.  

The poly-L-malic acid was prepared from L-malic acid which was dissolved in H2O to a 0.050 M 

concentration, the polymerisation was performed at 80°C for 24 hours in an open Eppendorf [11]. The 

solution was reconstituted in the same amount of water and then diluted by 20 in ACN/H2O:50/50 

(v/v). 

A mixture of drug-like compounds [4] was prepared at 1 µM in H2O/MeOH:50/50 (v/v) from 1 mM 

stock solutions, for acetaminophen, alprenolol and colchicine in H2O, for ondansetron, clozapine N-

oxide and verapamil in MeOH and for reserpine in ACN/H2O:50/50 +0.1% FA.  

 

Data processing 

Data processing using Agilent software 

For processing the data from DTIMS experiments, only IM-MS Browser was used for the ion mobility 

dimension. However, MassHunter Qualitative Navigator software was used to visualize the data, in 

particular chromatograms and mass spectra. 

In IM-MS Browser, the data processing was performed by creating feature table with the IMFE tool, in 

chromatographic dimension, the common organic molecule option was used for isotope model, the 

limit charge state was fixed to 1. The ion intensity was adapted to the data and the ions searched and 

the retention time was restricted to 0-28 minutes in positive mode and 0-24 minutes in negative mode. 

Data processing using Bruker software 

Metaboscape parameters 

In Metaboscape software, different parameters have to be registered to do the data analysis 

processing. In each project, experiment have been created for each sequence analysis and one feature 

table was created for each analysis to retrieve more easily the CCS values of the annotated lipids at 

the end of the process and all the analysis for one given calibrant (triplicates) to check the CCS values 

at the end. 

The feature table was created by first giving an explicit name with at least the number of the analysis 

processed. The filter parameters were set to one in ‘Minimum # features for extraction’ and ‘Presence 

of feature in minimum # of analyses’ in only one analysis was processed or two where triplicates were 

processed. 

The processing parameters are indicated in the Table SA4. Ion deconvolution parameters were 

adapted, by removing the seed ions and common ions when one analysis was in the feature table. The 
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primary ion was [M+H]+ in positive mode and [M-H]- in negative mode. Seed ions were [M+Na]+ and 

[M-HCOO]- and common ions were [M+NH4]+ and [M-H-H2O]- or [M-CH3]- . 

To be consistent with all the calibrants, mass recalibration was not activated because with some 

calibrants, the mass range was not adapted to the lipid species. The mobility calibration was adapted 

for each calibrant, by changing the retention time range if needed, and the reference lists used for 

calibrating the instrument with m/z, CCS and charge of the ions of the calibrant. 

The feature lists were then exported in csv files, while a python script to find the CCS values for all the 

files and group these values by mode and calibrant. 

Table SA4: T-Rex 4D processing parameters in Metaboscape software 

T-Rex 4D Processing 

 Positive mode Negative mode Low intensity compounds 

Peak Detection    

Intensity threshold (counts) 1000 1000 10 

Minimum 4D Peak Size (points) 100 100 5 

Feature signal Intensity Intensity Intensity 

Enable recursive feature extraction  Yes Yes Yes 

Minimum 4D Peak Size (recursive) (points) 10 10 1 

Ranges    

Retention time (min) 0.3-30 0.3-22 adapted 

Mass (m/z) 300-950 400-900 adapted 

Data Analysis 

For some lipid species, the CCS values were also determined by the Data Analysis software. For that, 

the mobility calibration was completed by integrating the ion mobility spectrum of Tune mix calibrant 

with the parameters in Table SA5. Extracted ion chromatograms of lipids were obtained, based on the 

m/z values applying a width of ±0.05Da. In the mass spectra, lipid signals were selected to extract the 

ion mobility spectrum associated and the CCS value was obtained by giving the charge state of the ion. 

Table SA5: Compound detection parameters for IMS peaks in Data Analysis software 

Compound detection in ‘Find Mobilogram’  

Sensitivity 99 

Area threshold (Relative %) 5 

Intensity threshold (absolute) 50 

Min. peak valley Off 

Peak resolution 250 

Data processing using Waters software 

Unifi parameters 

The data processing with the UNIFI software were performed with the parameters given in Table SA6. 

The targeted screen settings are not set for plasma analysis, but only for calibrant experiments: the 

target match tolerance was set at 10 ppm, adducts was adapted in function of the calibrant species. 

Table SA6: Processing parameters in the Unifi software 

Unifi parameters 

Experiment type Chromatographic 
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Peak processing setting 

Automatic peak width yes 

Automatic peak detection threshold yes 

Peak integration  

Liftoff (%) 0 

Touchdown (%) 0.5 

Maximum allowed number of peaks per chromatogram 1000 

Apply lock mass correction yes 

High energy intensity threshold 20 counts 

Low energy intensity threshold 20 counts 

Background filter High 

Maximum number of peaks to keep per channel 200000 

Adducts/ions +H, +Na, +NH4 or +HCOO, -H 

Lock mass settings 

Combine width 3 scans 

Mass window 0.1 m/z 

Reference mass  556.2766 or 554.2615 

 

Progenesis QI parameters 

Some analyses were done with Progenesis software to compare the CCS values to those from Unifi. 

Basic settings were chosen for these analyses with a sensitivity of 3. The adducts or ions: [M+H]+, 

[M+Na]+ , [M+NH4]+ and [M+H-H2O]+ were specified.  

Masslynx and Driftscope parameters 

Data treatment was also made with the combination of Masslynx and Driftscope, to compare the CCS 

obtained with Unifi and Progenesis. Driftscope was used to export the drift time values of the species. 

For that, the 2D representation of m/z over retention time was made and with the display range editor, 

a range around the retention time of the specific lipid was selected. The drift time are then exported 

for Masslynx. The extracted ion mobility spectrum of the specific ions was then performed in Masslynx 

and exported in csv file to fitting the IMS peak with Origin software. The CCS values were then obtained 

from these drift time values. 

 

CCS determination 

 CCS determination using Agilent software 

The single-field DTIMSCCS values were determined by IM-MS Browser software and using Excel software. 

The mathematical relation between the drift time determined by the DTIMS experiments and the CCS 

values is: 𝑡𝐷 = 𝛽
√

𝑚𝑖
𝑚𝑔+𝑚𝑖

𝑧
 𝐶𝐶𝑆 +  𝑡𝑓𝑖𝑥  where mi is the mass of the ions and mg is the mass of the drift 

gas, β and tfix are the slope and the intercept of the mobility calibration curve equation, respecticely.  

Two types of software, IM-MS Browser and Excel (plotting the calibration curve), were then 

independently used to determine β and tfix parameters. The two sets of β and tfix parameters were then 

compared. The Table SA reports β and tfix values and the deviation. Then, the lipid CCS values were 

determined using the two sets of parameters and compared: the mean deviation obtained is about 
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0.01%, which is negligible. Thus, we decided to determine the CCS values by plotting manually the 

calibration curve in Excel, which allow us a considerable time saving during the data analysis process. 

Table SA7: Comparison of β and tfix parameters determined using either IM-MS Browser or Excel software  

 IM-MS browser Excel Deviation (%) 

β 0.136672 0.136673 0.0007 
tfix -0.068 -0.068418 0.6 

We wish to mention here another cause of bias associated to the data processing software. We noticed 

that data extraction modes using IM-MS Browser can affect the drift time determination, resulting in 

a slight deviation of the CCS values; i.e., in the case of flow injection analysis (FIA) of a calibrant, 

extracting the scan at the apex of the FIA peak leads to β and tfix parameters different than extracting 

an average of scans over the whole FIA peak (x scans, 1 minute of analysis), leading to deviation of 

almost 0.1% in the lipid CCS values. 

CCS determination using Waters software 

The TWCCS values were determined from the drift time obtained during the analysis. Different types of 

software tools have been used for Waters raw data: Masslynx + Driftscope, Unifi and Progenesis QI. In 

order to better understand the software functioning, the drift times and CCS values obtained with each 

software have been compared. 

We have seen that the tD from Masslynx and from Unifi or Progenesis was not exactly the same 

(Column 5 and 8 or 9 of Table SA8). We have seen that the fitting of IMS peak with Masslynx could lead 

to some errors, this is why the IMS peak was exported from Masslynx and Origin was used to do a 

Gaussian fitting of the peak, but this not resolve the deviations with Unifi or Progenesis. 

Moreover, we know that for TWIMS experiments, a correction of the drift time can be made by taking 

into account a constant C representing the EDC Delay of the Synapt instrument and the m/z of the ions 

according to the following equation, where the tD’ represent the corrected drift time: 

𝑡𝐷
′ = 𝑡𝐷 −

𝐶√𝑚/𝑧

1000
 

In order to understand if Unifi and Progenesis use this correction, both tD and tD’ were determined, 

and the tD’ seems to fit very well with drift times obtained with Unifi (Table SA8). However, for 

Progenesis software, it is not understandable which of tD or tD’ were calculated. 

Table SA8: Comparison of the drift times given by different types of Waters software 

Lipids Ions m/z rt 
Masslynx 

Masslynx + fitting with 
Origin software 

Unifi Progenesis 

tD tD tD' tD' Drift time 

PE 6:0/6:0 [M+H]+ 412.2111 1.03 2.90 2.92 2.89 2.89 2.90 

PE 6:0/6:0 [M+Na]+ 434.1923 1.03 3.04 3.05 3.02 3.02 3.04 

DG 14:1/14:1 [M+Na]+ 531.4037 15.64 3.93 3.93 3.89 3.89 4.00 

PE 10:0/10:0 [M+H]+ 524.3378 7.52 4.00 4.02 3.99 3.99 3.93 

PE 10:0/10:0 [M+Na]+ 546.3183 7.52 4.21 4.24 4.20 4.20 4.21 

PG 14:1/14:1 [M+H]+ 663.4244 11.7 5.11 5.11 5.07 5.08 5.17 

SM 18:1;O2/18:1 [M+H]+ 729.5794 15.99 6.28 6.29 6.24 6.24 5.73 

SM 18:1;O2/18:1 [M+Na]+ 751.5705 15.99 6.14 6.12 6.07 6.06 5.93 
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PC 16:0/16:0 [M+H]+ 734.556 17.88 5.86 5.93 5.88 5.88 5.80 

PC 16:0/16:0 [M+Na]+ 756.5511 17.88 6.07 6.07 6.03 6.00 6.21 

TG 18:1/18:1/18:1 [M+NH4]+ 902.8053 26.24 7.52 7.57 7.53 7.48 7.80 

TG 18:1/18:1/18:1 [M+Na]+ 907.7721 26.24 7.45 7.48 7.44 7.51 7.66 

 

The same process was done to understand the CCS determination from tD’.  Thus, raw data were 

processed with Unifi to extract the corrected drift times, tD’ of both calibrants and samples. A 

calibration file was created for each calibrant giving tD’ values determined by the Unifi software and 

the corrected collision cross sections CCS’ values calculated with the following equation: 

𝐶𝐶𝑆′ =
𝐶𝐶𝑆 √µ

𝑧
 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ µ =

𝑚𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑚𝑔𝑎𝑧

𝑚𝑖𝑜𝑛 + 𝑚𝑔𝑎𝑧
 

where CCS, z and µ correspond respectively to a reference CCS determined by DTIMS, the charge of 

the ion and the reduced mass of the ion in a definite buffer gas.  

In parallel, CCS determination has been manually made using Masslynx 4.1, Driftscope v2.9 (Waters) 

and Origin Pro 2018 b9.5.0.193 software, with two different equations of fitting for the calibration 

curves: 𝐶𝐶𝑆′ = 𝐴 𝑡𝐷′ 𝑁 and the fitting with t0: 𝐶𝐶𝑆′ = 𝐴 (𝑡𝐷′ − 𝑡0)𝑁 where A, N and t0 are fitting 

parameters, which demonstrated best results than the fitting without t0. 

The CCS values were also determined with Progenesis QI. All the CCS values were compared in the 

Table SA9. 

Table SA9: Comparison of the CCS values obtained with different types of software from Waters and the associated 
deviations 

Lipids Ions m/z rt 

CCS (Å²) 
Deviations 
between 
Unifi and 
Masslynx 

(fitting 
with t0) 

Deviations 
between 
Unifi and 

Progenesis 
Unifi 

Masslynx 
+ fitting 

Masslynx 
+ fitting 
with t0 

Progenesis 

PE 6:0/6:0 [M+H]+ 412.2111 1.03 200.74 200.52 200.80 200.88 0.03 0.07 

PE 6:0/6:0 [M+Na]+ 434.1923 1.03 205.10 204.86 205.17 205.48 0.03 0.19 

DG 14:1/14:1 [M+Na]+ 531.4037 15.6 232.89 232.43 232.83 231.50 0.03 0.60 

PE 10:0/10:0 [M+H]+ 524.3378 7.52 234.74 235.62 236.02 233.70 0.54 0.44 

PE 10:0/10:0 [M+Na]+ 546.3183 7.52 242.04 241.90 242.29 241.74 0.10 0.12 

PG 14:1/14:1 [M+H]+ 663.4244 11.7 266.31 265.55 265.83 267.49 0.18 0.44 

SM 18:1;O2/18:1 [M+H]+ 729.5794 16 295.33 295.57 295.59 296.17 0.09 0.28 

SM 18:1;O2/18:1 [M+Na]+ 751.5705 16 290.90 291.13 291.19 289.42 0.10 0.51 

PC 16:0/16:0 [M+H]+ 734.556 17.9 286.48 286.51 286.62 286.19 0.05 0.10 

PC 16:0/16:0 [M+Na]+ 756.5511 17.9 289.35 289.92 290.00 289.39 0.22 0.01 

TG 18:1/18:1/18:1 [M+NH4]+ 902.8053 26.2 323.30 324.67 324.32 321.50 0.31 0.56 

TG 18:1/18:1/18:1 [M+Na]+ 907.7721 26.2 323.82 322.60 322.27 324.43 0.48 0.19 

        0.18 0.29 
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The process with Masslynx was used to validate the Unifi process (i.e. the calculation of the corrected 

drift time tD’ and the use of a calibration equation including the t0 parameter to force the curve through 

zero), this is why Unifi was used to determine both plasma lipids and lipid standards in this study. 

CCS determination using Bruker software 

The TIMSCCS values were determined from the 1/K0 values obtained from the TIMS experiments, using 

a derived Mason-schamp equation (equation 1), where z is the charge, T the temperature, M and m, 

the masses of the analyte ions and the drift gas, respectively. The Table SA10 depicts the values of the 

constants as well as the conversion of the m/z value in kg used for the calculation of the Constant, in 

the derived Mason-Schamp equation. 

𝐶𝐶𝑆 = 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡 ×
𝑧

𝐾0
√

1

𝑇

𝑀+𝑚

𝑀𝑚
   with 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡 =  

3𝑒

16𝑁0
√

2𝜋

𝑘𝐵 𝐶𝐷𝑎
  (1) 

Table SA10: Constant of the Mason-Schamp equation 

Constant Value Unity 

gas number density (N0) 2.687 1025 m-3 

Boltzmann's Constant (kb) 1,38 10-23 J/K 

π 3.141592654  

Electron charge (e) 1.602 10-19 C 

Conversion of Da (CDa) 1.66053904 10-27 kg 

Result for constant = 1.85107 10-20  

 

The result obtained for the Constant with these values, is 1.85107 10-20 in SI units, which gives 18510.7 

converting the unit of CCS (from m2 into Å2) and the ion mobility unit (from m2 V-1 s-1 to cm2 V-1 s-1). 

However, this value can differ depending on the number of decimals used for the characteristic 

constants as electron charge or Boltzmann’s constant. This value slightly differs from the value of 

18500 mentioned by Ridgeway et al4, and from the value of 18509.863216340458 given by Bruker. The 

use of the rounded value of 18500 instead of the Bruker’s value, can lead to a deviation of 0.05% in 

the CCS value, which could be considered negligible. However, as we attempted to minimise all the 

deviations for CCS determination, a deviation of 0 would be required on this Constant and a consensus 

should be reached concerning its value. 

To understand how Metaboscape works, two data processing approaches were carried out: the first 

used Metaboscape only to collect the parameters of the ions, particularly the 1/K0 raw values and then 

Excel for mobility re-calibration and CCS determination. The second used the whole Metaboscape data 

processing, from the the 1/K0 raw determination to the mobility re-calibration process and CCS 

determination. (6th column Table SA12).  

In both cases, the first step consisted in TIMS calibration using Tune Mix as calibrant. 

Using the first data processing approach, the 1/K0 raw values of Tune Mix ions were extracted (using 

Metaboscape) and imported into an Excel file for plotting 1/K0 ref values (from Bruker values calculated 

in Metaboscape) in function of 1/K0 raw leading to equation 2:  

1

𝐾0𝑟𝑒𝑓
 = 0.9945864 ×

1

𝐾0𝑟𝑎𝑤
− 0.0186896  (2) 
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Table SA11: calibration characteristics as performed by Metaboscape using the Tune Mix calibrant 

Calibration on Metaboscape with Tune Mix ions 

Ion (m/z) 1/K0 ref.a 1/K0 rawb 

322.04812 0.736 0.753 

622.028961 0.991 1.021 

922.009799 1.199 1.228 

1221.99064 1.393 1.42 

1521.97148 1.568 1.591 

a : Bruker values  
b: extracted from the raw data using Metaboscape software 
 
This equation 2 permits to determine the 1/K0 lipid values (noted as 1/K0 a, replacing 1/K0 ref by 1/K0 a in the 

equation 2) of the different lipids, from extracted 1/K0 raw values. Then, the equation (1), i.e. =

18500 
𝑧

𝐾0
√𝑇

𝑀𝑚

𝑀+𝑚
 , was used to determine the CCS values of these lipids.  The Table SA12 shows the 

results for five different lipids we chose as examples to illustrate our data processing approach. 

In parallel, the second data processing using only Metaboscape software was carried out leading to 

another set of 1/K0 b and CCS values (Table SA12b). 

The deviations between the CCS values obtained from the first and the second data processing 

approaches are between 0.01 and 0.06% (Table SA12). 

Table SA12: CCS determination of five selected lipids using either (Metaboscape + Excel) or Metaboscape software 

Lipids Ions 
Measured 

m/z 
RT 

[min] 
1/K0 raw 

Metaboscape 
+Excel*a 

Metaboscape 
whole processb  Deviation 

(%) 
1/K0 CCS (Å²) 1/K0 CCS (Å²) 

PE 6:0/6:0 [M+H]+ 412.2096 1.53 0.998 0.974 201.542 0.974 201.5 0.02 

PE 6:0/6:0 [M+Na]+ 434.1915 1.01 1.026 1.002 206.971 1.001 206.9 0.03 

LPE 16:0 [M+H]+ 454.2928 6.43 1.073 1.049 216.338 1.048 216.2 0.06 

LPC 16:0 [M+H]+ 496.3402 6.16 1.152 1.127 231.977 1.127 232 0.01 

LPC 18:1 [M+H]+ 522.3559 6.64 1.169 1.144 235.144 1.143 235 0.06 

 

A similar methodology was used to understand the data processing of Data Analysis software for CCS 

determination. Thus, two approaches were also tested, the first combining Data Analysis and Excel 

software, the second using only Data Analysis software. 

For the first approach, 1/K0 raw of calibrants values were extracted using Data Analysis. Then, these 1/K0 

raw values were imported in Excel for plotting 1/K0 ref (Table SA13) in function of 1/K0 raw (Table SA13) 

using Tune Mix reference ions. That led to equation 3 (using Excel).  

1

𝐾0𝑟𝑒𝑓
 = 1.0107 ×

1

𝐾0𝑟𝑎𝑤
− 0.0413  (3) 

Table SA13: 1/K0 raw of Tune Mix ions extracted using Data Analysis software and the corresponding 1/K0 ref 

Tune Mix Ion (m/z) 1/K0 ref.a 1/K0 rawb 

622.029 0.9915 1.0209 
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922.0098 1.1986 1.2281 

1221.9906 1.3934 1.4205 

1521.9715 1.5685 1.5918 

 

Then, the 1/K0 c. of lipids were determined using the equation 3 (where 1/K0 ref was replaced by 1/K0 c), 

and the CCS values were deduced using equation 1 with the Constant = 18500. The deviations between 

the CCS values determined by the combination of Data Analysis and Excel and by Data Analysis (Table 

SA14.d) are between 0.01 and 0.13%. 

Table SA14: Parameters obtained with Data Analysis software for selected lipids 

Lipids Ions 
Measured 

m/z 
RT 

[min] 

 
Data Analysis + 

Excel c 
Data Analysisd Deviation 

(%) 

1/K0 raw 1/K0 CCS (Å²) 1/K0 CCS (Å²) 

PE 6:0/6:0 [M+H]+ 412.2096 1.53 0.997 0.967 200.042 0.968 200.3 0.13 

PE 6:0/6:0 [M+Na]+ 434.1915 1.01 1.025 0.995 205.581 0.996 205.7 0.06 

LPE 16:0 [M+H]+ 454.2928 6.43 1.072 1.042 215.014 1.042 215.0 0.01 

LPE 16:0 [M+Na]+ 476.3066 1.00 1.104 1.074 221.334 1.074 221.3 0.02 

LPC 16:0 [M+H]+ 496.3402 6.16 1.153 1.124 231.418 1.124 231.3 0.05 

 
The mean deviation obtained is about 0.5%, which is not negligible, if we intend to use CCS values as 
molecular descriptor. The difference between both software tools can be explained by the fact that 
they do not use the same processing script. As Metaboscape permits the automation of the data 
processing for huge metabolomics batches, we decided to work with this software.   
 

Conclusion on data processing and CCS determination 

All the software comparisons were evaluated together, for the three IMS technologies, leading to the 

Table SB7 and Figure SA1. 
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Figure SA1: Mass spectra of the LPC 16:0, obtained on the different instruments in the negative ion mode 
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Figure SA2: Comparison of commercial software for 7 different lipid standards yielding different ion species.  
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Table SA15: Intra-instrumental repeatability of the three instruments, RSD of the CCS values between different data sets in 
positive and negative modes and RSD on 1/K0 for TIMS and CCS values according to different IMS parameters (See Table 

SB1-3 for more details) 

Instrument 

Different analytical sequences Different IMS parameters 

Positive Negative Positive 

CCS 1/K0 CCS 

TWIMS 0.20 0.41 - 0.21 

DTIMS 0.27 0.20 - 0.21 

TIMS 0.48 0.36 0.48 0.40 

 

 

Figure SA3: Comparison of the deviations between two instruments according to the CCS values of the ions, in positive (at 
the top) and negative (at the bottom) modes 
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Annexe 1: β and Tfix parameters used to determine the DTCCS values in both positive and negative ion 

modes 
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Calibrants Parameters 
Conditions DTIMS 

c1 c2 c3 c4 c5 

Tune Mix 
β 0.13723246 0.14582383 0.12647986 0.13546965 0.13500537 

TFix -0.13084821 -0.13372139 -0.03647021 0.31511907 0.39729837 

Drugs 
β 0.13051799 0.13861324 0.12060296 0.12925315 0.13011125 

TFix 1.12571453 1.20584562 1.04836502 1.50313144 1.29388906 

Dextran 
β 0.11594758 0.12264817 0.10851939 0.11441891 0.11394923 

TFix 3.56432871 3.93344434 3.02293666 4.01460747 4.11248341 

Polygly 
β 0.13081975 0.13916998 0.12099842 0.12916939 0.1282359 

TFix 1.125903 1.16449209 1.03397226 1.54684271 1.70494448 

Lipids 
β 0.15169031 0.15007158 0.13023703 0.13842996 0.13744379 

TFix -3.4871837 -1.16076595 -0.95779947 -0.34624046 -0.18564809 

Major Mix 
β 0.12319551 0.13434303 0.11472735 0.12444877 0.12454467 

TFix 3.10895444 2.38881561 2.63476569 2.83854229 2.72397298 

Polyala 
β 0.13007706 0.13974601 0.12205344 0.13160816 0.13149563 

TFix 1.19924674 0.85310623 0.63734695 0.94821962 0.8911175 

PEG 
β 0.14047691 0.1513275 0.129333 0.14070645 0.14036577 

TFix 7.11235155 7.07194538 6.75603443 7.25826642 7.26248616 

PEO 
β 0.12571023 0.13399559 0.11782831 0.12507213 0.12461383 

TFix 1.1417703 1.04466999 0.66140603 1.38360127 1.4258658 

TAA 
β 0.13270318 0.14090146 0.12192686 0.13132022 0.13093297 

TFix 0.75292858 0.81470243 0.82787414 1.14302054 1.21039293 

 

Calibrants Parameters 
Conditions DTIMS 

c1 c2 c3 c4 c5 

Tune Mix 
β 0.138544 0.14721919 0.12781793 0.13683349 0.13589238 

TFix -0.20560147 -0.23118914 -0.12190721 0.21249023 0.36363158 

Dextran 
β 0.12088759 0.12811101 0.11244131 0.12017811 0.10485021 

TFix 3.37785726 3.67016984 2.93127792 3.65692716 8.20575419 

Lipids 
β 0.13646049 0.14521103 0.12520477 0.13438938 0.13321402 

TFix 0.25851863 0.23708757 0.46882618 0.79784702 1.06383712 

Major Mix 
β 0.12527649 0.13157351 0.11470909 0.12316219 0.12242014 

TFix 2.07567047 2.49743267 2.17809196 2.69116824 2.80100004 

Polyala 
β 0.13033322 0.1393353 0.12048475 0.12843431 0.12737121 

TFix 1.60667718 1.21693467 1.26941547 1.82548049 2.05255819 

Polymalic 
acid 

β 0.1276456 0.1245264 0.11877 0.12686481 0.12743151 

TFix 2.07871851 4.77476359 1.77739559 2.34349639 2.22797718 
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5.3. Discussion on stepped-field CCS values 

DTIMS instrument allows to determine single-field CCS values, as described in the previous article, but 

also stepped-field CCS values without any prior instrument ion mobility calibration. 

Tune Mix solution and lipid standards have been analyzed to determine corresponding stepped-field 

CCS values. Samples were injected seven times every 30 seconds, and the drift tube entrance voltage 

has been changed every time, as shown in Table V-11. 

Table V-11: DTIMS parameters for stepped-field experiments 

Time 

Sequence Time (min) 
Drift tube 

entrance (V) 
Drift tube 

Exit (V) 

1 0-0.5 1074 

224 

2 0.5-1 1174 

3 1-1.5 1274 

4 1.5-2 1374 

5 2-2.5 1474 

6 2.5-3 1574 

7 3-3.5 1674 

The CCS values obtained for Tune Mix ions with this methodology, have been compared to the 

reference values obtained using a DTIMS instrument (Sarah M. Stow et al. 2017) and the results are 

shown in Table V-12 and Table V-13. Our CCS values were slightly lower than the reference values 

obtained by Stow et al (Table V-12), with a standard deviation (SD) up to 1.2%. Other experimental 

conditions have been tested to improve the accuracy of our measurements. The three conditions 

tested give the same CCS values with a mean RSD of 0.13%.  

Table V-12: Comparison of CCS values of Tune Mix calibrant obtained using different conditions and the reference CCS values 
(Sarah M. Stow et al. 2017) 

m/z 

Reference 
CCS (Å²) 

c1 (60ms) c2 (90ms) c3 (Source conditions) 

CCS SD (%) CCS SD (%) CCS SD (%) 

118.0863 121.51 120.70 0.67 120.65 0.71 120.73 0.64 

322.0482 153.67 152.37 0.85 152.30 0.90 152.27 0.92 

622.0383 202.67 200.83 0.91 200.65 1.00 200.83 0.91 

922.0190 243.05 241.33 0.71 240.70 0.97 240.90 0.89 

1221.9982 281.25 279.33 0.68 278.60 0.95 278.63 0.93 

1521.9758 315.79 312.03 1.20 314.50 0.41 312.87 0.93 

 

The stability of CCS determination using stepped-field conditions has been studied over one year (Table 

V-13). The RSD obtained using the three CCS values obtained at three different time points was only 

1.1%, which is slightly higher than the  0.3% reported by Stow et al (Sarah M. Stow et al. 2017). 
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Table V-13: Comparison of the CCS values of Tune Mix calibrant obtained at different time intervals over one year and the 
reference CCS values (Sarah M. Stow et al. 2017) 

m/z 

CCS (Å²) Mean CCS 
(Å²) 

RSD (%) 
Reference 
CCS (Å²) 1st 2nd 3rd 

118.0863  118.80 120.70 119.75 1.12 121.51 

322.0482 151.20 150.60 152.37 151.39 0.59 153.67 

622.0383 200.40 199.80 200.83 200.34 0.26 202.67 

922.0190 241.60 240.40 241.33 241.11 0.26 243.05 

1221.9982 280.35 278.80 279.33 279.49 0.28 281.25 

1521.9758 311.80 310.80 312.03 311.54 0.21 315.79 

For lipid standards, stepped-field CCS values have also been determined and compared with the 

literature CCS values. Deviations up to 2.8% and an acceptable mean deviation of 1.6% were observed 

(Table V-14).  

Table V-14: Stepped-field CCS values of lipid standards and comparison with literature CCS values 

Lipid standards Ions m/z 
Published CCS 

(N2) in Å² 
Stepped-field 

DTCCS (Å²) 
SD (%) 

 

PE 6:0/6:0 [M+H]+ 412.2111 202.92a 197.40 2.76  

PE 6:0/6:0 [M+Na]+ 434.1920 208.63a 203.30 2.59  

LPE 16:0 [M+H]+ 454.2962 213.91a 209.30 2.18  

LPC 16:0 [M+H]+ 496.3419 230.74b 226.50 1.85  

LPC 16:0 [M+Na]+ 518.3232 223.94b 228.40 1.97  

DG 14:1/14:1 [M+Na]+ 531.4037 230.30c 227.40 1.27  

DG 14:1/14:1 [M+NH4]+ 526.4477 235.12c 231.50 1.55  

LPC 18:1 [M+H]+ 522.3518 233.26c 230.10 1.36  

LPC 18:1 [M+Na]+ 544.3423 235.87c 232.90 1.27  

PE 10:0/10:0 [M+H]+ 524.3378 235.40a 231.10 1.84  

SM 18:1;O2/18:1 [M+H]+ 729.5872 287.60c 283.60 1.40  

PC 16:0/16:0 [M+H]+ 734.5669 278.40d 281.20 1.00  

PC 16:0/16:0 [M+Na]+ 756.5511 280.56d 283.10 0.90  

PE 18:1(9Z)/18:1(9Z) [M+H]+ 744.5472 280.60e 277.00 1.29  

PI 14:1/14:1 [M+H]+ 751.4347 287.29c 284.70 0.91  

PC 20:0/20:0 [M+H]+ 846.6911 307.97a 303.90 1.33  

     1.59  

a (Hines et al. 2016)  

b (Tsugawa et al. 2020b)  
c (Vasilopoulou et al. 2020)  
d (Leaptrot et al. 2019)  
e (Zheng, Aly, et al. 2017)  

 

Then, single-field CCS values of lipid standards have been determined using different calibrants and 

further compared to literature data (Figure V-3). The comparison of single-field CCS values with 

literature CCS values has also been represented. The results show that the deviation comparing the 

CCS values obtained with the same instrument, using both single-field and stepped-field CCS methods, 
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is higher than the deviation comparing single-field CCS values with literature values, which were 

determined using different types of instruments, whatever the calibrant used. 

 

Figure V-3: Comparison of the DTCCS values, obtained with different calibrants with literature CCS values ((Hines et al. 2016) 
(Tsugawa et al. 2020b) (Vasilopoulou et al. 2020) (Leaptrot et al. 2019) (Zheng, Aly, et al. 2017)) and stepped-field CCS 

values 

These results demonstrated the need of improvements for stepped-field CCS values determination, 

because these values are used as reference in the primary method, in the ion mobility community. 

These values are thus crucial because they are used as reference for secondary methods such as 

TWIMS, TIMS and single-field calibration. 

5.4. Conclusion 

In this chapter, human plasma lipid CCS values were studied across three different IMS platforms using 

tune Mix as calibrant. The intra-instrument repeatability was shown to be very good with an average 

RSD of less than 0.5% for each of the three IMS technologies (Figure V-4). For the DTIMS instrument, 

two (in ion negative mode) and three (in positive ion mode) datasets (including five experiments for 

each dataset using different conditions) have been compared over one year resulting on a RSD of 0.20% 

and 0.27% in negative and positive ion modes respectively. Four datasets (two in positive and two in 

negative ion modes) using TWIMS instrument (with three experiments using three IMS conditions) 

have been compared, resulting on a RSD of 0.20% and 0.41% in positive and negative mode 

respectively. For TIMS, two instruments have been used, resulting on a global mean RSD of 0.48% for 

seven datasets using the two instruments. Six datasets have been compared using one TIMS-TOF Flex 

over six months, resulting on a RSD of 0.49% and 0.36%, in positive and negative mode respectively. 
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Figure V-4: Resume of the experiments made on the three instruments showing the repeatability and reproducibility of the 

CCS measurement using Tune Mix as calibrant 

We showed that slight deviations of CCS (mean RSD of 0.5%) can be due to the algorithms or scripts of 

the different software tools utilized to determine the CCS. Estimation of these sources of deviations is 

essential as numerous commercial software tools are currently available. Utilizing a unique software 

for all IMS technologies, such as MS-DIAL or MZMine 3, could be a solution to this problem (Tsugawa 

et al. 2020a; Schmid et al. 2023; Crowell et al. 2013). 

Overall, it has been shown that the CCS values of the studied lipids can be efficiently compared 

between the three instruments, with an average RSD lower than 2%, using almost all the calibrant 

tested, meaning that whatever the calibrant used, comparable CCS values have been obtained using 

different instruments. 

Using the Tune Mix, a good agreement was found between the CCS values determined with DTIMS, 

TWIMS and TIMS, with a mean RSD within 1% in both positive and negative ion modes, for the 75 

human plasma lipids. This is a good starting point to extend the use of the CCS in metabolomics and 

lower the tolerance used to compare experimental CCS with databases. 

The stepped-field CCS values were compared with single-field CCS values, leading to slightly larger 

deviations than the deviations observed with the comparison of the three different instruments, 

meaning that progress must be performed to allow the comparison of all the CCS values, whatever the 

experimental determination method used. 
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Conclusions and perspectives 

In order to integrate CCS as a molecular descriptor into metabolomics workflows and increase the 

reliability of metabolite annotation, the aim of this research project was to investigate and develop 

standardization of CCS measurements. For that purpose, the different potential causes of 

discrepancies on CCS measurements for three different IMS commercial mass spectrometry coupled 

technologies, DTIMS, TIMS, and TWIMS, have been explored. 

 

First, the experimental parameters related to sample introduction and electrospray ionization source, 

have been studied to evaluate their influence on the ion mobility and also on CCS determination. 

In the case of TIMS-TOF instrument, we showed that sample introduction modalities and source 

parameters (flow-rate and temperature of the desolvation gas as well as nebulizer gas pressure) had 

an impact, up to 2%, on ion mobilities and subsequently on the CCS values. The placement of the TIMS 

cell immediately following the ESI source could explain this issue associated to an insufficient 

desolvation process. These results demonstrated the necessity to adjust the source parameters to 

achieve efficient desolvation. Internal ion mobility calibration permitted to retrieve comparable CCS 

values and offered a solution to ensure the CCS reliability, whatever the source conditions. As a result, 

the TIMSCCS values of lipids from human plasma studied by LC-TIMS-MS could be determined precisely.  

A minor impact of the source parameters on the DTCCS values determination has also been observed 

and estimated to less than 1%. Due to the design of the Q-TWIMS-qTOF instrument (Waters Synapt 

G2), where the TWIMS cell is positioned after the quadrupole preventing insufficient desolvation 

process, changes in ESI source parameters had no effect on CCS determination, as previously observed 

in the laboratory.  

Then, the ion mobility parameters of each IMS technology have been studied to evaluate their 

influence on the CCS determination. In the three cases, high repeatability of CCS measurements has 

been demonstrated, with RSD < 0.5%, changing ion mobility parameters (1/K0 range and ramp time for 

TIMS instrument, drift-tube entrance and exit voltages, trap fill and release times as well as 

multiplexing parameters for DTIMS instrument, wave height and wave velocity for TWIMS instrument). 

To prevent inaccurate CCS determination, same source conditions must be used for both calibrant and 

sample analyses, regardless of the IMS device. A perspective could be the resort to internal mobility 

calibration for all ion mobility instruments allowing to limit or overcome the issues of potential 

deviations. 

 

In a second part, the calibration procedure has been examined, in particular for the TWIMS instrument 

through the study of eleven distinct commercial calibrants. For that, lipids from human plasma samples 

have been used as model analytes. The CCS measurements could vary significantly, up to 25%, 

depending on the calibrant used. The TWCCS values determined with each of the eleven calibrants have 

been compared to lipid CCS reported in the literature or in public databases. The smallest deviations 

between our TWCCS and those from the literature were obtained with two calibrants, Tune Mix and 
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lipid standards, with around 1% and 2% difference in positive and negative ionisation modes, 

respectively. However, higher differences were observed for other calibrants. This showed that CCS 

measurement has to be standardized and CCS databases must be harmonized for successful 

comparison with experimental CCS values. That may imply the choice of a reference or primary 

standard as mentioned by Gabelica et al. (Gabelica et al. 2019). Tune Mix appears to be a good 

candidate as it is largely used in the literature and it is commonly used for the measurement of drift 

tubes length (Stow et al. 2017). Moreover, it has the advantages to offer a wide range of CCS and 

narrow IM peaks. Tune mix has been successfully used in many fields of research and for many types 

of samples. 

Therefore, we proposed to use the Tune Mix as a reference calibrant to re-calibrate the CCS of the ten 

other calibrants. These newly adjusted scales reduced calibrant-induced deviations and enabled the 

determination of plasma lipid TWCCS with very weak discrepancies between experimental CCS values, 

regardless of the calibrants. For the investigated lipids, less than 0.2% deviation was consistently 

attained across calibrants. We have also shown that this method could be applied to any previously 

published study, if the drift times of both samples and calibrant ions are reported, as we validated our 

procedure with a previously published lipid CCS dataset. We think that this approach can yield 

standardized CCS values that can improve their use as physicochemical descriptor for lipid annotation.  

 

Then, interplatform evaluation was performed comparing the three available ion mobility technologies 

using the same calibrant and sample, a lipid extract from human plasma. The intra-instrument 

repeatability appeared to be very good with an average RSD of less than 0.5% for each of the three 

IMS technologies.  

We have also noted that slight but significant deviations can be due to the algorithms or scripts used 

to determine the CCS values. Therefore, it is important to assess these discrepancies produced by 

individual data processing software tools as there are currently many commercial software options, 

which are different for each instrument. Utilizing a unique software for all ion mobility technologies, 

such as MS-DIAL or MZMine 3 or another, could be a solution to this problem (Tsugawa et al. 2020a; 

Schmid et al. 2023; Crowell et al. 2013). 

A key point highlighted in this interplatform study is the importance of the calibration step, in particular 

the use of common calibrant. The previously mentioned eleven calibrants were investigated with each 

of the three IMS technologies. It was shown that small CCS deviations could be obtained when the 

same calibrant was used with all three IMS technologies (mean deviation below 2% in positive ion 

mode considering almost all the studied calibrants except two of them which are outside the lipid CCS 

and m/z ranges and less than 1% in negative ion mode). Thus, the CCS values determined with different 

IMS technologies are highly comparable, if the same calibrant is used. These results are in agreement 

with those published by Feuerstein et al. during this thesis, which showed, via an interplatform study, 

the comparability of steroid collision cross sections using DTIMS, TWIMS and TIMS technologies 

(Feuerstein et al. 2022).  

Comparing the TWCCS, TIMSCCS and DTCCS, using the Tune Mix as calibrant, a good agreement was 

observed with a mean RSD within 1%, in both positive and negative ion modes, considering all ionic 

species. Then, more than 90 % of lipid CCS showed deviations within 1% whatever the ionization mode. 

This study demonstrates that the constitution of interoperable CCS databases is clearly achievable 
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when standardized procedures and experimental conditions are implemented throughout the entire 

workflow, from acquisition to data processing. 

 

Thus, this research project has demonstrated the importance of using standardized conditions to 

determine experimental CCS and showed that the choice of calibrant could have a significant impact 

on the CCS values determination. As mentioned by Gabelica et al., the ion mobility community has to 

urgently agree on a unique primary standard or a reference to use the full potential of ion mobility in 

metabolomics and lipidomics areas (Gabelica et al. 2019). Moreover, using stepped-field CCS values as 

reference could be an issue, because the resolving power of DTIMS technology is almost low, while 

new ion mobility technologies, such as TIMS, cIM and SLIM, exhibit higher ion mobility resolutions. 

Indeed, in most cases, current DTIMS instruments did not permit the separation of isomers leading to 

a unique CCS value while high-resolution techniques allow such separation, resulting in distinct CCS 

values. However, for now, the reference CCS arise from stepped field method using DTIMS instrument. 

The use of a unique reference, in a similar principle than the use of 12C isotope as the mass reference 

to calculate all the masses of compounds and consequently the m/z values of the ions, can be a solution 

to many issues in ion mobility to determine experimental CCS values but also predicted CCS. We have 

also shown that a re-calibration strategy is possible. Thus, if a primary standard or a reference calibrant 

is chosen by the ion mobility community, this strategy can be applied to re-calibrate CCS values from 

previous or current studies (that report CCS with other standard than the reference) and re-align the 

CCS values of databases already available. Using a common reference calibrant and common CCS 

values for this reference material in every study, resulting experimental CCS can be a powerful 

descriptor to add in metabolomics and lipidomics studies. 

Other perspectives to this work can be to extend this work to metabolites and perform large-scale 

metabolomics studies, but also to other compounds classes, as glycans or peptides. In the case of 

proteins, which give multiple charged ions in ESI, additional studies have to be performed to determine 

an appropriate reference compound for this compound class, as Tune Mix can only provide singly 

charged ions in both positive and negative ion modes. Another perspective can be the coupling of ultra-

high resolution ion mobility instrument with ultra-high resolution mass spectrometer as the TIMS-

FTICR MS, the evaluation of the performance of this instrument and its capability to determine CCS of 

very close structural compounds (isomers). Evaluation of its ability to perform DI-TIMS-FTICR 

experiments, i.e. without prior chromatographic separation, and comparison with LC-IMS-TOF MS 

approaches can also be envisaged.  
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Résumé en Français (Summary in French) 

Introduction 

Depuis 20 ans, la métabolomique ouvre la voie à une meilleure compréhension de la biologie, de la 

santé humaine et de notre environnement en étudiant les métabolites, des molécules qui reflètent les 

différentes voies métaboliques. Les lipides et les métabolites sont vitaux et extrêmement diversifiés, 

tant sur le plan structurel que fonctionnel. Le métabolome humain a été étudié à l'aide de diverses 

techniques, notamment la résonance magnétique nucléaire (RMN) et la spectrométrie de masse (MS). 

Chaque étude métabolomique fait progresser notre connaissance des processus biochimiques et du 

fonctionnement des systèmes vivants, même si nous ne comprenons pas encore parfaitement toutes 

les voies métaboliques et tous les métabolites impliqués dans le métabolome (Ryan et Robards 2006). 

Il a été rapporté que l'identification de plus de 1 % du métabolome humain connu reste un défi, même 

dans le cadre d'études métabolomiques de grande envergure (Wishart et al. 2022). Bien que le nombre 

exact de métabolites ne soit pas encore connu, on pense qu'il est extrêmement important, et 

comprend de nombreux métabolites ayant le même poids moléculaire (Courant et al. 2014). 

 

Les approches métabolomiques utilisant la spectrométrie de masse (MS) à haute résolution sont 

largement utilisées pour la caractérisation des échantillons biologiques, souvent en couplage avec des 

techniques de chromatographie, comme la chromatographie liquide (LC). Ainsi, différents 

descripteurs, tels que le temps de rétention (RT), la mesure de masse précise (m/z) et les spectres 

MS/MS sont fournis par la LC-MS/MS pour effectuer l'annotation des métabolites en fonction d'un 

niveau de confiance bien décrit. Cependant, l’identification des composés reste un challenge, 

notamment dû à la présence de nombreux isobares ou isomères. Ainsi, le couplage de la spectrométrie 

de mobilité ionique (IMS) à la spectrométrie de masse apporte une dimension de séparation 

supplémentaire ainsi qu’un nouveau descripteur physico-chimique, la section efficace de collision 

(CCS) qui reflète la structure tridimensionnelle d’un ion en phase gazeuse. La CCS peut être ajoutée 

aux autres descripteurs utilisés en métabolomique pour une identification plus sûre des composés. 

Actuellement, plusieurs technologies de spectrométrie de mobilité ionique pouvant être couplées à la 

spectrométrie de masse permettent la détermination expérimentale de la CCS. Les plus utilisées sont 

la spectrométrie de mobilité ionique à tube de dérive (DTIMS), qui est considérée comme la méthode 

primaire (Ibrahim et al., 2015), la spectrométrie de mobilité ionique à ondes progressives (TWIMS) 

(Giles, 2013 ; Giles et al., 2004 ; Richardson et al., 2018) et la spectrométrie de mobilité ionique piégée 

(TIMS) (Fernandez-Lima et al., 2011 ; Michelmann et al., 2015), qui sont des méthodes secondaires 

nécessitant un étalonnage. La CCS est un descripteur prometteur pour l'annotation des métabolites et 

des lipides dans les analyses non ciblées, en particulier par la recherche dans les bases de données de 

CCS. (Paglia & Astarita, 2017 ; Paglia et al., 2015). Toutefois, la littérature fait état de valeurs de CCS 

très disparates (jusqu'à 10 % d'écart) selon l'instrument ou l’étalon utilisé. Ces écarts de CCS sont 

principalement liés aux procédures d'étalonnage, aux étalons disponibles et à l'absence de consensus 

sur les valeurs de CCS de référence. Certaines études ont souligné la nécessité d'une normalisation des 

mesures et des bases de données de référence. 

L'objectif de ce projet de recherche est d'étudier et de développer la standardisation des mesures de 

CCS afin de permettre l'alignement des CCS pour intégrer ce descripteur dans les analyses 
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métabolomiques et améliorer la fiabilité de l'annotation des métabolites. Pour ce faire, différentes 

causes possibles de déviations des mesures de CCS ont été évaluées pour trois technologies 

commerciales différentes couplées à la spectrométrie de masse, DTIMS, TIMS et TWIMS. Tout d'abord, 

les paramètres expérimentaux liés à l'introduction de l'échantillon et à la source d'ionisation par 

electrospray (ESI), en particulier pour les instruments TIMS-MS ont été étudiés afin d'évaluer leur 

influence sur la mobilité des ions et sur la détermination des CCS. Ensuite, les paramètres de l'IMS ont 

été étudiés pour les trois technologies IMS afin de déterminer leur contribution aux écarts de CCS. La 

procédure d'étalonnage a également été examinée, en particulier à travers l'étude de onze étalons 

différents. Ensuite, une évaluation inter-plateforme a été réalisée en comparant les trois différentes 

technologies de mobilité ionique lorsqu'une procédure standardisée impliquant un étalonnage unique 

a été mise en œuvre. 

Matériel et méthodes 

Les lipides ont été extraits du plasma humain à l'aide de la méthode Bligh et Dyer et ont été analysés 

par UHPLC-ESI-IMS-Q-TOF en utilisant un workflow de lipidomique standard impliquant une 

chromatographie liquide en phase inverse (colonne C18) pour la séparation. Trois instruments 

différents ont été comparés : Synapt G2 (Waters) équipé de la cellule TWIMS, DTIMS 6560 (Agilent) et 

TIMS-TOF Flex (Bruker). Différents paramètres de mobilité ionique ont également été évalués : la 

vitesse et la hauteur d'onde dans la cellule TWIMS, la tension appliquée et la capacité de multiplexing 

dans la cellule DTIMS et les paramètres de rampe dans la cellule TIMS. Les valeurs de CCS ont été 

déterminées par les logiciels Unifi (Waters), IM-MS Browser (Agilent) et Metaboscape (Bruker). 

 

Workflow utilisé pour obtenir les CCS des lipides de plasma sur les trois instruments IMS: de la 

préparation de l’échantillon à l’analyse, puis le traitement des données (George et al. 2022) 

 

Résultats 

Les résultats sont présentés dans le manuscrit sous forme de trois chapitres. Le chapitre 3 présente 

l'étude de l'influence des paramètres expérimentaux, tels que les paramètres de la source electrospray 

et de la cellule IMS, sur la détermination des CCS, en utilisant chacune des trois technologies de 
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mobilité ionique. Le chapitre 4 est consacré à l'étude de l'étape d'étalonnage de la mobilité ionique à 

l'aide de l'instrument TWIMS. Pour cela, les lipides du plasma humain ont été utilisés comme modèle 

d'analyse. Une stratégie de réalignement des CCS permettant de réduire les déviations des CCS dues à 

l’étalonnage a été proposée. Le chapitre 5 permet la comparaison inter-plateforme des valeurs de CCS 

déterminées à l'aide de trois cellules de mobilité ionique différentes : DTIMS, TWIMS et TIMS. 

Influence des paramètres expérimentaux sur la détermination des CCS 

De nombreux paramètres peuvent influencer la mobilité des ions et donc la détermination des valeurs 

de CCS. Ces paramètres sont liés aux instruments IMS, aux étalons mais aussi à d'autres paramètres 

tels que le débit de la chromatographie, la composition du solvant, et les paramètres de la source, et 

aussi les paramètres influençant la séparation en mobilité ionique. 

Premièrement, l’influence des paramètres d’introduction de l’échantillon et ceux impliqués dans le 

phénomène de désorption/ionisation de la source electrospray a été étudié sur des standards de 

lipides sur les trois instruments, avec tout d’abord un focus sur l’instrument TIMS où la cellule IMS est 

directement derrière la source. La stabilité des expériences de mobilité ionique a été étudiée pendant 

dix heures, ce qui a permis de déterminer un temps de stabilisation de vingt minutes pour que les 

paramètres de la source (principalement la pression et la température) se stabilisent. Les mélanges de 

solvant et les débits ont été étudiés ainsi que trois paramètres de la source electrospray : la pression 

de nébulisation, la température et le débit du drying gas. Les modifications de ces paramètres ont 

induit des déplacements et des élargissements des pics de mobilité ionique. L'apparition d'un pic 

supplémentaire dans les spectres de mobilité ionique a même été remarqué quand de mauvaises 

conditions de désolvatation sont utilisées. Cela pourrait s'expliquer par la formation de clusters ion-

solvant ou par d'autres effets tels que des changements dans la pression de la cellule IMS. Comme la 

CCS est déterminée à partir de la mobilité des ions, les écarts de mobilité ont un impact sur les valeurs 

de CCS. Cependant, grâce à un étalonnage interne avec l’étalon Tune Mix (ESI Low concentration 

Tuning Mix, Agilent), les écarts ont pu être réduits de 0,79% à 0,10%. L'optimisation des paramètres 

de la source est donc essentielle pour obtenir une bonne désolvatation des ions de lipides et éviter 

une mauvaise interprétation des doubles pics dans les spectres de mobilité ionique. Ce travail a mis en 

évidence l'importance de l'étalonnage interne sur le TIMS pour garantir des valeurs de CCS 

interopérables, utilisables dans l'annotation métabolomique. 

Trois conditions source différentes ont aussi été étudiées sur le DTIMS, utilisant les paramètres 

recommandés puis en mimant une faible désolvatation ou une très grande désolvatation (en 

diminuant ou augmentant les valeurs de certains paramètres). Un écart sur les temps de dérive des 

standards de lipides étudiés a été remarqué, induite par les trois conditions. Ainsi, comme les 

conditions de la source ont une influence sur les temps de dérive des ions, l’étalon et les échantillons 

doivent être analysés en utilisant des paramètres instrumentaux et opérationnels strictement 

identiques pour déterminer les valeurs de CCS. 

Pour l’instrument TWIMS, la cellule IMS est séparée de la source par un quadripôle, ce qui permet de 

s’affranchir des problèmes de mauvaise désolvatation car les molécules de solvant ont le temps 

nécessaire pour s’évaporer avant que les ions n’arrivent dans la cellule IMS. 

Deuxièmement, les paramètres influençant la séparation en mobilité ionique ont été étudiés sur les 

trois techniques de mobilité ionique. Dans le cas du TIMS, les valeurs de CCS obtenues étaient très 
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similaires (RSD < 0,25 %), ce qui montre une grande robustesse, même en cas de modification des 

paramètres de rampe dans la cellule IMS et même en utilisant le mode PASEF. Pour le DTIMS, les RSD 

étaient inférieurs à 0,5 % même en utilisant la stratégie de multiplexage. Dans l'instrument TWIMS, il 

a été démontré que la hauteur et la vitesse des vagues doivent être correctement ajustées pour éviter 

certains problèmes de séparation. En tenant compte de ce point particulier, le RSD en comparant trois 

conditions IMS avec des hauteurs et vitesses de vagues différentes était d'environ 0,2 %. 

Etude lipidomique d’échantillon de plasma par TWIMS-MS : mise en place 

d’une procédure de réétalonnage pour obtenir des CCS interopérables 

La deuxième étude est basée sur l’étude de l’étalonnage en CCS de l’instrument Q-TWIMS-qTOF 

(Synapt G2 Waters) équipé de la cellule TWIMS appliqué à un échantillon de plasma humain. 

La première étape de notre étude a consisté à examiner les onze étalons publiés et actuellement 

majoritairement utilisés pour des expériences d’IMS et à construire les courbes d'étalonnage 

correspondantes. Pour chaque étalon, différents paramètres de mobilité ionique dans les deux modes 

d'ionisation ont été testés afin d'évaluer la répétabilité des mesures de CCS. À l'exception du PEG, tous 

les étalons présentent des courbes d'étalonnage montrant la même tendance. Un examen attentif des 

données montre que les courbes d'étalonnage établies à partir du Tune Mix et des lipides sont presque 

superposées. Il est à noter que les courbes d'étalonnage construites à partir de TAA, de polyglycine et 

de standards de médicaments ne couvrent pas toute la gamme de CCS des lipides, ce qui les rend 

inappropriées dans le présent contexte. Cette recherche préliminaire permet d'étudier les premiers 

avantages et inconvénients des étalons étudiés. 

La deuxième étape de ce travail a permis d’évaluer ces différents étalons pour les mesures de CCS, en 

utilisant les lipides du plasma humain comme analytes modèles. Les lipides plasmatiques ont été 

identifiés avec les temps de rétention chromatographique, les masses précises et les spectres de 

fragmentation MS/MS avec l’aide des bases de données publiques. Les CCS de tous ces lipides 

identifiés avec certitude ont ensuite été déterminées en utilisant chaque étalon, en utilisant le logiciel 

UNIFI (Waters) et les valeurs obtenues ont été comparées entre elles. Pour chaque lipide, les valeurs 

de CCS sont du même ordre de grandeur pour tous les étalons, sauf pour un étalon, le PEG. Les 

disparités entre les valeurs de CCS (les disparités sont calculées en soustrayant les valeurs extrêmes de 

CCS avant de les diviser par les valeurs moyennes) atteignent 8 % lorsque le PEG est exclu et plus de 

27 % lorsque le PEG est inclus, en mode positif. En mode négatif, les disparités atteignent 3,5%. Ces 

disparités sont bien plus élevées que la limite de 1% recommandée dans diverses publications pour la 

détermination des CCS. Ainsi, nous avons pu constater que le Tune Mix et les standards de lipides ont 

conduit à des valeurs de CCS très proches pour tous les lipides étudiés, tandis que les autres étalons (à 

l'exception du PEG) ont donné des valeurs de CCS plus élevées. Ces résultats ont mis en évidence et 

confirmé les inconvénients et l'impact de l’utilisation de différents étalons sur la précision des mesures 

de CCS. 

Ensuite, les valeurs de CCS déterminées avec chaque étalon étudié ont été comparées aux CCS des 

lipides rapportées dans la littérature ou dans les bases de données publiques. Il arrive que différentes 

valeurs de CCS soient publiées dans la littérature pour les mêmes lipides, en fonction des instruments 

IMS, des méthodologies et des étalons choisis par les auteurs. En outre, seule une partie des valeurs 

de CCS a été publiée en utilisant le DTIMS en mode « stepped-field », c’est-à-dire sans étalonnage, 

mode reconnu dans la littérature comme nécessaire pour l’obtention de CCS de référence. Par 

conséquent, nous avons décidé de sélectionner pour notre comparaison les CCS publiées comme suit: 

tout d'abord, la CCS obtenue avec le DTIMS en mode « stepped-field », ensuite la CCS déterminée avec 
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le DTIMS en mode « single-field » avec une étape d’étalonnage supplémentaire et enfin avec le TIMS 

ou le TWIMS, qui nécessite un étalonnage. Ainsi, en mode positif, les écarts les plus importants ont été 

observés avec le PEG comme étalon, environ 20 %. Ce polymère a précédemment été utilisé pour 

étalonner les ions de saponine mais jamais dans l'analyse lipidomique, ce qui confirme son 

inadéquation pour les lipides. 

Le TAA, la polyglycine et les standards de médicaments ont également conduit à des écarts importants, 

jusqu'à 8 %, car leur gamme de CCS ne correspond pas à celle des lipides plasmatiques. Par conséquent, 

cela induit logiquement un biais dans la détermination des CCS. Bien que le PEO, le dextran, la 

polyalanine, le Major Mix (Waters) et l'acide polymalique couvrent toute la gamme de CCS des lipides 

plasmatiques, les déviations relatives moyennes étaient encore supérieures à 3%, pour ces cinq étalons 

dans les deux modes d'ionisation. Dans le cas du kit d’étalonnage Major Mix, certains laboratoires 

n'utilisent pas les mêmes ions présents dans ce kit pour construire leurs courbes d’étalonnage, ce qui 

peut conduire à une déviation supplémentaire pour la détermination des CCS. 

Les plus petits écarts observés entre nos CCS et ceux de la littérature ont été obtenus avec seulement 

deux étalons, le Tune Mix et les standards de lipides, avec environ 1% et 2% de différences dans les 

modes d'ionisation positif et négatif, respectivement. D'une part, des publications mentionnent que 

les CCS des lipides présents dans les échantillons de plasma semblent correctement étalonnées par 

des étalons lipides parce qu'ils appartiennent à la même classe chimique. Cependant, les lipides 

peuvent être de classes très différentes avec des structures constituées d'acides gras qui peuvent 

présenter différents types et longueurs de chaînes acyles saturées ou insaturées. Une telle diversité 

de structures induit des diversités de formes donnant des espèces lipidiques ionisées variées qui 

peuvent se comporter différemment dans la cellule de mobilité ionique. Par exemple, Hines et al. ont 

expliqué que les phosphatidylcholines (PC) peuvent être utilisés pour étalonner les espèces 

phosphatidyléthalonamines (PE), en mode positif (Hines et al. 2016).  Néanmoins, il semble difficile de 

distinguer toutes les classes de lipides, les espèces individuelles et les isomères afin de trouver le 

standard optimal pour étalonner les espèces lipidiques dans les analyses lipidomiques à grande 

échelle.  

D'autre part, le Tune Mix, largement utilisé dans la littérature et couramment utilisé pour l'étalonnage 

de la longueur des tubes de dérive, présente une large gamme de CCS et des pics fins en mobilité 

ionique en raison de conformation moléculaire unique pour chaque phosphazine. De nombreux 

laboratoires utilisent déjà ce mélange pour l'étalonnage en masse ou en mobilité ionique. En raison de 

sa gamme étendue de m/z de 118-2722 et 113-2834, et de sa gamme de CCS, de 122-438 Å² et 109-

432 Å² respectivement pour les modes d’ionisation positif et négatif, il peut être étendu à de nombreux 

domaines de recherche et d’échantillons. Une étude interlaboratoire impliquant quatre laboratoires 

différents a été réalisée à l'aide du DTIMS pour la détermination et la comparaison des CCS obtenues 

sans et avec  étalonnage avec le Tune Mix : les valeurs de CCS étaient très proches avec un RSD<0,29% 

en mode « stepped-field » (Sarah M. Stow et al. 2017). Depuis cette publication, la communauté 

semble avoir atteint un consensus sur les valeurs de CCS pour les ions du Tune Mix. Ces écarts 

particulièrement faibles entre nos valeurs de CCS étalonnées avec le Tune Mix et celles de la littérature 

peuvent s'expliquer par le fait que ces dernières ont été déterminées avec un DTIMS après étalonnage 

avec le Tune Mix. 

Nous proposons d'utiliser le Tune Mix comme étalon de référence. Il présente une bonne répétabilité 

dans diverses conditions de mobilité ionique, avec un RSD sur les 9 analyses inférieur à 0,3% dans les 

deux modes d'ionisation. De plus, les déviations entre nos CCS expérimentales et les valeurs de CCS de 

la littérature sont proches de 1% et 2% dans les modes d'ionisation positif et négatif, respectivement. 

Afin de corriger les déviations significatives observées avec les autres étalons, les valeurs de CCS de 
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tous les étalons utilisés ont été réalignées sur celles du Tune Mix. Pour cela, tous les étalons ont été 

ré-étalonnés par le Tune Mix par la même procédure d’étalonnage que celle utilisée pour étalonner 

les lipides du plasma. Les courbes d'étalonnage obtenues après correction montrent un ajustement 

parfait entre toutes les courbes des étalons ré-étalonnés et celle du Tune Mix. Les valeurs de CCS des 

étalons corrigées constituent une base de données de CCS corrigées qui peut être utilisée pour 

déterminer les valeurs CCS de n'importe quel échantillon. La correction effectuée avec le Tune Mix 

permet d'obtenir des valeurs de CCS cohérentes pour chaque lipide quel que soit l’étalon utilisé, dans 

les deux modes d'ionisation. La disparité entre les valeurs de CCS corrigées obtenues avec les différents 

étalons est de 0,2% en mode positif et de 0,1% en mode négatif contre 27.0% et 3,6% avant correction. 

Cette méthode de correction permet d'avoir une courbe d'étalonnage universelle et de pouvoir 

comparer les valeurs de CCS obtenues avec différents étalonnages, si les valeurs de CCS corrigées sont 

utilisées. Les CCS corrigées proposées pour les étalons peuvent être exploitées pour construire une 

base de données de CCS universelle pour l'analyse lipidomique ou pour d'autres domaines. 

Afin de valider notre méthodologie et de démontrer davantage l'utilisation universelle de la base de 

données résultante, nous utilisons nos CCS d’étalons corrigées pour ré-étalonner un ensemble de 

données publié précédemment, concernant les lipides de Pseudomonas aeruginosa. L'écart relatif 

moyen avec les valeurs de CCS de la littérature était inférieur à 1 % pour six lipides de Pseudomonas 

aeruginosa, en utilisant les étalons polyalanine et dextran réalignés. De plus, l'écart relatif moyen 

observé entre les CCS corrigées de Deschamps et al. et nos CCS corrigées était inférieur à 0,5 %, pour 

les mêmes six lipides, de sorte que des bases de données de CCS interopérables ont pu être obtenues 

avec succès en utilisant la correction des étalons. 

Cette étude montre l’importance de l’étalonnage pour utiliser la CCS comme descripteur pour 

l’identification des métabolites. 

 

Etude inter-plateformes de trois techniques de mobilité ionique pour la 

détermination des CCS de lipides plasmatiques 

Dans la partie précédente, l'importance de l'étalonnage a été soulignée pour l'instrument TWIMS. 

Dans cette partie, l'objectif était de comparer les valeurs de CCS mesurées par trois instruments IM 

différents : DTIMS, TWIMS et TIMS. Différentes sources potentielles d'écarts de CCS ont été étudiées. 

Tout d'abord, la répétabilité des valeurs de CCS pour chacune des trois techniques IMS, en utilisant 

quatre instruments, dont deux cellules TIMS, a été étudiée. Une attention particulière a été accordée 

à la compréhension de la manière dont les valeurs de CCS ont été déterminées dans les trois 

instruments à l'aide d'outils logiciels commerciaux. 

L'influence significative des logiciels de traitement des données sur la détermination des CCS a été 

soulevée. Dans le cas de l'instrument commercial TWIMS, trois logiciels différents ont été étudiés et 

comparés : i) Masslynx en combinaison avec Driftscope, ii) Progenesis QI et iii) Unifi. De manière assez 

inattendue, les valeurs de CCS déterminées à l'aide de ces trois logiciels différaient dans une certaine 

mesure, avec un écart maximal de 0,9 % (0,5 % en moyenne), conséquence directe de la variabilité des 

algorithmes de sélection des pics et de calcul des CCS. De la même manière, les logiciels Bruker (Data 

Analysis et Metaboscape) ont été comparés pour la détermination des valeurs TIMSCCS et ont 

également montré des déviations de 0,5% en moyenne.  
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La répétabilité intra-instrument a été évaluée pour les trois techniques IMS en répétant les mesures 

de CCS à différents intervalles de temps. Les résultats montrent une très bonne répétabilité des 

mesures de CCS sur les trois techniques, avec des RSD largement inférieurs à 1%. 

 

Les valeurs de CCS ont été déterminées avec les trois technologies à l'aide de différents calibrants, qui 

ont été évalués précédemment à l'aide de la cellule TWIMS. Les RSD moyens étaient inférieurs à 2 % 

pour presque tous les étalons, à l'exception des médicaments et de la polyglycine, car ils ne couvrent 

pas l'ensemble des gammes de masse et de CCS des espèces lipidiques. Cependant, des valeurs de CCS 

reproductibles peuvent être obtenues avec les autres étalons, si le même étalon est utilisé avec les 

différents instruments. Cela confirme à nouveau l'importance de l'étape d'étalonnage en CCS pour 

garantir des valeurs CCS reproductibles entre les instruments. 

 

La corrélation entre les valeurs de CCS obtenues par les trois techniques, étalonnées avec le Tune Mix, 

a ensuite été évaluée. En représentant les CCS d’un instrument en fonction des CCS d’un deuxième, de 

bonnes corrélations sont retrouvées avec des coefficients de détermination R2 supérieurs à 0,995 en 

mode d’ionisation positif et négatif. Quelques valeurs aberrantes ont été observées, et 

correspondaient à des ions peu abondants présentant une intensité et une définition de pic IMS 

médiocres. En effet, un faible rapport signal/bruit peut conduire à une sélection erronée des pics et 

donc à des variations des valeurs de CCS. Pour avoir une vue d'ensemble des données collectées, les 

différences entre toutes les valeurs de CCS obtenues à partir des trois techniques ont été comparées 

par paire. Pour chacun des trois cas, les différences moyennes observées entre les valeurs de CCS de 

deux instruments sont inférieures à 1 % dans les modes positif et négatif. Plus de 90% des valeurs de 

CCS des lipides plasmatiques présentent des écarts relatifs moyens entre les trois instruments 

inférieurs à 1%, tant pour le mode d’ionisation négatif que positif, tandis que tous les RSD sont 

inférieurs à 2%. Cela indique que la comparaison des CCS entre les laboratoires et les plates-formes 

IMS est possible avec une faible tolérance. 

 

Ce travail montre que des conditions analytiques harmonisées peuvent donner une excellente 

reproductibilité inter-plateforme en termes de mesures de CCS. 

Conclusion et perspectives 

Afin d'intégrer la CCS en tant que descripteur moléculaire dans les workflows de métabolomique et 

d'augmenter la fiabilité de l'annotation des métabolites, l'objectif de ce projet de recherche était 

d'étudier et de développer la normalisation des mesures de CCS. Pour cela, les différentes causes 

potentielles de divergences dans les mesures de CCS pour trois technologies commerciales couplées 

de spectrométrie de masse et de spectrométrie de mobilité ionique différentes, DTIMS, TIMS et 

TWIMS, ont été explorées. 

 

Tout d'abord, les paramètres expérimentaux liés à l'introduction de l'échantillon et à la source 

d'ionisation electrospray ont été étudiés afin d'évaluer leur influence sur la mobilité des ions et sur la 

détermination des CCS. 

Dans le cas de l'instrument TIMS-TOF, nous avons montré que les modalités d'introduction des 

échantillons et les paramètres de la source (débit et température du gaz de désolvatation ainsi que 
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pression du gaz de nébulisation) avaient un impact, jusqu'à 2 %, sur les mobilités ioniques et, par la 

suite, sur les valeurs de CCS. Le placement de la cellule TIMS immédiatement après la source ESI 

pourrait expliquer ce problème lié à un processus de désolvatation insuffisant. Ces résultats ont 

démontré la nécessité d'ajuster les paramètres de la source pour obtenir une désolvatation efficace. 

L'étalonnage interne de la mobilité ionique a permis de récupérer des valeurs de CCS comparables et 

a offert une solution pour garantir la fiabilité des CCS, quelles que soient les conditions de la source. 

En conséquence, les valeurs TIMSCCS des lipides du plasma humain étudiés par LC-TIMS-MS ont pu être 

déterminées avec précision. 

Un impact mineur des paramètres de la source sur la détermination des valeurs DTCCS, a également 

été observé. Cette influence n’a pas été remarquée sur l'instrument Q-TWIMS-qTOF (Waters Synapt 

G2) certainement en raison de la conception de l'instrument où la cellule TWIMS est positionnée après 

le quadripôle.  

Ensuite, les paramètres de mobilité ionique de chaque technologie IMS ont été étudiés pour évaluer 

leur influence sur la détermination des CCS. Dans les trois cas, une répétabilité élevée des mesures de 

CCS a été démontrée, avec un RSD < 0,5 %, en modifiant les paramètres de mobilité ionique (plage de 

1/K0 et temps de rampe pour l'instrument TIMS, tensions d'entrée et de sortie du tube à dérive, temps 

de remplissage et de libération du piège ainsi que les paramètres de multiplexing pour l'instrument 

DTIMS, et les hauteurs et vitesses de vague pour l'instrument TWIMS). 

Pour éviter une détermination inexacte des CCS, les mêmes conditions de source doivent être utilisées 

pour les analyses de l’étalon et de l'échantillon, quel que soit la technologie de mobilité ionique. Une 

perspective pourrait être le recours systématique à l'étalonnage interne de la mobilité pour tous les 

instruments de mobilité ionique, comme ce qui a été utilisé sur le TIMS-TOF ce qui permettrait de 

limiter ou de surmonter les problèmes de déviations potentielles. 

 

Dans une deuxième partie, la procédure d'étalonnage a été examinée, en particulier pour l'instrument 

TWIMS, à travers l'étude de onze étalons commerciaux distincts. Pour cela, des lipides provenant 

d'échantillons de plasma humain ont été utilisés comme analytes modèles. Les mesures de CCS 

peuvent varier de manière significative, jusqu'à 25 %, en fonction de l’étalon utilisé. Les valeurs de 
TWCCS que nous avons déterminées avec chacun des onze étalons ont été comparées aux CCS des 

lipides rapportés dans la littérature ou dans les bases de données publiques. Les écarts les plus faibles 

entre nos TWCCS et ceux de la littérature ont été obtenus avec deux calibrants, Tune Mix et les 

standards lipidiques, avec environ 1% et 2% de différence dans les modes d'ionisation positive et 

négative, respectivement. Cependant, des différences plus importantes ont été observées pour 

d'autres étalons. Cela montre que la mesure des CCS doit être normalisée et que les bases de données 

de CCS doivent être harmonisées pour une comparaison réussie avec les valeurs expérimentales des 

CCS. Cela peut impliquer le recours à une référence ou à un étalon primaire comme mentionné par 

Gabelica et al. (Gabelica et al. 2019). 

Nous avons proposé d'utiliser le Tune Mix comme étalon de référence pour ré-étalonner les CCS des 

dix autres étalons. Ces échelles nouvellement ajustées ont réduit les écarts induits par les étalons et 

ont permis la détermination des TWCCS des lipides plasmatiques avec de très faibles écarts entre les 

valeurs de CCS expérimentales, quels que soit l’étalon utilisé. Pour les lipides étudiés, une déviation 

inférieure à 0,2 % a été obtenue en comparant tous les étalons Nous avons également montré que 

cette méthode pouvait être utilisée pour toute étude publiée précédemment, si les temps de dérive 
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des échantillons et des étalons sont indiqués. Nous pensons que cette approche peut produire des 

valeurs de CCS standardisées qui peuvent améliorer leur utilisation en tant que descripteur physico-

chimique pour l'annotation des lipides. 

 

Ensuite, une évaluation interplateforme a été réalisée pour comparer les trois technologies de mobilité 

ionique disponibles en utilisant le même étalon et le même échantillon, un extrait lipidique de plasma 

humain. La répétabilité intra-instrument s'est avérée très bonne avec un RSD moyen inférieur à 0,5 % 

pour chacune des trois technologies IMS. 

Nous avons également noté des écarts légers mais significatifs dus aux algorithmes ou aux scripts 

employés pour déterminer les valeurs de CCS. Par conséquent, il est important d'évaluer ces 

divergences produites par les outils logiciels de traitement des données, car il existe actuellement de 

nombreuses options logicielles commerciales, qui sont différentes pour chaque instrument. 

L'utilisation d'un logiciel unique pour toutes les technologies de mobilité ionique, comme MS-DIAL ou 

MZMine 3 ou autre, pourrait être une solution à ce problème (Tsugawa et al. 2020a ; Schmid et al. 

2023 ; Crowell et al. 2013). 

L'importance de l'étape d'étalonnage en CCS, en particulier l'utilisation d'un étalon commun, est un 

point clé mis en évidence dans cette étude interplateforme. Les onze étalons mentionnés 

précédemment ont été étudiés avec chacune des trois technologies IMS. Il a été démontré que de 

faibles écarts de CCS pouvaient être obtenus lorsque le même étalon était utilisé avec les trois 

technologies IMS (écart moyen inférieur à 2 % en mode d'ionisation positive en considérant presque 

tous les étalons étudiés, sauf deux d'entre eux qui sont en dehors des plages de CCS et de m/z des 

lipides, et inférieur à 1 % en mode d'ionisation négative). Ainsi, les valeurs de CCS déterminées avec 

différentes technologies IMS sont très comparables, si le même étalon est utilisé. Ces résultats sont en 

accord avec ceux publiés par Feuerstein et al. au cours de cette thèse, qui ont montré, via une étude 

interplateforme, la comparabilité des sections efficaces de collision des stéroïdes en utilisant les 

technologies DTIMS, TWIMS et TIMS (Feuerstein et al. 2022).  

En comparant les TWCCS, les TIMSCCS et les DTCCS, en utilisant le Tune Mix comme étalon, un bon accord 

a été observé avec un RSD moyen inférieur à 1 %, à la fois dans les modes positifs et négatifs, en tenant 

compte de toutes les espèces ioniques. Plus de 90 % des CCS lipidiques présentaient des écarts 

inférieurs à 1 %, quel que soit le mode d'ionisation. Cette étude démontre que la constitution de bases 

de données CCS interopérables est clairement réalisable lorsque des procédures et des conditions 

expérimentales standardisées sont mises en œuvre tout au long du flux de travail, de l'acquisition au 

traitement des données. 

Ainsi, ce projet de recherche a démontré l'importance d'utiliser des conditions normalisées pour 

déterminer les CCS expérimentales et a montré que le choix de l’étalon pouvait avoir un impact 

significatif sur la détermination des valeurs de CCS. Comme le mentionne Gabelica et al, la 

communauté de mobilité ionique doit convenir de toute urgence d’un standard primaire unique ou 

une référence afin d'utiliser tout le potentiel de la mobilité ionique dans les domaines de la 

métabolomique et de la lipidomique. En outre, l'utilisation des valeurs CCS ‘stepped-field’ comme 

référence pourrait poser problème, car le pouvoir de résolution de la technologie DTIMS est plus faible 

que les nouvelles technologies de mobilité ionique, telles que TIMS, cIM et SLIM. En effet, dans la 

plupart des cas, les instruments DTIMS actuels n'ont pas permis la séparation des isomères conduisant 
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à une valeur de CCS unique, alors que les techniques à haute résolution permettent une telle 

séparation, conduisant à des valeurs de CCS distinctes. Cependant, pour l'instant, la CCS de référence 

provient de la méthode ‘stepped-field’ utilisant l'instrument DTIMS. L'utilisation d'une référence 

unique, selon un principe similaire à l'utilisation de l'isotope 12C comme référence de masse pour 

calculer toutes les masses des composés et, par conséquent, les valeurs m/z des ions, peut constituer 

une solution à de nombreux problèmes liés à la mobilité des ions pour déterminer les valeurs de CCS 

expérimentales, mais aussi les valeurs de CCS prédites. Nous avons également montré qu'une stratégie 

de ré-étalonnage est possible. Ainsi, si un étalon primaire ou de référence est choisi par la communauté 

de mobilité ionique, cette stratégie peut être appliquée pour ré-étalonner les valeurs de CCS d'études 

précédemment publiées ou actuelles (qui rapportent les CCS avec un autre étalon que celui de 

référence) et ré-aligner les valeurs de CCS des bases de données déjà disponibles. En utilisant un étalon 

de référence commun et des valeurs de CCS communes pour ce matériau de référence dans toutes les 

études, les CCS expérimentales résultantes peuvent constituer un descripteur puissant à ajouter dans 

les études de métabolomique et de lipidomique. 

D'autres perspectives à ce travail peuvent être d'étendre ce travail aux métabolites et de réaliser des 

études métabolomiques à grande échelle, mais aussi à d'autres classes de composés, comme les 

glycanes et les peptides. Dans le cas des protéines, qui donnent des ions chargés multiples en ESI, des 

études supplémentaires doivent être réalisées pour déterminer un composé de référence approprié 

pour cette classe de composés, car le Tune Mix ne peut fournir que des ions monochargés. Une autre 

perspective peut être le couplage d'un instrument de mobilité ionique à ultra-haute résolution avec 

un spectromètre de masse à ultra-haute résolution comme le spectromètre de masse à résonance 

cyclotronique ionique (TIMS-FTICR MS). Ce couplage permettra l'évaluation de la performance de cet 

instrument et sa capacité à déterminer la CCS de composés structurels très proches (isomères) ainsi 

que l’évaluation de sa capacité à réaliser des expériences en infusion directe, c'est-à-dire sans 

séparation chromatographique préalable, et la comparaison avec les approches LC-IMS-TOF MS 

peuvent également être envisagées. 

. 
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Communications and formations 

Publications 

 A re-calibration procedure for interoperable lipid collision cross section values as measured by 

traveling wave ion mobility spectrometry. Anaïs C. George, Isabelle Schmitz-Afonso, Vincent 

Marie, Benoit Colsch, François Fenaille, Carlos Afonso, Corinne Loutelier-Bourhis, Analytica 

Chimica Acta, 2022, 1226, 340236. 

 Impact of source conditions on collision cross sections determination by trapped ion mobility 

spectrometry. Anaïs C. George, Isabelle Schmitz, Benoit Colsch, François Fenaille, Carlos 

Afonso, Corinne Loutelier-Bourhis, submitted to Journal of the American Society for Mass 

Spectrometry. 

 Interplatform comparison of three ion mobility techniques for human plasma lipidomics: from 

calibration to determination of collision cross sections. Anaïs C. George, Isabelle Schmitz, 

Vincent Marie, Benoit Colsch, Florent Rouvière, Sandra Alves, Sabine Heinisch, François 

Fenaille, Carlos Afonso, Corinne Loutelier-Bourhis, to be submitted. 

Oral and poster presentations 

 Meeting of the International Society for Ion mobility Spectrometry (ISIMS2023) ● August 2023 

● Maastricht ● «Lipid CCS determination using TIMS instrument: desolvation issues and 

comparison with TWIMS and DTIMS instruments» 

 Rencontres du Club Jeune de Spectrométrie de Masse (RCJSM) à Marseille, Oral presentation 

(March 2023) : « Comparison of three ion mobility platforms to determine lipid collision cross 

sections.» 

 Analytics Meeting, Nantes, France. Flash communication and poster (September 2022): 

«Calibrant-corrected database for uniformized and comparable lipid collision cross sections 

values by traveling wave ion mobility spectrometry.»  

 Meeting of the International Society for Ion mobility Spectrometry (ISIMS2022) ● July 2022 ● 

Memphis, USA ● Oral presentation : . «A re-calibration procedure for interoperable lipid 

collision cross section values measured by traveling wave ion mobility spectrometry.» 

 Meeting of the Metabolomics society 2022 ● June 2022 ● Valence, Spain ● Oral presentation : 

«A universal ion mobility calibration for interoperable collision cross sections databases. » 

 XXVIrd Young mass spectrometry club meetings ● March 2022 ● La neylière, Pomeys (France) 

● Oral presentation : « A universal ion mobility calibration for interoperable collision cross 

sections databases » 

 XXVrd Young mass spectrometry club meetings ● March 2021 (Visio-conférence) ● Oral 

presentation : « Metabolomics by high-resolution mass spectrometry coupled with ion mobility 

spectrometry. »  
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 JEDNC ● 24-25 juin 2021 (visio-conference) ● Poster  

 Congress of the French metabolomics and fluxomics network (RFMF) ● November 

2021●Aussois (France) ● Poster and flash communications : « Lipidomics analysis of human 

plasma by liquid chromatography coupled with ion mobility and high-resolution mass 

spectrometry » 

Liste des cours et formations suivis 

1. Formations transversales : 124.5h 

 Intégrité scientifique (MOOC) : 15h 

 Open access et dépôt dans HAL (le 16 février 2021 en visio) :2.5h 

 Rédiger un article scientifique (MOOC) : 20h 

 Entrepreneuriat XL Chem (29 juin 2021 en visio): 4h 

 Protéger, valoriser et diffuser les résultats et produits de la recherche en sciences 

technologiques et santé (le 30 novembre 2021 en visio): 3h 

 Participation à la journée PhDTalent : 6h 

 Formation à obsidian : 3h 

 Formations à l’enseignement (INSPE Mont Saint Aignan : d’octobre 2021 à avril 2022) : 30h 

 Enseignement (64h) : 12h 

 Encadrement de stagiaires : 35h 

 Activités de vulgarisation scientifique : 

o Participation au FENO (à Rouen le 11 septembre 2021): 3h 

o Participation à la journée du patrimoine : 3h 

o Participation à l’opération DECLICS : 3h 

 

2. Formations spécifiques : 393h 

 Formation Prévention, risque incendie, biologique, chimique (application NEO) : 2h 

 Hygiène et sécurité (les 2 et 12 février 2021 en visio) : 9h 

 Congrès CJSM (les 30 et 31 mars 2021 en visio): 14+2h 

 Lipidmaps spring school (du 12 au 16 avril 2021 en visio): 38h 

 Chromatographie (ED en visio le 2 juin 2021) : 3h 

 Congrès JFSM (du 14 au 24 juin 2021 en visio): 24h 

 Congrès RFMF (du 23 au 26 novembre 2021 à Aussois, France) : 22h+1h 

 Select science virtual (le 15 février en visio): 8h 

 Congrès CJSM (du 7 au 11 mars 2022 à Pomeys, France) : 30h+2h 

 Congrès p2M Symposium à Rouen les 24 et 25 mars 2022 : 10h  

 Congrès CJSM 2023 : 20 + 2h 

 Congrès ISIMS : 25h + 4h 

 Virtual analytical summit 2023 (visio) : 8h 

 Labex Synorg : 12h + 2h 

 Metabolomics : 40h + 4h 

 Analytics : 36+2h+1h 

 Formation TIMS-TOF Flex (4 formations) : 62h 

 Rédaction de la publication : 10h 
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Titre : Spectrométrie de mobilité ionique pour la lipidomique du plasma humain : vers la mesure 
standardisée de sections efficaces de collision 

Résumé : La métabolomique consiste en l’étude des petites molécules d’un organisme vivant, pour 
permettre une meilleure compréhension des systèmes biologiques. L’identification des molécules d’intérêt 
au sein d’extraits biologiques complexes reste un défi majeur. C’est dans ce cadre que de nouvelles avancées 
sont réalisées pour développer des méthodes d’identification plus fiables et performantes. La spectrométrie 
de mobilité ionique peut être facilement couplée à la spectrométrie de masse ajoutant ainsi une capacité de 
séparation et un descripteur supplémentaire, la section efficace de collision ou CCS, prenant en compte la 
structure tridimensionnelle de l’ion. 
Différentes technologies IMS sont disponibles et différentes méthodes de détermination des CCS (primaire, 
sans étalonnage et secondaire, avec procédure d'étalonnage) ont été décrites. Des études sont nécessaires 
pour vérifier la reproductibilité et la robustesse des mesures de CCS dans ces différentes conditions. Mes 
travaux de recherche portent sur cette problématique. Dans un premier temps, toutes les sources de 
déviations affectant la détermination des CCS de lipides ont été étudiées et évaluées. Ainsi, il a été vérifié 
que les paramètres de source et de mobilité ionique ont un impact négligeable devant la précision 
actuellement admise de 2%. Dans un deuxième temps, divers étalons commerciaux actuellement utilisés 
pour la détermination des CCS à l'aide de méthodes secondaires ont ensuite été étudiés. Enfin, la 
comparabilité des CCS de lipides de plasma humain obtenues à l’aide de trois technologies distinctes, 
Travelling wave IMS (TWIMS), Drift Tube IMS (DTIMS) and Trapped IMS (TIMS) a été évaluée. Un bon accord 
a pu être obtenu entre les valeurs de CCS obtenues à l'aide de trois technologies IMS différentes en utilisant 
le même étalon. Il a été démontré que la constitution de librairies de CCS interopérables est clairement 
réalisable si des conditions standardisées tant du côté analytique que du côté du traitement des données 
sont définies et utilisées.  
Cette étude est donc un pas vers la généralisation de l’utilisation de ce descripteur, ce qui ouvre la voie à de 
nombreuses autres applications de la mobilité ionique dans des domaines tels que la santé, la nutrition, 
l’environnement. 

Mots clés : Mobilité ionique, Section efficace de collision, Spectrométrie de masse, Métabolomique, 
Lipidomique, Etalonnage en mobilité ionique, TWIMS, TIMS, DTIMS 
 
Title: Ion mobility spectrometry for human plasma lipidomics: towards standardized collision cross sections 

Abstract: Metabolomics is the study of the whole set of small molecules in living organisms and it can provide 
a better understanding of biological systems. Identifying molecules of biological interest remains a major 
analytical challenge. It is in this context that new advances are made to find more reliable and efficient 
identification methods. Ion mobility spectrometry (IMS) can be easily coupled to high resolution mass 
spectrometry to provide an additional separation dimension and an additional descriptor, the collision cross 
section or CCS, which reflects the three-dimensional structure of an ion in a buffer gas. 
Different IMS technologies are currently available and different methods for CCS determination (primary 
method without calibration and secondary methods including a calibration procedure) have been described 
and investigations are required to evaluate the reproducibility and robustness of CCS measurements. My 
research project addressed this aspect. First, all sources of deviations that could affect lipid CCS 
determination were investigated and evaluated. We have checked that changes in source and ion mobility 
parameters had negligible impact on CCS determination. Then, various commercial calibrants currently 
utilized for CCS determination using secondary methods were evaluated. Finally, the comparability of human 
plasma lipid CCS retrieved from three distinct technologies, Travelling wave IMS (TWIMS), Drift Tube IMS 
(DTIMS) and Trapped IMS (TIMS) was assessed. Good agreement was achieved between CCS values from 
three different IMS technologies using the same calibrant. My results have also showed that the constitution 
of interoperable CCS libraries is clearly achievable if standardized conditions and procedures are defined and 
applied for both data acquisition and processing. 
This study thus represents a first step towards the widespread use of this descriptor, and potentially the 
opening up to many other applications of ion mobility in various fields such as health, nutrition and 
environment. 

Key words: Ion mobility spectrometry, Collision cross section, High-resolution mass spectrometry, 
Metabolomics, Lipidomics, Ion mobility calibration, TWIMS, TIMS, DTIMS  


